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Abstract
This Thesis presents a theoretical analysis of the operation of magnetic nozzles for
plasma space propulsion. The study is based on a two-dimensional, two-fluid model
of the supersonic expansion of a hot plasma in a divergent magnetic field. The
basic model is extended progressively to include the dominant electron convective
terms, the plasma-induced magnetic field, multi-temperature electron populations,
and the capability to integrate the plasma flow in the far expansion region. The
hyperbolic plasma response is integrated accurately and efficiently with the method
of the characteristic lines.
The 2D plasma expansion is characterized parametrically in terms of the ion
magnetization strength, the magnetic field geometry, and the initial plasma profile.
Acceleration mechanisms are investigated, showing that the ambipolar electric field
converts the internal electron energy into directed ion energy. The diamagnetic
electron Hall current, which can be distributed in the plasma volume or localized
in a thin current sheet at the jet edge, is shown to be central for the operation of
the magnetic nozzle. The repelling magnetic force on this current is responsible for
the radial confinement and axial acceleration of the plasma, and magnetic thrust
is the reaction to this force on the magnetic coils of the thruster. The plasma
response exhibits a gradual inward separation of the ion streamtubes from the
magnetic streamtubes, which focuses the jet about the nozzle axis, gives rise to
the formation of longitudinal currents and sets the plasma into rotation. The
obtained thrust gain in the magnetic nozzle and radial plasma losses are evaluated
as a function of the design parameters.
The downstream plasma detachment from the closed magnetic field lines, required for the propulsive application of the magnetic nozzle, is investigated in detail. Three prevailing detachment theories for magnetic nozzles, relying on plasma
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resistivity, electron inertia, and the plasma-induced magnetic field, are shown to
be inadequate for the propulsive magnetic nozzle, as these mechanisms detach the
plume outward, increasing its divergence, rather than focusing it as desired.
Instead, plasma detachment is shown to occur essentially due to ion inertia
and the gradual demagnetization that takes place downstream, which enable the
unbounded inward ion separation from the magnetic lines beyond the turning point
of the outermost plasma streamline under rather general conditions. The plasma
fraction that remains attached to the field and turns around along the magnetic
field back to the thruster is evaluated and shown to be marginal. The plasmainduced magnetic field is shown to increase the divergence of the nozzle and the
resulting plasma plume in the propulsive case, and to enhance the demagnetization
of the central part of the plasma jet, contrary to existing predictions. The increased
demagnetization favors the earlier ion inward separation from the magnetic field.
The local current ambipolarity assumption, common to many existing magnetic
nozzle models, is critically discussed, showing that it is unsuitable for the study
of plasma detachment. A grave mathematical inconsistency in a well-accepted
model, related to the acceptance of this assumption, is found out and commented
on.
The formation and 2D shape of electric double layers in the plasma expansion is studied with the inclusion of an additional suprathermal electron population in the model. When a double layer forms, its curvature is shown to increase the more peripherally suprathermal electrons are injected, the lower the
magnetic field strength, and the more divergent the magnetic nozzle is. The twoelectron-temperature plasma is seen to have a greater magnetic-to-total thrust
ratio. Notwithstanding, no propulsive advantage of the double layer is found, supporting and reinforcing previous critiques to their proposal as a thrust mechanism.
Finally, a general framework of self-similar models of a 2D unmagnetized
plasma plume expansion into vacuum is presented and discussed. The error associated with the self-similarity assumption is calculated and shown to be small
for hypersonic plasma plumes. Three models of the literature are recovered as
particularizations from the general framework and compared.
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Resumen (Español)
Esta tesis presenta un análisis teórico del funcionamiento de toberas magnéticas
para la propulsión espacial por plasmas. El estudio está basado en un modelo bidimensional y bi-fluido de la expansión supersónica de un plasma caliente en un
campo magnético divergente. El modelo básico es ampliado progresivamente con
la inclusión de términos convectivos dominantes de electrones, el campo magnético
inducido por el plasma, poblaciones electrónicas múltiples a distintas temperaturas, y la capacidad de integrar el flujo en la región de expansión lejana. La respuesta
hiperbólica del plasma es integrada con alta precisión y eficiencia haciendo uso del
método de las lı́neas caracterı́sticas.
Se realiza una caracterización paramétrica de la expansión 2D del plasma en
términos del grado de magnetización de iones, la geometrı́a del campo magnético,
y el perfil inicial del plasma. Se investigan los mecanismos de aceleración, mostrando que el campo ambipolar convierte la energı́a interna de electrones en energı́a
dirigida de iones. Las corrientes diamagnéticas de Hall, que pueden hallarse distribuidas en el volumen del plasma o localizadas en una delgada capa de corriente en
el borde del chorro, son esenciales para la operación de la tobera, ya que la fuerza
magnética repulsiva sobre ellas es la encargada de confinar radialmente y acelerar
axialmente el plasma. El empuje magnético es la reacción a esta fuerza sobre el
motor. La respuesta del plasma muestra la separación gradual hacia adentro de los
tubos de iones respecto de los magnéticos, lo cual produce la formación de corrientes eléctricas longitudinales y pone el plasma en rotación. La ganancia de empuje
obtenida y las pérdidas radiales de la pluma de plasma se evalúan en función de
los parámetros de diseño.
Se analiza en detalle la separación magnética del plasma aguas abajo respecto
a las lı́neas magnéticas (cerradas sobre sı́ mismas), necesaria para la aplicación de
la tobera magnética a fines propulsivos. Se demuestra que tres teorı́as existentes
sobre separación, que se fundamentan en la resistividad del plasma, la inercia de
electrones, y el campo magnético que induce el plasma, son inadecuadas para la
tobera magnética propulsiva, ya que producen separación hacia afuera en lugar de
hacia adentro, aumentando la divergencia de la pluma.
En su lugar, se muestra que la separación del plasma tiene lugar gracias a la
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inercia de iones y la desmagnetización gradual del plasma que tiene lugar aguas
abajo, que permiten la separación ilimitada del flujo de iones respecto a las lı́neas
de campo en condiciones muy generales. Se evalúa la cantidad de plasma que
permanece unida al campo magnético y retorna hacia el motor a lo largo de las
lı́neas cerradas de campo, mostrando que es marginal. Se muestra cómo el campo
magnético inducido por el plasma incrementa la divergencia de la tobera magnética y por ende de la pluma de plasma en el caso propulsivo, contrariamente a las
predicciones existentes. Se muestra también cómo el inducido favorece la desmagnetización del núcleo del chorro, acelerando la separación magnética.
La hipótesis de ambipolaridad de corriente local, común a varios modelos de
tobera magnética existentes, es discutida crı́ticamente, mostrando que es inadecuada para el estudio de la separación de plasma. Una inconsistencia grave en la
derivación matemática de uno de los modelos más aceptados es señalada y comentada.
Incluyendo una especie adicional de electrones supratérmicos en el modelo, se
estudia la formación y geometrı́a de dobles capas eléctricas en el interior del plasma.
Cuando dicha capa se forma, su curvatura aumenta cuanto más periféricamente
se inyecten los electrones supratérmicos, cuanto menor sea el campo magnético, y
cuanto más divergente sea la tobera magnética. El plasma con dos temperaturas
electrónicas posee un mayor ratio de empuje magnético frente a total. A pesar de
ello, no se encuentra ninguna ventaja propulsiva de las dobles capas, reforzando las
crı́ticas existentes frente a las propuestas de estas formaciones como un mecanismo
de empuje.
Por último, se presenta una formulación general de modelos autosemejantes
de la expansión 2D de una pluma no magnetizada en el vacı́o. El error asociado
a la hipótesis de autosemejanza es calculado, mostrando que es pequeño para
plumas hipersónicas. Tres modelos de la literatura son particularizados a partir de
la formulación general y comparados.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Plasmas of many different types play a fundamental role in present day technology.
Their unique response to electromagnetic fields, their chemical reactivity, and other
distinctive properties are essential in a wide range of applications, from plasma
space propulsion to fusion reactors, advanced surface treatments, and electronics
manufacturing.
However, the human use of plasmas poses several challenging technological
problems, mainly associated with their handling: (i ) material walls in contact with
a plasma are soon contaminated or eroded away, limiting their useful life; (ii) the
energy deposited on them raises temperature and heat flux issues; (iii ) additionally,
the plasma-wall contact results in plasma recombination, an important source of
plasma efficiency losses; In order to avoid or mitigate these problems and gain
further flexibility in the manipulation of a plasma, applied magnetic fields are
used to confine and keep it away from material walls. Canonical examples in this
area are magnetic confinement fusion devices (where a toroidal or nearly-toroidal
magnetic field is imposed to constrain the plasma); and, in the matter at hand,
magnetic nozzles.
A magnetic nozzle (MN) is a convergent-divergent magnetic field, created by a
set of solenoids and/or permanent magnets, which expands, accelerates and directs
a plasma beam into vacuum. The guided plasma experiences a sonic transition at
the section of minimum area — the magnetic throat — and expands supersonically
in the divergent part, in resemblance with a neutral gas expanding in a classical,
1
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solid de Laval nozzle.1, 2
In spite of this similarity, the operation of MNs is far more complex and differs
substantially from that of their solid counterparts; whereas classical nozzles interact with the expanding fluid only though the pressure acting on its walls, a MN
relies on the long-distance magnetic forces that act on the whole plasma volume.
The absence of walls in this case means that these forces must suffice to effectively
confine the plasma radially, and to convey the magnetically-generated thrust back
to the coils. Furthermore, the nature and properties of the expanding plasma give
rise to a myriad of different plasma acceleration mechanisms, the physics of which
are not present in a neutral gas or a solid nozzle.
The main benefit of MNs stems from the ability of the magnetic field to protect
the coils and walls of the device from the plasma, minimizing the erosion and
plasma losses. This ability to expand the plasma in a contactless and controlled
manner, together with their mechanical simplicity and robustness, makes MNs
a superior alternative for plasma acceleration in advanced plasma propulsion.3, 4
Additionally, the capability to easily modify the magnetic field acting on the coil
currents brings up the possibility to continuously tweak the shape and intensity of
the MN, adapting it and the resulting plasma plume to suit the specific needs at
a given time. All this justifies the high interest in understanding and optimizing
the operation of these devices, which have been under research since the 1960s,
and specially, in recent years.
Moreover, the interest in MNs is not limited to their propulsive use. Other
engineering applications of MNs include plasma etching and ion deposition in
material treatment and manufacturing, as well as waste and radioactive material
processing.5 In these cases, the accelerated plasma jet impinges on the processed
surface instead of expanding indefinitely into vacuum, and the mission of the nozzle
is to tailor the downstream plasma energy and density distribution achieve the
desired effects. Also, similar or related physics to those in the MN can be found in
a number of natural systems, such as the polar wind,6 some processes in the solar
corona and its outfluxes,7 and to some extent, certain astrophysical plasma jets.8
A critical aspect for propulsive applications is related to the closed geometry
of the applied magnetic field. Unlike in a solid nozzle, where the nozzle has a clear
end and the expanding fluid is effectively free once it has left it, in a MN there is no
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“final” section, and the long-range magnetic force continues to influence the plasma
expansion far downstream. Since the plasma has a tendency to follow the magnetic
lines and these eventually curve back to close upon themselves, it is necessary that
the plasma break free from the guiding MN once accelerated, in order to enable
the formation of a high-speed, collimated plasma plume that continues to expand
into vacuum. Without a proper detachment mechanism, the plasma would return
along the magnetic lines of the nozzle, spreading radially, canceling the produced
thrust, and ruining the efficiency of the device. Moreover, the backflowing plasma
would threaten the delicate instruments of the spacecraft, which could potentially
suffer erosion and become contaminated. Thus, detachment is a fundamental
requirement for the successful application of MNs in plasma space propulsion.
Apart from the magnetized expansion of plasmas in MNs, unmagnetized plasma
plumes expanding into vacuum are central in many technological and naturallyoccurring plasmas. In particular, plasma plumes are ubiquitous in all types of
space plasma propulsion. Understanding the evolution of the plasma properties
and the divergence of the unmagnetized plume not only complements any study
of MNs, as the expanding plasma eventually demagnetizes, but it is also essential
for several applications. For example, satellite integration of electric propulsion
depends on the divergence of the plasma plume produced by the thruster, which
should not affect sensitive surfaces such as solar panels.9 Also, a well-collimated
plasma beam can be used to deorbit space debris or deflect near-Earth asteroids
efficiently from a safe distance without requiring any docking maneuver, an idea
recently proposed at the Technical University of Madrid.10, 11

1.1

About this Thesis

The present Thesis deals with the modeling and analysis of magnetic nozzles for
propulsive applications and plasma plumes. The study falls in the field of advanced
space electric propulsion. This research was initiated in the MSc Thesis of the
author, titled ‘Magnetic Nozzles for Space Plasma Thrusters’ and presented at
the Technical University of Madrid. Building upon that initial work, the study
approach followed in this Thesis consists in three parts. First, a 2D model of the
plasma expansion and detachment in the diverging magnetic field is formulated
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and progressively extended to include additional physics. The careful analysis of
the various phenomena and the structure of the equations, required to evaluate the
relevance of the different terms and properly simplify the model while retaining
the important physics, is undoubtedly the most critical step. Second, the model is
implemented in a computer program to integrate it numerically. The created code,
named ‘DiMagNo’ after “divergent magnetic nozzle”, is specifically tailored for the
study of MNs. Here, we have opted for the convenience of Matlab and the method
of characteristics to simulate the plasma flow. DiMagNo has undergone multiple
upgrades and rewritings to address the additions to the model, and currently is
a highly modular and extensible, object-oriented code. The third part involves
analyzing the simulated plasma expansion to discuss the observed physics and the
propulsive performances of the device. Wherever possible, experimental results by
other groups are invoked to contrast and confirm our results, and to justify our
assumptions.
The research effort in this Thesis has resulted in 7 scientific publications in
peer-reviewed journals and a book (see the Publication List in page xi). Two
more articles, pertaining to the contents of Chapters 7 and 8, are in the process
of publication. Additionally, this work has leaded to 16 communications in international conferences with proceedings, and over 10 without. The Chapters of this
document have been written taking the published articles and conference proceedings as a starting point. At the beginning of each of them, the relevant publications
are cited. Finally, a patent on a system and method to create a thrust-vectoring
enabled MN is in the process of registration (not described in the present report).
In the course of this Thesis, the author has enjoyed a three-month stay in the
Institut für Raumfahrtsysteme, at the Universität Stuttgart, Germany, in whose
facilities an AF- MPD prototype was being assembled and tested and an inductive plasma source was being characterized. This experience has provided a basic
working knowledge of experimental research, which complements the theoretical
and numerical character of this Thesis. Additionally, a collaborative work was
initiated with the Institut de Combustion Aérothermique Réactivité et Environnement, CNRS Orléans, to apply self-similar models of an unmagnetized plasma
plume to the experimental data of two small Hall- Effect thrusters. These same
models have also been used in the preliminary study of a space debris removal
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system at the Technical University of Madrid, called ‘Ion Beam Shepherd’ (IBS),
which consists in deorbiting targets by acting upon them with a high-efficiency
plasma plume.
This work has been financed by, and is part of, several research projects: the
‘HPH.com’ project of the Seventh European Framework Programme to develop
a low-power HPT (50–100 W); two projects of the European Office of Aerospace
Research & Development (EOARD) of the USAF to study the MN acceleration
and plasma detachment; the ongoing ‘Helicon Plasma Thruster for Space Missions’ project financed by ESA to study the physics and viability of these devices
and propose a candidate design; and the ‘plasma space propulsion’ project of the
Science and Innovation Ministry. Additionally, the work on unmagnetized plasma
plumes has been carried out mainly in the frame of the project ‘Ion Beam Shepherd for Contactless Debris Removal’ supported by ESA. For more details on the
different projects, see the Project List in page xv.
Finally, a note on the conventions followed in this Thesis is due. Unless noted
otherwise, plasma temperatures are referred in energy units (i.e., we purposefully
omit the Boltzmann constant kB for simplicity of the equations), as it is customary
in the field of plasma physics. All electromagnetic quantities are expressed in the
SI unit system (e.g. µ0 = 4π · 10−7 VsA−1 m−1 ).

1.1.1

Objectives of this work

The present Thesis has two main goals, which are nevertheless related with each
other: the first and main one is to model, understand and characterize the plasma
physics of the MN, and to assess its potential for propulsive applications. While
most of the conclusions of the present work are applicable to magnetic nozzles
in general, the study is focused on their application to Helicon Plasma Thrusters
(HPT) and similar thrusters, and the analysis is carried out with the plasma
properties of these devices in mind. The second, minor goal is to model and study
the expansion of unmagnetized hypersonic plasma plumes into vacuum.
These goals can be broken down into the following seven key objectives:
1. To formulate a robust 2D mathematical model of the plasma expansion in
a diverging magnetic field that captures the most relevant physics of the
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expansion, acceleration, and detachment of the plasma flow in the MN of a
HPT and similar thrusters.
2. To create an accurate and extensible numerical code to enable the simulation
of the model and the analysis of the results.
3. To understand and investigate the different mechanisms involved in acceleration and thrust generation in the MN, study the dependence on the main
parameters, and assess the propulsive performance and worthiness of the
device.
4. To critically discuss existing detachment models and their applicability to
the propulsive MN.
5. To propose and investigate adequate detachment mechanisms.
6. To study the formation and shape of electric double layers in the plasma
flow, assessing their role in the expansion and their propulsive worthiness.
7. To formulate and explore a family of self-similar models of unmagnetized
plasma plumes expanding into vacuum.

1.2

Thesis outline

The contents of the rest of Chapters of this Thesis can be summarized as follows.
Chapter 2 describes the propulsive applications of the MN and reviews the different thrusters that are based on this device. The physics behind the operation of the MN are introduced, with a classification of the acceleration
and detachment mechanisms, and a literature review on existing theory and
experiments.
Chapter 3 formulates the basic two-dimensional plasma/MN model that is used
in the following Chapters to investigate the physical mechanisms and phenomena in the nozzle. This model will be later extended to include additional
phenomena.
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Chapter 4 studies the plasma expansion and acceleration in the near-region of
the nozzle, that is, before the last magnetic streamlines begin to turn around
and back to the thruster. The different mechanisms involved in the acceleration are identified and discussed. The main parameters of the model are
investigated, and the propulsive performances of the nozzle are assessed.
Chapter 5 initiates the study of plasma detachment in the MN. Three proposed
mechanisms in the literature, which currently stand as the prevailing theory
on plasma detachment, are critically discussed to show that, in the case of
a propulsive MN, they produce outwards detachment instead of inwards as
claimed.
Chapter 6 is devoted to the in-depth analysis of the effects of electron inertia
in the model, and the consequences of the failure of current ambipolarity in
the expansion, a key aspect of the operation of the MN. From the frame of
reference of this discussion, we critique the detachment model developed by
Hooper12 and derived ones, identifying the physical inadequacy of certain
hypotheses and proving a mathematical inconsistency in its derivation.
Chapter 7 proposes a novel plasma detachment mechanism that relies on the
progressive ion separation from the magnetic lines which takes place as the
plasma becomes demagnetized. Contrary to the electron detachment mechanisms discussed in Chapter 5, ion detachment is shown to be a robust
phenomenon in propulsive MNs. The far-region plasma plume is analyzed,
and the different physics that can affect the ideal expansion are studied.
Chapter 8 incorporates the plasma induced magnetic field into the model to
show that it increases the divergence of the MN and reduces its strength,
enhancing plasma demagnetization in its core. The model of Arefiev and
Breizman13 and related MHD models, which postulate the opposite behavior,
are critically discussed.
Chapter 9 extends the model to include two-temperature electron populations
in order to study the formation and 2D shape of quasi-double-layers in the
flow, which have been proposed as a thrust-producing mechanism in the so-
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called helicon double-layer thruster.14 Thrust and efficiency are investigated,
showing that the bi-modal electron energy distribution function (and the
resulting quasi-double-layer) only cause an increase in the relative magneticto-total thrust ratio.

Chapter 10 formulates a simple framework of models to study the hypersonic
expansion of an unmagnetized plasma plume. The fluid equations are conveniently approximated using a self-similarity hypothesis. Three models in
the literature are shown to be particular cases of this framework and are
discussed. The models are useful for the study of many applications, including the IBS system for space debris removal and general electric propulsion
plumes.
Chapter 11 summarizes the main conclusions of this work and identifies different
directions for future research.
After the main body of the Thesis described above, other topics of interest and
additional information have been gathered into appendices:
Appendix A contains a brief description of the radial structure of a plasma in
equilibrium inside a dielectric cylindrical vessel, used for the initial conditions
of the upstream plasma in the MN model.
Appendix B describes the application of the self-similar plume models of Chapter 10 to the study of the IBS deorbiting system and to the analysis of
experimental data on Hall effect thruster plumes. The appendix includes
two conference papers on these applications.
Appendix C describes the activities carried out during the short-stay at the IRS
Stuttgart, and includes the conference paper that resulted from this period.
Appendix D documents the main aspects of the DiMagNo code, including some
details of the integration internals, the calculation of the induced magnetic
field, and a description of the standards used in the input and output of
data.

Chapter 2
Magnetic Nozzles
This Chapter introduces magnetic nozzles, their application to space electric propulsion, and the principles of operation that allow a MN to produce a high-velocity,
collimated plasma jet. A review of the pertinent literature covers previous developments in the field, including theory and existing experiments, and the current
state of the art in the understanding of these devices.
Section 2.1 below introduces the main aspects and advantages of electric propulsion and describes different advanced plasma thrusters based on MN acceleration.
Then, Section 2.2 details the physics and mechanisms behind the operation of the
MN and reviews past models and experiments.

2.1

Magnetic nozzles for plasma propulsion

Space electric propulsion (EP), actively developed since the 1950s, has become
a popular alternative to classical chemical propulsion (CP) due to its multiple
advantages.15 The defining characteristic of EP is that the propellant is accelerated
with energy from an external electric power source, such as solar panels or a
nuclear reactor, instead of relying on the finite, internal chemical energy stored
in the bonds of the substance. To be able to deliver the external energy to the
propellant, it must first be ionized into a plasma, so that it can react to the applied
electromagnetic fields.
The main advantage of EP is the possibility of high efficiency, low propellant
9
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consumption space travel. Given the increment of spacecraft velocity required in
a mission (the ∆v budget) and the dry mass of the spacecraft Md , the required
propellant mass Mp is provided by Tsiolkovsky’s equation,
Mp = Md



∆v
exp
−1
Isp



(2.1)

where Isp (velocity units), the specific impulse of the propulsion system, is the
average exhaust velocity, and constitutes the main figure that describes propellant
consumption. A higher Isp enables larger missions (larger ∆v) with the same
amount of propellant; conversely, it allows a reduction in propellant consumption
in a given mission.
The specific impulse is limited by the energy delivered per unit mass of propellant,
2
∝ Pa /ṁ,
(2.2)
Isp
where Pa is the total power available, and ṁ the mass-flow rate. In the case of CP,
Pa /ṁ is a characteristic of the chemical reaction, and consequently, Isp is limited
by the propellant itself. In contrast, in EP Pa is only limited by the total on board
power, and hence is uncoupled from ṁ. Thus, by selecting a low ṁ, it is possible
to achieve much higher values of Isp , and EP can outperform classical propulsion
in the amount of propellant consumed in a certain mission, typically in a factor of
10. Given the cost of lifting mass into orbit (about 20000$ per kg), this reduction
of propellant mass can generate important savings.
Notwithstanding, this decoupling between ṁ and Pa in EP comes at a price.
First, operating at high Isp and low ṁ means a low thrust F , since F = Isp ṁ =
2ηT Pa /Isp , where ηT is the thrust efficiency. While there is a certain trade-off
margin between thrust and specific impulse where one can operate, EP performs
badly in the high-F , low-Isp range, due to the fixed cost of propellant ionization
and other energy losses, which lower the efficiency significantly when the specific
energy per unit mass of propellant is low. Hence, EP is restricted to the high-Isp ,
low-F regime, which is far more efficient but requires longer propulsion times. As
an example, this means Isp ≃ 20–30 km/s and F ≃ 80–120 mN at about 2 kW.
Second, the existing plasma thrusters add substantial complexity to the system,
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by requiring their own electric power conditioning unit, and increment the nonpayload dry mass of the spacecraft.
That said, EP has become a relevant player in many important low-thrust
propulsive niches, including orbit/station keeping in geostationary satellites, orbit
raising, interplanetary flight, and end-of-life deorbiting of the spacecraft. Moreover, current trends predict a great boost to EP usage, marked for example by
the appearance of satellite platforms with an all-electric propulsion system (702SP
platform by Boeing, and platforms under development by the European Space
Agency).
Consonant with the application potential of EP, a large variety of plasma
thrusters have been developed in the last decades. These can be classified depending on the forces that dominate in the plasma into (i) electrothermal, when
the plasma is heated up first and then let to expand gasdynamically, transforming the internal pressure into acceleration; (ii ) electrostatic, when strong electric
fields are used to accelerate ions directly in a region of non-neutral plasma; and
(iii ) electromagnetic, when both electric and magnetic fields are combined to apply a Lorenz force to a quasineutral plasma. Each of these three types can be
identified with the dominance of one of the terms in the right hand side of the
momentum equation of the plasma,
mi ni (ui · ∇) ui = −∇ · P − e (ni − ne ) ∇φ + j × B,

(2.3)

with the pressure term being related to the electrothermal, the electric force on
space charge density to the electrostatic, and the magnetic force to the electromagnetic thruster types. Among the most extended, well-tested and accepted
thrusters, there are4, 9, 16, 17
• The arcjet (electrothermal), where a gas is heated up by an electric arc and
then expanded in a nozzle. This was one of the first to be developed due to
its simplicity;18
• The ion thruster (electrostatic), consisting in a ionization chamber, a series
of parallel grids electrically biased that accelerate the ions into a beam, and
an external cathode that serves to neutralize the ion beam;
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• The pulsed plasma thruster (electromagnetic) where thin layers of a Teflon
block are evaporated and ionized by pulsed discharges, which then selfaccelerate thanks to the internal currents and the induced magnetic field;
and
• The Hall effect thruster (electromagnetic), in which an axial discharge is
sustained within an annular chamber by an internal anode and an external
cathode, and a radial magnetic field is applied to prevent the electrons from
short-circuiting the discharge, forcing ions accelerate in the potential jump.
The cathode provides the electrons to ionize the propellant an to neutralize
the ion beam.

From this list, the ion and Hall effect thrusters have specially flourished and
reached high technological maturity, with numerous commercial satellites and scientific missions using them as the main or secondary propulsion systems. In spite
of their tremendous success, these thrusters suffer from certain issues, in particular
the wear and erosion of the electrodes which limit the durability and efficiency of
the device, as well as the loss of plasma to the internal walls that lowers the thrust
efficiency ηT . Both aspects are associated with the interaction between the plasma
and thruster materials. Additionally, in the case of the ion thruster, maximum
thrust is severely limited by the build-up of space charge between the accelerator
grids at high plasma densities.
In an attempt to overcome these problems, a bold, new generation of advanced
thrusters is being developed that includes the helicon plasma thruster (HPT), the
variable specific-impulse magnetoplasma rocket (VASIMR), and the applied-field
magnetoplasmadynamic thruster (AF-MPD). These thrusters use a magnetic nozzle (MN) that limits or avoids plasma-wall contact and has the flexibility to adapt
the magnetic field shape and strength in flight to modify the plasma expansion.
From the viewpoint of plasma forces, these devices are electromagnetic, as they
rely on the magnetic force to confine and accelerate the plasma, and also to transmit back the generated thrust due to the momentum gain in the plasma to the
spacecraft. Nonetheless, from the point of view of energy, thrusters with magnetic
nozzles are essentially electrothermal, since electric power is used to heat up the
plasma upstream, which is then let to expand downstream where the MN trans-
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forms that internal energy into directed energy. Indeed, the performance of the
device depends on the internal energy achieved by the heating process, with higher
p
ones leading to higher specific impulse,3 Isp ∝ Te /mi .

The diversity among these thrusters in terms of power (from a few Watts to
hundreds of kW, or even to the MW power range), plasma properties (density
profile, internal energy distribution, existence of currents and rotation, etc.) and
magnetic strength, leads to significant differences in the physics and operation of
the MN. A brief overview of these devices is provided below.

2.1.1

Helicon plasma thrusters

Consisting simply in a cylindrical RF plasma source and a divergent MN, the Helicon Plasma Thruster (HPT) is an incipient new technology that can be considered
as the archetypal thruster with MN.
In its basic design (see Fig. 2.1), the source is composed of a cylindrical dielectric vessel, a gas feed (typically Argon, Xenon, or Krypton), external solenoids or
coils that provide a quasi-uniform axial magnetic field, and a RF antenna wound
around the tube that ionizes and energizes the propellant when power is supplied.
The driving frequency ω is typically chosen in the range 1–26 MHz, with applied
magnetic fields of hundreds to thousands Gauss.19 Various antenna geometries are
being tested,20 the most common being variants of half-helical and Nagoya-type
antennae.21
The magnetic field plays a triple role, as it (i) prevents plasma losses to the lateral walls, (ii ) conforms the MN, and (iii ) allows the RF waves to propagate deep
into the plasma when the conditions are appropriate. These conditions are (a)
that the operation frequency ω satisfies ωlh ≪ ω ≪ Ωe ≪ Ωpe , with Ωe = eB/me
p
the electron gyrofrequency, ωlh ≃ Ωe me /mi the lower-hybrid frequency, and
p
Ωpe = ne2 /(me ε0 ) the electron plasma frequency; and (b) that the plasma density n is within a specific range for the applied magnetic field B, a whistler wave,
known as helicon wave, propagates inside the plasma coupled with a superficial,
short-wavelength Trivelpiece-Gould wave.22–28 This is known as the ‘blue mode’
regime, which is regarded as the efficient operation point, in contrast to the inductive mode, in which helicon waves penetrate only superficially in the plasma.
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Figure 2.1: Basic components of a HPT. The gas is fed into a cylindrical chamber,
where an external antenna wound around the tube delivers radiofrequency energy
(see text). A quasi-axial magnetic field is applied to make the plasma transparent
to the wave and allow its propagation. The magnetic field expands beyond the open
end of the source, forming the MN.

While the understanding of the propagation and plasma interaction of the waves
is still limited, it is believed that this second type of waves deposits the energy on
the electrons via collisional dissipation and/or Landau damping.29
The main advantages of the HPT are (i ) the lack of electrodes, which is expected to lengthen the thruster’s life, (ii ) the good ‘throttlability’ range that can
be achieved by varying the mass flow and the applied power, (iii ) the wide range
of propellants that can be employed, and (iv ) the possibility — in principle — to
scale it to very large powers. However, what really sets the HPT apart is the ability
of helicon sources to produce a higher plasma density than other sources30 (with
values in the range 1018 –1020 m−3 already demonstrated31 ) at near-full ionization,
allowing for a higher thrust density and compactness.
Several prototypes of HPTs have been tested, with varying designs and covering
an ample power range (50 W – 50 kW).14, 32–40 Table 2.1 shows the representative
parametric ranges of operation of these thrusters and the estimated or measured
performances. However, there is still plenty of work to be done on the HPT
before it becomes an appealing technology for space applications. For instance, it
has yet to demonstrate sufficient thrust efficiency: current prototypes reach only
ηT ≃ 0%–20% (for the measured cases). The highest values normally occur at
higher powers. A central aspect of the application of helicon sources to construct
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space thrusters is that, since the MN is an electrothermal device from the energy
viewpoint, it is essential to achieve a high electron temperature Te in the plasma
source. To be competitive, the HPT requires higher temperatures (and also higher
ionization rates) than the ones reached in industrial helicon sources,41 which are
usually limited to Te = 3–5 eV.
A popular variant of the HPT that has received plenty of attention from different groups is the double-layer helicon plasma thruster36, 50, 54, 59–66 (DL-HPT).
This concept claims that the electric field steepening that has been observed at
the exit of the helicon source in certain experiments (but not all, Refs. 43, 67) is a
double layer (DL) that could enhance the performances of the device by increasing the acceleration of the plasma. One possible cause for DL formation could
be a highly non-Maxwellian electron population, with a significant hot electron
tail.59, 68–71 While there is evidence of the existence of suprathermal electrons in
some helicon sources,72–76 the conditions that lead to the formation of this higherenergy population still need to be clarified. Nonetheless, the DL-HPT concept has
been recently disputed for various reasons. First and foremost, for the fact that a
DL does not increment plasma momentum, but only transforms electron momentum into ion momentum.62, 77, 78 Hence, it cannot by itself generate thrust, and
indeed, no propulsive advantage of the DL has been demonstrated so far. Second,
due to the apparent relevance of the particular conditions of the laboratory experiments that exhibit this feature,79 in which the generation of secondary ion and
electron populations downstream (in the vacuum chamber) seems to be essential
in the formation of a DL. These conditions would be very different from space
conditions.
Regarding the theoretical work on the HPT, advances in the understanding
the wave propagation and heating process, as well as the dynamics of the plasma
inside the source, are slowly taking place. However, many aspects of the physics
of this thruster are still poorly known. Most of the existing studies describe the
absorption of the wave using a 1D model of a uniform plasma column confined
at its ends, with reflection of the wave on both walls of the tube. Only a few
studies of the wave propagation consider the non-uniform plasma flowing out of
the tube.80 Regarding the fluid dynamic problem of the expanding plasma, only
one study has attempted to describe the whole internal and external dynamics
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< 55%(a)

Ar, N2 , H2

U. W.
Refs.
33, 42–46
20–50 kW
1–2 N
20–50 km/s

1017 –1018

< 2%

Ar

< 840 W
< 6 mN
< 15 km/s

1500

1020

< 20%

Ar, N2

MIT
Refs.
38, 48, 49
< 1.1 kW
10–20 mN
10–40 km/s

4–6

100–200

1017

ANU
Refs.
14, 17, 50–56
200–800 W
2–6 mN
8 km/s
Ar, Kr,
N2 ,CH4 ,
NH3 , N2 O
< 3%

13.56

1–3

400–1100

2 · 1018

HPEPL

1020

150–1000

>7

13.56

Refs. 35, 47

150–500

1–8

13.56

CISAS
Refs.
39, 57, 58
0–90 W
0.5 mN
4.2 km/s

Power
Thrust
Isp

25

2–15

< 13%

Ar

Propellants

0.5–1

ηT
Max. plasma
density (m−3 )
Max. magnetic
field (Gauss)
Max. plasma
temperature
(eV)
Driving
frequency
(MHz)

Table 2.1: HPT prototypes of different groups and their performance. The Table shows averages and ranges of published
values when available. Explanation: U.W.: University of Washington; HPEPL: High Power Electric Propulsion
Laboratory, GeorgiaTech; MIT: Massachusetts Institute of Technology; ANU: Australia National University; CISAS:
Centro Interdipartamentale di Studi e Attività Spaziali, Università Padova. (a): Estimated from ion energy and
assuming full ionization, not measured.
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consistently by matching an upstream and a downstream model and performing
the energy balance of the whole plasma.41
The plasma expansion in the MN of the HPT and similar thrusters is the main
object of study of this Thesis. Table 2.2 lists typical values of plasma properties
and parameters at the exit section of two representative thrusters, which will be
used as a reference for the plasma conditions at the MN throat in next Chapters.

Magnetic field B0 (G)
Plasma density n0 (m−3 )
Radius R (mm)
Electron temperature Te (eV)
Electron thermal velocity ce (m/s)
Ion thermal velociy cs (m/s)
Alfvén velocity ca0 (m/s)
Debye length λD0 (mm)
Electron gyroradius ℓe0 (mm)
Non-dim. ion gyrofrequency Ω̂i0 ≡ RΩi0 /cs
Plasma beta β = c2s /c2a0
Non-dim. electron gyroradius ℓe0 /R
Non-dim. Debye length λD0 /R

low-beta
plasma38
1000
7 · 1018
10
20
1.9 · 106
6.9 · 103
1.3 · 105
1.3 · 10−2
0.11
0.35
2.8 · 10−3
1.1 · 10−2
1.3 · 10−3

‘high’-beta
plasma43
200
2 · 1019
100
20
1.9 · 106
6.9 · 103
1.5 · 104
7.3 · 10−3
0.53
0.70
0.2
5.3 · 10−3
7.3 · 10−4

Table 2.2: Typical plasma parameters at the nozzle throat based on data from the
HPT experiments of Batishchev38 and Winglee et al.43 For Ar+ , 1 mg/s is equivalent
to 2.4 A.

2.1.2

VASIMR

The VAriable Specific Impulse Magnetoplasma Rocket81–85 (VASIMR), under development by the Ad Astra Rocket Company since the 1970s as a spin-off from
magnetic divertors in fusion technology,86 can be regarded as an enhanced highpower HPT. Indeed, it consists of the same elements as the HPT of the previous
section, plus an intermediate RF heating stage that operates at the ion-cyclotron
frequency, known as ion cyclotron resonance heater (ICRH). Various ICRH antenna geometries are being tested.87 The defining aspect of the VASIMR, after
which it is named, is the ability to modulate thrust and Isp that is expected to
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Figure 2.2: Sketch of the VASIMR thruster. The propellant gas is injected into
the helicon source (first stage of the thruster), where it is ionized. Then it circulates downstream, where a ion-cyclotron resonance heater energizes the ions (second
stage). Lastly, it proceeds into the MN, where it expands to form the plasma plume
(third stage).

be achieved by tweaking the MN, the power to the helicon and ICRH, and the
mass flow.88 As the HPT, the VASIMR is a electrodeless thruster, eliminating the
associated durability problem, and can operate with different propellant gases.89
The ICRH imparts a large amount of energy to the ions in the form of cyclotron
motion. As most ions pass only once through the heater,90–92 energy needs to
be transmitted very rapidly to them. The obtained ion distribution function is
highly anisotropic and peaked, with a measured perpendicular temperature of up
to 50 eV at ∼ 100 kW on the ICRH.93 In order to deliver this power and confine
the energetic ions, much stronger magnetic fields than in the HPT (2 Tesla) are
necessary; the continued generation of such high magnetic strengths in space poses
a technological challenge, which is to be palliated with the use of high-temperature
superconducting coils (see Fig. 2.2).
The strongly-collimated cyclotron energy on ions changes the plasma expansion
in the MN at a fundamental level, and thus, the operation of the device is expected
to be significantly different from that of a simple HPT: first, the internal energy
of the plasma no longer resides dominantly in the electrons, whose temperature
governs the development of the ambipolar field in a HPT. Second, the highly
anisotropic ion distribution function that results from the heating stage means that
the inverse magnetic mirror effect could be a significant acceleration mechanism in
this thruster. Also, both inward and outward plume detachment (relative to the
magnetic field lines) has been measured, depending on the operating mode.94
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Notwithstanding, most of the experiments and studies carried out on this device have so far operated with the ICRH stage switched off, whereby the VASIMR
reduces to a high-power HPT. This regime has been tested with ∼ 30 kW, obtaining thrust efficiencies up to95 ηT ≃ 10% . Only recently has testing of the full
thruster (i.e., with the ICRH) been initiated. First results at 200 kW (divided
between the helicon source and the ICRH, in a ratio 1 : 6) yield much higher
efficiencies, up to95, 96 70%, with a thrust of 6 N and a Isp = 50 km/s. These encouraging values suggest that, while still in a development state, the VASIMR has
the potential to become a competitive thruster in this power range, in spite of the
added complexity. These results could be confirmed in the planned flight test of
two VASIMR prototypes at the ISS, to be operated at 200 kW for 15 min,94 which
would also provide indispensable data on the operation of the device in space and
the phenomenon of plasma detachment from the magnetic field far downstream.
The thruster is also being conceived as a possible candidate for very high power
(MW range) missions employing nuclear energy sources.85

2.1.3

Applied-field Magnetoplasmadynamic thrusters

The Applied-Field MagnetoPlasmaDynamic (AF-MPD) thruster97, 98 is yet another example of propulsive application of the MN. The thruster, also called AFarcjet, is an upgraded version of the self-field (SF) MPD thruster, which consists of
a central cathode and a coaxial annular anode, between which a current j is generated that ionizes and energizes the propellant gas. In the SF-MPD, the strong
radial currents induce an azimuthal magnetic field Bθ , and the resulting Lorenz
force density jr Bθ accelerates the plasma downstream. To be reasonably efficient,
the SF-MPD needs to operate at very high powers (∼ MW) and currents, as the
product jr Bθ is proportional to jr2 . Nonetheless, this causes the fast erosion of the
electrodes, which severely limits the durability of the thruster.
To overcome this issue, in the AF-MPD an external magnetic field is superimposed axially to protect the electrodes from the worse of the erosion, and to
create a MN downstream (see Fig. 2.3). The interaction between the near-radial
discharge currents with the near-axial magnetic field sets ions and electrons into
rotation. This gives rise to new acceleration mechanisms, including the Hall and
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of an AF-MPD thruster. An internal cathode and an external
annular anode create a DC discharge on the propellant gas, ionizing it. The meridional currents create an azimuthal magnetic field (not shown), which causes the
plasma to accelerate downstream (self-field acceleration). An applied magnetic field
conforms the MN and hinders the radial displacement of charged particles, which
acquire an azimuthal rotation (not shown). The magnetic force on the azimuthal
current associated to electron rotation (the Hall current) accelerates the plasma
downstream. The ion rotation gives rise to the plasma swirl (see Section 2.2.3). Gas
injection is performed through the back plate or through porous electrodes.

swirl acceleration (see Section 2.2.3), and allows the operation at lower (but still
high) powers, in the range 20–200 kW, with thrust efficiencies nearing ηT ≃ 50%.
The presence of the magnetic field also stretches the discharge currents further
downstream, as charge particle cross-field mobility is reduced where the magnetic
field is large. In this mode of operation, most of the thrust gain takes place in
the MN (i.e., outside of the thruster), and the self-field acceleration is essentially
negligible, while Hall and gasdynamic contributions account only to one-tenth of
the total.98, 99
There has been a large number of prototypes developed and tested since the
1960s, varying largely in the power range (from few kW to MW), propellants
employed (Argon, Hydrogen, Helium, Ammonia, Alkali vapours like Lithium or
Cesium), and thruster configuration.97, 98, 100–115 Likewise, there has been a research effort in the modeling of the physical processes and the scaling laws of
the performance figures.15, 100, 106, 116–119 Good reviews of these developments can
be found in the works of Kodys et al.,120 and Krülle et al.98 So far, one of the
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highest performance figures achieved are those of the Moscow Aviation Institute,
who have obtained 50% thrust efficiency at Isp = 42 km/s with a 200 kW lithium
thruster.121 While these data are encouraging, current knowledge of the AF-MPD
is limited, and there is still a long way ahead until these thrusters become commercially competitive. Energy deposition to the anode has been claimed the main
efficiency loss.120 Additionally, although the applied field improves durability substantially,122 erosion still seems to be an issue in current AF-MPDs.

To advance in the improvement of the propulsive performance and durability of
the device, a better understanding of the underlying physical principles is necessary
in several aspects. First, a clear model that gives a unified picture of its operation
is still lacking. Second, the nature of the swirl acceleration (see Section 2.2.3) needs
to be clarified in this thruster, since the ion current resulting from the E × B drift
is essentially paramagnetic with respect to the applied field, and thus causes the
attraction of the plasma back to the thruster. And third, most of the experiments
have been carried out with a high chamber background pressure (0.1 – 1 mTorr),120
which might affect substantially the expansion of the plasma a few radii away from
the thruster, as the density of the plume and the background become comparable.
Further experiments need to refine this to confirm the data obtained so far.

Interestingly, the plasma expansion in the MN of the AF-MPD is quite unique,
and drastically different from the other thrusters. Distinguishing aspects are the
higher collisionality of the plasma; the presence of strong longitudinal currents,
which are an essential part of the operation; the largy plasma rotation; and the
electric field that points radially inward near the thruster (E goes from outer anode
to central cathode). Moreover, most thruster prototypes combine the MN with a
short solid nozzle (part of the anode).

To conclude, Appendix C presents the preliminary experimental work carried
out on a new AF-MPD prototype at the Institute for Space Systems (IRS) in
Stuttgart, Germany, during the author’s short stay there. IRS, and the former
DFVLR, has been an active group in the research of AF-MPD.98, 101, 123–125
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Other thrusters and applications

Aside from the HPT, the VASIMR and the AF-MPD, there are other propulsive
and non-propulsive applications of MNs.
An interesting thruster is the electron cyclotron resonance thruster126–129 (ECR).
It was one of the first thruster concepts to rely on a MN as the main acceleration
stage. This device is similar in concept to the HPT (Fig. 2.1), except that the
external antenna and the driving frequency are designed to excite the electron
cyclotron resonance. After ionization and energization, the plasma is expanded in
the MN. Research on this thruster seems nowadays abandoned, perhaps in favour
for the HPT, as the helicon source provides a higher plasma density.130
Another type of thrusters worth mentioning here are the Hall-effect thruster
(HET) variants with magnetic cusps. This family includes the rather new Cylindrical HET,131 the Diverging Cusped Field Thruster132, 133 (DCFT), and the highefficiency multistage plasma thruster (HEMP).134–136 One of the defining characteristics of these thrusters is the presence of alternate permanent ring magnets
around the thruster chamber, laid so that the magnetic field they generate shields
most of the inner annular wall from the plasma erosion and reduces plasma losses.
The magnetic lines meet at the cusps, forming one or more ‘magnetic bottles’ that
hinder the motion of the electrons towards the anode. The last magnetic cusp,
near the exit section of the thruster, forms a weak MN which helps to guide and
expand the plasma downstream. Although the MN can be secondary in these devices, and in spite of the obvious differences with the other thrusters (existence
of an external cathode, different plasma properties and profile), these MN-like expansions share the essential physical phenomena of the MNs studied in this Thesis.
While still in an experimental stage, first results on these thrusters (in particular,
on the DCFT132 ) show great promise, with a thrust efficiency comparable to those
of traditional HETs.
MNs are also being used in the industry of material treatment and manufacturing, e.g. in plasma etching, ion deposition, waste processing and electronics
manufacturing.5, 31, 137, 138 In this case, the goal of the MN is to control and adjust
the energy, direction and distribution of the plasma beams used in these processes,
tailoring them to the application at hand and allowing for fine-grained control.
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Lastly, it is interesting to identify the similarities and differences of MNs with
certain naturally-occurring magnetized plasma jets. A good example is the polar
wind,6, 139, 140 formed by the ions that continuously escape from the Earth’s atmosphere along the magnetic lines near the magnetic pole, where the geomagnetic
field has a funnel-like geometry that resembles a MN. The incoming solar wind is
responsible of ionizing and heating the atmospheric particles to very high energies,
which then accelerate outwards in the expanding magnetic field. The escaped particles form a ‘plasma fountain’ that extends along the Earth’s magnetotail. Aside
from the similar geometry of the problem, the polar wind presents several differences with respect to a propulsive MN. First, different ion and electron populations
are present where the solar wind meets the polar wind. As a result, electric double
layers of different types occur.6, 141 Second, the plasma is only very weakly ionized.
Third, the Earth’s gravitation must be taken into account.
Another related phenomenon are coronal mass ejections (CME) from the Sun’s
surface.7, 142 These energetic plasma outflows travel away from the Sun, carrying
their own magnetic field, and are under active research for their potential implications on the electronics of space systems and ground energy grids when they reach
the Earth. A CME seems to form as a protruding magnetic field arc that appears
on the Sun’s surface under the action of the energetic plasma below. While the
physics of the CMEs have been compared to MNs;13 there are essential differences
with respect to a MN plasma expansion: first, in a CME the magnetic field forms
a closed tube that connects two spots on the solar corona, instead of expanding
downstream. Thus, the magnetic field actually hinders the escape of the plasma.
In fact, only the initial region of the arc ‘pillars’, where the magnetic field expands,
presents a resemblance with a MN.143 Second, a CME originates abruptly, when
one of these magnetic arcs twists and collapses, in the phenomenon of magnetic
reconnection between the magnetic lines of the two pillars of the arc. This causes
the sudden release of the ‘plasma blob’ contained within the arc into space, carrying the magnetic field with it. Third, the plasma of the CME is much denser
and more energetic than the plasma in a propulsive MN, to the point of being
able of substantially alter the solar magnetic field (i.e., the plasma beta parameter β = µ0 pe /B 2 is near unity, whereas in a efficient MN it is typically β ≪ 1).
This means that the evolution of the CME is essentially dominated by the plasma
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dynamics and the self-induced magnetic fields, instead of the external one.
Lastly, certain astrophysical plasma jets,8 emanating from certain active galactic nuclei, can be paralleled to a MN plasma expansion. However, finding similarities in this case becomes more diffuse, as the properties of these plasmas differ
strongly from the technological ones, and relativistic effects typically dominate the
expansion.

2.2

Principles of operation of a propulsive magnetic nozzle

As already stated, the goal of a propulsive MN is to guide and accelerate the
mass-bearing ions of the plasma into an efficiently collimated plume to produce
thrust. To this end, the MN exploits the motion of charged particles in an applied
magnetic field.
Before moving on to describing the operation, acceleration and plasma detachment of a MN, a brief introduction to the main physical mechanisms involved is
presented.

2.2.1

Plasma physics in the MN flow

In the presence of a uniform magnetic field B, all charged particles acquire a
helicoidal-like motion about the field lines due to the magnetic force qv × B on
them (q being the electric charge, and v the particle’s velocity), with a gyration
frequency (or gyrofrequency) Ω = |qB/m|. In the absence of other forces, the
center of gyration (or gyrocenter) of the orbiting particle stays on the magnetic
line that constitutes the axis of the helix. The distance a particle separates from
this guiding magnetic line is the gyroradius or Larmor radius ℓ = mv⊥ / (qB), with
v⊥ the component of velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field.
When subject to a uniform external force F perpendicular to B, particle gyrocenters drift sideways at right angles with both the force and the magnetic field
vectors, with a velocity vd,F = F × B/ (qB 2 ). In the particular case of an electric
force F = qE⊥ , the drift velocity is simply vd,E = E/B, and it is known as the
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E × B drift. When the magnetic field is slowly spatially-varying (changing over
distances much larger than ℓ and vk /Ω, where vk is the parallel component of the
particles velocity), it also gives rise to a drift velocity associated to its curvature
and gradient, vd,B ∝ mv 2 (B × ∇B) / (qB 3 ).

As a species, the combined gyration of all individual particles gives rise to
the macroscopic the diamagnetic drift when pressure gradients exist, B × (∇ ·
P)/(nqB 2 ). This is a collective effect, and does not mean in general the drift of
the individual particles.

An important consequence of the presence of a magnetic field is the confinement
of the species in the direction of the force F , as guiding centers can only move in
the B and F × B directions. However, plasma resistivity (collisions) can break
this confining effect. In a steady-state problem and from the macroscopic point of
view, the species is effectively confined when:
• The mean Larmor radius of the species and the distance traveled in an orbit
are much less than the gradient length of the magnetic field and the force F ,
or the other relevant characteristic length of the plasma, i.e., hℓi , vk /Ω ≪
L, and
• The average frequency ν at which collisions take place on the species is much
less than the gyrofrequency Ω, i.e., χH = Ω/ν ≫ 1, where χH is the Hall
parameter.
When these two conditions are satisfied, the gyroaveraged motion of the individual
particles can be well approximated by the motion of their gyrocenter, and the
species is said to be magnetized.
In a device with azimuthal symmetry like the MN, the macroscopic motion of
a magnetized species is therefore restricted to the azimuthal (1θ ) and B/B directions, and the streamtubes of the magnetized species can be assimilated to the
magnetic streamtubes. This constitutes the main mechanism behind the channeling effect of a MN.
Two additional aspects of the plasma physics are necessary to understand the
operation of a MN. First, the large mass difference between electrons and ions
(mi /me ∼ 104 –106 , for ions ranging in mass from H+ to Xe+ ) causes their Larmor
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radii to differ in several orders of magnitude. This has a fundamental consequence
on the magnetization degree of both species: while electrons are easily magnetized
by mild magnetic strengths, ions remain in practice non-magnetized, except in
the strongest magnetic fields. In a MN, this means that irrespective of the initial
magnetization state of each species, ions demagnetize well before electrons as they
expand downstream and the magnetic strength diminishes.
Second, the plasma has an effective tendency to remain macroscopically neutral (i.e., to maintain quasineutrality): whenever the distinct motion of ions and
electrons would give rise to the formation of space charge, an internal, ambipolar
electric field E forms, which then tries to prevent charge separation and tends
to maintain ion and electron densities nearly equal, ni ≃ ne . This behavior is
explained in view of Poisson’s equation,
ε∇2 φ = −e(ni − ne ).

(2.4)

If we estimate e∆φ ∼ Te from the electron momentum equation, with Te the
electron temperature, the difference between ion and electron densities is (ni −
p
ne )/ne ∼ λ2D /L2 , where λD = εTe /(e2 ne ) is the Debye length. Therefore, the
condition for quasineutrality is λD ≪ L.

2.2.2

Basic operation of a MN

Using the concepts introduced in the previous Section, we can now describe the
principles of operation of a propulsive MN. The basic ideal operation mode is
characterized by most of the internal energy being in the form of electron thermal
energy, with electrons nearly isotropic and Maxwellian. This mode is the relevant
one in HPTs and ECR thrusters, and is the main one studied in this Thesis. Its fundamental aspects are illustrated in the sketch of Fig. 2.4. A set of solenoids or permanent magnets conveniently placed generates the required convergent-divergent
magnetic field topology. The magnetic field is strong enough to magnetize electrons fully, but ions typically only partially. A quasineutral plasma is created in
an upstream source and injected sonically and globally-current-free at the MN
throat into the divergent side. Efficient operation requires that the plasma be
fully-ionized and hot (and therefore, nearly collisionless). In this operation mode
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Figure 2.4: Sketch of the basic plasma expansion in a MN. A fully-ionized, hot
plasma becomes sonic at the section of minimum area (throat). Electrons are magnetized and follow the geometry of the magnetic tubes. Ions in general are not
magnetized, and a electric field forms to couple the motion of both charged species.
As the plasma accelerates downstream, the reaction force to this momentum gain
is received by the magnetic field generators, producing thrust. Lastly, sufficient
plasma detachment must be achieved before the magnetic lines begin to turn around
in order not to penalize thrust efficiency unnecessarily.

no external electric fields are applied, no electric current flows into or out of the
plasma through the thruster, and the plasma rotation is negligible.
The magnetized electrons then describe the geometry imposed by the magnetic
field. Since the colder ions are not fully magnetized, they are not obliged to follow
the magnetic lines. An ambipolar electric field develops in the plasma in response
to the expansion that performs several roles: perpendicularly to the magnetic field,
the electric field compels ions to expand outward to maintain quasineutrality in the
plasma domain; parallelly, it accelerates the ions downstream and confines most
of the electrons upstream, with only a small tail of their distribution being able to
surmount the potential jump and neutralize the ion beam. In this way, with the
mediation of the electric field, the internal energy of electrons is transformed into
directed kinetic energy of ions.
The magnetic confinement of the electron species is linked to the existence of
a macroscopic azimuthal electron current, jθe (Hall current), which interacts with
the magnetic field. The magnetic Hall force on jθe confines the plasma radially and
accelerates it downstream. Together with the magnetic force on the ion azimuthal
current jθi , this is the only net external force acting on the plasma. Notice that,
since magnetic forces do not exert work, they do not supply energy to the plasma
expansion, but simply help to transform the internal energy of the plasma into
directed kinetic energy of ions.
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In turn, the azimuthal plasma currents induce their own magnetic field, which
acts upon the applied magnetic field generator, producing magnetic thrust as a
reaction force.
Finally, after the plasma has been accelerated, it needs to detach from the
magnetic field to continue its expansion freely. This part of the expansion is
discussed in detail in Section 2.2.4.
This basic picture of the operation of the MN acquires more complexity when
the plasma conditions change, depending on the particular thruster type. Three
aspects are particularly relevant:

• The form in which the internal plasma energy is stored (electron temperature, ion temperature, isotropic/anisotropic, Maxwellian/non-Maxwellian,
etc). When the internal plasma energy is in other forms than electron thermal
energy, it gives rise to different expansion physics and acceleration mechanisms, as described in the next Section. The operation of the nozzle can
change in a fundamental level depending on which form of energy is dominant.

• The magnetization strength on each charged species. This is directly linked
to the capability of the magnetic field to confine the plasma, but also to its
ability to open and increase the divergence of the flow. Since the ‘nozzle’
effect is already achieved with just full electron magnetization, operation with
fully-magnetized ions is rare. There are, however, certain applications which
require both ions and electrons solidly magnetized. A prominent example is
the VASIMR, where strong ion magnetization is required for the ICRH stage
to deposit energy on them efficiently, and therefore ions are fully-magnetized
in the near region of the nozzle.

• Nozzle physics also become more involved when ions possess an initial macroscopic rotation, the MN has externally-applied electric fields or currents flowing through electrodes, etc.
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Plasma acceleration mechanisms

The basic mode of operation described in the previous Section illustrates the main
acceleration mechanisms in the MN of the HPT and similar thrusters, namely
(i ) the ambipolar acceleration and (ii ) the Hall acceleration. However, these can
coexist with other mechanisms depending on the characteristics of the plasma and
the MN.
For example in the AF-MPD, three additional mechanisms can be identified:99, 116 (i ) electrothermal acceleration, where ion internal energy is transformed
gasdynamically into directed energy, (ii) self-field acceleration, particularly important in the SF-MPD thruster, where the axial force is created by a strong
radial current and the azimuthal induced magnetic field; and (iii ) swirl acceleration, where directed azimuthal ion energy is converted into directed axial energy,
by conservation of angular momentum and total energy of ions. This last one is
claimed an important contribution in the AF-MPD thruster.98, 99
Furthermore, there are acceleration mechanisms not included in the preceding
list, such as: (iv ) the macroscopic inverse magnetic-mirror acceleration, central in
the aforementioned VASIMR, whereby rotational energy of individual ions is converted into directed axial energy; and (v ) the double-layer acceleration, observed
in some HPTs,14 where a non-neutral electric field located in the expansion region
accelerates the ion beam (see Chapter 9).
Additionally, we could also consider the acceleration due to mechanisms not
associated to the MN directly, such as the pressure and shear stress on the solid
walls of the thruster, the interaction with other species outside of the thruster,
etc.
It is instructive to classify the different ion acceleration mechanisms according
to the origin of the internal energy used, as it can largely simplify the comprehension of the list above. We distinguish four basic types of internal energy, depending
on whether it is ion or electron energy, and whether it is stored in the parallel (k B)
or perpendicular (⊥ B) direction. Each type gives rise to a different mechanism:
(i ) parallel ion energy, on the one hand, produces direct gasdynamic acceleration,
or, following the nomenclature of the previous list, direct electrothermal acceleration. (ii ) Parallel electron energy is transferred or conveyed to the ions via the
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ambipolar electric field, producing part of the ambipolar acceleration. Also, if the
electron population is strongly non-Maxwellian, it might give rise to local concentrations of the ambipolar field, which could coalesce into non-neutral double
layers.
Observe that parallel mechanisms require no interaction with the magnetic field
and do not imply any gain in axial momentum. In fact, unless an externally applied
electric field is present, the electric force that accelerates ions in the ambipolar and
double-layer mechanisms is internal to the plasma and merely transforms electron
to ion momentum.
Perpendicular energy, on the other hand, gives rise to microscopic/particle
magnetic mirror acceleration, related to the gyration of a charged particle in the
magnetic field and the conservation (to first approximation) of its magnetic mo2
ment µ = mv⊥
/(2B), which causes perpendicular velocity to be traded for parallel velocity in the direction of decreasing magnetic field strengths.144 Therefore,
(iii ) perpendicular ion energy is converted to axial energy, and (iv ) in the case of
electrons, when their perpendicular energy is transformed to parallel energy, it is
then used to accelerate ions via the ambipolar electric field like above, accounting
for the remaining part of the ambipolar acceleration. Since this magnetic moment
of the particles opposes the applied field, in both cases it is diamagnetic, and all
mirror acceleration can also be termed diamagnetic acceleration.
Additionally, if there exist any particle drifts perpendicular to the magnetic
field, the interaction of this drift velocity with the external field gives rise to a
longitudinal force that can result in further acceleration depending on the direction
of the drift.
When the gyration and drifts of the individual particles are regarded from the
macroscopic viewpoint of the species, they are encompassed as the integrated Hall
and swirl azimuthal currents, which give rise to their namesake acceleration mechanisms. Additionally, in the case of a non-isotropic species, part of the microscopic
motion manifests itself as macroscopic magnetic mirror acceleration.
Note that in the case of perpendicular energy, the magnetic field is essential
for axial acceleration to take place, and that actual axial momentum gain does
occur in the plasma. The reaction force associated to the axial momentum gain
is exerted on the thruster by the plasma-induced magnetic field generated by the
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combined magnetic moments of the individual particles and their azimuthal drift
velocities. Without a MN, all perpendicular energy would instead account as losses
as the unconfined plasma spreads out radially.
A final note regarding longitudinal currents in the plasma is necessary. Longitudinal electric current loops in the plasma create a magnetic self-force on themselves
which tends to expand the loop. This effect can be termed the self-field acceleration mechanism. Nevertheless, observe that this is a purely internal force, and
therefore generates no net thrust, unless part of the electric current circuit flows
through a circuit external to the plasma (i.e., the thruster must have electrodes
and allow the circulation of current through itself).

2.2.4

Plasma detachment

As mentioned before, a critical aspect of the expansion of a plasma in a propulsive
MN is the detachment of the plume downstream, where the magnetic lines that
conform the nozzle begin to turn around to close upon themselves. An efficient
detachment process is necessary to ensure a well-collimated plume is released and
minimal plasma losses (that we will term ‘detachment losses’); failure to do so
would severely question the applicability of MN for propulsion uses, not only for the
lost of efficiency and cancellation of thrust, but also for the menace it poses to the
sensitive surfaces of the spacecraft that would be attacked by the energetic comingback plasma. Gerwin et al.3 were among the first to point out the requirement of
detachment for propulsion.
Laboratory experiments with the HPT evidence that the plasma separates
from the magnetic field, forming a plume where mass flow tubes diverge less than
the field lines.40, 145 Detachment has also been observed in recent prototypes of
the VASIMR,94 and seems to be a common and general phenomenon in many
other plasma sources where the plasma expands under the guidance of a diverging
magnetic field.146, 147 While these measurements prove that plasma detachment
does take place and that the plume does not turn back to the thruster along the
applied magnetic field, the physical understanding of the processes involved in this
separation (which cannot be studied with simple 1D models) is still in an early
stage. Among the most notable mechanisms that have been proposed historically,
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there are the following:
Recombination. If most of the plasma recombines into a neutral gas after it
has been accelerated, the now neutral atoms will be no longer affected by
the magnetic field and would therefore continue their motion downstream
unimpeded. This theory was initially entertained by Gerwin et al.3 However,
a simple estimate can be used to discard this mechanism as negligible in most
of the MN applications: the recombination coefficient in a plasma at Te ∼ 1–
10 eV is ∼ ×10−17 –10−19 m3 s−1 (Refs. 148, 149), and it varies roughly as
−1/2
Te . For a plasma density in the order ∼ 1019 m3 and an ion velocity in the
p
order ∼ Te /mi ∼ 5000 m/s, the mean distance traveled by an ion before
recombining is in the tens to thousands of meters (even more since density
decreases when the plasma expands). This means that recombination can
be ruled out for detachment in practice, in all envisaged cases.
Plasma resistivity. In this theory, also proposed by Gerwin et al.3 and Moses
et al.,150 collisional processes allegedly enable the inward cross-field diffusion
of the plasma, which in this way can eventually abandon the MN. However,
collisionality (measured by the Hall parameter) is small in efficient MNs (see
Table 2.2). The diffusion mechanism could be enhanced by microturbulence
and anomalous transport.
Electron inertia effects. Hooper12 claimed that electron inertia effects can be
the central mechanism for the inward separation of the plasma from the
magnetic field. In his study, he models the trajectory of a ‘hybrid’ electronion particle pair in a cold plasma model under the assumption of local current
ambipolarity, i.e., that ion and electron trajectories coincide. According to
this theory, electron inertia would enable energetically-capable particle pairs
to separate together from the magnetic field. Later, his model was used in
the work of Schmit et al.,151 who extended it to include plasma profiles with
initial ion angular velocity. The model of Hooper was also used in the study
of Little et al.,152 who add electron temperature to the formulation.
Magnetic stretching of the MN. Finally, a popular theory on detachment revolves around the capability of the plasma to induce magnetic fields which
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modify the MN geometry. In essence, it is claimed that under the assumption of a frozen-in, ideal-MHD flow, the energetic plasma would pull the
magnetic field downstream with it, deforming and stretching the MN, which
consequently becomes less divergent. In this way, the charged particles do
not need to separate from the field; they carry it with themselves to infinity.
The proponents, Arefiev and Breizman,13, 153 used a cold plasma MHD model
to study the downstream plasma behavior, but it was soon adopted by other
authors,43, 146, 154–156 often in the context of the VASIMR.
Nonetheless, in spite of these research efforts, no robust and clear theory has
been established to provide a sound explanation of the detachment phenomenon
so far, nor has any of the aforementioned ones been corroborated experimentally.
Indeed, controversy and different opinions exist among those authors on what the
relevant mechanisms and their effects are.
One of the main contributions of this Thesis is to demonstrate that the last
three theories are inapplicable, at least in the case of a propulsive MN, i.e., when
the MN is used to produce thrust. The reason lays in that, while most of the
plasma acceleration takes place in the near-region of the nozzle and detachment
becomes important essentially in the far-region (i.e., beyond the ‘turning point’
of the outermost magnetic line), both phenomena are interrelated and need to be
studied consistently with the requirement of positive thrust generation. Wince the
MN operates essentially converting the internal energy of the plasma into directed
energy, cold plasma models are inadequate for this purpose. Indeed, in the coldplasma limit (i.e., in the hypersonic limit), the plasma behaves paramagnetically
with respect to the MN and drags on the magnetic field, suffering deceleration.
On the other hand, when the plasma is sonic at the throat (a fact experimentally
observed by Andersen et al.1 and York et al.2 ), the plasma is diamagnetic (also
verified experimentally46, 157 ), and it is repelled away from the thruster. Therefore,
plasma acceleration and thrust production take place. As we will justify in the
Chapters to follow, this fundamental point makes the last three mechanisms of
the list to work in the contrary direction to the desired one as long as the plasma
is diamagnetic: resistivity and electron inertia produce outward diffusion of the
plasma instead of inward, and while the induced magnetic field does deform the
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MN, it opens it instead of stretching it to infinity, leading to a more divergent
plasma plume.
All these proposed theories are grounded on the preconception that plasma
detachment is synonym with electron detachment. Electron detachment is indeed
required in any model assuming local current ambipolarity in the plasma flow,
since the motion of ions and electrons is artificially tied together. However, this
assumption is not physically justified in the MN, where ions and electrons can
move distinctly while conserving the quasineutrality of the plasma.
Actually, the only absolute requirement for successful plasma detachment and
free plume formation is the detachment of the mass carrying ions, as thrust production relies on their escape from the magnetic field. The electron flow, on the
other hand, can readjust easily to the formed plume, while the whole plasma
beam remains globally-current-free. Moreover, it is ion detachment that has been
observed experimentally, and not electron detachment.
In view of these arguments, in Chapter 7 we propose a mechanism for ion detachment based on the ion demagnetization that respects the condition of positive
thrust generation, and prove that it is the natural one in the magnetically-guided
plasma expansion in the envisaged operation range. This mechanism is introduced
here for completeness of the list above:

Ion demagnetization. Detachment is caused simply by the gradual demagnetization of the massive ions, which soon become inertia-dominated, as the
electric and magnetic forces in the plasma become insufficient to deflect their
trajectories. A consequence of this behavior is the failure of local current ambipolarity, a central assumption in previous MN models. The main part of
the plasma readily detaches within this ideal scenario, while only a tenuous
peripheral plasma continues attached and flows along the outermost magnetic field lines to maintain quasineutrality. These detachment losses are
negligible in a wide magnetization range that covers all HPT applications
and most other thrusters. Additional mechanisms can enhance demagnetization, in particular, the diamagnetic plasma-induced magnetic field, which
decreases the magnetic strength in the core of the beam.
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Literature review: models and experiments

To complement and conclude this Chapter, we cover here other theoretical and
experimental work worth mentioning that has not yet been described in previous
Sections. We intentionally compare their hypotheses and results against those
of this Thesis where possible, pointing out to the relevant Chapter for further
discussion.
One of the first theoretical studies of MNs is due to Kosmahl,158 who investigates the plasma expansion in the MN. He uses a Lagrangian formulation of
the motion of both ion and electrons as particles in the applied magnetic field.
A main drawback of his otherwise well-derived model is the imposition of local
current ambipolarity in the flow, jz = jr = 0, which precludes any separation
between ions and electrons, and forces an unphysical electron azimuthal velocity
and ambipolar potential to develop downstream. Later, Sercel159 uses the same
current-ambipolarity model to study detachment in the ECR thruster.
Andersen et al.,1 probably the coiners of the expression ‘magnetic nozzle’,
showed experimentally the sonic transition that takes place at the magnetic throat,
and studied the similarities with solid nozzles, showing that their measurements
agree with a standard one-dimensional (1D) plasma model with isothermal electrons. The ‘nozzling’ behavior was later confirmed by York et al.2 with a θ-pinch
plasma machine. A more recent experimental verification is that of Inutake et
al.,160 who in addition estimated a specific heat ratio for the electron expansion
between 1.0 and 1.2, suggesting a nearly isothermal behavior.
Then, Okada and Kuriki161, 162 carried out a detailed experimental study of
the MN expansion of a DC-arc plasma. The recovered behavior of density and
potential agrees with the results of Chapter 4. Chubb163 formulated another quasi1D model of the collisional plasma expansion. An extensive report on MNs by
Gerwin3 studies the collisionless plasma flow using the MHD equations, both for
a meridional MN and for an ‘azimuthal MN’ (where the magnetic field points in
the azimuthal direction, instead). Noteworthy is the removal of the pressure term
in Ohm’s equation (recurrent in other theoretical works based in an ‘idealized’
Ohm’s equation, e.g. Ref. 164). This term (and the Hall term) are crucial in the
MN, where internal energy drives the movement, and Hall currents are central in
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the acceleration and detachment process. In fact, as we shall see in Chapter 3,
the ambipolar electric field results from the imbalance of these two terms, to first
order. Other MHD numerical simulations, using the MACH2/3 code, were carried
out by Mikellides et al.,118, 165, 166 who also miss these terms.
Raadu167 carried out an interesting analysis with a self-similar, time-dependent
1D expansion model of a collisionless plasma in a magnetic mirror device. His
results show the adiabatic cooling of the electrons against the expanding ambipolar electric field (and ions are consequently accelerated), but concludes that
re-thermalization of electrons must be taken into account to explain the almost
constant electron temperatures observed downstream. A time-varying model is
also used by Arefiev et al.168 to study the trapping of electrons downstream by
the magnetic mirror effect and their adiabatic cooling against the rarefaction wave
at the front of the plasma expansion.
By the early 1990s, most of the interest in MNs was focused on the detachment
problem already, identified by Gerwin,3 and furthered by Moses et al.150 The model
of Hooper,12 already mentioned in the previous Section, studies the trajectories
of hybrid electron-ion pairs tied together, in order to analyze detachment due to
electron inertia. The relevance of Hooper’s model — and his conclusions — is that
they were taken unquestioned as the starting point for other works.151, 152, 169 This
model is critically discussed in Chapter 6.
Later, the MHD field-stretching detachment scenario13, 43, 156, 170, 171 gained popularity, too. This is further discussed in Chapters 5 and 8, where we dispute this
detachment mode. Incidentally, the particle-in-cell (PIC) numerical results of Ilin
et al.170 show great agreement with the behavior of density and electric potential
in the 2D fluid model of Chapter 3.
The group of Prof. Winglee at U. Washington42–44, 46 studied the plasma expansion and detachment in their high-power HPT. Their results prove the diamagnetic
character of the azimuthal plasma currents,46 and also show the cancellation of the
magnetic field at the axis downstream due to the opposing plasma-induced magnetic field,42, 46 an aspect to be discussed in Chapter 8. Also, this group has not
found any evidence of a double-layer in their flow, nor has Longmier et al.67 in the
VASIMR with the ICRH stage off, proving that this feature is device-dependent.
Deline et al. and other researchers146, 154, 172 obtained interesting measurements
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on the inward separation of the plume using the DDEX experiment. This experiment was characterized, however, by a very low (< 12%) ionization rate, with a
low, uniform electron temperature (∼ 1 eV), and showed no acceleration of the
plasma. Their explanation of the data is also built around the preconception of
MHD stretching detachment. Inward separation in a magnetically-guided plasma
was also observed by Terasaka et al.147
In a comprehensive report, Gerwin173 covers the anomalous resistivity and
transport in MNs, and studies plasma instabilities. He uses a 1D model, and
proposes the application of extra magnetic coils further downstream to better
control the plasma flow and improve plasma detachment.
Lastly, Takahashi et al.56 measured the diamagnetic thrust component of a
HPT, and acknowledged that no propulsive benefit has been observed so far from
the double-layer structures that form in certain HPT devices like theirs.
To conclude, we highlight the absence among these remarkable research efforts
of an analysis based on a two-dimensional model of the plasma flow that (i ) does
not impose local current ambipolarity and (ii ) does not presume or accept apriori the MHD-stretching detachment mechanism. The model derived in the next
Chapter takes these two aspects into account.
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Chapter 3
2D plasma expansion modela
In the present Chapter, we formulate the two-dimensional physical model of a
quasineutral, collisionless plasma flowing in a divergent, axisymmetric magnetic
field. The plasma is assumed to be fully ionized, composed of energetic electrons
and cold ions, and both species are modeled as fluids that interact via the ambipolar electric field. This model serves as the foundations for the following Chapters,
where we explore the plasma expansion and we extend it to include additional
physics.
We begin in Section 3.1 modeling the magnetic field. Then, according to the
concepts introduced in the previous Chapter, in Section 3.2 the main assumptions
of the model are detailed. General plasma equations are presented in Section 3.3,
and the complete plasma model is derived in Section 3.4. Finally, the numerical
integration is described in Section 3.5, covering the application of the method of
characteristics to advance the solution of the hyperbolic problem and the initial
conditions used. To conclude, the main limitations of the model are summarized
in Section 3.6.

a

This Chapter is based in the ﬁrst part of Ref. 174, Ahedo, E. and Merino, M., “Twodimensional supersonic plasma acceleration in a magnetic nozzle,” Physics of Plasmas, Vol. 17,
2010, pp. 073501.
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CHAPTER 3. 2D PLASMA EXPANSION MODEL

Magnetic field model

The MN consists in an applied longitudinal magnetic field Ba = Bza 1z +Bra 1r that
performs the task of of channeling and guiding the plasma expansion. This field is
created by a set of solenoids and/or permanent magnets, configured adequately so
they produce the desired divergent geometry of the field lines. Besides, the plasma
can create its own magnetic field Bp in response to the the external one. Both
fields add up together to form the total magnetic field, B = Ba + Bp .
Due to its solenoidal nature, the magnetic field admits a magnetic streamfunction, ψ (z, r), which satisfies
∇ψ = rB1⊥ ,

i.e.: ∂ψ/∂z = −rBr ,

∂ψ/∂r = rBz .

(3.1)


Here, {1z , 1r , 1θ } and 1k , 1⊥ , 1θ , are the cylindrical and magnetic reference
frames, respectively, with
1k = B/B = cos αB 1z + sin αB 1r ,

1⊥ = − sin αB 1z + cos αB 1r .

(3.2)

and αB (z, r) the local magnetic angle. We shall denote the magnetic field at the
origin (center of the magnetic throat) as B0 .
The magnetic streamfunction is related to the magnetic flux across a radial
section z = zc , 0 ≤ r ≤ rc , through
2π

Z

rc

Bz rdr = 2πψ(zc , rc ),
0

and magnetic streamtubes are defined by ψ(z, r) = const.
The axisymmetric magnetic field is modeled as the superposition of a set of
simple current loops. The particular array of loops used to generate the applied
magnetic field defines the MN. The mathematical expression of ψ, Bz , and Br for a
single loop of radius RL located at z = ZL and having a current IL can be found in
Appendix D; its magnetic field strength and streamlines are presented on Fig. 3.1.
Observe that, given a desired ‘effective’ coil radius RL (which defines the divergence rate of the MN), B0 is limited by the electric power available for generating the magnetic field PL and the material weight ML of the coil (assuming a
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Figure 3.1: Magnetic field created by a single electric current loop of radius RL , located
at ZL = 0. Selected magnetic streamlines are
shown. The background color represents the
normalized magnetic strength, B/B0 .
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normal conductor material, i.e., not a superconductor). If the coil has N loops
with a loop cross section AL , we have B0 = µ0 N IL /(2RL ). The total mass of
the coil is ML ∝ RL AL N . The voltage needed to sustain the running current is
VL ∝ IL N RL /AL . And the power dissipated by resistivity is PL ∝ IL2 N RL /AL ,
which is wasted in heating the conductor. Hence, the maximum value of B0 is
given by B02 ∝ ML PL /RL4 . Note that the particular mission or satellite power
source might impose additional limitations to the voltage VL and current IL at the
coil.

3.2

Main model assumptions

A current-free, fully-ionized plasma jet of radius R < RL , is injected sonically
at the nozzle throat, where we define the origin z = 0, and is accelerated supersonically in the divergent MN. The following length orderings are assumed in the
whole expansion:
λD ≪ ℓe ≪ RV ≪ λie ,

(3.3)

me ≪ mi

(3.4)

with λD the Debye length, ℓe the electron gyroradius, λie the electron-ion collision
mean-free-path, and RV (z) the jet cross-section radius along the MN. These orderings imply that: (i ) plasma quasineutrality holds everywhere; (ii ) the plasma is
collisionless; (iii ) electrons are fully-magnetized and consequently (iv ) the streamtubes for massless electrons are the magnetic streamtubes. Furthermore, because
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of quasineutrality and magnetic-guiding of electrons, the edge V of the plasma
jet (i.e. the plasma-vacuum transition) is the magnetic streamtube that develops
from the cross-section of radius R at the throat, that is r = RV (z), with RV (z)
defined implicitly by
ψ(z, RV (z)) = ψ(0, R).
Equation (3.3) states that the magnetic strength is large enough to guide the
electrons, but it does not require information on the degree of ion magnetization.
We will consider the general case
RΩi0 /ui0 = O (1)

(3.5)

where subscript 0 refers always to the center of the MN throat (origin), Ωi = eB/mi
is the local ion gyrofrequency, and ui is the macroscopic ion velocity. Except in
the limit RΩi0 /ui0 → ∞, ions are not fully magnetized, and ion streamtubes are
not going to coincide with magnetic ones.
Furthermore, we shall assume a low-beta plasma (based on the guide field),
β0 = µ0

p0
≪ 1,
B02

(3.6)

with p the thermal pressure of the plasma. This condition ensures that the plasmainduced magnetic field, Bp , can be neglected with respect to the applied, i.e.,
Bp ≪ B, so that B ≃ Ba . The consistence of these hypotheses in existing MNs
can be checked with the experimental values of the plasma parameters from several
HPTs in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
Finally, although not explicitly required in our model, the plasma is considered
current-free, so that the total electric current across any radial section of the
external streamtube V is zero,
I(z) =

Z

RV (z)

2πjz rdr = 0,

(3.7)

0

where jz is the axial component of the electric current density, j.
Note that if the plasma radius and properties at the throat are fixed, the
MN is characterized by its shape, defined by the normalized coil radius RL /R,
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and strength, measured by RΩi0 /ui0 . An optimization of the MN requires an
investigation of the influence of these two parameters. In principle, low-divergence
nozzles (i.e. RL /R large) seem favorable, since the MN turning point (i.e. the point
where Bz = 0 and the last magnetic line turns around) is further downstream,
allowing for more efficiently accelerated plumes (i.e., lower radial losses).

3.3

General plasma equations

Macroscopic, steady-state equations for a species j of a collisionless plasma are
∇ · (nj uj ) = 0,

(3.8)

mj nj (uj · ∇) uj = −∇nj Tj − qj nj ∇φ + qj nj uj × B,

(3.9)

where mj , qj , nj and Tj are the mass, electric charge, particle density and temperature of the species, φ is the ambipolar electric potential, and the rest of symbols are
conventional. These equations need to be completed by energy or state equations
for Tj .
For our axisymmetric problem (i.e. ∂/∂θ = 0), it is convenient to decompose
vectorial magnitudes into longitudinal and azimuthal components. For instance,
for the velocity we write
uj = ũj + uθj 1θ ,
(3.10)
with ũj · 1θ = 0. The longitudinal velocity, ũj , admits a streamfunction ψj (z, r),
which satisfies
∂ψj /∂z = −rnj urj , ∂ψj /∂r = rnj uzj .
(3.11)
Making use of the axisymmetry and the velocity decomposition, Eqs. (3.8) and
(3.9) become
∇ · (nj ũj ) = 0,

r−1 ũj · ∇(rmj uθj ) = qj (ũj × B) · 1θ ,

mj (ũj · ∇) ũj = −∇(hj + qj φ) + 1⊥ qj uθj B + 1r mj u2θj /r,

(3.12)
(3.13)
(3.14)
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where hj in ∇hj ≡ n−1
j ∇pj is the barotropic function and (ũj · ∇) is the derivative
along the (meridian-projected) streamlines. Here, and wherever two-dimensional
vectors are implied, ∇ is simply the bidimensional, planar differential operator in
(z, r), instead of the full three-dimensional cylindrical operator. From Eq. (3.1),
one has
ũj × B · 1θ = −r−1 ũj · ∇ψ,
(3.15)
which, substituted in Eq. (3.13), leads to the conservation of the total angular
momentum of species j along a streamline,12
rmj uθj + qj ψ = Dj (ψj ),

(3.16)

with Dj (ψj ) determined from entrance conditions. Making use of this last equation, Eq. (3.14) becomes

mj ũj · ∇ũj = −∇ hj + qj φ + mj u2θj /2 + r−1 uθj ∇Dj (ψj ).

(3.17)

Incidentally, Eq. (11) of Hooper’s model12 should correspond to the case hj = 0
of Eq. (3.17), but Hooper missed the last term, r−1 uθj ∇Dj (ψj ). Hence, his model
is valid only for entrance conditions satisfying Dj (ψj ) = const (as we shall see in
Chapter 6, this is an unrealistic case).
Lastly, the projection of Eq. (3.17) along ũj yields the conservation of the
Bernoulli function, Hj , on each streamtube,
hj + qj φ + mj u2j /2 = Hj (ψj ).

3.4

(3.18)

Plasma model

For a globally current-free plasma, electrons are confined axially by the ambipolar
electric field, and only a very small fraction of them flows downstream to neutralize the ion beam. Experimental evidence suggests that the electron temperature
remains almost constant throughout the MN in spite of the expansion146, 161 that
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takes place, an effect attributed to the high electron mobility and the occasional
collisions, which would ultimately thermalize the confined electron population.
Other observations seem to indicate that a slow electron cooling can take place in
the MN depending on the plasma collisionality (e.g., Refs. 2, 160), which could be
modeled as a polytropic expansion with a cooling exponent γ ≃ 1–1.2.
In the absence of a well-established theory on the thermodynamics of the
collisionless electrons in the diverging magnetic field, we shall model them as a
Maxwellian, isothermal species. Any cooling will affect the energy of the downstream plasma, and therefore the thrust gain produced, the potential jump, and
the final velocity of the plasma. Nonetheless, the basic plasma phenomena in the
MN is expected to be qualitatively independent of electron thermodynamics. The
evolution of the electron energy distribution function is nevertheless an interesting
and important aspect of the expansion, which merits a study of its own. On the
other hand, ion pressure will be neglected (i.e. Ti ≪ Te ) since it is smaller than
the electron pressure and the dynamic ion pressure (for a supersonic flow). This
is the expected case in HPTs, where most of the internal energy of the plasma
is deposited in the electrons. Most other thrusters, with the exception of the
VASIMR (where energy is in the form of ion cyclotron motion), agree well with
this assumption too. Finally, ions are assumed singly-charged, and electron inertia
is neglected with respect to their thermal energy,
me u2e ≪ Te .

(3.19)

Applying these additional hypotheses to the preceding general plasma equations, the resulting plasma model renders:
∇ · (nũi ) = 0,

(3.20)

mi (ũi · ∇) ũi = −e∇φ + 1⊥ euθi B + 1r mi u2θi /r,

(3.21)

rmi uθi + eψ = Di (ψi ),

(3.22)

0 = −Te ∇ ln n + e∇φ − euθe B1⊥ ,

(3.23)

ũe = uke 1k ,

(3.24)

nuke /B = Ge (ψ),

(3.25)
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which is a closed set for determining φ, ui , ue and n ≡ ne = ni (in our quasineutral
plasma). Equations (3.22) and (3.25) can be seen as algebraic relations for uθi
and uke ; Di is the ion total angular momentum and Ge is the ratio of electron-tomagnetic flux in each electron/magnetic streamtube. Observe that in the resulting
fully-magnetized electron model, Eq. (3.24), the calculation of ũe is uncoupled
from the rest of the problem, and can be performed after the other variables are
obtained, once n is known.
Equation (3.23) expresses that, to first order, the ambipolar electric field is
determined from the imbalance between the expanding electron pressure and the
confining Hall force. In consonance with this, we point out that eliminating pressure and Hall terms leads to a badly maimed MN model. We reprove, in particular, the inconsistency of using an incomplete version of Ohm’s law to substitute
Eqs. (3.26) and (3.27) in the study these devices, a frequently unquestioned starting point in the framework of single-fluid, ideal MHD as pointed out in Chapter
2. The fact that these two forces initially balance out at the throat if φ ≃ 0 there
should not downplay their dominant role throughout the expansion.
The two components of the electron momentum equation, Eq. (3.23), yield two
algebraic equations for φ and uθe ,
Te ln n − eφ = He (ψ),
r dHe
1 ∂He
=−
.
uθe = −
eB ∂1⊥
e dψ

(3.26)
(3.27)

Here, Te ln n is the barotropic function for the isothermal electron gas, and He (ψ)
is the electron Bernoulli function. There are two interpretations for each of Eqs.
(3.26) and (3.27). In the first one, Eq. (3.26) is a generalized Boltzmann relation
on each streamtube, with −He /e the thermalized potential, and Eq. (3.27) states
that the electron azimuthal velocity is a B-perpendicular drift, with contributions
of both the electric field and the pressure gradient.
In the second interpretation, Eqs. (3.26) and (3.27) establish the conservation
of two electron magnitudes on each electron streamtube: the Bernoulli function
He and the azimuthal frequency wθe = uθe /r. An important consequence of the
macroscopic isorotation175 implied by the last conservation law is that if the elec-
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tron flow does not rotate initially (i.e. at the nozzle throat), there is no mechanism
in this collisionless plasma to put it into rotation downstream. Since the magnetic
streamtubes diverge, Eq. (3.27) expresses that the bulk electron azimuthal velocity
increases downstream in the MN.
The ion and electron current densities, ji = enui and je = −enue , and the
resultant electric current density,
j = ji + je ,

(3.28)

are important magnitudes of the plasma response. For convenience, they are split
into longitudinal and azimuthal components, in the same way than uj in Eq. (3.10).
Currents jθe and jθi will be referred to as Hall and swirl currents, respectively. As
seen in Eq. (3.27), a Hall current is the resultant of the E × B and diamagnetic
(−∇pe × B) drifts on electrons. This is not the case for the swirl current: since ion
motion in Eq. (3.21) is dominated by inertia, the development of a swirl current
(resulting in a rotating plasma) is simply governed by the conservation of total
angular momentum in Eq. (3.22).
Before proceeding, note that the electron charge e, the energy Te , the sound
speed cs , the length R, and the density n0 can be used to non-dimensionalize all
plasma magnitudes. In the following, dimensionless variables are expressed with
a hat: n̂ = n/n0 , φ̂ = eφ/Te , etcetera.

3.5

Numerical integration

Adding Eqs. (3.21) and (3.23) in order to eliminate the electric field, the three
differential equations for n and ũi can be expressed as
∂ ln n ∂uri ∂uzi
uri
∂ ln n
+ uzi
+
+
=− ,
∂r
∂z
∂r
∂z
r
∂uri
∂uri
∂
ln
u2
n
uri
+ uzi
+ c2s
= −(uθe − uθi )Ωi cos αB + θi ,
∂r
∂z
∂r
r
∂uzi
∂uzi
∂
ln
n
uri
+ uzi
+ c2s
= (uθe − uθi )Ωi sin αB ,
∂r
∂z
∂z
uri

(3.29)
(3.30)
(3.31)
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p
with cs = Te /mi the sonic velocity of ions. The plasma Mach number is defined
from the ion longitudinal velocity: M = ũi /cs .
These three equations, coupled to the algebraic equations for the rest of variables, are integrated numerically with the method of characteristics,176, 177 described briefly below. The integration method needs to be complemented with a
set of initial conditions that describe the plasma properties at the magnetic throat,
also detailed next.
The computer code DiMagNo (from divergent magnetic nozzle) has been created based on this integration approach to allow the simulation of the plasma/MN
model. Its main characteristics and a detailed account on its operation can be
found in Appendix D. Essentially, the numerical integration of the solution is
performed by, first, discretizing the initial condition into a front of points. The
integration scheme uses a gridless predictor-corrector method to calculate new solution points.177 For the predictor, from each couple of adjacent existing points,
a new point is found by propagating the respective Mach lines forward. The ion
streamline on this new point is propagated backwards to meet the the front line,
and plasma properties are interpolated at the intersection. One or more corrector
steps are then iterated over the position and properties of the new point to improve
the accuracy of the solution, until convergence is achieved. In this manner, the
‘integration front’ is advanced downstream, until the desired integration domain
is covered.

3.5.1

Method of Characteristics

Consider a fully-hyperbolic set of n partial differential equations Li of n unknowns
fj in two variables, x1 , x2 , which have the following structure:
Li ≡ vijk ∂xk fj + ci = 0,

(3.32)

where i, j = 1 . . . n and k = 1, 2. The coefficients vijk and ci are allowed to depend
on x1 , x2 and also on all the fj .
A compatibility equation L(σ) of the system is any non-trivial linear combi-
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nation of the set of equations (3.32), that is, given a n-vector σ with σ 6= 0:
L(σ) ≡ σi Li .

(3.33)

Since the problem is completely hyperbolic, it is possible to find n independent
vectors σ so that each of them reduces L to a one-directional differential operator
along the so-called characteristic lines,176 i.e.,
σi vijk = µj τk

for: j = 1 . . . n, and: k = 1, 2,

(3.34)

where the vector τ is tangent to the local direction of the characteristic line associated with that σ.
Let (x1 (s), x2 (s)) be a parametrization of that line in a parameter s that verifies
dx1 = τ1 ds;

dx2 = τ2 ds.

(3.35)

Using this new variable, it is possible to reduce the compatibility equation for that
characteristic line simply to
µj ∂s fj + σi ci = 0,

(3.36)

which has derivatives only along the τ direction.
The resulting n independent characteristic compatibility equations (3.36) of the
problem can be propagated along their characteristic lines starting from a valid
initial condition. Equations (3.35) are used simultaneously to determine the local
direction of the characteristic lines. Except in trivial cases, the integration needs
to be performed numerically.
In this manner, the evolution of all the fj variables can be calculated in the
strict region of influence of the initial condition (i.e., the part of the integration
domain where all backward-running characteristic lines intersect the initial condition region), also known as the nozzle kernel.177 Defining appropriate boundary
conditions at the plasma edge permits furthering the integration into the rest of
the domain.
In our particular case, three characteristic line families can be found, namely
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the ion streamlines and two Mach lines. Taking z = x1 , r = x2 , the ion streamlines
have τ = (uzi , uri ), and the evolution equation along them is
uzi

∂uri
∂ ln n
∂uzi
+ uri
+ c2s
=
∂s
∂s
∂s
= (uθe − uθi )Ωi (uzi sin αB − uri cos αB ) + uri

u2θi
. (3.37)
r

Note that, combined with the canonical momentum equation, Eq. (3.22), and with
the electron momentum equation, Eq. (3.23), this expression can be rewritten
as the conservation of the Bernoulli function of ions along the ion streamlines,
Eq. (3.18).
The two families of Mach lines are given, respectively, by

 √
√
τ = uzi M 2 − 1 ∓ uri , uri M 2 − 1 ± uzi ,

(3.38)

where the upper (resp. lower) signs are for the upward- (downward-) running Mach
line. The evolution equations along these two characteristic families are
uzi

√
∂ ln n
∂uri
∂uzi
uri
− uri
∓ c2s M 2 − 1
= − (τz uri − τr uzi )
+
∂s
∂s
∂s
r
u2
− τz θi (uθe − uθi ) Ωi (τz cos αB + τr sin αB ). (3.39)
r

Observe that the plasma equations present removable singularities at r = 0,
where uri , uθi , and uθe are zero. For instance, the Taylor expansion of Eq. (3.22)
yields, at r = 0,
2mi uθi /r → nuzi (dDi /dψi ) − eBz .
(3.40)
Either the plasma equations must be regularized before integration or the numerical scheme must deal correctly with them. The second option has been adopted
here.
Once the initial plasma profile has been chosen, the last plasma tube RV (z)
is imposed as the plasma boundary. Taking advantage of the symmetry of the
problem, the integration domain is defined as the region contained from the axis
to RV (z), and from the throat to a final downstream section z = zF , located before
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the turning point of the MN edge, i.e., where dRV /dz → ∞.

The boundary conditions to be set on the domain border involve setting the
direction of the ion velocity there: on the axis, that is uri = 0; on the plasmavacuum interface, fulfillment of quasineutrality demands that ion and electron
velocities be parallel to the magnetic field on the tube, i.e., uri /uzi = Br /Bz .

3.5.2

Initial conditions of the plasma

The plasma properties at the MN throat need to be given in order to simulate
its expansion in the nozzle; namely, we are required to provide the profiles of the
density n, the velocity vector uj of each species, and the electric potential φ on a
given non-characteristic surface.
Here, we have opted to define the radial profiles of these quantities at section
z = 0, 0 ≤ r ≤ R. Since an initial Mach number M0 = 1 is not admitted by
the hyperbolic integration scheme, a value of M0 = 1.01 to 1.05 is chosen in most
simulations in next Chapters. Certainly, this yields a local error. A more correct
procedure would be to apply the Sauer’s method or a similar one to determine the
sonic surface [i.e. M (z, r) = 1] and the local, transonic plasma expansion around
it.177, 178 This task is not afforded here because, first, we are interested in the whole
plasma acceleration process and not in the transonic flow characteristics around
the MN throat, and second, it would require a more detailed understanding of
the subsonic flow coming out of the plasma source, which is device-dependent. Of
course, we expect errors related to the small parameter (M0 −1) to be small except
in the throat neighborhood; this error is checked at the end of Section 4.4 in the
next Chapter.
The initial conditions depend very much on the plasma source located upstream
of the MN (i.e. on the particular thruster type). Unless stated otherwise, electrons
and ions are injected purely axially into the divergent MN, with
uze (r) = uzi (r) = M0 cs

and ure (r) = uri (r) = 0,

(3.41)

and the potential is chosen constant on the throat,
φ(r) = 0.

(3.42)
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The first part of Condition (3.41) means that current ambipolarity is satisfied at
the throat, i.e ̃z (0, r) = 0, and ensures that the plasma jet is going to be currentfree everywhere, i.e. I(z) = 0 in Eq. (3.7). The second part of Condition (3.41) is
compatible with (3.42) and Br = 0.
Plasma equilibrium at this section requires all radial forces on electrons to
cancel out in Eq. (3.23),
∂ ln n
= −euθe Bz ,
(3.43)
Te
∂r
which, given the profile of n, defines the azimuthal electron velocity uθe . This condition states that the plasma is in a theta-pinch equilibrium initially. Analogously,
the ion radial force balance provides
mi κi ũ2i = euθi Bz + mi

u2θi
,
r

(3.44)

where κi is the meridional plane curvature of ion trajectories.
For a slowlydiverging MN and low ion magnetization κi ≪ 0 at the throat, which yields uθi ≃ 0
initially.
At this point, only the density profile at the throat, n(r), remains to be set.
This will be done in the following Chapters, as the different simulations used there
investigate diverse density profiles.
These throat conditions contain all the information needed to determine the
four conserved magnitudes, Di (ψi ), Ge (ψ), Hi (ψi ) and He (ψ), from the algebraic
equations for uθi , uke , φ, and uθe .
Lastly, observe that the derived plasma model and the initial conditions described above depend on the following four parameters: (i ) the MN geometry,
B (z, r), which stems out of the particular coil configuration, defined essentially
by the parameter RL /R. (ii ) the magnetic strength (or equivalently, the ion magnetization degree), which is measured by the non-dimensional ion gyrofrequency
√
at the origin Ω̂i0 = eB0 R/ mi Te . (iii ) the initial plasma Mach number, M0 . And
lastly, (iv ) the density profile n(r) at the throat.
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Limitations of the model

To conclude this Chapter, a brief summary on the main limitations of the model
is due. These limitations are further discussed at the end of this Thesis.
First, as mentioned already, some of the core assumptions of the model are
a fully-magnetized electron flow, zero resistivity, and no induced magnetic field.
Each of these assumptions is associated to the zero limit of the relevant small
parameter. The actual flow, nonetheless, is characterized by a small but finite
value of electron separation from the magnetic field, collisionallity, and induced
field effects. These assumptions are partially relaxed in the extensions of the model
of the following Chapters.
Second, the evolution of the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) in
this collisionless plasma is nontrivial, as was described in Section 3.4. Resorting to
an isothermal plasma model (or a polytropic cooling law), neglecting any possible
kinetic effects, the non isotropization of the population, and the precise electron
heat fluxes, is an important simplification of actual plasma behavior. A simple,
two-electron-population analysis, is carried out in Chapter 9, showing that the
inclusion of an extra, hotter electron population can give rise to the formation of
curved double layers in the flow.
Third, the boundary condition at the plasma edge assumes a hard transition
into a perfect vacuum. This situation idealizes a softer transition to a tenuous
background plasma, which is the expected operation environment in space and
laboratory experiments. This nevertheless is not expected to alter the plasma
expansion substantially, at least in the near-region (although it might start to
play a significant role in the far-region of the expansion, that is, well downstream
of the MN turning point).
Fourth, our model does not describe the plasma processes in the upstream
source. The coupling with the plasma generator would allow us to clarify the
plasma transonic conditions at the throat, to study the interaction of source parameters with the MN expansion, and to understand the closure of upstream electric currents. An incipient study aims to couple a helicon source model with the
MN/plasma model described here.179
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Chapter 4
Near-region expansion and
accelerationb
Using the model formulated in the previous Chapter, here we study the twodimensional properties of the supersonic acceleration of a low-beta, collisionless
plasma in a MN. Beyond confirming that simple 1D models provide a suitable
approximation of axial acceleration properties, the analysis will be focused on the
2D characteristics not available to 1D models. We discuss (i ) the influence of
the MN divergence rate and the ion-magnetization strength; (ii ) the formation of
Hall and swirl currents; (iii ) the relevance of electrothermal and electromagnetic
accelerations; (iv ) the ratio of radial-versus-axial energy of the downstream jet,
which defines the plume efficiency; (v ) the presence of surface currents at the
plasma/vacuum interface and their role in thrust transmission; and (vi ) the nofulfillment of current ambipolarity.
In the next Section (4.1), we define the different simulations that are used
in the analysis, covering two different MN shapes, two different initial density
profiles, and various ion magnetization strengths. Section 4.2 presents the twodimensional expansion and acceleration of the plasma in the MN. The role of the
ion magnetization degree and the build up of longitudinal plasma electric currents
that preclude the fulfillment of local current ambipolarity is studied in Section
b

This Chapter is based in the second part of Ref. 174, Ahedo, E. and Merino, M., “Twodimensional supersonic plasma acceleration in a magnetic nozzle,” Physics of Plasmas, Vol. 17,
2010, pp. 073501.
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4.3. The propulsive performance of the MN system is analyzed in Section 4.4. A
detailed analysis of the plasma-vacuum interface and the presence of sheet electric
currents there is performed in Section 4.5. Finally, main results and conclusions
are summarized in Section 4.6.

4.1

Description of the Simulations

Several simulations are used in the next Sections to investigate the influence of
the main model parameters, namely nozzle divergence rate, ion magnetization
strength, and non-uniformity of the initial density profile. The values of the parameters of the different simulations are summarized in Table 4.1.
Given the radius R of the plasma column being injected into the MN, the
divergence rate and geometry of the nozzle result from the configuration of the
magnetic coils that generate the magnetic field. Although the plasma/MN model
of the previous Chapter is applicable to any divergent MN, irrespective of the
set of coils, we shall focus the discussion here on the nozzle created by a single
current loop of intensity IL , flowing along 1θ and located at (z, r) = (0, RL ), as
illustrated in Fig. 3.1. This is justified because, while the particular arrangement
of coils can affect the shape of the MN in the near region, the magnetic field of
more complex layouts tends downstream to that a single loop (essentially a dipole
field). Hence, this simple field allows us to study the central principles of operation
of the MN, leaving aside the details of the magnetic field configuration used. Two
different radii, RL = 5.4R (‘long’ nozzle) and RL = 3.5R (‘short’ nozzle) will be
used. Figure 4.1 displays the shape of the plasma edge RV (z) for the two MNs.
Downstream, the integration is terminated at zF = 14R and 56R for the short and
long nozzles, respectively. The respective area expansion ratios of these nozzles
are 177 and 3435; in comparison, the long nozzle reaches an area expansion of 177
at z ≃ 26.7R.
The magnetization strength Ω̂i0 is an important parameter for the ion flow, as
it governs the intensity of the magnetic force on ions. A typical value for HPT
(see Table 2.2) is Ω̂i0 ∼ 1. Here, the range Ω̂i0 = 0.1 (nearly unmagnetized ions)
to 100 (well-magnetized ions near the throat) is explored.
Besides the initial plasma conditions that were specified in Section 3.5.2, we
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15
Figure 4.1: MN edge for simulations of Chapter 4, in 1 : 1 scale. Solid lines are the
magnetic streamlines created by a circular
ring located at r = RL , z = 0 (black circle).
Dashed lines are the constant-B lines. The
thick solid lines correspond to the two MNs
(i.e plasma jet edges) used in the simulations:
RL /R = 3.5 (short nozzle) and 5.4 (long nozzle). The turning points of these nozzles are
at (z, r)/R ≃ (16, 22) and (60, 85), respectively.
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5
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need to specify the density profile at the throat. Here, we will focus on two
plasma profiles. One of them would idealize the plasma jet exiting a magnetized
cylindrical vessel with no internal electrodes, as in a helicon plasma source.180, 181
This plasma is current-free, has negligible ion rotation and a strong volumetric Hall
current, which balances the radial gradient of plasma density. The second plasma
type corresponds to an initially uniform density profile, with all Hall currents
concentrated at a thin layer at the vacuum-plasma transition as detailed in Sections
4.4 and 4.5. The two plasmas will be called non-uniform and uniform plasma jets
(although both of them are obviously non-uniform downstream).
These two initial density profiles, and the electron azimuthal current that balances the associated pressure gradient, Eq. (3.43), can be collectively described
as
n̂ (r) = J0 (a0 σr̂),
̂θe (0, r̂) = −Ω̂−1
i0 a0 J1 (a0 σr̂),

(4.1)
ûθe (0, r̂) = −̂θe /n̂,

(4.2)

where J0 and J1 are Bessel functions of the first kind, with a0 = 2.405 the first
zero of J0 ; and the parameter σ measures both the Hall current and the radial
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Simulation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ω̂i0
σ
RL /R
0.1 0.99
5.4
10 0.99
5.4
100 0.99
5.4
0.1
0
5.4
10
0
5.4
100
0
5.4
0.1 0.99
3.5
100 0.99
3.5
0.1
0
3.5
100
0
3.5

Table 4.1: Overview of the simulations used in Chapter 4. Three dimensionless
parameters characterize the solution: Ω̂i0 , which describes the degree of ion magnetization in the MN; σ for the jet initial non-uniformity; and RL /R for the divergence
rate of the magnetic field. The different simulations involve: three ion magnetization
strengths, Ω̂i0 = 0.1, 10, and 100; a uniform jet (σ = 0) and a highly non-uniform jet
(with σ = 0.99); and the short and long nozzles depicted in Fig. 4.1. All simulations
have M0 = 1.05.

non-uniformity of the plasma density. The two distinguished cases are σ = 0 for
the uniform jet and 1 − σ ≪ 1 for the non-uniform jet (here σ = 0.99). Observe
that the Hall current is always diamagnetic with respect to the applied field Ba .
Figure 4.2 plots radial profiles at the throat for the non-uniform jet. Both
the plasma density and the Hall current density present smooth radial variations.
This makes ûθe (r) ∼ 1 except very near the jet edge, where the small value of
n(0, R) produces a large steepening of the azimuthal velocity up to ûθe (0, R) ≈
[(1 − σ)Ω̂i0 ]−1 . Notice from Eq. (3.27) that ûθe /r̂ is related to dHe /dψ. For σ ≃ 1,
−1
the Hall current density at the edge is ̂θe (0, R) ≃ −Ω̂−1
i0 a0 J1 (a0 ) ≃ −1.25Ω̂i0 .
The radial distribution of the ion flow is 2πψi , Fig. 4.2(d). Only at the throat,
the electron flow distribution, 2πψe , coincides with the ion flow distribution. Since
B(0, r) ≃ const for RL /R large, the magnetic flow distribution at the throat is
roughly 2πψ(0, r) ≃ πB0 r2 .
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Figure 4.2: Radial profiles of dimensionless
plasma magnitudes at the MN throat, z = 0,
for a non-uniform jet with σ = 0.99. (a)
Plasma density, (b) azimuthal electron frequency, (c) azimuthal electron current density, and (d) ion flux non-dimensionalized as
ψ̂i = ψi /(R2 n0 cs ).
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Expansion and acceleration of the plasma

We begin the discussion with the uniform plasma jet. Figures. 4.3(a)-(c) show
the axial variation of the main variables at the axis and the plasma edge. The
difference between the values at these two streamtubes measures the radial nonuniformity that develops downstream. Contrary to the case of an adiabatic gas,
where the pressure and the sound speed decrease quickly along the nozzle and the
flow becomes soon hypersonic, in this isothermal plasma the electron pressure does
not vanish so rapidly and the Mach number increases gently, which agrees with
experimental results.1, 160
Taking into account that the expansion ratio for the long nozzle is above 103 ,
the radial non-uniformity of the jet at zF is large for the density but mild for the
potential and the kinetic energy. This suggests that a simple 1D nozzle model
may provide a good approximation of the axial plasma acceleration. A simple 1D
model1, 71 is given by the following equations
R̂V2 (ẑ)n̄M̄

= M0 ,

φ̄

n̄ = e ,

M̄ =

q

M02 − 2φ̄,

(4.3)

where n̄(ẑ), M̄ (ẑ), and φ̄(ẑ) represent dimensionless, r-averaged variables, and
̄i (z) = Ii /πRV2 (z) is the averaged ion (and electron) current density. The potential
profile, φ̄(ẑ), is obtained from the implicit equation
R̂V2 (ẑ)eφ̄

q
M02 − 2φ̄ = M0 .

(4.4)

The results for the 1D model, plotted on top of Fig. 4.3, confirm that it approximates well the axial acceleration process. For the rest of the features of the plasma
response, the 2D model is necessary. In particular, Fig. 4.3(c) shows that the relative ion flux does not remain uniform radially and tends to concentrate around
the axis as the plasma moves downstream (which is beneficial for both plasma
detachment and thrust efficiency).
We now turn to analyze the expansion of the non-uniform jet. Figures 4.4(a)(d) show, for the same MN, the evolution of the plasma variables in this case.
Interestingly, the axial acceleration profiles are very similar to the case of the
uniform jet; both the radial electric field and the Mach number at the edge are a
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Figure 4.3: Axial evolution of dimensionless
magnitudes of the uniform jet (σ = 0) in
the long nozzle for Ω̂i0 = 0.1 (solid lines), 10
(dashed lines), and 100 (dash-and-dot lines).
(a) Plasma Mach number, (b) electric potential, and (c) ion longitudinal current over raveraged value, ̄i (z) = Ii /πRV2 (z), where Ii is
the total ion current through the nozzle. The
thick lines correspond to the solution of the
1D model, Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4). Lines r = 0
and r = RV (separated by the thick lines) correspond to the jet axis and edge, respectively.
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bit larger now, Figs. 4.4(a)-(b). Therefore, the 1D model provides again a good
estimate of the axial jet expansion. A prominent 2D feature is the increasing radial
non-uniformity of the plasma density, shown both in Figs. 4.4(c) and Fig. 4.4(d).
Although the jet expands with the MN, the dominant ion inertia confines further
the plasma, explaining the steepening of the radial shape of n̂ in Fig. 4.4(d).
Equation (3.27) suggests that uθe preserves approximately its radial shape. Then,
the gentle maximum of the radial shape jθe (r) at the throat [Fig.4.2(c)] tends to
shift towards the axis and to become more pronounced downstream.
The validity of the plasma/MN model formulated in the previous chapter relies
on the length ordering of Eq. (3.3). Since plasma properties change widely along
the nozzle, it is not enough that Eq. (3.3) is satisfied at the throat to ensure the
validity of our hypotheses everywhere. In other words, we must check whether the
two basic assumptions of the model, plasma quasineutrality and magnetic guiding
of the electron (measured by λd /RV and ℓe /RV , respectively), are well satisfied
until the final section zF . Figures 4.5(a) and (b) plot the evolution of these two
ratios along the nozzle. The wide hats on λd /RV and ℓe /RV mean that they are
values relative to those at the throat (which can be estimated from Table 2.2 for
two particular cases). The two relative ratios are more critical at the jet edge.
The growth of the electron gyroradius ratio is estimated as ℓe /RV ∝ RV−1 B −1 ∝
RV . The growth of the Debye-length ratio is λd /RV ∝ RV−1 n−1/2 ∝ M 1/2 near
the throat, but downstream it increases faster because of the additional radial
rarefaction of the plasma [Fig. 4.4(d)]. For the plasma values of Table 2.2 and
our simulation cases, plasma quasineutrality and magnetic guiding of electrons are
well preserved until the chosen zF , meaning that model hypotheses hold up to this
section.

4.3

Magnetization strength and current ambipolarity

The magnetization strength on ions is measured by the parameter Ω̂i0 . The extrapolation of the examples of Table 2.2 suggests that the range Ω̂i0 ≤ O (10)
covers most applications. Because of the nozzle divergence, the local magnetiza-
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tion parameter,
Ωi R V
Ω̂i0
,
∼
ui
R̂V M

(4.5)

decays along the MN and so does ion magnetization. Thus, the ion flow can
be considered magnetized only within the region where Ω̂i0 > R̂V (z)M (z) ≥ 1
roughly. As a consequence, in the practical range Ω̂i0 ≤ O (10), the effects of ion
magnetization on both the axial and the radial expansion of the plasma are rather
weak, as Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate.
The fact that ions are partially magnetized while electrons are fully magnetized sets up interesting phenomena, which is not reproducible by a 1D model.
On the one hand, electrons are forced to lie within the magnetic streamtubes, because of the dominant magnetic confinement. On the other hand and according
to Eq. (3.21), ions, only weakly-magnetized, are driven by the ambipolar electric
field, which is self-adjusted by plasma quasineutrality. Then, the radial expansion
of the ion streamtubes is essentially governed by their own inertia and the radial
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electric field. Figure 4.6(a) shows that the divergence of the ion streamtubes is
lower than the divergence of the electron/magnetic streamtubes (except, of course,
at the edge of the plasma jet, where quasineutrality enforces that they coincide).
As ion magnetization increases, there is an additional ion radial expansion caused
by uθi B, but the comparison of Figs. 4.6(a) and 4.6(b), with Ω̂i0 differing in three
orders of magnitude, shows that the effects of the radial magnetic force are small in
this range. Only in the asymptotic limit Ω̂i0 → ∞ ion and magnetic streamtubes
would coincide, but the present analysis shows that that asymptotic limit is not
a good approximation for partial magnetization, even for Ω̂i0 ∼ 100, already too
large a value for practical devices.
Since the ions are treated as a cold fluid and the model is stationary, the
trajectories of individual ions are indeed the ion streamlines, which, for uθi 6= 0, are
helicoidal with respect to the MN axis; the streamtube shapes of Figs. 4.6(a) and
4.6(b) represent the projection of the streamlines on the meridian plane. Indeed,
the accuracy of the integration scheme has been confirmed by checking that the ion
streamlines agree with ion trajectories computed using the electric and magnetic
fields yielded by the macroscopic integration scheme.
Figure 4.6(c) plots the local separation angle, αie = angle(ũi , ũe ), between ion
and electron streamtubes for two ion magnetization strengths. For Ω̂i0 finite, the
separation angle is quite modest but it is at the base of the generation of electric
currents in the plasma jet. First, it creates a swirl current, jθi , in the initially
non-rotating plasma, which is plotted in Fig. 4.6(d). According to Eq. (3.13), one
has uθi ∼ Ωi RV sin αie . Since uθe and uθi are positive the swirl current opposes the
Hall current, and thus is paramagnetic with respect to Ba . The plasma swirling
created in the nozzle is small compared to the longitudinal ion current,
Ωi R V
jθi
∼
sin αie ≪ 1,
̃i
ui

(4.6)

but, as we will see below, it can have a non-negligible, negative effect on the
performances of the plasma-nozzle system.
Second, the small ion-electron streamtube separation has a cumulative effect
and grows downstream. At a distance z from the throat, the difference in the
cross-section radius of the two streamtubes becomes O (z sin αie ), with the ion
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streamtube having the smaller cross-section. Since a pair of these streamtubes
transport a constant and equal current of ions and electrons, their progressive
separation implies that the electron current contained in the (less divergent) ion
streamtube is lower than the ion current. Therefore, when jz = 0 at the throat
a positive axial electric current develops in the central part of the jet and, since
the plasma is current-free, a negative total axial electric current is found in the
vicinity of the jet edge.
Figure 4.7(a) shows the axial and radial development of the longitudinal electric
current density ̃, relative to the longitudinal ion current density. Figure 4.7(b)
shows the radial variation of the relative axial electric current density, jz , and
Fig. 4.7(c) depicts the electric current density lines. The relative electron-to-ion
current becomes quite large near the jet edge but, since ̃i decreases proportionally
to the nozzle area, ̃ tends to vanish downstream. As expected, the electric current
density decreases as ion magnetization increases but it is still well observable in
Fig. 4.7(a) for Ω̂i0 = 100.
The development of electric currents in the plasma means that, for Ω̂i0 finite,
current ambipolarity (i.e. ̃ = 0) cannot be imposed everywhere. Condition (3.41)
set ̃ = 0 at the MN throat, but solutions are immediate for other cases of a
R1
current-free plasma, i.e. with 0 ̃z (0, r̂) = 0. As pointed out in Section 3.4, the
computation of uke [Eq. (3.25)] and ̃e (ẑ, r̂) = −enuke b is carried out after solving
the rest of equations. Therefore, the modification of condition (3.41) is not going
to change the plasma acceleration response, only the profiles of ̃e (ẑ, r̂), and thus
̃(ẑ, r̂). Indeed, we expect the electron flow to self-adjust to meet the boundary
conditions inside the source, where collisions can be significant, and the far-region
plume. As an example, Fig. 4.8 plots the electric current density when current
ambipolarity is imposed at the integration final section, jz (zF , r) = 0, keeping the
rest of conditions as in Fig. 4.7. The patterns are the same in both figures except
that, in Fig. 4.8., the electric current density has the opposite sign and grows
upstream instead of downstream.
In fact, the case of Fig. 4.8 seems adequate to describe the actual application
of a plasma/nozzle device for material processing,5 where the plasma jet impacts
on a floating dielectric surface. In this case, plasma resistivity inside the plasma
source would facilitate the closure of the electric current lines upstream. It can also
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be representative of the AF-MPD, where the paths of the strong radial currents
created between the two electrodes in the source are known to stretch outwards into
the plasma plume due to the reduced cross-field conduction where the magnetic
field is large, and are locally non-zero at the throat.98 For a plasma jet expanding
into vacuum, the actual condition for jz (0, r) is uncertain, because it needs to
couple the solution of the present model with both the downstream detachment
model and the upstream plasma source model. The main point here is that the
longitudinal electric current density does not affect the plasma acceleration process,
as long as the induced azimuthal magnetic field is negligible, which is the case with
a low-beta plasma (see Chapter 8).
The development of the ion-electron streamtube separation and the related
failure of current ambipolarity brings into question the detachment model for a
low-beta plasma of Hooper,12 which takes current ambipolarity as a central assumption. We have shown here that the combination of quasineutrality, a global
current-free plasma, and zero currents at the boundaries is not enough to justify
current ambipolarity everywhere. Indeed, from the mathematical viewpoint, the
exchange of the scalar current conservation equation, ∇ · ̃ = 0 (a combination of
the ion and electron continuity equations) by the vectorial equation ̃ = 0 leads to
an incompatible model, unless another original plasma equation is satisfied automatically (or is ignored). As we will prove in Chapter 6, these and other aspects of
Hooper’s model lead to unphysical results. Moreover, we will show in in Chapter 7
that ion separation constitutes the main detachment mechanism in the propulsive
MN regime.

4.4

Thrust transmission and plume efficiency

Equations (3.30) and (3.31) detail the radial and axial forces driving the plasma,
once the ambipolar field has been canceled out. The magnetic force has contributions with different sign from the diamagnetic Hall and paramagnetic swirl
currents. Let us consider first the non-uniform jet, where the volumetric Hall current is dominant. Then, in the radial direction [Eq. (3.30)] there are the expanding
pressure gradient and the confining magnetic force. These are balanced exactly
at the MN throat, but the pressure gradient tends to dominate downstream, forc-
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Figure 4.9: Non-dimensional axial Hall force
density, fz,Hall = ̂θe B̂r , in the MN. The small
panel shows the radially-integrated force in each
section. The plot shows the simulation with
Ω̂i0 = 0.1, σ = 0.99 and RL /R = 3.5
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ing the radial expansion of the plasma. In the axial direction [Eq. (3.31)] the
pressure gradient and the magnetic force constitute the electron electrothermal (or
gasdynamic) and Hall acceleration mechanisms, respectively. Both mechanisms
rely on the ambipolar electric field to transmit the acceleration to the ions. Since
αB (z) increases with z, and jθe decreases with n as the plasma expands, the Hall
force finds a maximum somewhere downstream. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.9
for the non-uniform jet in the short nozzle, where the axial Hall force density
fz,Hall = ̂θe B̂r and its radial integral on each section are shown.
In the case of the uniform jet, however, there is no confining magnetic force
from the volume Hall current, and all the magnetic force on electrons concentrates
on a thin sheet on the plasma-vacuum boundary, as detailed in next Section.
The swirl current, on the other hand, causes a radially-expanding and axiallydecelerating magnetic force in all analyzed cases.
The local plasma thrust at a section z is defined as F (z) = Fi (z) + Fe (z), with
Fi = 2π

Z

RV (z)
0

rnmi u2zi dr,

Fe = 2π

Z

RV (z)

rnTe dr,

(4.7)

0

the momentum/ion and pressure/electron thrust contributions, respectively. Combining the axial momentum equations of ions and electrons, in order to eliminate
the ambipolar electric field, and integrating the resultant equation in a volume
V(z) bounded by (i ) the throat, (ii ) a generic axial cross-section downstream, and
(iii ) the lateral area AV (z) of the plasma jet, the local thrust can also be expressed
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as
F (z) = F0 + Fs + Fv ,

(4.8)

with F0 = F (0), and
Fs =

Z

pe sin αB dA,

Fv =

AV (z)

Z

(−jθ )Br dV.

(4.9)

V(z)

In the case of a solid nozzle and a neutral gas, F0 is the resultant of the gas pressure
inside the discharge region, Fs is the pressure of the gas on the wall of the divergent
nozzle, and Fv is zero. As is well known, the solid nozzle has two roles: first and
foremost, the gas pressure on the divergent nozzle walls increments the thrust, and
second, the nozzle geometry allows an efficient conversion of pressure thrust (50%
of F0 at the nozzle throat) into momentum thrust for the supersonic plasma. In
our plasma thruster configuration, on the contrary, F0 is mainly an electrothermal
contribution180 (or, the contribution to thrust that takes place inside the source),
Fv is the (volume) Hall contribution to thrust, and, since the MN has no solid
walls, the thrust mechanism associated to Fs cannot be a pressure force.
In fact, Fs is a second Hall contribution coming from a surface Hall current
that develops at the plasma edge, as anticipated above, in a thin transition layer
matching the bulk plasma jet and the adjacent vacuum. We postulate that the
surface Hall current per unit of length along the plasma edge is
Jθ (z) = −

pe
B

(z,RV (z))

.

(4.10)

Section 4.5 justifies this result for the simplest magnetic configuration and plasma
distribution function. The kinetic solution of the transition layer, of typical length
δL = O (2ℓe ), shows how the plasma pressure drops to zero and gives rise to a
diamagnetic current density, that integrated across the layer yields Jθ above. In
the limit ℓe /RV ≪ 1 adopted in our model, the transition layer is just a current
sheet between plasma and vacuum. The substitution of pe from Eq. (4.10) into Fs
in Eq. (4.9) demonstrates that the increment of thrust in the MN can come from
surface and volumetric magnetic contributions depending on the initial density
radial inhomogeneity. Note that, since ion pressure is negligible, no such layer
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exists in ions.
Figure 4.10(a) plots the local thrust function for different simulation cases. In
order to compare MNs with different divergence rates, R̂V (ẑ) has been used as abscissa instead of ẑ. Table 4.2 shows the relative weight of the three contributions
to thrust for different cases (and the relative contribution of the ion/momentum
thrust at the final section, Fi /F ). The uniform and non-uniform plasma jets considered here constitute two limit examples of the two thrust mechanisms of the
divergent nozzle, Fs and Fv . In the case of the uniform jet, Fs is the main contribution, whereas the plasma swirling caused by jθi leads to a negative contribution of
Fv , which is a significant penalty when Ω̂i0 is large (and the MN is fast-divergent).
The non-uniform jet has Fs ≪ Fv , because of the negligible density at the plasma
edge, and the positive Fv is driven by the large volumetric Hall current, which
dominates totally over the swirl current. In spite of these important differences,
both types of plasma jets provide thrusts of similar magnitude in the same nozzle
[Fig. 4.10(a)].
Simulation
1
RL /R
5.4
Ω̂i0
0.1
σ
0.99
M0
1.05
F0 /F
0.49
Fs /F
0.01
0.51
Fv /F
Pzi,0 /Pzi
0.07
Pzi,th /Pzi
0.21
Pzi,mag /Pzi 0.72
Pi,0 /Pi
0.06
Pi,th /Pi
0.92
Pi,mag /Pi
0.02
Fi /F
0.94
ηplume
0.83

4
5.4
0.1
0
1.05
0.52
0.48
≃0
0.08
0.92
≃0
0.06
0.94
0
0.93
0.72

3
5.4
100
0.99
1.05
0.49
0.01
0.50
0.07
0.23
0.70
0.06
0.93
0.01
0.94
0.81

6
5.4
100
0
1.05
0.53
0.56
−0.09
0.09
1.06
−0.15
0.06
0.94
0
0.92
0.69

8
3.5
100
0.99
1.05
0.58
0.01
0.41
0.11
0.28
0.61
0.09
0.91
≃0
0.91
0.78

10
3.5
100
0
1.05
0.63
0.52
−0.15
0.14
1.15
−0.29
0.09
0.91
0
0.89
0.63

–
3.5
100
0
1.01
0.63
0.52
−0.15
0.13
1.16
−0.29
0.08
0.92
0
0.89
0.63

Table 4.2: Performance parameters for different combinations of MNs and plasma
jets. In the first column: input parameters are the upper four ones; the rest are
output parameters computed at z = zF .

The equation for the axial ion power (i.e., the axial flow of ion axial energy) is
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Figure 4.10: MN performance figures. Variation along the nozzle of (a) thrust, (b) ion energy flow, and (c) plume efficiency; F0 = F (0)
and Pi0 = Pi (0) correspond to throat conditions of the upstream plasma. Thin and thick
lines are for the uniform and non-uniform (σ =
0.99) jets, respectively. Magnetic strengths
are Ω̂i0 = 0.1 (solid), 10 (dashed), and 100
(dash-and-dot). Results are for a long nozzle except those of curves ending with a black
circle, which are for the short nozzle. Note
that the curves are plotted against R̂V (ẑ), the
plasma beam radius.
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obtained from the axial momentum equation for ions, and takes the form
Pzi (z) = 2π

Z

RV (z)

rn
0

mi 3
u dr = Pzi,0 + Pzi,th + Pzi,mag ,
2 zi

(4.11)

with Pzi,0 = Pzi (0),
Pzi,th = −

Z

V(z)

∂pe
dV,
uzi
∂z

Pzi,mag = −

Z

uzi jθ Br dV.

(4.12)

V(z)

Here, Pzi,th and Pzi,mag correspond, respectively, to the electrothermal and electromagnetic power gains, based on the works of the respective (volumetric) forces.
Table 4.2 shows that the magnetic contribution dominates in the non-uniform
jet, whereas, for the uniform jet, the electrothermal energy is the dominant contribution, and the swirl current contributes negatively. In both cases the source
of the directed ion energy is always the internal energy of electrons, transmitted
through the work of the ambipolar field φ. Therefore, a 1D picture based on the
balance equation (4.11) for the axial power would suggest that the MN is predominantly an electrothermal or and electromagnetic plasma accelerator depending on
the initial plasma conditions.
The conclusion is subtler when we look at the equation for the total ion power.
The equation for the ion mechanical energy isc
1
∇ · ( mi u2i ni ui ) = −ji · ∇φ = −ui · ∇pe + ui · (je × B).
2

(4.13)

Integrating it in the volume V(z), the ion total power function satisfies
Pi (z) = 2π

Z

RV (z)

rnuzi
0

mi 2
u dr = Pi,0 + Pi,e ,
2 i

(4.14)

with Pi,0 = Pi (0) and Pi,e the electric work on the ions (along the nozzle). In
analogy with Eq. (4.11), this electric work can be split as Pi,e = Pi,th + Pi,mag ,

c

Observe that, if the ions had been treated as a warm species, their pressure would add an
additional thermal contribution to their kinetic energy gain.
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with
Pi,th = −

Z

V(z)

ui · ∇pe dV,

Pi,mag =

Z

V(z)

ui · (je × B)dV.

(4.15)

the thermal and magnetic works, respectively. The ion power function is plotted in
Fig. 4.10(b), and the internal, electrothermal, and electromagnetic contributions
at zF are detailed in Table 4.2. Interestingly, the net electromagnetic work is
small, since it is proportional to the electron-ion streamtube separation: one has
|ui · (je × B)| = |jθe Bui sin αie | and dependent on the generation of longitudinal
currents. The mutual cancellation of the radial and axial magnetic contributions
explains that Pi,mag ≪ Pzi,mag . Moreover, using Eq. (3.26) and imposing current
continuity, the electromagnetic term can be rewritten as
Pi,mag =

Z

V(z)

Z

(ui − ue ) · (je × B)dV =
(ui − ue ) · (n∇He ) dV =
V(z)
Z
Z
=
∇ · (He j/e) dV =
He j/ed (∂V) (4.16)
V(z)

∂V(z)

where the last integral is evaluated on the boundary ∂V(z) of the volume V(z), and
Pi,mag → 0 when z → ∞, provided that plasma currents vanish far downstream.
The global cancellation of the electromagnetic work is in agreement with the
ambipolar electric force being purely internal to the plasma, and obviously with
the fact that magnetic forces exert no work. Therefore, from the viewpoint of the
energy, the MN acts solely as an electrothermal accelerator, developing the internal
energy of the plasma into directed energy, without providing direct (external)
electromagnetic power. Notwithstanding, the integrand of expression (4.16) work
can be nonzero locally, even in a globally-current-free plasma beam, since ̃ 6= 0.
The radial expansion of the plasma means the increase of plume divergence,
which affects negatively the efficiency of the plasma thruster. An approximate
parameter to measure this effect is the plume efficiency (based on ion properties
only), defined as
Fi2
Pzi
ηplume (z) =
≃
,
(4.17)
Pi
2ṁPi
where ṁ is the mass flow, and the last near-equality has been checked numerically.
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The plume efficiency is one of the factors contributing to the thrust efficiency of
the whole thruster. It is plotted in Fig.4.10(c) as function of ẑ.
Figures 4.10(a)-(c) illustrate the aspects influencing the MN propulsive performance. a longer nozzle has a better propulsive performance than the short one,
which means that the long nozzle has a larger focusing effect on the plasma (this
is the kind of result not provided by 1D models). For a given MN, the total kinetic
power transmitted to the ions is almost independent of both the non-uniformity
and ion-magnetization parameters, σ and Ω̂i0 . The axial ion power and the plume
efficiency are higher for a non-uniform jet, because of the already-present plasma
concentration near the axis.
Increasing the ion magnetization, which tends to expand radially the ions and
to increase the swirl current, has an unfavorable effect on plume efficiency. This
suggests that decreasing the guiding field, while in principle maintaining electrons
well-magnetized, is beneficial.
Finally, we have checked that the plasma acceleration response is not affected by
the local imprecision at the nozzle throat related to the small parameter (M0 − 1),
which was commented in Section 3.5. The two last columns of Table 4.2 show (for
the worst simulation case) that results with M0 − 1 = 0.05 and 0.01 are practically
identical at the downstream end, zF .

4.5

The plasma-vacuum transition

To study the plasma-vacuum transition in a simplified way, let us now consider a
cylindrical plasma jet in an axial magnetic field B, where electrons constitute a
monoenergetic population of velocities v⊥1 and vk1 , perpendicular and parallel to
the magnetic field, respectively. The distribution of electron gyrocenters, fg (r), is
uniform for 0 ≤ r ≤ RV , and zero otherwise. Since the electron gyroradius is ℓe =
me v⊥1 /eB, the plasma density is constant (n1 , say) in the region 0 ≤ r ≤ RV − ℓe
and decreases to zero in the transition layer RV − ℓe ≤ r ≤ RV + ℓe .
Ions are assumed unmagnetized and they ensure quasineutrality everywhere.
Clearly, the macroscopic plasma velocity reduces to uk1 = vk1 .

The local plasma density, Hall current density, and (radial) pressure in that
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Figure 4.11: Plasma-vacuum transition current sheet. The Figure shows the variation of plasma magnitudes in the current sheet separating the bulk region from the
vacuum, for a parallel, uniform jet, with ℓe ≪ RV .

layer are obtained, respectively, from the integrals
Z

fe d3 v,
Z
jθe (r) = −e fe vθ d3 v,
Z
pre (r) = me fe vr2 d3 v,
n(r) =

(4.18)
(4.19)
(4.20)

where the local distribution function fe (r, v) is obtained from the distribution of
gyrocenters (see Fig 4.12),
q

2
2
2πfe (r, ϕ) = fg
(r + ℓe cos ϕ) + (ℓe sin ϕ) .

(4.21)

Here, ϕ is the velocity phase angle, defined from vr = v⊥ sin ϕ and vθ = v⊥ cos ϕ.
Taking ℓe ≪ RV , the range of ϕ where electrons exist for r within the transition
layer is
RV − r
|ϕ| ≤ ϕl (r) = arccos
,
(4.22)
ℓe
with ϕl (RV − ℓe ) = π and ϕl (RV + ℓe ) = 0. Then, integration on v in Eqs. (4.18)–
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(4.20) is immediate, yielding
n1
ϕl (r),
π
jθe1
jθe (r) =
sin ϕl (r),
π
pre1
[ϕl (r) − sin ϕl (r) cos ϕl (r)],
pre (r) =
π
ne (r) =

(4.23)

2
with jθe1 = −en1 v⊥1 and pre1 = me ne1 v⊥1
/2. These expressions are plotted in
Fig. 4.11. These variables verify the macroscopic equation

0=−

∂pre
+ jθe B,
∂r

(4.24)

so that the Hall current is the diamagnetic current created by the pressure gradient,
and peaks at r = RV . The integration of this last equation across the layer yields
the diamagnetic current per length postulated in Eq. (4.10),
Jθ =

Z

RV +ℓe
RV −ℓe

jθe dr = −

pre1
,
B

(4.25)

where B has been taken constant across the layer.

4.6

Summary of results

A 2D model of the supersonic expansion of a collisionless, low-beta, current-free
plasma jet in a MN has been analyzed. The main governing parameters are the
nozzle/jet divergence rate, the magnetic strength on ions, and the radial nonuniformity of the plasma density at the MN throat. Electrons have been assumed
fully-magnetized, so that electron streamtubes are magnetic streamtubes. Jets
with a uniform density at the throat have zero volumetric Hall (electron) current,
and it remains zero within the plasma volume since the electron flow conserves its
macroscopic azimuthal frequency in a streamtube (isorotation). Non-uniform densities at the throat are sustained by magnetic confinement based on the volumetric
Hall current.
The radially-averaged plasma profiles agree well with those obtained from a
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Figure 4.12: Sketch of electron gyro-orbits at the plasma-vacuum edge. (a) As we
approach the transition to vacuum, the ‘density of orbits’ decreases. (b) Definition
of the angle ϕ in one electron orbit.

simple 1D model, which indicates that ion magnetization and jet initial nonuniformity have a weak effect on the axial acceleration. There is a relative radial focusing of the jet that mitigates the detrimental radial expansion effects.
Except for fully-magnetized ions (an unlikely case in practical applications), ions
streamtubes do not coincide with electron/magnetic streamtubes. This separation
of streamtubes produces, first, longitudinal electric currents, which indicate that
current ambipolarity, used in some MN detachment models, is not fulfilled. Second, it allows the creation of a modest paramagnetic swirl current that competes
negatively with the diamagnetic Hall current.
For an initially non-uniform jet, the driving radial forces are the expanding
pressure and the confining magnetic force; axially, the plasma is accelerated by
electrothermal and electromagnetic forces. The thrust and energy analysis reveal
the dual character of the MN: it is an electromagnetic device from the thrust
viewpoint, and mostly an electrothermal device from the viewpoint of ion energy
gain.
A more detailed analysis of thrust mechanisms in the MN unveils basic differences with those in a solid nozzle. In the MN, the role of the pressure on the walls
of the solid nozzle is taken up by a Hall current layer, of a thickness of few electron
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gyroradii, developing at the plasma/vacuum interface. In general, the thrust adds
the contributions of the volumetric and surface Hall currents.
Plume efficiency, a factor contributing to the thrust efficiency, is found to be
larger for a long nozzle, a highly non-uniform jet, and weak ion magnetization.
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Chapter 5
Plasma detachment preliminary
analysisd
In this Chapter three detachment mechanisms proposed in the literature are shown
to be invalid for a propulsive MN, namely (i) resistive detachment by Moses et
al.,150 (ii ) electron-inertia detachment by Hooper,12 and (iii ) magnetic self-field
detachment by Arefiev and Breizman.13, 153 The three detachment studies either
obtain or assume that the detachment is convergent, i.e., that the plasma beam
diverges less than the applied MN, thus enabling the formation of a free plume
downstream: in the first two cases, either resistive or electron-inertia forces detach the electron flow from the guide nozzle field. In the third case, the induced
magnetic field allegedly stretches the original nozzle of the guide field; then, the
plasma, by remaining attached to the resulting MN, detaches effectively from the
guide field.
However, as we will show, the three mechanisms produce the outward, divergent detachment of the plasma when the requirement of positive thrust generation is taken into account. The analysis is carried out using the axisymmetric
model established in Chapter 3: the three detachment mechanisms are evaluated
both qualitatively and quantitatively (in the small-parameter range), computing
first-order perturbed quantities from the 2D solution of the collisionless, zero-beta
d

This Chapter is based in Ref. 182, Ahedo, E. and Merino, M., “On plasma detachment in
propulsive magnetic nozzles,” Physics of Plasmas, Vol. 18, 2011, pp. 053504. A ﬁrst version of
these results was presented in Ref. 183.
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plasma with massless electrons.
The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows. A brief introduction to the
close coupling between thrust production and downstream plasma behavior, is
presented in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 defines the simulations to be used in our
discussion. The positive thrust requirement on the plasma currents is discussed
in Section 5.3, where also a simple sufficient condition for a fully-accelerating
nozzle is derived. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 analyze the three detachment mechanisms
separately. The rate of divergent detachment caused by each of them is quantified
in the small-parameter range. Finally, Section 5.6 gathers and discusses the main
results.

5.1

On detachment and thrust generation

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the magnetic tubes that constitute the MN diverge
and close on themselves due to the solenoidal nature of the field. If the plasma
were to remain attached to them, a substantial part of the plasma would turn back
toward the thruster walls and the thrust gain would be ruined. Moreover, that
situation would endanger any sensitive surface of the satellite that happens to be
under the influx of the energetic backflowing plasma. Hence, it is imperative for
propulsive applications that the plasma jet detaches from the magnetic lines once
it has been accelerated and before the turning point of the MN. The understanding
of this process is a crucial milestone toward the use of MNs in plasma thrusters.
Detachment can be defined as the effective separation of the plasma beam from
the applied magnetic field, ensuring the continued, unimpeded downstream expansion of the jet. Since electrons exhibit a larger influence due to their lighter mass,
this conditions has been typically interpreted as a requirement on the electron
flow. Precisely, the three theories to be discussed focus themselves on electron
detachment.
A key aspect of the MN is that a positive thrust gain requires the azimuthal
currents in the plasma to be dominantly diamagnetic, and this is conditioned by
the internal energy of the plasma and the magnetic strength of the nozzle. As
we show in Section 5.3, the diamagnetic character of the plasma and its internal
energy define the detachment behavior of electrons. Due to this coupling between
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thrust generation and detachment, the study of the latter has to be carried out
within a model that respects the requirement of positive thrust production, even if
detachment is expected to manifest mainly after the plasma has been accelerated.
When this requirement is observed, the three detachment mechanisms mentioned at the beginning of the Chapter are divergent, that is, the plasma beam
diverges outward with respect to the guide nozzle, deteriorating its axial expansion and reducing the thrust efficiency.
We shall term a MN where thrust is produced a propulsive MN, that is, a nozzle
whose main role is to enhance the thrust by acceleration of a near-sonic plasma
and conversion of its internal energy into directed kinetic energy. This is not the
case treated by Hooper and Arefiev and Breizman, who consider a plasma that is
cold or already hypersonic at the nozzle entrance. In the following, we restrict our
attention to the propulsive MN case.

5.2

Simulation cases

HPTs are characterized by a plasma profile at the magnetic throat which is highly
non-uniform (σ ≈ 1), quasi-sonic (M0 ≃ 1), with ions being weakly-magnetized
(Ω̂i0 ≤ 1). Similar throat conditions are found in the AF-MPD thrusters. Additionally, in HPTs the plasma is essentially non-rotating initially. Hence, in the
following discussion, we take the simulation 1 from the previous Chapter (σ = 0.99,
Ω̂i0 = 0.1, M0 = 1.05 and RL /R = 5.4) as the reference case. This is presented
with the rest of simulations in Table 5.1.
As expressed above, these entrance conditions are very different from the ones
considered by Arefiev and Breizman:13, 153 a plasma which is cold (M0 → ∞) and
strongly-magnetized (Ω̂i0 → ∞). We will approach Arefiev-Breizman conditions
by taking Ω̂i0 and M0 large but finite; for instance, for M0 = 3 the plasma is almost
hypersonic, since the influence of the plasma pressure on the nozzle expansion
is reduced to about a 10%. These two disparate parametric ranges provide a
good opportunity to understand how thrust gain and detachment depend on the
upstream plasma conditions.
The rest of initial conditions are as specified in Chapter 3 (in particular, jz = 0,
jθi = 0 at the throat).
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Positive thrust production and plasma currents

Recalling Eqs. (4.8)–(4.9), the accumulated thrust gain at a cross-section Sz : z =
const is measured here by the dimensionless function
κnoz (z) = ∆F (z)/F0 = F (z)/F0 − 1

(5.1)

(i.e., the same quantity as plotted in Fig. 4.10(a), except for the −1), with the
thrust increment ∆F (z) resulting from the contributions of the volume and surface
azimuthal currents in the plasma,
∆F (z) =

Z

dV (−jθ )Br +
V(z)

Z

dA (−Jθ )Br .

(5.2)

AV (z)

Note that, since the supersonic fluid information travels downstream only, κnoz (z)
represents the thrust gain for a nozzle of length z.
Taking without loss of generality the convention Br , Bz > 0 in the divergent
nozzle, a positive thrust gain requires the total azimuthal electric currents to be
predominantly negative in the integrands of Eq. (5.2), which, as we shall see below,
corresponds to a diamagnetic current. On the one hand, the surface current Jθ , due
to electron pressure gradients at the plasma edge, is negative always (see Section
4.5), and thus leads to positive acceleration. On the other hand, the current density

Simulation
1
2
3
4
5
6

Ω̂i0
0.1
100
100
0.1
100
100

σ
M0
0.99 1.05
0.99 1.05
0
1.05
0.99
3
0.99
3
0
3

Table 5.1: Overview of the simulations used in Chapter 5. The first three simulations
try to describe the plasma flow in a propulsive MN. The last three ones resemble the
hypersonic flow of Arefiev and Breizman.13 All simulations are for the long nozzle
RL /R = 5.4 of Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 5.1: Sketches of the azimuthal currents in the external circuit (blue) and
the plasma beam (red), the magnetic fields they create (orange), and the mutual
force between them (green). (a) Diamagnetic case, corresponding to plasma acceleration and positive thrust gain in the nozzle, the suitable configuration for a
plasma thruster.. (b) Paramagnetic case, corresponding to plasma deceleration and
negative thrust gain.

jθ = jθi + jθe has a positive ion swirl contribution and a negative electron Hall
contribution. Therefore, in our plasma the Hall current accelerates the plasma
and the swirl current decelerates it, as concluded in the previous Chapter.
Sketches of the two physical arrangements of plasma currents are displayed in
Figs. 5.1(a) and 5.1(b). The azimuthal currents in the magnetic circuit and in the
plasma plume (either internal or at the edge) are simplified as localized current
loops. These two sets of currents create, respectively, the applied magnetic field,
Ba , and the plasma-induced magnetic field, Bp , which added together give the
total magnetic field B = Ba + Bp . The Ampere’s law for the longitudinal (main)
component of the induced field is
∇ × B̃p = µ0 jθ 1θ .

(5.3)

As is well known, two sets of parallel currents repel or attract each other, with the
mediation of the magnetic fields they create, depending on whether they run in
the opposite or the same direction, respectively.184 The case of mutual repulsion,
shown in Fig. 5.1(a) is the suitable one for a propulsive MN: the plasma current is
pushed downstream and the circuit current (tied to the thruster) is pushed back,
thus yielding a positive thrust gain. The case of the mutual attraction, sketched
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in Fig. 5.1(b), leads to plasma deceleration and κnoz < 0.
The thrust gains for the cases with M0 = 1.05 and M0 = 3 are plotted in Fig.
5.2(a). For the simplest case of an initially-uniform plasma with unmagnetized
ions (Ω̂i0 = 0.1), κnoz behaves similarly to the case of a conventional gas in a solid
nozzle: κnoz depends on the ratio on the electron-to-ion momentum flux ratio,
which is highest for M0 = 1 and is zero for a fully hypersonic plasma. Figure
5.2(a) shows that κnoz is about 3 times lower for M0 = 3 than for M0 ≈ 1, and
κnoz → 0 (or even κnoz < 0) is expected for a cold plasma since no internal energy
is available to accelerate the ions. With respect to the other two parameters, κnoz
increases when either σ increases (which concentrates axially the plasma beam)
or Ω̂i0 decreases (which reduces the negative swirl current). This tendency was
already observed in Fig. 4.10, too.
For an initially non-rotating jet, the only swirl current in the plasma develops
as the ions separate inward from the magnetic field, and is paramagnetic. Its
negative effect on thrust accumulates as the plasma moves downstream. Therefore,
depending on the relative magnitude of this current, κnoz (z) can reach a maximum
at a certain distance from the throat. This is clearly observed in Fig. 5.2(b): for
M0 = 3 and Ω̂i0 = 300, the thrust gain is maximum for z/R ≈ 9, and the swirl
current contribution overwhelms the Hall one downstream of that location.
In the limit case of Ω̂i0 ≫ 1 and M0 ≫ 1, the Hall current is negligible [see
Eq. (3.26) and Eq. (3.27)] and the paramagnetic, decelerating swirl current leads to
κnoz (z) < 0, exerting a dominating drag force on the plasma. Indeed, Arefiev and
Breizman define a ‘nozzle efficiency’ (based on thrust) that is similar to 1 + κnoz
here, which is plotted in Fig. 6 of Ref. 153; decelerations up to κnoz ∼ −38%
are shown therein. Moreover, the sketch of Fig. 4 of Ref. 13 corresponds to the
scenario Fig. 5.1(b) here.
The ‘nozzle efficiency’ of Arefiev and Breizman must not be mistaken with the
plume efficiency ηplume defined in Eq. (4.17), which measures the penalty in thrust
efficiency caused by the beam radial expansion. Figure 5.2(c) shows that ηplume
is weakly influenced by M0 . As was shown in Section 4.4, the plume efficiency is
higher for a non-uniform jet with unmagnetized ions, since this presents the lowest
(effective) divergence.
The fact that a higher initial Mach number M0 produces a slightly higher
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Figure 5.2: Propulsive performance as a
function of Ω̂i0 , σ and M0 . (a) Comparison of the thrust gain for M0 = 1.05 (thin
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σ = 0. (b) Influence of the magnetic field
strength on the thrust gain for M0 = 3
(with σ = 0). (c) Plume efficiency versus
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efficiency is linked to the stronger ion separation from the magnetic field due to
the higher ion inertia, which leads to a lower plume divergence. Notwithstanding,
this minor efficiency gain must not be misunderstood, as it does not compensate
the lack of acceleration and thrust production.

5.3.1

Sufficient condition for positive thrust production

As we have seen, the global dominance of the diamagnetic Hall or the paramagnetic
swirl current depends fundamentally on the ratio of internal energy to kinetic
energy of the plasma at the nozzle throat (i.e., the inverse of the Mach number),
and the magnetic strength, as was shown in Fig. 5.2. Here, we derive a sufficient
condition to ensure the local accelerating character of the plasma everywhere as
long as the model hypotheses hold.
An infinitesimal plasma volume element in the MN produces acceleration (even
beyond the MN turning point) if Br (uθe − uθi ) > 0 in it. Using Eq. (3.27) and
Eq. (3.22), this condition reads:
r dHe Di (ψi ) − eψ
+
< 0.
e dψ
mi r

(5.4)

where Br ≥ 0 has been assumed in z > 0. Since Di (ψi ) = eψ at the throat and ions
traverse the magnetic field toward lower values of ψ, uθi is upper-bounded (very
conservatively) by uθi ≤ eDi (ψi )/(emi r). Taking into account that Di ≤ eBr2 /2
at the throat, a sufficient condition on He for the plasma to be fully diamagnetic
(i.e., accelerating) everywhere is
−

dHe
e2 Bz (0, R)
>
,
dψ
2mi


(5.5)


or, in non-dimensional form, −dĤe /dψ̂ > max Ω̂i /2 .

Two comments regarding this condition are due. (i ) This condition is strongly
conservative, since we have dropped the −eψ term in uθi [Eq. (3.22)]. Hence, this is
not a necessary condition but a sufficient condition for local diamagnetic character.
(ii ) The global accelerating or decelerating character of the nozzle depends on the
integrated axial magnetic force; therefore, it is not necessary that the plasma
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behaves diamagnetically locally everywhere for positive thrust. As a prominent
example, consider the uniform jet studied in the previous Chapter, where uθe = 0
but uθi > 0 within the volume of the plasma, while a strong Hall current existed
at the jet boundary and generated positive thrust.

5.4

Diffusive detachment

Our plasma/nozzle model has its foundations in the hypotheses Eq. (3.3), Eq. (3.5),
Eq. (3.6), and Eq. (3.19) For the sake of convenience, they are gathered here:
λD0 ≪ ℓe0 ≪ R,
me u2e ≪ Te ,

Ωi0 R/ui0 = O (1) ,

R/λei0 ≪ 1,

β0 ≪ 1,

(5.6)
(5.7)

These orderings mean that the plasma is collisionless and quasineutral, electrons
are massless and fully-magnetized, ions are mildly magnetized, and that the induced magnetic field Bp is negligible. Electron streamtubes are magnetic streamtubes, but ion streamtubes do not coincide with electron streamtubes, except at
the jet axis and edge r = RV (z) (see Fig. 4.6). Note that the model — and the results of Chapter 4 — addresses the the zero-asymptotic limit of all the parameters
of Eq. (5.7) (and the first one of the expressions in Eq. (5.6)).
Each one of the three electron detachment mechanisms to be analyzed is related
to one of the small parameters of Eq. (5.7). In this Section and the next one, these
mechanisms are studied in the small-parameter limit, assuming that the plasma
response is the sum of the zeroth-order solution (electrons fully attached) plus a
first-order solution.
Diffusive electron detachment considers that the plasma separates from the
magnetic lines by either resistive150 or inertial12 forces on electrons. The key
equation for diffusive detachment is the one for electron azimuthal momentum
[Eq. (3.14)] which, keeping resistivity and advective electron inertia terms, becomes
eu⊥e B = (me /r)ũe · ∇(ruθe ) + me νei uθe .

(5.8)

with νei ≡ cs /λei the Coulomb collision frequency. Observe that longitudinal
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advection terms only become of the order of pressure terms when the electron Mach
p
number, M me /mi , becomes of order unity, and thus can safely be neglected in
a propulsive MN. On the other hand, however, azimuthal advection can become
first-order easily for low magnetization parameters Ω̂i0 ≤ O (1) [Eq. (3.27)]. The
massless and collisionless, zeroth-order solution reduces Eq. (5.8) to u⊥e = 0. The
first-order solution of u⊥e is obtained by inserting the zeroth-order solution on the
right-hand side of Eq. (5.8). Using Eq. (3.27) the inertial contribution to Eq. (5.8)
becomes
ũe · ∇(ruθe ) = 2uθe ure ,
(5.9)
with ure = uke sin αB and αB the local angle of B with respect to the plasma axis.
Thus, the perpendicular velocity satisfies the algebraic relation
u⊥e = χ̄uθe ,

(5.10)

where the inverse (effective) Hall parameter, χ̄ = χ̄res + χ̄ine , has contributions
from resistivity and electron inertia,
χ̄res = νei /Ωe ,

χ̄ine = 2ure /rΩe ,

(5.11)

and Ωe = Ωi me /mi .
Two conclusions are straightforward from Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11). First, electron advection effects exhibit a resistive character with an ‘effective’ collision frequency 2ure /r ≥ 0; thus, the ratio 2ure /(rνei ) determines which one is the main
diffusive term. Second, the ratio u⊥e /uθe is positive always. Since a propulsive
MN has uθe ≥ 0 (with the convention Bz > 0), one has u⊥e ≥ 0, and diffusion
(either resistive or inertial) makes the plasma beam to detach divergently.
Diffusive detachment is quantified by the ratio
δ = u⊥e /uke = χ̄uθe /uke = δres + δine ,
with
δres =

νei uθe
,
Ωe uke

δine =

2uθe sin αB
,
rΩe

(5.12)

(5.13)

as the detachment rates for resistivity and electron-inertia. Figure 5.3 illustrates
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the behavior of resistive detachment for a typical propulsive MN case. The normalization constants used for the inverse Hall parameter and the detachment rate
are
δres,0 Ω̂i0 ≡ χ̄res,0 = ν̂ei0 /Ω̂e0 ,
with Ω̂e0 = Ω̂i0 me /mi ; typical values of χ̄res,0 (as for the plasmas of Table 2.2) are in
the range 10−4 −10−3 . Except near the plasma edge, where rarefaction is enhanced,
one has χ̄res ∝ n/B ∝ 1/M and δres ∝ RV /M 2 , which explains that δres ∼
δres,0 ≪ 1 everywhere. Therefore, resistive detachment is expected to be negligible
in envisaged propulsive MNs. Moses et al.150 suggest that anomalous resistivity or
electron cooling could increase the effective collision frequency. Some observations
are pertinent in this regard. First, this enhanced resistivity mechanism will likewise
cause divergent detachment. Second, as far as we know, there is not experimental
evidence of anomalous diffusion in MNs. And third, although some electron cooling
is known to exist, it is unlikely that νei increases by even one order of magnitude.
Figure 5.4 illustrates detachment due to the azimuthal electron advective terms
for the same zeroth-order conditions as in Fig. 5.3. Now, the normalization parameters are
δine,0 Ω̂i0 ≡ χ̄ine,0 = 2/Ω̂e0
with χ̄ine,0 ∼ 10−5 –10−4 , typically. Except near the plasma edge, it is χ̄ine ∝
M RV sin αB and δine ∝ RV2 sin αB . Contrary to resistivity, inertial detachment
increases considerably as the plasma moves downstream and ure develops. Additionally, δine increases near the edge (r/RV ∼ 1), because of the sharp increase of
uθe near the plasma-vacuum transition. For the typical range of in for a propulsive
MN, electron-inertia effects produce more divergent detachment than resistivity.
Although δine,0 ≪ 1, the large values of δine /δine,0 suggest that inertial detachment
can become a zeroth-order effect downstream, unless non-linear effects in Eq. (5.8)
prevent it, as we discuss below.
The divergent nature of electron inertia detachment disagrees with the model
of Hooper,12 who claimed that electron advection leads to convergent detachment.
Hooper’s model is limited to a hypersonic, uniform plasma beam at the nozzle
throat and assumes that current ambipolarity is fulfilled everywhere.
Diffusive detachment is based on the electron response exclusively; in particu-
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Figure 5.3: Resistive electron detachment for M0 = 1.05, σ = 0.99, and Ω̂i0 =
0.1. (a) Inverse Hall parameter and (b)
divergent detachment rate.
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Figure 5.4: Electron-inertia detachment
for M0 = 1.05, σ = 0.99, and Ω̂i0 = 0.1. (a)
Inverse Hall parameter and (b) divergent
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lar, on the development of a Hall current that balances (partially or totally) the
pressure gradient. Therefore, this detachment is divergent even for an already
supersonic plasma at the nozzle throat.
Furthermore, we can interpret the outward diffusion in the nozzle as the continuation of the one that takes place inside a cylindrical plasma source:180, 181 the
radial flux of a plasma constrained by an axial magnetic field and a cylindrical
vessel is made possible by (i ) plasma resistivity in the bulk plasma region and
(ii ) electron-inertia in a thin inertial layer, separating the bulk region and the
Debye sheath. The continuation of the inertial and Debye layers into the nozzle
would occupy the regions here named plasma edge and vacuum (although their
study is out of the present model capabilities). In our model, the plasma injected
at the nozzle throat corresponds only to the bulk region; the large increment of
uθe (0, r) near the beam edge announces the presence of the inertial layer. The key
point here is that, within the inertial layer of the cylindrical source model, the first
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term of the right-hand-side of Eq. (5.8) dominates over the second one. This nonlinear behavior
term invalidates Eq. (5.10) and limits the growth of
pof the inertial

uθe up to O
Te /me . A similar mechanism could be present in the 2D expansion here, so we expect it to limit the divergent growth of inertial detachment far
downstream.

5.5

Magnetic detachment

The Ampere’s law Eq. (5.3) states that the azimuthal plasma current induces a
longitudinal magnetic field Bp that added to the guide field modifies the MN. For
β0 small, the induced field can be obtained by solving Eq. (5.3) or its integral BiotSavart form with the zeroth order solution for jθ . We shall center the discussion
on a plasma with M ≃ 1, σ = 0, and Ω̂i0 < 1, when the azimuthal plasma
current is reduced to the Hall current developing around the plasma/vacuum edge,
Jθ = −(pe /B)r=RV , as was described in Section 4.5. In analogy to the calculation
of Ba based on a series of simple current loops of Section 3.1, this plasma current
distribution can be thought of as a continuous sequence of differential loops, that
induces a magnetic streamfunction (see Appendix D):
µ0
ψp (z, r) = −
4π

Z

zF
0

pe
dz1
Bz

r


4RV r 
2
2
2
(2
−
k
)K(k
)
−
2E(k
)
k2

(5.14)

where pe /Bz is evaluated at (z, r) = (z1 , RV (z1 )), zF is the length of the nozzle,
and k 2 is given by
4RV r
.
(5.15)
k2 =
(r + RV )2 + (z − z1 )2

Then, the longitudinal components of the induced magnetic field, which are given
by (Bzp , Brp ) = r−1 (∂ψp /∂r, −∂ψp /∂z), are
B̂zp (ẑ, r̂) = −

β0
4π

Z

zF

dẑ1
0

p̂e
B̂z

s

k2
r̂R̂V
"

× K(k 2 ) −

r̂2 − R̂V2 + (ẑ − ẑ1 )2

(r̂ − R̂V

)2

+ (ẑ − ẑ1

)2

#

E(k 2 ) , (5.16)
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B̂rp (ẑ, r̂) =
4π

Z

zF
0

s
k2
ẑ − ẑ1 p̂e
dẑ1
r̂ B̂z r̂R̂V
"

× K(k 2 ) −
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r̂2 + R̂V2 + (ẑ − ẑ1 )2

(r̂ − R̂V

)2

+ (ẑ − ẑ1

)2

#

E(k 2 ) , (5.17)

where the hats over the variables indicate that they have been normalized with
B0a , n0 Te , and R.
These expressions show that, in the largest part of the plasma domain Bzp Bza <
0, so that Bza + Bzp < Bza ; therefore, the induced field expels outward the applied
one, and magnetic flux tubes become wider (i.e., diverge faster). For νei → 0 and
me /mi → 0, electrons remain attached to the total MN field, B, and hence the
plasma detaches divergently relative to the applied field.
The divergent character of this magnetic detachment is inherent to the diamagnetic nature of the azimuthal plasma current in a propulsive MN with a positive
thrust gain, as the sketch of Fig. 5.1(a) illustrates: the counterstreaming circuit
and plasma currents induce magnetic fields that oppose each other. This increases
the radial divergence of magnetic field lines. This simple argument suggests that
magnetic detachment is also divergent in the more general case of σ 6= 0, when the
volumetric jθe develops inside the plasma beam.
Figure 5.5(a) illustrates the divergent detachment of the MN caused by the
induced field and how it increases downstream. The magnetic detachment rate is
δind = B⊥p /Ba = (Brp cos αB − Bzp sin αB )/Ba ,

(5.18)

which is, of course, proportional to β0 . This detachment rate is plotted in Fig.
5.5(b) and can be compared to the diffusive detachment rates of Figs. 5.3(b)
and 5.4(b). Figure 5.5(c) shows how the relative strength of the induced field,
|Bp /β0 Ba | increases downstream, augmenting the induced field effects.
The elliptic character of the Ampere’s law, Eq. (5.3), is evident in Eqs.(5.16)(5.17): the induced field at a certain location (z, r) is determined from the plasma
currents in the whole finite nozzle 0 ≤ z1 ≤ zF . Notwithstanding, a plasma
current loop at (z1 , r1 ) influences mostly the region around it, and the magnetic
field it generates decays rapidly with distance as (z − z1 )−2 ; besides, Jθ decreases
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Figure 5.5: Electron magnetic detachment for an initially-uniform jet (σ = 0) and
M0 = 1.05, Ω̂i0 = 0.1. (a) Magnetic streamtubes for the applied field (solid) and
the total field for β0 = 0.1 (dashed). Thick lines correspond to the plasma-vacuum
edge. (b) Divergent detachment rate. (c) Map of induced-to-applied magnetic field
ratio, |Bp |/β0 Ba . (d) Differential induced field of the differential plasma current at
(ẑ1 , RV (z1 )) on different locations (ẑ, 0) of the beam axis.

downstream. In order to check the correctness of our solution, in which we have
truncated the Jθ currents, Fig. 5.5(d) plots the contributions of the set of plasma
currents to Bzp (z, 0) at different axial locations; dBzp means the whole integrand
of Eq. (5.16). The curves of this figure indicate that the extending the nozzle to
include the currents beyond ẑF = 14 will not modify the induced field for z < zF /2
substantially. Hence, the conclusions observed here is expected to hold at least
in the near-region of the nozzle. Observe that the upstream azimuthal currents
inside the plasma source likewise only affect the neighborhood of the throat.
Contrary to the case of diffusive detachment, which is always divergent, mag-
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netic detachment is divergent as long as the diamagnetic Hall current dominates
over the paramagnetic swirl current. Magnetic detachment of convergent character
would take place in the case of a cold plasma injected at the nozzle throat, where
the Hall current is negligible but the swirl current still develops. As explained, this
leads us to the scenario of Fig. 5.1(b), which is the case studied by Arefiev and
Breizman,13, 153 where the plasma current induces a magnetic field that reinforces
the guide field, leading to nozzle stretching and plasma deceleration.
Finally, we point out that simulations on magnetic detachment have also been
performed by Winglee et al.43 These authors adopt a multi-fluid approach with
time-dependent Maxwell equations to simulate the expansion of a uniform, sonic
plasma. In spite of the significant differences with the Arefiev-Breizman framework, they propose a similar detachment scenario. While the plasma exhibits a
diamagnetic character initially, and the beam produces a positive thrust gain, in
the last instants of their simulation its character seems to change to paramagnetic, and magnetic stretching takes place. The information they provide does not
permit us to identify the source of the disagreement with the fundamental, albeit
stationary, physical principle sketched in Fig. 5.1.

5.6

Discussion of results

The analysis of the expansion of a sonic plasma flow injected in a divergent MN
has determined that the three detachment mechanisms proposed in the literature
increase the radial divergence of the plasma plume, hindering the efficient beam
expansion to z → ∞. In summary, the key physical principles behind this behavior
are: first, a positive thrust gain in a propulsive MN is intrinsically linked to the
development of a diamagnetic electron current in the plasma; and second, this
current always leads to outward diffusion (either resistive or inertia-based) and a
magnetic field that opposes the guide field and thus increases the divergence of
the MN. A sufficient condition has been derived to ensure the dominance of the
diamagnetic accelerating Hall force everywhere.
Although our quantitative analysis was limited to the small-parameter range,
the basic physical principles explaining the plasma response support that the three
detachment mechanisms will continue to be divergent in a propulsive MN when
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non-linear effects begin to count. Within our model frame, convergent detachment
is limited to the induced-field mechanism and the case of a cold plasma at the
nozzle throat, with no interest for propulsion applications.
The clear physical foundations of this analysis (repulsion/attraction between
current loops) also supports that the simplifying assumptions of our model do
not contaminate the conclusions. In particular, divergent detachment of a sonic
plasma beam will continue to occur under more general thermodynamic models
for electrons. For instance, changing the isothermal electron model here to include
electron cooling through a polytropic state law does not alter Eq. (3.27) for uθe ,
which still satisfies isorotation. Also, more complex electron models such as a
two-temperature electron population (a case observed in some studies related to
HPTs14, 71, 78, 185 studied in Chapter 9) still exhibit a clear diamagnetic character.
Indeed, a diamagnetic Hall current and a positive thrust gain seem inherent to any
plasma with internal energy, as plasma currents appear naturally to radially confine
the expanding medium. Initial beam rotation is not expected to change this basic
behavior either, since radial equilibrium at the throat calls for a net diamagnetic
current to confine the internal pressure, irrespective of it being electron-, ion-based,
or a mixture of both.
Therefore, we conclude that electron diffusion and magnetic stretching are not
candidates for convergent separation of a hot plasma beam from a propulsive MN.
The studies of following Chapters confirm and agree with the conclusions obtained
here with our first-order perturbation analysis.

Chapter 6
Electron inertia and current
ambipolaritye
The basic 2D model of Chapter 3 is extended in order to include electron azimuthal
inertial effects. Up to dominant order on all components of the electron velocity,
electron momentum equations still reduce to three known conservation laws. With
this upgraded model, we confirm the results of the perturbation analysis of the
previous Chapter, which state that these electron inertia terms lead to outward
detachment from the magnetic streamtubes within the envelope of validity of our
model.
We find out that ion separation can be initially either outwards or inward
from magnetic streamtubes depending on the extra divergence caused by electron
separation. Electron detachment penalizes slightly the plume efficiency, and its
effects are more pronounced the larger the initial pressure gradients in the beam
and the weaker the magnetic strength.
Secondly, a central feature of the expansion is still the failure of current ambipolarity, even for a globally-current-free, quasineutral plasma. The alternative
electron-inertia model of Hooper,12 based on a cold plasma and current ambipolarity, which predicts inward electron separation, is discussed critically. We show that
the hypothesis of current ambipolarity, together with a mathematical inconsistency
e

This Chapter is based in Ref. 186, Ahedo, E. and Merino, M., “Two-dimensional plasma
expansion in a magnetic nozzle: separation due to electron inertia,” Physics of Plasmas, Vol. 19,
2012, pp. 083501. A ﬁrst version of these results was presented in Ref. 187.
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in the derivation of his model lead to ill-derived results.
Lastly, the possible competition of the gyroviscous force with electron-advection
effects is commented briefly.
Section 6.1 below introduces the topics of electron inertia and current ambipolarity. The extended model with electron inertia is derived in Section 6.2.
The simulations of the model are presented in Section 6.3, and the discussion of
electron-inertia effects is found in Section 6.4. Then, we comment on the implications of current ambipolarity in existing models in Section 6.5. In Section
6.6, electron inertia terms are encompassed within the more general finite electron
Larmor radius effects, indicating that the gyroviscous force may alter partially the
results derived herein. Finally, a summary of the main conclusions of this Chapter
can be found in Section 6.7.

6.1

Electron inertia and other plasma models

As usual in the analysis of magnetized plasma flows, so far we have disregarded
electron inertia effects in our 2D model, arguing that they are marginal with
respect to electron thermal effects and ion inertia. As we saw in Chapter 3, this
is very convenient for solving the model, since dropping convective terms renders
electron momentum equations fully algebraic. In the zero electron-inertia limit,
fully-magnetized electrons are channeled perfectly by the magnetic field.
As the perturbation analysis of previous Chapter showed, resistivity and electron convection lead to divergent detachment in a propulsive MN. In a hot, fullyionized plasma, resistivity is weak and electron-inertia is likely to dominate the
electron detachment. The main motivation for discussing electron inertia here
is to analyze electron separation from the magnetic field consistently, including
in the model the dominant nonlinear electron inertia terms, as a further step to
understand the downstream detachment of the plasma from the MN.
Contrary to the supersonic ion flow, the strongly subsonic electron flow has
negligible longitudinal inertia. Only the azimuthal velocity can be substantial in
practical cases.
Hooper,12 working with a nonzero-inertia model, found inward plasma separation. Since his model has been the basis for other works151, 152, 159, 169 that exhibit
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inward plasma separation too, an in-depth discussion of the model of Hooper is
very pertinent here. Hooper’s model is similar to ours, except for two important
features, which are at the core of the disagreement with our conclusions:
• His model imposes current ambipolarity everywhere; however, for the expected magnetic intensities and propellants in envisaged thrusters, ions are
only weakly magnetized (except perhaps for very light propellants and only in
the near region), and even fulfilling quasineutrality, ion streamtubes separate
inward from electron streamtubes, generating longitudinal electric currents
and breaking current ambipolarity.
• It is limited to the expansion of a cold plasma; nonetheless, a cold plasma
does not produce any thrust gain in a MN (see Section 5.3), and this affects
the process of detachment downstream.
Hooper applied his model to a uniform, non-rotating beam at the nozzle throat.
Schmit and Fisch151 applied it to plasma beams with independent, nonzero azimuthal ion and electron flows. Ion swirling, known to occur in some devices,100
has been proposed by Schmit and Fisch as a means to increase inward plasma
separation in the frame of Hooper’s model. Little and Choueiri152 have worked to
include the plasma pressure into Hooper’s model.
The electron-inertia effects discussed here are part of the finite electron Larmor
radius (FELR) effects188 (here, finite meaning small but non-zero). These include
additional terms in the pressure tensor of the species, associated to the coherent
gyration motion. In particular, these effects include the divergence of the gyroviscous (or stress) tensor,188–190 known as gyroviscous force, which is ignored in
all the aforementioned models. Since the nozzle magnetic field decreases downstream, FELR effects increase and drive the process of electron demagnetization.
Consistent term ordering in plasma fluid models for the case of finite Larmor radius — discussed mainly in the field of plasma fusion and focused on ions, but
valid for electrons too — states that the gyroviscous force is of the order of the
convective electron derivative, in the so-called drift ordering.188 Here, the possible
competition of gyroviscous with electron-inertia effects will be only pointed out.
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Plasma model with electron inertia

As in the basic model of Chapter 3, let us consider a collisionless, isotropic, isothermal electron population, whose pressure tensor can be written simply as
Pe ≡ Te0 ne I,

(6.1)

where I is the identity tensor; and its momentum equation [Eq. (3.9)] is
me ne (ue · ∇) ue = −Te0 ∇ne + ene ∇φ − ene ue × B.

(6.2)

Then, in the absence of collisions, electron-inertia effects constitute the only contribution making u⊥e different from zero. Projecting this equation along 1θ and
keeping the convective terms, the azimuthal momentum equation [Eq. (3.13)] is
eB
∂uθe
ure ∂(ruθe )
+ uze
=
u⊥e .
r
∂r
∂z
me

(6.3)

Making use of the magnetic streamfunction, a first integral of Eq. (6.3) is, in
analogy to ions,
rme uθe − eψ = De (ψe ),
(6.4)
where ψe is the electron streamfunction [Eq. (3.11); note that now ψe is no longer
exclusively a function of ψ] and De (ψe ) is determined from throat conditions too.
A second conservation law along electron streamtubes applies to the Bernoulli
function, Eq. (3.26), which keeping convective terms reads
Te0 ln n − eφ + me (ũ2e + u2θe )/2 = He (ψe ),

(6.5)

where He (ψe ) is again determined from throat conditions, but now must be treated
as a function of ψe , instead of ψ, as electrons will separate from the magnetic field.
The third scalar equation is the projection along 1⊥e = 1θ × ũe /ũe of the
electron momentum equation; substituting Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) into Eq. (3.17)
yields


me
∂ ũe
′
′
κe ũe −
,
(6.6)
uθe De = rHe +
n
∂1⊥e
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where primes denote derivatives and κe = (ũe /ũe · ∇) (ũe /ũe ) is the meridian
curvature of the electron streamtubes. Note that equations (6.4)–(6.6) are exact
for the thermodynamic model of Eq. (6.1).
The basic model of Chapter 3 corresponds to the limit me → 0 in Eqs. (6.4)–
(6.6), which take well-known forms: Eq. (6.4) states that electron streamtubes are
magnetic streamtubes and therefore yields u⊥e = 0; Eq. (6.5) becomes the Boltzmann relation along electron streamtubes, with −He /e the so-called ‘thermalized
potential’; and Eq. (6.6) states, first, that uθe is the sum of E×B and ∇p×B drifts
(contained in the derivative of He ), and, second, that the macroscopic azimuthal
frequency is constant within streamtubes (isorotation), that is
uθe
H′
≡ wθe (ψe ) = e′ .
r
De

(6.7)

In addition, for a current-free plasma, we infer that uke ∼ ũe ∼ ũi ∼ cs , whereas
the value of uθe is closely dependent to the shape of n(0, r) but a typical range
p
would be O (cs ) ≤ uθe ≤ O (ce ), with ce = Te0 /me (see the comments on the
‘inertial layer’ of a magnetized plasma column in Section 5.4).
Hence, an electron model retaining the dominant contribution of every component of ue must keep the whole Eq. (6.4) — or the equivalent Eq. (6.3). On the
contrary, the terms with me ũe in Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6) yield only a contribution of
O (me /mi ) in uke and uθe , and can therefore be dropped.
Summarizing, the proposed nonzero-inertia electron model consists of Eqs.
(6.4), (6.7), and
2
Te0 ln n − eφ = He (ψe ) − me r2 wθe
(ψe )/2.
(6.8)

This model retains fully the convective azimuthal inertia of electrons and neglects
longitudinal one. Mathematically, the withdrawal of the inertia term in Eq. (6.6)
keeps electron momentum equations algebraic, a very positive feature, to be exploited next.

6.2.1

Integration of the extended plasma model

Observe that, in order to integrate the ion equations, Eqs. (3.29)–(3.31), all we
require from the electron model in this quasineutral plasma is a valid relation
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between φ and n. This relation is provided by Eq. (6.8). However, compared to
the basic model, it now involves knowledge of the electron streamfunction ψe (z, r).
Since now u⊥e 6= 0, electron streamtubes separate from magnetic streamtubes and
their shape must be determined from Eq. (6.4). Substituting Eq. (6.7) into it
yields
r2 me wθe (ψe ) − eψ(z, r) = De (ψe ),
(6.9)
which is an implicit equation for ψe (z, r). Therefore, using Eq. (6.8) to substitute
the derivatives of φ into derivatives of ln n in the ion equations, we can still apply
the advantageous method of characteristics to integrate the problem.
The magnetic and electron streamtubes that depart from (z, r) = (0, R) define,
respectively, the MN edge, r = RB (z), and the plasma edge, r = RV (z); their
shapes are obtained from solving ψ(0, R) = ψ(z, RB ) and ψe (0, R) = ψe (z, RV ).
Since RV = RB for me /mi → 0, the difference between the magnetic and plasma
edges measures the electron separation caused by azimuthal electron inertia.
Equation (6.9) establishes a central feature of our electron model: electron
streamtubes (and their separation from magnetic streamtubes) depend exclusively
on the magnetic topology and electron conservation laws, and they are independent
of the ion dynamics and the plasma density map. Therefore, the former can be
calculated prior to integrating the ion flow. From Eqs. (3.11) and (6.9), the slope
of the electron streamtubes is
∂ψe /∂z
eB sin αB
ure
=−
=
.
uze
∂ψe /∂r
eB cos αB − 2me wθe

(6.10)

This yields a second key feature: electron separation from magnetic streamtubes
depends exclusively on the sign of wθe (ψe ), which depends on the beam conditions
at the throat. The diamagnetic character of the azimuthal electron current in a
steady-state, non-rotating, cylindrical plasma (like the one in the source upstream
of the MN here) means wθe > 0 (for our convention Bz > 0 at the throat).
Therefore, under rather general conditions, one has
ure /uze > tan αB

(6.11)

and the electron streamtubes separate outward from the magnetic streamtubes.
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Furthermore, in the strong magnetization limit, the upstream plasma equilibrium corresponds to a θ-pinch,191 where the expanding plasma pressure is balanced
by the confining magnetic force generated by the plasma current, while the confining electric force is negligible. In fact, the θ-pinch limit of Tonks192 is the resulting
radial electron equilibrium at the throat:
me u2θe
∂ ln n
− euθe B −
.
0 = −Te0
∂r
r

(6.12)

The last, ‘centrifugal’ term is small (and partially artificial, as we will comment
later) but it is kept here for the mathematical consistency of our fluid model. For
n(0, r) given, Eq. (6.12) determines the distribution of angular velocities,
wθe





Te0 ∂ ln n
ψe (0, r) ≃ −
eBr ∂r



.
z=0

According to Eq. (6.10), the magnitude of the electron/magnetic separation is
proportional to wθe /Ωe , with Ωe = eB/me the local electron gyrofrequency. Near
the throat and for ∂ ln n/∂r ∼ 1/R, one has wθe /Ωe ∼ (ℓe0 /R)2 , which shows
that electron-inertia effects are indeed FELR effects. Since wθe is conserved in
the electron streamtubes, electron-inertia effects grow downstream as wθe /Ωe ∝
2
B −1 ∝ RB
, as predicted in Chapter 5.
The extended electron model has been implemented in DiMagNo, which we
use next to simulate the plasma flow and study the effects of electron inertia.

6.3

Description of the simulations

For the simulations presented here, we will consider the applied magnetic field
generated by a solenoid of radius RS = 3.5R and extending from z = −2.5R
to z = 2.5R, shown in Fig. 6.1(a). [This has allowed us to compare against the
plasma expansion in the field of a single current loop, confirming that no qualitative
changes exist]. The throat is located at z = 0, and αB (0, r) = 0.
Initial plasma conditions at the throat are defined as in Chapter 4,
uri = 0,

uθi = 0,

uzi = cs M0 ,

φ = 0,

(6.13)
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Figure 6.1: Magnetic topology and density profiles of simulations of Chapter 6.
(a) Magnetic field lines as created by the
solenoid (squares), and sketches of two
beam density profiles at the throat. The
solid line corresponds to the nozzle edge
r = RB (z) in the zero electron-inertia limit.
(b) Density profiles at the throat and at
section z/R = 11.5 for simulations A and
D. Asterisks represent the border between
the central and peripheral regions of simulation D. Circles represent the location
of the MN edge r = RB (z) for simulations
A(white) and D (black).
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with M0 = 1.05.
The parametric investigation is limited here to the shape of the initial density
profile, n(0, r), and two dimensionless parameters, me /mi and Ω̂i0 = Ωi0 R/cs . As
p
an alternative to one of them, the FELR parameter ℓ̂e0 = ℓe0 /R = me /mi Ω̂−1
i0 can
be used. The rest of parameters of the model were discussed before, and have no
major relevance on the discussion here. Table 6.1 summarizes the five simulations
used in the analysis of the next Sections. Initial density profiles are depicted in
Fig. 6.1: simulations O to C correspond to a plasma beam with we0 (0, r) = const,
yielding a near-Gaussian density profile,



2 2
−2ewθe ψ + me wθe
r
.
n(0, r) = n0 exp
2Te

(6.14)

In order to minimize the effect of an artificial pressure jump at the plasma edge, we
will consider initial density profiles decaying to near-zero at the edge; specifically,
we will take n(0, R) = 10−3 n0 . On the other hand, simulation D corresponds to
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an initially near-uniform beam, consisting of a uniform density profile from r = 0
to r = 0.8, and an exponential decay down to n = 10−3 n0 in 0.8 < r/R < 1.
To complete the electron model, the electron initial longitudinal velocity must
be defined. As in previous Chapters, we will impose current ambipolarity only at
the throat,
ũe (0, r) = ũi (0, r).
(6.15)
Simulation
O
A
B
C
D

ℓ̂e0
0
5 · 10−3
5 · 10−2
5 · 10−3
5 · 10−3

Ions
Ω̂i0
Profile
—
0.409 Gaussian-like
Xe+ 0.409 Gaussian-like
Xe+ 0.0409 Gaussian-like
H+
4.67 Gaussian-like
+
Xe
0.409 Uniform-like

Table 6.1: Parameters of the different simulations presented in the figures. Simulation O corresponds to the zero electron inertia limit. Simulations A and B differ in
the magnetic intensity. Simulations A and C differ in the propellant. Simulations
A and D differ in the initial density profiles, which are defined within the text. All
simulations take M0 = 1.05.

6.4

Electron inertia effects on the expansion

Figure 6.2 illustrates electron and ion separation for simulations A and B, which
operate with the same gas (i.e. same me /mi ) and different magnetic intensity
B0 . As discussed before, electron separation is outward and it increases as the
magnetic field decreases. The ambipolar electric force caused by quasineutrality
tends to keep the ion streamtubes close to the electron ones. However, the electric
field alone is insufficient to exactly match ion and electron streamtubes and, in
the case of incomplete ion magnetization, ions separate inward from the electron
streamtubes except at the plasma/vacuum edge,r = RV (z).
Here lies a key difference with Hooper’s class of models, which tie a priori ion
and electron streamtubes. Let αjB = angle(B, ũj ), j = i, e, be the separation
angles of ion and electron streamtubes. Figure 6.3 plots examples of the possible
behaviors in the neighborhood of the throat: αeB = 0 and αiB < 0, for me /mi = 0;
αeB > 0 and αiB taking both signs; and αeB > 0 and αiB > 0. Simulations A
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Figure 6.2: Electron and ion streamtubes in the model with electron inertia. The
panels show streamtubes of the magnetic field (solid, thick), electrons (solid, thin),
and ions (dashed) for simulations A and B. Each group of 3 lines starts from the same
location at z = 0, thus showing the downstream separation. RV and RB represent
the beam and nozzle edges respectively. Notice the different axes scales.

and C operate with different gases but share the same magnetic intensity. This
means the electron separation is the same in both cases, but ion streamtubes are
(slightly) more divergent for light hydrogen ions than for heavy xenon ions.
Interestingly, in the zero-inertia limit, ion separation is always inward, i.e.
αiB < 0. This implies that uθi is positive (Eq. (3.22)) for a plasma source yielding
a negligible ion swirl current, so that the ion azimuthal current is paramagnetic
and contributes negatively to thrust. For me /mi 6= 0, ions can separate inward
or outward with respect to B depending on the divergence of the electron tubes,
so the ion azimuthal current can take both signs within the plasma beam and
its contribution to thrust is less negative. Anyway, this contribution is marginal
in all practical cases. Inward ion separation has been observed in several recent
experiments.40, 94, 145, 147 Outward ion separation, which in this model requires out-
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Figure 6.3: Examples of local separation angles (in degrees) of electron (solid) and
ion (dashed) streamtubes from the magnetic streamtubes. Electron separation is
always outward; ion separation can be outward or inward.

ward electron separation, has been observed too in the VASIMR thruster,94 which
nonetheless is not within the scope of our present model. Note that separation is
always inward with respect to the electron streamtubes in our model.
The outward separation of electron streamtubes implies that a stronger radial
electric field is needed to pull ions toward the more divergent beam edge and keep
quasineutrality there. The correlation of electron separation and radial fall of the
electric potential is evident in the profiles of simulations A and B in Fig. 6.4. The
difference between simulations A and C is due to the different ion mass: lower
electric fields are necessary to pull lighter ions radially.
Figure 6.5 plots the local plume efficiency, ηplume (z). We observe that electroninertia penalizes ηplume , since the beam divergence increases, but the penalty is
small since the large radial rarefaction leaves a very small beam density at the
edge vicinity.
Including electron-inertia effects does not modify the limits of validity of our
plasma model, which were discussed and checked already in Chapter 4. The model
fails downstream because of (i ) electron demagnetization and the onset FELR ef-
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Figure 6.4: Radial profile of the electric potential at z/R = 5 for simulations A, B,
and C; φ̂ = eφ/Te0 .
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Figure 6.5: Plume efficiency along z for simulations A and B. Plume efficiency for
simulation C (not shown here) is practically identical to simulation A.

fects, measured by ℓe /R, or (ii ) loss of electron confinement, measured by ũe /ce .
Figure 6.6(a) illustrates the increase of ℓe /R caused by the decrease of magnetic
intensity in a divergent topology. Figure 6.6(b) plots ũ2e /c2e ; the increase of this
parameter downstream (and mainly near the plasma edge) is caused by the conservation of electron flux and the large plasma rarefaction. Since the relative contribution of electron longitudinal inertia to uθe in Eq. (6.6) is O (ũ2e /c2e ) roughly, there
is no additional restriction to the validity of the present nonzero-inertia model
within the integrated domain. Notwithstanding, longitudinal convective terms
could eventually become significant in the electron equation far downstream.
To confirm this trend, Fig. 6.6(c) plots constant-level lines of the ratio of the
second versus the first term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (6.6). Additionally,
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Figure 6.6: Electron inertia model assumption validity. The panels present
2D maps for simulation C of: (a) electron gyroradius parameter, (b) longitudinal electron velocity parameter, and (c) relative contribution of
electron longitudinal inertia to uθe in
Eq. (6.6).
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since these two terms have different signs, we conclude that longitudinal inertia
decreases uθe (and breaks isorotation). Lastly, we note that for simulation A, which
uses xenon ions instead of hydrogen ones, the curves of Figs. 6.6(b) and 6.6(c)
correspond to values two orders of magnitude lower, while Fig. 6.6(a) coincides.

6.4.1

Near-uniform beam at the throat

A uniform density profile of the injected plasma beam [i.e. n(0, r) = const = n0 ]
is often used in 2D studies of MNs.12, 13 So was one of the two profiles we studied
in Chapter 4. Such uniform profiles present a strong discontinuity at the plasma-
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vacuum edge: as we showed in Section 4.5, in the limit ℓe /R → 0, the discontinuity
is in fact a layer of O (ℓe )-thickness, where a large azimuthal electron current
develops so that the resulting magnetic force balances the plasma pressure jump.
Furthermore, since the azimuthal electron current is zero within the uniform beam,
the electron current at the edge becomes then the main contribution to thrust from
the MN.
Electron-inertia effects imply that ℓe0 /R 6= 0 and makes it impossible to maintain the above two-scale analysis. In order to tackle the uniform-profile case within
a one-scale analysis here, we consider in simulation D a profile of n(0, r) that is
uniform up to a certain radius r = 0.8R and then decays exponentially to almost
zero (Fig. 6.1). There is a double interest in simulating a near-uniform profile.
The first one is to validate the results of the two-scale analysis, and to extend them
beyond the asymptotic limit ℓe /R → 0. The second one is that a near-uniform
profile highlights particular features of the expansion and separation of the beam,
thus casting additional light on the subject.
1
D

⋆
jθe /jθe

A
0.5

0
0

z/R = 0, 11.5
0.5

1

r/RV
Figure 6.7: Azimuthal electron currents (normalized with maximum value of each
curve) for simulations A (thin) and D (thick). The dimensionless peak values are
⋆
jθe
= 5.46 at z = 0 (solid) and 0.34 at z/R = 11.5 (dashed) in simulation A, and
⋆
jθe
= 26.6 at z = 0 and 0.71 at z/R = 11.5 in simulation D. Asterisks correspond to the
same points as in Fig. 6.1(b).

Figures 6.1(b) and 6.7 plot the profiles of density and azimuthal electron current, respectively at z/R = 0 and 11.5 for the case of a near-uniform density
profile at the throat; the Gaussian-profile case is included for comparison. For the
partially-uniform case, the plasma beam in the nozzle can be divided into cen-
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tral and peripheral regions, separated by the magnetic streamtube departing from
r = R1 , that is ψ(z, r) = ψ(0, R1 ), marked with asterisks in the figures. The set of
Eqs. (6.7) and (6.12) state that uθe = 0 in the whole central region, as illustrated
in Fig. 6.7. Therefore, in the central region there is no electron separation and no
magnetic force on them: the electron pressure gradient that develops downstream,
observed in Fig. 6.1(b), is balanced only by the electric force. On the contrary,
the plasma behavior in the peripheral region is qualitatively identical to the one
found before for the Gaussian density profile, as Fig. 6.1(b) and 6.6 illustrate too.
An interesting feature is that the divergence of the electron streamtubes in the peripheral plasma becomes larger the more uniform the initial profile is chosen (i.e.
as R1 /R is closer to one), because the larger pressure gradient [∼ Te0 n0 /(R − R1 )]
requires a larger uθe , which yields a larger u⊥e . The circles in Fig. 6.1(b) for
z/R = 11.5 correspond to r = RB , thus showing the magnitude of the separation
of the electron streamtube.

6.5

On current ambipolarity models

The local current ambipolarity (CA) condition is
ũi − ũe = 0.

(6.16)

∇ · [en(ũi − ũe )] = 0,

(6.17)

Since our model satisfies

imposing CA at the throat section (condition (6.15)), is enough to assure that the
plasma beam is globally current-free in the whole nozzle, that is
Z

RV (z)
0

drrn(uzi − uze ) = 0,

∀z.

(6.18)

The imposition of CA is natural in quasi-1D models, where it is equivalent to the
current-free condition, but in our 2D diverging nozzle model, CA is not fulfilled
irrespective of both boundary conditions and electron-inertia effects. The nonfulfillment of CA is an immediate consequence of the separation between electron
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and ion streamtubes, which takes place due to the partial magnetization of ions.
Furthermore, Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 showed that imposing CA either at the throat or
at a downstream section, CA is not fulfilled in the rest of nozzle sections.
Although electron-inertia effects have little to do with CA fulfillment, they have
been a central piece in the formulation of Hooper’s model.12 We now show that
this model is mathematically inconsistent and yields nonphysical solutions. Notice
first that our 2D model involves 8 independent equations for 8 variables: ui , ue ,
n, and φ. Clearly, none of the continuity and momentum equations is dispensable;
also, although the equations are coupled, it is possible to identify which plasma
variable is determined preferentially by each equation.
On the contrary, Hooper applies Eq. (6.16) instead of Eq. (6.17). This substitution adds one extra equation to the problem, making it incompatible, as we
show next. The set of equations (3.21)–(3.22) plus Eq. (6.3) substituting u⊥e by
u⊥i is complete for the four variables ũi , and uθe in a cold plasma. Notice that
the modified Eq. (6.3) — or Eq. (6.4) — determines uθe . Apart from these four
equations, Eq. (3.29) would yield n. Still, there are the two electron longitudinal
momentum equations, (6.7) and (6.8), to be satisfied but only one variable, φ, remains undetermined. The incompatibility of that CA model lies in that Eq. (6.7)
also determines uθe — stating that it is the well-known (enE + ∇pe ) × B drift.
Clearly, the over-determined character of the model would be avoided by just removing the CA condition and letting Eq. (6.3) to determine u⊥e (6= u⊥i ), as done
here.
We can venture into the reasons why Hooper, in an otherwise well-reasoned and
clearly-presented paper, did not detect the model inconsistency. The first one is
that, although he was well aware that CA is just an approximation in a 2D model
(he devotes a whole section to discuss CA) he supposed the approximation to be a
good one. Indeed, the hypothesis of CA is per se a valid one, when restricted to the
near region of the MN, and specially in the high-magnetization range. However,
the hypothesis is inadequate for the study of detachment. The second (and main)
reason is that an important omission on the manipulation of the equations render
his CA model mathematically compatible. To explain it, let us first write Eqs.
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(6.7) and (6.8) in the compact form



1
uθe dDe
2
∇ψe .
0 = ∇ Te0 ln n − eφ + me uθe −
2
r dψe

(6.19)

Hooper’s error was to treat the function De (ψe ) (−eΨ0 in his notation) as a constant, when, both in the general case and in his application to a uniform beam
with uθe (0, r) = 0, it is clearly not so (actually, it is De ≃ −eψ). That mistake
leads him to omit the last term of Eq. (6.19); this term (divided by me ) is missed
in Eq. (11) of Hooper, in Eq. (2.8) of Schmit and Fisch,151 and in Eqs. (8) and
(9) of Little and Choueiri.152 The maimed versions of Eq. (6.19) yield only one
scalar equation: He (ψe ) = const, and miss completely the indispensable Eq. (6.7).
The ‘vacancy’ left by Eq. (6.7) is then supplanted by imposing CA, leading to a
model mathematically compatible but ill-derived and nonphysical.
The nonphysical aspects of Hooper’s model can be further illustrated in view
of the behavior of the electric potential. First, his model satisfies a limit form
of Eq. (6.8): eφ − me u2θe /2 = 0 (Eq. (12) in Ref. 12). This implies that φ
is minimum at the axis and grows radially, pushing electrons radially outward.
This solution is fully opposed to the typical, expected plasma expansion. Second,
the mere existence of the electric field in the cold plasma model, responsible of
keeping quasineutrality and 2D current ambipolarity, is very uncertain. Schmit
and Fisch speculate on the presence of ‘local microscopic ambipolar electric fields’,
while admittedly ‘no macroscopic self-field can arise in the system’. However,
our (quasineutral) hot-plasma model shows, first, that the ambipolar electric field
is proportional to Te0 , and second, that the pressure contribution can never be
dropped, even downstream, since it always dominates over the ambipolar electric
force. Indeed, perpendicular electron balance states that pressure is equal and
opposite to the magnetic and electric forces added together everywhere. This
applies likewise to an adiabatic electron pressure law, instead of an isothermal
one, and also to a plasma beam injected highly-supersonic, i.e. M0 large, a case
approaching Hooper’s one, as commented in Chapter 5.
Consequently, the cold-plasma case is not a regular limit of the hot-plasma
model. Furthermore, as the plasma becomes more supersonic, the perpendicular electric field and plasma rarefaction increase. This in turn weakens plasma
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quasineutrality, and suggests the possibility that the electric field in the coldplasma limit be of non-neutral character, based on the space-charge being built
between weakly-magnetized ions trying to move axially and electrons trying to
follow the divergent magnetic lines.
Little and Choueiri152 have extended Hooper’s model to a hot plasma, adding
the pressure contribution to his equations for the longitudinal velocity of the
electron-ion pair. Apart from using an approximate continuity equation to determine n, the main objection to their model is that, as Hooper, they integrate
the resulting equations along the well-tied electron-ion streamlines, and conserve
the mathematical error of his model. In contrast, our ion equations (3.29)–(3.31)
take φ(n) from the electron model. Our conclusion is that the unfulfillment of
CA and thus the presence of longitudinal currents is inherent to the 2D divergent
expansion of a plasma beam with partially magnetized ions. Furthermore, as we
show in Chapter 7, it is fundamental in the downstream plasma detachment.
CA would be fulfilled in the strong ion magnetization limit, defined as Ω̂i → ∞,
when ion streamtubes coincide with electron and magnetic streamtubes. Moreover,
if implemented adequately, one can formulate a quasi-2D model using CA which
can be used to describe the near-region of the expansion. But the ion strongmagnetization limit is not appropriate for the magnetic intensities and propellants
used in plasma thrusters, where the propulsive-interesting regime is in the lowmild magnetization range. Besides, even if that limit model is applicable at the
throat region, it eventually fails downstream.

6.6

On full FELR effects

The electron-inertia hot-plasma model discussed up to this point assumes the
simplest form of the pressure tensor of Eq. (6.1): Pe is diagonal, isotropic, and
isothermal. Non-isothermality is easy to take into account and leads mainly to a
qualitative change on the far plasma response. Pressure anisotropy, with different
parallel and perpendicular temperatures, is of interest for certain plasma thrusters,
in particular the electrodeless electron cyclotron resonance(ECR) thruster.159, 193
On the contrary, the non-diagonal parts of the pressure tensor, Πge , known as
the stress or gyroviscous tensor,188–190 define the gyroviscous force, G = ∇ · Πge ,
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which is also a finite Larmor-radius effect. In the present case, where electroninertia effects are limited to the azimuthal convective terms, Eq. (6.3), only the
component Gθ would be relevant. While recognizing its importance, the evaluation
of the gyroviscous force is a challenge which merits a dedicated work. Ramos190
has derived recently a general expression of it, which, for a near-Maxwellian electron velocity distribution function with temperature Te0 , reduces to Braginski’s
expression (Eq. (28) of Ref. 190). Focusing on that expression, the gyroviscous
force includes several terms, which can be grouped on two types. On the one hand,
there are linear terms on first-order derivatives of ue and pe , which would provide
a partial diamagnetic cancellation of electron inertia effects.188 For instance, they
would cancel the small ‘centrifugal force’ in Eq. (6.12), and would oppose (but
likely not cancel completely) the convective radial derivative of Eq. (6.3). On the
other hand, there is the true viscous contribution, consisting of terms with second
order derivatives of ue and products of first-order derivatives of ue and pe . Introducing these terms breaks the hyperbolicity of the plasma equations, rendering
our current integration approach inapplicable.
Since the gyroviscous force is proportional to Te0 /eB0 ≡ (ℓe0 /R)2 , it vanishes,
together with the pressure, only in the cold plasma case. For the case of interest
of a hot-plasma in a diverging nozzle, the suitable expression of the gyroviscous
force and the relative ordering of its different terms has to be assessed. This will
indicate whether there is a parametric range where the gyroviscous force might be
significant FELR effects.

6.7

Summary of results and final discussion

Azimuthal electron convection constitutes a mechanism capable of detaching magnetized electrons from nozzle magnetic streamtubes. Electron-inertia effects are
part of finite electron-Larmor radius effects. Therefore, and in contrast with the
slower grow of resistivity effects, they increase downstream rapidly as the magnetic
strength decreases, and constitute a sign of plasma demagnetization.
Here, dominant electron-inertia effects have been studied within our isothermal
fluid model. Then, the electron momentum equations reduce to three algebraic
laws, stating conservation of the Bernoulli function and the azimuthal momen-
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tum, and isorotation along electron streamtubes. As a consequence, the shape of
the electron streamtubes and thus their separation from magnetic streamtubes,
becomes independent of the ion dynamics. The resulting electron model yields,
under rather general equilibrium conditions on the injected plasma beam, that
electrons separate outward from the magnetic lines, the plasma beam thus filling
progressively the vacuum region adjacent to the nozzle, which is coherent with
FELR effects leading to plasma demagnetization.
While electron separation depends on the electron Larmor radius, ion trajectories depend both on the ion Larmor radius (based on the directed velocity) and on
the ambipolar perpendicular electric field (affected by electron separation). Both
inward and outward ion separation from the magnetic lines can take place near
the throat, as it has been observed experimentally. As long as the FELR parameter is small, it penalizes only slightly the plume efficiency and affects a little the
thrust gain. When, farther downstream, the FELR parameter becomes of order
one, electrons eventually demagnetize.
The study of near-uniform beams at the throat has confirmed the previous twoscale study for the zero electron gyroradius limit and makes more evident the role
of the azimuthal electron current on the force balance and the plasma separation,
which is larger in plasma beams injected the larger the pressure gradients.
Hooper’s model, which yields inward electron separation, has been dissected
in order to understand the cause of our mutual disagreement. We have demonstrated that: (i ) forcing current ambipolarity everywhere leads to an incompatible
model, where uθe is determined from two independent equations; (ii ) a term was
erroneously omitted in the manipulation of the equations, with important consequences on the resulting model; and (iii ) the electric potential presents a nonphysical profile and its ambipolar character — justifying a quasineutral model —
is very uncertain.
For the future, a dedicated analysis of the gyroviscous force — very scarcely
studied in the plasma propulsion context — also seems convenient. This force
could compete with electron inertia and completes the analysis of FELR effects on
a hot, collisionless plasma.

Chapter 7
Ion detachment and far-region
expansionf
In this Chapter, our model and code of the plasma expansion in the MN are extended into the far expansion region, i.e., after the magnetic lines have begun to
turn back, to prove that ion separation via demagnetization is the central mechanism enabling efficient, inward plasma detachment and free plume formation for
space propulsion.
The separation of the massive ions is shown to be a robust mechanism that
occurs even in the asymptotic limit of fully-magnetized electrons, while only a
negligible amount of plasma returns back along the magnetic field lines.
As ions accelerate and separate, their trajectories become almost straight, forming a free plasma plume. This process, and the fraction of backflowing plasma,
depend on the ion magnetization degree, which is our main parameter of study
here. A criterion for the effective onset of ion detachment is derived. Plume divergence angle, thrust gain, and plume efficiency are used to quantify detachment
and the propulsive worthiness of the MN. Ion forces, electron forces, and nonideal physical phenomena in the far field are analyzed to understand and support
physically the robustness of the ion detachment model.
Section 7.1 below introduces the main ideas and background for this Chapter,
and the upgrades performed to the code DiMagNo to enable the integration of
f

A ﬁrst version of the results of this Chapter was presented in Ref. 194.
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the plasma beyond the turning point of the nozzle. Section 7.2 describes the
simulations used in the discussion. Section 7.3 analyzes the expansion in the
far region, where the plasma plume leaves the nozzle, as a function of the ion
magnetization parameter. In Section 7.4 we study how the relative magnitude
of the forces acting on the plasma evolves downstream. Section 7.5 discusses the
onset of other physical phenomena, which are not contemplated in our model, and
evaluates the validity of its assumptions in the far plume. Lastly, a summary of
key results is provided in Section 7.6.

7.1

Magnetic nozzle far region

So far, we have simulated and studied the plasma expansion in the near (or acceleration) region of the MN. One of the main observations of Chapter 4 was that
ions separate inward from the magnetic field when they are not fully magnetized.
Although the domain of analysis was restricted by the turning point of the MN,
and it did not venture into the far (or detachment) region, it was already suggested
that this mechanism could eventually lead to the detachment of the plasma from
the magnetic field. The analysis carried out also discarded three proposed electron
detachment mechanisms for propulsion.
Laboratory experiments by Cox et al.145 and Takahashi et al.56 have shown
that ions do indeed separate from the magnetic field in the MN of the HPT, diverging at a lower pace than the magnetic lines. This separation has also been
observed in the more complex case of the VASIMR as a function of the operating
conditions.94 Other relevant observations of magnetically-expanded plasmas from
other types of plasma sources146, 147 suggest that ion separation is an inherent MN
phenomenon. Although this demonstrates empirically that the plasma detaches
from the magnetic field, the precise physical mechanisms involved in plasma separation are not yet well understood, and constitute a subject of controversy, as we
have seen in previous Chapters.
Downstream, magnetic lines in the MN eventually reach their turning point,
and begin to close back upon themselves. While electrons can still be considered
fully-magnetized in most situations, and therefore travel along these lines, it is
questionable whether the weakened magnetic field has the capability to deflect 180
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degrees the highly-accelerated ion flow. As we will see, ion separation observed in
the near region continues to grow in the far region, and this mechanism is the key
one for detachment.
To this end, we have extended the model of Chapter 3 and out DiMagNo
code to the far region. The integration method used in previous chapters was
restricted to the near region of the nozzle, limited by the turning point of the
outermost streamline. The reason for this stems from the implementation of the
method of characteristics in the variables (z, r), which resulted problematic when
the tangent of the characteristic lines becames vertical. Additionally, the former
internal parametrization of this boundary, explicit as RV (z), is unpractical after
that point.
To overcome these limitations and enable the integration beyond the turning
point of the MN to study the far region, DiMagNo code has been rewritten to
perform the integration in intrinsic streamline variables, s along the streamline,
and t perpendicular to it, and all z-dependent quantities have been parametrized
on arc-lengths. In particular, the beam border is now treated as ZV (s), RV (s).
Also, the post-processing of the simulations must now take into account that the
resulting mesh is no longer monotonic in z.
In the current discussion, two additional ion vectors in the longitudinal plane
are used, beside those of the magnetic reference frame defined in Eq. (3.2): 1ki =
ũi /ũi along ion streamtubes, and 1⊥i = 1θ × 1ki perpendicular to them. Note
that only when the ions are perfectly attached to the magnetic field, 1ki ≡ 1k and
1⊥i ≡ 1⊥ .

7.2

Description of the simulations used

As we pointed out in Chapters 3 and 4, the non-dimensional ion gyrofrequency
Ω̂i0 defines ion magnetization. Here, we shall show that this is one of the essential
parameters that control the ion separation detachment mechanism. Two simulation cases with low (Ω̂i0 = 0.1) and high ion magnetization (Ω̂i0 = 200) are used
in the next Sections. Note that this range encompasses (with an ample margin)
the existing and envisaged HPTs (see, for instance, Table 2.2).
The initial plasma profile and the particular shape of the field are secondary
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for detachment, and have been already discussed. For definiteness, here the J0
Bessel-function density profile of Eq. (4.1) with σ = 0.99 (displayed in Fig. 4.2(a))
p
will be used, with an initial Mach number M0 ≡ uzi0 /cs ≡ uzi0 / Te /mi = 1.01 to
ensure hyperbolicity in the whole integration domain. For simplicity, the geometry
of the MN is provided by a single current loop of radius RL = 3.5R located at z = 0
(see Fig. 3.1). It is noted that, far from the magnetic generator, any other MN
geometry would become equivalent to that of a single loop (i.e., the magnetic field
tends to that of a dipole in first approximation), so the specific coil configuration
of the thruster is essentially irrelevant for the far region. The turning-point of the
resulting MN boundary (the last magnetic line where plasma exists) is located at
(z, r) ≃ (16R, 23R). At this point, the magnetic field intensity has decayed three
orders of magnitude with respect to its value at the origin, B/B0 ∼ 10−3 .

Taking advantage of the new integration technique that allows us to overcome
the turning point, the integration domain is extended here up to z = 90R and
r = 60R.

7.3

Ion detachment and plume performance

The expansion of the plasma in the far region is presented in Fig. 7.1 (a) for the
low magnetization case (Ω̂i0 = 0.1). One of the most outstanding features of the
flow is that, although ions are initially injected in the direction of the magnetic
field, they are clearly not attached to it, and they begin to separate inward as the
plasma expands downstream. This ion separation is seen here to develop further
in the far-region and allow a free plasma plume to detach from the MN.
As their separation grows, the ion streamtubes gradually become more straight.
As a result, a quasi-conical plasma plume develops in the central plasma, which
carries most of the plasma flux and does not turn around. In this central plume,
the particle density is still ‘large’, n/n0 ∼ 10−5 , compared to the peripheral plasma,
which is characterized by very low densities after the turning point (n < 10−8 n0 ,
orders of magnitude lower than the central beam, see Fig. 7.2). This behavior
shows great agreement with the PIC code results of Ilin et al. (see Fig. 2 of Ref.
170).
The degree of ion separation achieved at a certain section depends upon ion
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Figure 7.1: Ion inward detachment in the far
region for (a) Ω̂i0 = 0.1 and (b) Ω̂i0 = 200.
Ion streamtubes (white, thick solid lines) and
their initially-corresponding magnetic streamtubes (red, thin solid lines) are plotted. Ion
tubes are labeled with the fraction of ion flux
they carry. The background map shows the
integrated ion mass flow, from the axis to the
edge. Red dashed lines indicate the order of
magnitude of B/B0 . The turning-point of the
plasma-vacuum interface is marked with a red
dot.
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Figure 7.2: Particle density n/n0 in the far region for the Ω̂i0 = 0.1 case. Lines show
the order of magnitude of the normalized density.
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magnetization. This effect is observed comparing Figs. 7.1 (a) and (b): a higher
ion magnetization (here Ω̂i0 = 200) clearly reduces the separation and retards
it, making ions acquire a larger radial velocity. Nonetheless, ions demagnetize
downstream as the field decreases, and the separation starts to increase eventually.
The lower separation of ions in the high magnetization case increases the divergence of the ion tubes and the fraction of plasma that turns back along the
field, meaning that less plasma detaches successfully. However, it is remarkable
that, even in such a high magnetization scenario (far above the envisaged HPT
applications), ion detachment is only minimally hindered; far larger values of Ω̂i0
are needed to make a substantial dent in the detachment process and increase the
amount of backflowing plasma (about Ω̂i0 ∼ 103 to have Ω̂i = O (1) at the turning
point).
In general, it can be stated that ion separation falls between two limit cases:
• In the limit Ω̂i0 → ∞, ions are perfectly attached to the field throughout the
MN, and thus return along the magnetic lines toward the spacecraft.
• In the Ω̂i0 → 0 case (which in practice can be assimilated to the Ω̂i0 =
0.1 simulation presented here), the magnetic field does not exert any direct
influence on ions, which are therefore subject only to the ambipolar electric
field that ensures quasineutrality. In this case, ion separation is maximal
and ion divergence is minimal.
The turning-back losses associated with the peripheral plasma, defined as the
fraction of plasma that reaches the thruster wall (at z = 0, 40 < r/R < 60), account for a very small fraction of the plasma flux (below 0.1% in both simulations,
although it increases slowly with Ω̂i0 and becomes > 5% for Ω̂i0 → ∞).

It is pointed out nonetheless that even in the absence of ion magnetization
(Ω̂i0 → 0), a small fraction of the plasma always turns back toward the spacecraft. This phenomenon is not surprising, and it is important to acknowledge that
turning-back losses are inherent to all jet propulsion systems in vacuum, since the
jet always suffers a fan-like expansion at the nozzle lip. In the case of isothermal
expansions, the surrounding vacuum is filled completely, and a small amount of
propellant is always deflected backward toward the engine. The particularities of
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MNs are (i ) the lack of a well-defined “end” section, where thrust gain and other
performance figures could be cleanly evaluated, in contrast to their solid counterparts, and (ii) the existence of residual, long-range magnetic interactions in the
plume. In MNs, as in any jet-based system, returning-flux losses are acceptable
if they amount to a negligible fraction of the total propellant flow.
Moreover, observe that in the MN the turning-back plasma is forced to return
along the magnetic field, leaving an unoccupied region around the thruster (white
region in Fig. 7.2), instead of heading back directly (as it would in complete absence
of magnetic field): this might be regarded as a complimentary, beneficial magnetic
shielding effect.

7.3.1

Performance of the free plume

The adequacy of MNs for propulsion depends on their ability to produce thrust
with acceptable plume divergences. The divergence angle of the released plasma
plume is a practical means to quantify the degree of detachment achieved. An
effective divergence angle is customarily defined as the downstream semiangle αdiv
of the plasma streamtube containing 95% of the total plasma flux.9 Divergence can
be critical in particular for the integration of MN-based thrusters in the spacecraft,
in relation to other elements such as solar panels, as due care must be taken to
avoid placing delicate surfaces within the plasma plume.
The evolution of αdiv along the nozzle (Fig. 7.3) clearly illustrates the formation
of the quasi-conical plume, showing that the divergence growth rate gradually
decreases. It is noted, however, that the plume divergence might not have an strict
asymptotic value in our isothermal model. As a counterexample, the divergence of
an unmagnetized, isothermal plume increases indefinitely (albeit logarithmically
slow), subject to the action of the residual thermal pressure, as we shall see in
Chapter 10.
Increasing Ω̂i0 results in a visibly larger plume divergence angle downstream;
this is in agreement with the previous Section, where it was observed that, as ion
magnetization increases, ions separate less and later from the MN. Again, the most
important aspect observed here is that, in spite of the large value of Ω̂i0 in the
second simulation, the resulting plume is still closer to the low-magnetization case
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Figure 7.3: Evolution of the αdiv (divergence angle of the ion tube containing 95% of
the flux) along the nozzle for the two values of Ω̂i0 . The dashed line represents the
Ω̂i0 = ∞ limit, where ion tubes coincide perfectly with magnetic ones. The angle is
plotted against s, the arc-length along the 95%-ion tube of each simulation.

than the Ω̂i0 = ∞ case, displayed as a dashed line in the figure.

In addition to the divergence of the plume, the propulsive worthiness of the MN
is measured by the thrust gain it delivers and the directedness of the kinetic energy
(that is, the plume efficiency). Focusing again on the 95%-flux plasma tube and
neglecting the plasma outside of it, we define the thrust F95 (z) and plume efficiency
ηplume,95 (z) achieved at a section z = const, in analogy to the same figures for the
full plasma beam (Eqs. (4.8) and (4.17)), as:
F95 (z) =
Z
ηplume,95 (z) =

Z


n mi u2zi + Te dΣ,
Σ95 (z)
Z
3
nuzi dΣ
nu2i uzi dΣ ,

Σ95 (z)

(7.1)
(7.2)

Σ95 (z)

where Σ95 (z) is the frontal cross-section of the 95% ion flux tube at z. Performance
figures based on other plasma tubes can be defined likewise (e.g. F50 , ηplume,50 ,
etc.). The evolution of F95 and ηplume,95 (Fig. 7.4) is marked by the initial fast
change rate that takes place in the near region of the MN, already observed in
Fig. 4.10(a), which then gradually tends to zero downstream as internal energy
is progressively transformed into directed energy and the plume detaches from
the magnetic field. Observe that plume divergence ηplume,95 is intimately related
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with the αdiv angle, as both express the radial divergence of the beam. However,
ηplume,95 additionally takes into account the internal distribution of kinetic energy
within the plume. As such, it is more sensitive to the initial plasma profile.
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Figure 7.4: Thrust gain (left) and plume efficiency (right) in the far region for the
95%-flux plasma tubes of simulations (a) Ω̂i0 = 0.1 and (b) 200. The graphs have been
plotted against r95% /R.

As already reported in Section 4.4, increasing ion magnetization has a detrimental effect on both performances, F95 and ηplume,95 , and the effect is also visible
in the far region.

7.4

Plasma dynamics in the far region

The formation and evolution of the plasma plume is the result of the different
forces present in the plasma. The study of these forces provides valuable insight
into the physics of the plume and the detachment process.
The applied magnetic field only interacts with the plasma via (i ) the Hall force
on electrons, −jθe B1⊥ , and (ii ) the magnetic force on ions, ji × B. These two
forces are the only external forces, and the sole origin of magnetic thrust. The
rest of forces present in the expansion are purely internal to the plasma, and as
such they can not directly contribute to thrust; they do intervene, however, in the
operation of the MN, and can be central for the plume divergence and detachment.
The equation governing the ion separation from the magnetic field is the pro-
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jection along 1⊥i of Eq. (3.21),
mi κi ũ2i = −e

∂φ
+ euθi B cos αiB ,
∂1⊥i

(7.3)

where the (small) centrifugal force term mi u2θi /r has been neglected; αiB is the

angle formed between ion and magnetic streamtubes; and κi = 1ki · ∇ 1ki
is the curvature of ion streamtubes in the meridional plane. Ion streamtubes
separate inward from the magnetic field when the curvature κi that electric and
magnetic forces produce cannot match the curvature of the magnetic field, κB =
p

1k · ∇ 1k ∼ 1/LB , where we have used LB ≡
B/B0 RL as the magnetic
field characteristic length (based on the effective cross section increase of magnetic
streamtubes).

r/R

Figure 7.5 displays the intensity of the perpendicular electric field in the plasma
domain, showing that it decreases fast in the axial direction. It also shows that
strong electric fields exist near the plasma-vacuum transition, which remain large
along the plasma edge.
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Figure 7.5: Electric field in the 1⊥i direction in the MN, ∂φ/∂1⊥i , for the simulation
with Ω̂i0 = 0.1. The black line starting at the turning point (dot) represents the
downwards-marching Mach line that begins at that position, which delimits the
influence region of the remaining plasma border.

Accordingly, it is convenient to treat the central plume and the peripheral
plasma separately; the central plume (i.e., where the electric field behaves as
|∇φ| ∼ Te /LB ), which accounts for the majority of the plasma flux, is discussed
first: in low-magnetization cases (e.g. in the Ω̂i0 = 0.1 case here), the magnetic
force on ions is negligible, and the curvature of ion streamtubes is dictated by
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the ambipolar electric field exclusively, which behaves as κi /κB ∼ 1/ (M 2 ). As
ions are accelerated and the Mach number increases, κi /κB → 0, which means
that the electric field alone is clearly insufficient to coerce ions into following the
magnetic lines, and the plasma beam readily develops into a nearly conical free
plume downstream (Fig. 7.1(a)).
When ion magnetization is large (Ω̂i0 = 200 case), the magnetic force on ions
becomes an important additional contribution to deflection that tends to restore
the separation of their trajectories from the magnetic lines. According to Eq. (3.22)
and taking into account that in an initially non-rotating plasma eDi (ψi ) ≃ B0 r2 /2,
the ion rotation that can develop in the MN is bounded (very conservatively; see
Section 5.3.1) by
uθi /cs . Ω̂i0 /2,
(7.4)
meaning that the maximal magnetic force on ions is euθi B ∼ Ω̂2i0 RTe /L2B . Then,
in general, ion curvature satisfies
κi
1
∼ 2
κB
M

1+

Ω̂2i0
L̂B

!

,

(7.5)

showing that it can be locally dominated by electric or magnetic forces depending
on the value of Ω̂2i0 /L̂B . In the limit Ω̂i0 → ∞, the magnetic force force perfectly binds the ions to the magnetic lines, forbidding their separation throughout
the MN. As a consequence, in that scenario the plasma does not detach at all,
and returns back toward the spacecraft along the field. For moderate but finite
magnetizations, ion expansion in the 1⊥i direction can be initially dominated by
the magnetic force (if Ω̂i0 ≥ O (1)), meaning that ions separate little from the
magnetic lines. As the expansion proceeds and the local magnetization drops,
however, the magnetic force on ions diminishes faster than the electric one, until
eventually Ω̂2i0 /L̂B ≪ 1, and the expansion becomes electric-field dominated as in
the unmagnetized case.
Ultimately, when the condition
1
M2

1+

Ω̂2i0
L̂B

!

≪ 1,

(7.6)
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is satisfied, κi becomes negligible compared to κB , and ion tubes gradually become
straight. Equation (7.6) provides the criterion for the onset of ion detachment in
the central plasma beam, and manifests the relevance of the parameters Ω̂i0 and
M0 .
It is important to point out that the same analysis does not apply equally to
electrons, since they have a very low Mach number throughout the expansion and
the azimuthal velocity dominates over the longitudinal one. Hence, although the
electrons do eventually demagnetize, other effects can take place first.
Observe that ion separation relies only on the increase of ion kinetic energy as
they are accelerated, and on the weakening of the forces on them as the plasma
travels downstream. Hence, it is expected to apply in a wide range of conditions,
including the the envisaged propulsive applications of HPTs. Note that since our
plasma model treats ions as a cold population, individual particle motions coincide
with the fluid motion. Therefore, we conclude that individual ion velocities do
separate from the magnetic field vector, just as the fluid (bulk) velocity does. In
a warm-ion fluid model, as the ions demagnetize and become hypersonic, their
gyromotion must eventually become negligible, too. Hence, essentially the same
ion detachment mechanism is expected for warm ions. Nonetheless, confirmation
in this case is left for future work.
We now turn our attention to the peripheral region of the beam, where the hard
quasineutrality assumed in the model necessarily requires that the last ion streamtube matches the last magnetic streamtube (which is the last electron streamtube,
too). Except for very high magnetizations, where the magnetic force on ions is
sufficient to ensure this matching, the deflection of the peripheral plasma is carried
out by the strong, local ambipolar fields almost entirely. These fields are associated with the large rarefaction shown in Fig. 7.2. At any rate, it seems clear that,
in this ideal model, the peripheral plasma will unavoidably turn back and account
as detachment losses.
Irrespective of the fate of this thin plasma, which nevertheless constitutes a
negligible plasma fraction, we may ask ourselves what is the extent of the influence
of this ‘border effect’ on the plasma expansion, which could be regarded as an
artifact of our quasineutral model. This can be investigated with the Mach line
departing from the turning point, which delimits the region of influence of the MN
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border thereafter, plotted on top of Fig. 7.5. Due to the large Mach number at
the edge, the Mach cone has a very narrow angle, and hence the central plasma
plume is essentially unaware of the geometry of the MN boundary. Therefore, this
border effect is inconsequential for the central plume.
As a final comment, it is highlighted that the ion separation mechanism discussed here does not involve any plasma-induced magnetic field of any kind. In
particular, note that detachment is found to be independent of plasma density,
whereas it is essential to generate induced magnetic fields. Consequently, ion detachment is fundamentally distinct from the mechanism proposed by Arefiev et
al.,13 where a kinetic plasma beta equal to unity βk ≡ µ0 nmi u2i /B 2 = 1 is invoked
as the detachment criterion of a cold plasma. As mentioned in Chapter 5, their
theory states that the plasma-induced magnetic field would then be strong enough
to stretch to infinity the MN (cf. Ref. 195). Nonetheless, as we pointed out in
Chapter 5, and as we will confirm in Chapter 8, this is not the expected situation
in a hot plasma, where (i ) the induced field is diamagnetic (i.e., increases plume
divergence instead of reducing it), and (ii ) depends essentially on the thermal beta
β = µ0 nTe /B 2 . This is developed further in the next Chapter.

7.4.1

Electron force balance

As explained in Chapter 4, for initially non-rotating cold ions, the ability of the
MN to channel the plasma stems exclusively from the Hall force on electrons. As
electron pressure pe = −Te ∇n tries to expand the electrons, the ambipolar electric
field −∇φ develops to couple the motion of ion and electron species and transform
the internal energy of electrons to directed kinetic energy of ions, as dictated by
the electron momentum equation, Eq. (3.23).
The pressure force decreases downstream as Te ∇ ln n, and therefore so do the
electric and magnetic force on electrons, which oppose it and confine it. Interestingly, however, the dominance of electric or Hall force in confinement changes
as the plasma expands. Figure 7.6(a) plots the fraction of electron pressure that
is confined by the Hall force in the Ω̂i0 = 0.1 case (the rest being confined by
the electric field). As it can be seen, after an initial region where the magnetic
force accounts for all of the confinement (the radial electric field being zero at the
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Figure 7.6: Fraction of pressure confined by the magnetic Hall force in the far region,
jθe B/∂pe /∂1⊥ : (a) Ω̂i0 = 0.1, (b) Ω̂i0 = 200.

throat), its role gradually diminishes in favor for the electric one, which takes up
the confinement task downstream. This behavior supports the smooth transition
from a magnetized to an unmagnetized plasma, where the influence of the external magnetic field must ultimately become negligible. The subsequent plasma
expansion is essentially governed by the ion inertia, the residual pressure, and the
self-induced electromagnetic fields. The extent of the region where magnetic confinement dominates increases with Ω̂i0 (cf. Fig. 7.6 (a) and (b)). This is linked
to the lower electric fields needed to couple ion and electron motion in a highmagnetization plasma, where ions expand mainly due to the magnetic force on
them.
Lastly, an important observation regarding the favorable role of the magnetic
field on electrons downstream must be made. Since the Hall force always acts
along the −1⊥ direction, pushing the plasma away from the thruster, the effect
of the MN on electrons is always beneficial, even beyond the turning point of the
plasma; i.e., electrons would diverge more in the absence of the field or if they
demagnetize. In contrast, −∂pe /∂z > 0 only in part of the domain, so pressure
only accelerates the plasma directly there.
A low magnetization degree is preferable to facilitate ion detachment and produce a low-divergence beam. However, proper MN operation requires a strong
enough magnetic field to ensure radial confinement and adequate plasma channel-
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ing. These two conflicting requirements hint at the existence of an optimum value
of the magnetic field for each application, in which electrons are sufficiently well
magnetized to guide the expansion, while ions can detach with a low divergence
angle and high plume efficiency.

7.5

Discussion of non-ideal phenomena

Our formulation of the expansion leaves out several physical phenomena which
can certainly affect the development of the plasma plume in the far region, in
particular
1. Resistive effects,
2. Electron-inertia effects,
3. The plasma-induced magnetic field Bp ,
4. The development of non-neutral regions in the plasma, and
5. The plausible presence of a background plasma, into which the plume expands.
The objective of this Section is to perform a preliminary analysis to provide a better
understanding of the far-region physics, and assess the influence of these non-ideal
phenomena on the ion detachment mechanism. This yields a first indication of the
validity of the model in the far-region, and helps to predict which hypotheses are
prone to break first.
As already mentioned in Chapter 5 in regard to resistivity, electron-inertia and
induced fields, it is undesirable that these effects dominate in the near-region,
since they could interfere with the processes of acceleration while ion velocity is
still moderate. And certainly, if strong enough, they could disrupt the confinement
and channeling of the plasma beam, defeating the purpose of the MN. The same
approach, based on the perturbation of the solution of our ideal model, is used
here to extend these conclusions to the far region. Both resistivity and electroninertia cause an adverse, outward, cross-field diffusion of electrons, leading to a
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Figure 7.7: Influence of additional physical mechanisms in the far-region plasma
expansion. (a) Electron cross-field diffusion (Ω̂i0 χH0 )u⊥e /ũe due to resistivity, where
χH0 = Ωe0 /νei0 is the Hall parameter at the origin. (b) Electron Larmor radius
(ℓ̂e0 )−1 κB ℓe , with κB the meridional curvature of the magnetic lines. (c) Local beta
−1
parameter (β0 ) β. (d) Non-neutrality density fraction (λ̂D0 )−2 (ni /ne − 1). All values are normalized (first parenthesis of each expression) to account for the direct
dependency on those parameters. Results are for Ω̂i0 = 0.1.
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more divergent plume. As we showed, electron diffusion velocity u⊥e caused by
collisions scales as
 2
B0
1
u⊥e ∼ 2
Rνei ,
(7.7)
Ω̂e0 B
where Ω̂e0 = Ω̂i0 mi /me and νei is the electron-ion collision frequency. Figure 7.7(a)
plots the behavior of this diffusion in the far-region, showing that it grows only
slowly, and that it remains negligible in all the envisaged application range. Consequently, this diffusion is expected to become important only farther downstream,
with other effects coming first into scene.
The dominant azimuthal electron convective terms, discussed in detail in the
√
previous Chapter, scale with the electron Larmor radius, ℓe = Te me / (eB). A
small ratio of ℓe to the curvature radius of the magnetic field, 1/κB , ensures negligible electron inertia effects in the plasma. Figure 7.7(b) shows the growth of this
ratio away from the axis, meaning that these effects will become significant first
in the peripheral plasma.
The diamagnetic plasma-induced magnetic field opposes the applied one and
is Bp ∼ βBa , where β = µ0 nTe /Ba2 is the local plasma thermal beta. When β ∼ 1,
the induced and applied fields become comparable. The normalized local beta is
presented in Fig. 7.7 (c). This is clearly the fastest-growing effect of the three
covered so far, and moreover, the one which is expected to become significant first
in the considered application range.
Next, the strong rarefaction suffered by the plasma near the edge of the plume
(Fig. 7.2) calls into question the fulfillment of quasineutrality there. Using the
quasineutral MN solution as an input, we can estimate the non-neutral density
fraction, (ni − ne ) /ne , from Poisson’s equation,
ni − ne
∇2 φ̂
= −λ2D0
,
ne
n̂

(7.8)

p
with λD0 = ε0 Te / (n0 e2 ) the Debye length at the origin. The evolution of this
fraction in the propulsive MN, depicted in Fig. 7.7 (d), shows that non-neutral
effects can become relevant only in the peripheral plasma and beyond the turningpoint of the MN. The appearance of non-neutral effects would limit the magnitude
of E at the edge, relaxing the entrainment of plasma into that region. Therefore,
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our model conservatively overestimates the electric field downstream. In a lower
E, the ion flow is not deflected as much, and peripheral ion density decreases.
Hence, it is expected that these effects reduce the amount of coming-back plasma.
Another non-ideal effect of interest takes place when the plume expands into a
tenuous background plasma instead of a perfect vacuum. Typical plasma densities
in low Earth orbit (< 103 km altitude) are in the order196 of 1010 –1012 m−3 , which
means that beam density (initially in the order 1018 m−3 or higher for helicon
plasmas) has to decrease at least 6 orders of magnitude to become comparable to
the background plasma. This is more critical in laboratory experiments, where
vacuum conditions are usually worse than in space. Notwithstanding, as is shown
in Fig. 7.2, density drops nearly 10 orders of magnitude in the peripheral region
of the plume, meaning that a background plasma, even if extremely thin, will
eventually dominate over the plasma beam there.
When beam density drops below the background density, several consequences
can be anticipated: First and foremost, the ambipolar electric field is no longer
dictated by the plasma of the beam, but by the denser background. The potential
will then tend to the background infinite value, limiting the magnitude of electric
fields. Second, the sharp plasma-vacuum edge assumed here blurs into a smooth
one. Third, the strong electric fields that arise at the edge would be alleviated,
also reducing the amount of backflowing ions. Fourth, currents in the background
plasma could help to close the longitudinal electric currents that form in the plasma
plume due to streamtube separation (commented in the next section). Last, and
least of all, the background density could help to increase resistivity slightly.
With respect to the ion separation mechanism, we conclude that the analyzed
effects are not going to affect the ion detachment as long as they restrict to the
far-region, since the increasing inertia of ions and the diminishing magnetic and
electric forces on them, are essentially unaffected. This analysis therefore supports
ion detachment via demagnetization as a quite general phenomenon.

7.6

Summary of results and discussion

In this Chapter we have shown that natural ion separation from the magnetic field
is the essential mechanism leading to inward plasma detachment in a magnetic
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nozzle (MN), supporting the application of these devices in space propulsion. Ion
detachment
 is governed
 by theion magnetization parameter, Ω̂i0 , or, more precisely, by Ω̂2i0 + L̂B / M 2 L̂B .

Ion separation, already identifiable in existing vacuum-chamber experiments
of the near-region of MNs, has been shown to be a robust feature in the far region within our ideal, collisionless model, and also within the extension to small
plasma resistivity, electron inertia, plasma-induced magnetic field, non-neutral effects, and background plasma density. Thanks to this mechanism, a free plasma
plume forms downstream and the amount of the propellant that flows back toward
the thruster is small, comparable to that of other thrusters. Moreover, the MN
ensures that the backflowing plasma reaches the thruster plane at a much larger
radial distance from the thruster than it would in its absence, creating a protective magnetic shield around the neighborhood of the thruster. The strength of the
MN, its shape, and the initial plasma profile are the main parameters governing
(i ) the effective divergence of the plume and (ii ) the backflowing plasma fraction.
Lower magnetizations facilitate detachment and increase thrust gain and ηplume . In
contrast, high magnetization leads to stronger ion attachment and thus hampers
plasma detachment with larger divergence and lower efficiency.
Contrarily, a higher applied magnetic strength helps to keep the adverse electron detachment effects to a minimum in the near region, ensuring the proper
confinement of electrons and channeling of the plasma. As a consequence, ion detachment and electron confinement set two conflicting requirements on the magnetic strength, Ba . An optimal value of Ba must be chosen that ensures the
desired guiding of the plasma, while allowing a low divergence plume to detach
downstream. The use of heavy ions as propellant is beneficial in this regard, since
a larger value of mi /me ≫ 1 helps to decouple the two opposing mechanisms.
Results indicate that only enormous Ω̂i0 values, well beyond the envisaged application range (and undesirable from the point of view of MN performance), can
keep ions attached beyond the turning point.
Ion detachment is founded on (i) the fact that no physical mechanism ensures
local current ambipolarity inside the plasma volume, even in a globally current-free
plasma jet, and (ii ) the insufficiency of the electric and magnetic forces on ions to
deflect ion streamtubes and match them with the magnetic ones as their kinetic
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energy increases (except along the plasma-vacuum edge, where the quasineutrality
condition sets up a strong electric field to ensure that the last ion and magnetic
tubes coincide). Both are basic principles, present in our ideal model. Hence,
as ions accelerate, the curvature of ion streamtubes vanishes,
 and their ballistic
trajectories gradually become straight. The condition Ω̂2i0 / M 2 L̂B ≪ 1 defines
when the ion curvature due to magnetic forces becomes negligible.
In the far-field, electrons continue to expand subjected to their own pressure,
the electric force, and the Hall magnetic force. The latter gradually loses its
relative importance downstream with respect to the electric one, supporting the
transition into an unmagnetized regime. Nonetheless, the Hall force always pushes
the plasma downstream and away from the thruster (i.e. it is always a confining
force), and therefore the effect of the applied magnetic field on electrons continues
to be beneficial even beyond the MN turning point.
Some final comments regarding the limitations of our model (and thus the scope
of our conclusions) are due. First, our study is restricted to plasma flows where
most of the internal energy is stored in the form of electron pressure. This is representative of typical HPTs. However, ion separation in other plasmas is expected
to behave similarly as the flow becomes highly supersonic and perpendicular forces
on ions decrease.
Second, the evolution of the electron distribution function (EDF) establishes
how they cool down as they expand, which in turn conditions the behavior of the
electric potential far downstream. This is specially relevant for the magnitude
of pressure and other forces. The assumed Maxwellian, isothermal distribution
yields an infinite drop in the ambipolar potential, which, albeit logarithmically
slow, is unphysical. Nevertheless, for the issue of ion detachment discussed here,
the analyzed case can be regarded as a conservative limit, in which electrons do
not cool down at all: this yields a higher electric field. Any degree of electron
cooling is expected to lower the magnitude of the electric field downstream (which
scales as Te /LB ), thus reducing the electric deflection of ion streamtubes, resulting
in a narrower plume.
Lastly, the closure of longitudinal currents due to ion detachment and electron
attachment needs to be investigated. Our model leaves the electron flux itself
as a free variable. Several mechanisms could allow the closure of these currents
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downstream, e.g. self-adaptation of the electron flow, resistivity, induced magnetic
fields, background plasma entrainment, or other mechanisms. The absence of any
clear, ideal mechanisms to cancel out the differential flow suggests that the closure
will occur on a very large scale. Irrespective of the process, however, it is not
expected to substantially affect the motion of the highly hypersonic ions, nor the
ion separation mechanism.
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Chapter 8
Plasma induced magnetic fieldg
In this Chapter, the magnetic field induced by a plasma beam expanding in a
MN is shown to (i) increase the divergence of the MN, deteriorating propulsive
performances, and (ii ) weaken the field in the core of the beam, fostering plasma
demagnetization. These two effects contradict the prevailing theory of Arefiev
and Breizman (Ref. 13), and can have profound consequences on the operation of
the MN and the plasma detachment downstream.
The calculation of the total magnetic field and the plasma response is carried
out self-consistently with the two-fluid, axisymmetric model of Chapter 3 and
DiMagNo, both extended here to include the induced field Bp created by the
plasma currents using an iterative approach.
Apart from confirming the preliminary results of Chapter 5 regarding the induced magnetic field, we characterize the effects of this field on the expansion and
detachment in the MN. Additionally, we study the possibility of reversal of the
magnetic field downstream, and the role of the azimuthal component of Bp .
Section 8.1 below introduces the subject in more detail. The extension of the
model to include the magnetic field is presented in Section 8.2. The simulations
used in the Chapter are described in Section 8.3. The longitudinal induced magnetic field is discussed in Section 8.4. The azimuthal induced field is analyzed in
Section 8.5. The disagreement of our results with the model of Arefiev and Breizman is discussed in Section 8.6. Lastly, concluding remarks and limitations of the
g

A preliminary account of the results of this Chapter was presented in Ref. 197
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present model are gathered in Section 8.7.

8.1

Induced magnetic field

As was shown in previous Chapters, the plasma expansion in a MN is marked
by the development of different electric currents j, which appear in response to
the applied longitudinal magnetic field Ba . The main contribution to j is the
electron azimuthal current (or Hall current), which is central for the confinement
and acceleration of the beam. This Hall current is diamagnetic with respect to the
external magnetic field, and is proportional to the internal energy of the plasma.
Also, as demagnetized ions separate inwards from the magnetic lines they give
rise to (i ) a small longitudinal electric current due to the distinct behavior of
ions and electron streamtubes, plus (ii ) a small azimuthal ion swirl motion, of
paramagnetic character, acquired as ions cross the field lines (Section 4.3). As we
know, a key consequence of this separation is the unfulfillment of two-dimensional
current ambipolarity in the nozzle domain.
The mere existence of these electric currents in the plasma gives rise to an induced magnetic field Bp , which adds to the applied one to form the total magnetic
field B = Ba + Bp that constitutes the actual MN. A primary role of this induced
field is to create the reaction force on the magnetic coils of the thruster equal and
opposite to the axial momentum gain of the plasma, also known as the magnetic
thrust. Positive thrust production demands a diamagnetic Bp ; this requires jθ
to oppose the direction of the MN generator currents, ensuring that the plasma
is repelled from the thruster; or, in other words, that in an initially non-rotating
beam, the developed swirl jθi be negligible with respect to the Hall one, jθe . The
diamagnetic nature of the plasma has been recently confirmed experimentally.46
Additionally, when Bp is O (Ba ), it also has the ability to change significantly
the intended geometry and strength of the MN, and thus modify the plasma expansion itself.
As the induced field opposes the applied one, the total field strength can
decrease substantially, thereby enhancing plasma demagnetization, and actively
shaping the detachment process. Moreover, if the induced field becomes dominant,
the direction of the field will change dramatically, even to the point of creating a
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field-reversed region, where the plasma can then be regarded as effectively “free”
from the influence of the MN.
The practical calculation of the induced field has to take into account two
points. First, it results from solving an elliptic problem, where currents at a certain location contribute to the field everywhere. Due to this character, a solution
cannot be obtained with the hyperbolic integration method of characteristics, with
which we calculate the plasma response. To overcome this inconvenience, an iterative approach is used here. Second, and related to this, we are concerned with
the influence of plasma currents beyond our integration domain. As was shown
in Fig. 5.5(d), the magnetic field created by a differential plasma current element
decays rapidly away from it, and currents beyond a section zF do not affect substantially the magnetic field before zF /2, roughly. This allows us to calculate the
magnetic field of a truncated MN, if we then drop part of the solution.
Employing a cold plasma model, Arefiev and Breizman13 postulated that the
induced magnetic field reinforces the applied one, closing the MN and reducing
its divergence. Then, the plasma allegedly stretches the magnetic field axially and
carries it downstream to infinity, circumventing the problem of detaching it from
the MN. This scenario, as we know, requires a dominantly paramagnetic plasma,
contrary to the requirement of positive thrust. As our preliminary analysis in
Chapter 5 pointed out, and as will be confirmed here, the induced field does not
stretch downstream, but on the contrary opens and becomes more divergent in a
propulsive MN.

8.2

Plasma/field model and integration

Our model of Chapter 3 is extended here to include the induced magnetic field,
which results from the azimuthal (1θ ) and axial (1z ) projections of Ampère’s law,


∂ 1 ∂ψp
1 ∂ 2 ψp
+
= −µ0 jθ ,
r ∂z 2
∂r r ∂r
1 ∂
(rBθp ) = µ0 jz ,
r ∂r

(8.1)
(8.2)
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where now ψp is the streamfunction of the longitudinal component of the induced
field, B̃p = Bp −Bθp 1θ , satisfying ∂ψp /∂r = rBzp and ∂ψp /∂z = −rBrp . Similarly,
we define ψa for the applied field, and ψ = ψa + ψp for the total one.
The equations of the plasma model, Eqs. (3.20)–(3.25), need to take into account the new component Bθp of the magnetic field. In particular, the induced field
gives rise to additional force terms on ions and electrons. Note that, as Bp -based
forces are purely internal to the plasma, they cannot directly produce or destroy
thrust; nevertheless, they do change the plasma response. The longitudinal momentum equations of ions and electrons render
mi ũi · ∇ũi = −e∇φ + 1⊥ euθi B̃ + 1r mi u2θi r
−1r euzi Bθp + 1z euri Bθp ,


0 = −Te ∇ ln n + e∇φ − e uθe B̃ − ũe Bθp 1⊥ ,

(8.3)
(8.4)

with ũe parallel to the total longitudinal field, B̃.
Equations (8.1) and (8.2) show that B̃p stems only from the azimuthal plasma
currents, while Bθp can be calculated from jz . Due to the elliptic character of
Eq. (8.1), simultaneous integration of both plasma and induced field would require
dropping the advantageous MoC approach, as explained in Section 8.1. Instead, a
convenient iterative procedure is used here: starting with Bp = 0, a first plasma
solution is obtained. The resulting plasma currents j are then used to calculate a
first estimate of Bp . Feeding this induced magnetic field into the MN model, the
process is repeated until convergence in Bp and the plasma variables is achieved.
The iterative scheme has been implemented in our DiMagNo codeh . The solutions
obtained in this way readily converge to the self-consistent flow and magnetic field
(absolute error in Bp /Ba0 diminishes about one order of magnitude per iteration).

8.3

Description of the simulations

We consider next the divergent MN created by a pair of coaxial solenoids of radius
RL = 3.5R running from z = −7R to z = −4R and from z = −R to z = 2R, where
h

the details of its internals can be found in Appendix D.
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Figure 8.1: Magnetic Field created by the two solenoids for the simulations of
Chapter 8. The solenoids have a radius RL /R = 3.5, and run from ẑ = −7 to −4,
and from −1 to 2, resembling the typical HPT setup. The field has been normalized
with its value at the origin, Ba0 . The intensity in the first and second solenoids are
in a 4:6 ratio, to provide a stronger field at the nozzle throat (z = 0). Red lines
denote selected magnetic streamlines. The thicker one constitutes the last plasma
streamline in the simulations, i.e., the plasma-vacuum edge, which passes through
ẑ = 0, r̂ = 1.

R is the initial plasma radius at the throat (z = 0). The intensity of the currents
along the first and second solenoids is in the ratio 4:6. Such a configuration is
representative of a HPT, where a near-uniform field is required inside the helicon
source, which must then diverge to form the MN, and is intended to serve as
additional comparison with the single current loop field of Chapter 4, to further
corroborate that the particular coil arrangement is secondary for the operation of
the MN. The field strength and the geometry of selected magnetic lines is presented
in Fig. 8.1.
The plasma response and induced field are calculated self-consistently for an
initially non-rotating plasma beam injected with density profile n = n0 J0 (a0 σr̂)
(with σ = 0.99 and a0 = 2.405; see Eq. (4.1) and Fig. 4.2), and axial velocity
p
uzi = uze = M0 Te /mi , with M0 = 1.05 to guarantee hyperbolicity in the whole
plasma domain. As usual, the electric potential φ is zero at the throat, and
electrons enter the nozzle in a θ-pinch equilibrium, i.e., their azimuthal velocity
satisfies eBz uθe = −dHe /dr initially. A gyrofrequency at the origin of Ω̂i0 =
√
eB0a R/ mi Te = 0.1 fixes the ion magnetization strength.
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The remaining degree of freedom of the model is controlled by the beta pa2
rameter at the origin, β0 = µ0 n0 Te /Ba0
, which we will vary to study the induced
magnetic field. Simulations with β0 = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2 and 0.3 will be discussed.
Importantly, when Bp 6= 0, the magnetic topology near the throat changes.
In these simulations we have always injected the plasma in the section given by
z = 0, 0 ≤ r ≤ R, with a fixed R representing the radius of the plasma source.
This means that the value of ψ at the plasma border changes slightly with respect
to the β0 = 0 case.
To account for the sensitivity of the solution of the magnetic field to far currents, we have performed the integration up to z = 20R, but retained only the
results up to z = 15R as shown in the figures.

8.4

Expansion and longitudinal magnetic field

Radial equilibrium at the throat requires that jθ ∼ nTe /(RB), and therefore from
Eq. (8.1),
2
nTe
nBa0
B̃p
∼ β ≡ µ0 2 = β0
,
(8.5)
Ba
Ba
n0 Ba2
where the β parameter measures its capability of the plasma to generate induced
magnetic field that disturb the MN shape and strength. This points out the relevance of the plasma energy density, n0 Te , and that (i) increasing the applied
field strength reduces quadratically the induced field effects, while (ii ) the relative
importance of the induced field increases downstream roughly like ∼ Ba0 /Ba (assuming n/n0 ∼ Ba /Ba0 by ignoring ion acceleration). The growth of Bp /Ba was
observed in Fig. 5.5.
Azimuthal plasma currents and their induced field are shown in Fig. 8.2 for
a representative case. It is seen that jθ is larger closer to the nozzle throat, and
diminishes as the plasma expands downstream. The induced magnetic field is
stronger about the nozzle centerline, and its direction is almost-axial in most of
the plasma domain.
The total longitudinal magnetic field is presented in Fig. 8.3 for the different
simulations. Congruent with the diamagnetic nature of B̃p , we obtain Bzp (z, 0) <
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Figure 8.2: (left): Magnitude of the azimuthal currents, log10 |̂θ |, for the β0 = 0.1
case. Black contour lines in steps of 0.5 of the magnitude log10 |̂θ | are displayed.
(Right) The induced magnetic field. Red lines show the direction of the induced
magnetic field, which opposes the applied one at the axis. Plasma-vacuum line
(dashed black) has been plotted for reference.

0, and the induced field opposes always the applied field, in agreement with experimental evidence.46
Two related behaviors become more pronounced as β0 increases, namely
• The increase of MN divergence caused by B̃p as it pushes the peripheral
magnetic lines outwards, and
• The reduction of the magnetic strength downstream, in particular in the
central region, where the induced and applied fields are anti-parallel.
These results are in qualitative agreement with the preliminary analysis of Chapter
5.
The enhanced MN divergence results in larger radial plasma losses, detrimental
for the propulsive performance of the device. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 8.4
with the thrust gain κnozz (z) = [F (z) − F (0)]/F (0) (Eq. (5.1)) and the plume
efficiency function, ηplume (z) (see Eq. (4.17)). Increasing β0 visibly decreases both
magnitudes, although the drop in efficiency is the most pronounced one.
The weakening of the field strength has two major consequences. First and
foremost, the lower magnetic strength boosts plasma demagnetization. As we
know, demagnetization of each species has fundamentally different effects in the
expansion: on the one hand, demagnetization of the supersonic, mass-carrying ions
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Figure 8.3: Self-consistent total magnetic field B = B a + B p for different values of
β0 . The background color indicates the intensity of the field in logarithmic scale,
log10 B̂/Ba0 . Red lines show magnetic streamlines, the thicker one being the plasmavacuum edge. The black dashed line serves to compare this to the corresponding
line of the initial applied magnetic field, B a . The green line, when present, displays
the magnetic separatrix, ψ = 0, which marks the reversal of the field direction.

is essential for detachment, as it allows them to separate inwards from the magnetic tubes. On the other hand, hot electron demagnetization leads to increased
plume divergence, as the magnetic force on electrons — which confines the electron
pressure everywhere — vanishes. The magnetization degree of ions and electrons
p
is measured by their nondimensional local Larmor radii, ℓj /R = mj Te /(eBR),
j = i, e, which is plotted in Fig. 8.5 for four different simulations. Note that the
non-dimensional ion gyrofrequency, Ω̂i0 , which we use as the parameter that controls magnetization, is simply Ω̂i0 = R/ℓi0 . The induced field affects mainly the
magnetization of the central plume, whereas the intensity of the magnetic field
in the periphery remains basically unaltered. The earlier demagnetization of the
central, densest plasma, where electron pressure gradients are low, promotes the
formation of a free plume, as ions are allowed to separate sooner from the magnetic
lines. The sustained magnetization of the peripheral plasma, where gradients are
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Figure 8.4: Nozzle performances κnoz (z) (left) and ηplume (z) (right) plotted against
the value of the nozzle radius RV at that each z-section, for β0 = 0, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.15
(direction of increasing values of β0 denoted with arrows).

largest, can be regarded as a beneficial effect, since it continues to confine the
electrons along the plasma border.
The second effect of the weaker field is that, if B̃p is large enough (i.e., for large
enough values of β0 ), the total magnetic field can eventually cancel out. This can
be observed in the simulations of Fig. 8.3 with β0 ≥ 0.15 already, and is marked
by the appearance of a point at the axis where B = 0, which has also been recovered experimentally.46 In the region beyond this point, delimited by a separatrix
surface, the direction of the magnetic field is reversed, and becomes induced-field
dominated. This separatrix can be regarded as an ‘effective’ boundary to the domain of influence of the applied field. Interestingly, since B̃p does not affect the
strength of the peripheral plasma substantially, the separatrix does not reach the
plume edge within the simulated domain, but it bends downstream.

8.5

Azimuthal induced field

We now turn to analyze the azimuthal induced field, Bθp , generated by the longitudinal currents. The magnitude of jz in Eq. (8.2) for a plasma satisfying jz = 0
at the throat depends on the local separation of ion streamtubes from magnetic
streamtubes. As ions separate inwards, jz > 0 near the axis, while jz < 0 near
the jet boundary (see Fig. 4.7). Accordingly, Bθp > 0 within the plasma volume.
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Figure 8.5: Logarithm of Larmor radius of each species, normalized with its value
at the origin, log10 (ℓj /ℓj0 ), valid for j = i, e. Contour lines of this magnitude in steps
of 0.5 are shown in black. See Table 2.2 for typical values of ℓi , ℓe .

However, this situation is reversed when the jz = 0 condition is placed at a section
downstream, e.g. in the presence of a dielectric target for material processing with
MNs (Fig. 4.8).
The value of Bθp for the simulation with β = 0.1 is shown in Fig. 8.6. A first
observation is that Bθp /B̃p is negligible in all cases of interest, meaning that the
azimuthal induced field is very secondary with respect to the longitudinal one.
p
Indeed, taking jz ∼ jzi as a conservative upper bound, with jzi ∼ en Te /mi the
ion current, we have jz /jθ ∼ Ω̂i0 Ba /Ba0 , which is typically small and decreases
rapidly in the far nozzle region.
The second observation is related to the term eũe Bθp in Eq. (8.4). This term
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Figure 8.6: Azimuthal magnetic field, Bθp /Ba0 , calculated from Eq. (8.2), for simulation with β0 = 0.1 (detail).

modifies the azimuthal electron velocity, which in general obeys
e

dHe
ũe Bθp
uθe
=−
+e
.
r
dψ
r B̃

(8.6)

Expression (8.6) reveals that the electron flow only satisfies isorotation (i.e., uθe /r =
const along magnetic tubes) if Bθp = 0, whereas a positive Bθp increases uθe /r.
This change to uθe affects the Hall force, but it is limited to regions where B̃ is sufficiently small (e.g., near a separatrix). Additionally, the presence of Bθp couples
the longitudinal electron velocity with the rest of the problem, while previously it
was calculable a posteriori.

8.6

Comment on magnetic-stretching models

The disagreement of these results with the model of Arefiev and Breizman13 was
already pointed out in Chapter 5. We are now able to identify in more detail the
two key reasons from which our differences emanate:
• First, the MN is an electrothermal device, depending upon the internal
plasma energy to produce the acceleration of the beam. In its absence, however, the plasma behaves paramagnetically and drags on the magnetic field,
instead of pushing against it. Accordingly, their cold (or already-hypersonic)
plasma model predicts paramagnetic plasma currents (Fig. 4 of Ref. 13), the
deceleration of the flow, and the stretching of the field. The importance of
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the diamagnetic condition to produce thrust, and its extensive consequences
on the plasma properties, MN shape and strength, stress the necessity of
studying detachment consistently with thrust generation.

• Second, they impose a priori that ion velocity be aligned with the magnetic
field, ũi k B̃ (Eq. (5) of Ref. 13). By doing this, one either forces an unrealistic ion deflection to accommodate the flow to the diverging field (contrary
to the natural tendency of unmagnetized, inertia-driven ions to separate ), or
artificially bends the field inwards to match the ion trajectories. The resulting model forces the fulfillment of current ambipolarity in the plasma, against
the expected physical behavior and experimental evidence.46, 56, 94, 145, 147
Related to the first argument, we highlight that some electron energy is required to develop an ambipolar electric field, as was already pointed out in Chapter 5. The electric field is indispensable to convey the electron energy to directed
ion energy and produce thrust, and is the main means of interaction between both
charged species. Due to its central role in the discharge, the inclusion of the electric
field in the model is deemed far more crucial than other, detailed phenomena such
as kinetic effects,153 which, although important, are secondary in the expansion.

8.7

Summary and discussion

In summary, we have confirmed that the diamagnetic induced field in a MN causes
the aperture of the nozzle geometry, and enhances the demagnetization of the core
beam. Since the induced field influence is essentially limited to the central plume
when Hall currents are distributed in the plasma volume, the peripheral plasma,
which carries a very small fraction of the total flux (thanks to the intense rarefaction close to this border), remains magnetized further downstream. The model
and code have been extended to support the iterative calculation of the induced
field, which has been quantified. For sufficiently high values of β0 , the longitudinal
induced field expels the magnetic field from the central plume, reversing its direction and forming a separatrix surface that marks the transition to an expansion
dominated by the induced field. The azimuthal induced field, on the other hand,
is essentially negligible in most applications, but modifies the Hall current and
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breaks isorotation where the longitudinal field is low. Critical parameters for the
demagnetization process are the ratio of initial plasma radius to the Larmor radii
of each species, R/ℓj0 , j = i, e, which defines how much B/Ba0 needs to decrease
in order to achieve demagnetization of ions and electrons.
Correct design of a propulsive MN will take all these phenomena into account
and optimize the value of this parameter in order to detach most of the ions before
the nozzle turning point, while electrons remain sufficiently magnetized. In this
way, the fraction of plasma lost due to radial losses can be minimized.
As a final comment, it is noted that our plasma/MN model possesses several
limitations related to the present study. First and foremost, our fully-magnetized
electron model breaks down when the magnetic strength approaches zero. As the
magnetic field diminishes, additional effects (resistivity, inertia, gyroviscous force,
etc.) become relevant for the motion of electrons, which initiate their separation
from the magnetic lines and change their currents, as was seen in Chapter 5. Consequently, the present model cannot provide a faithful description of the azimuthal
currents when B → 0. In the absence of a better criterion, here we have opted to
set jθe = 0 downstream of the separatrix, as it is jθe ≃ 0 already near the axis. The
error committed by this is expected to be negligible within the simulated domain,
as long as this region is sufficiently small. A partially-magnetized electron model
becomes necessary to confirm the reversal of the field, and clarify the behavior of
the plasma near and after it.
Second, as hinted in Sections 6.6 and 7.6, our gross Maxwellian, isotropic,
isothermal electron model neglects the evolution of the electron velocity distribution function in the nozzle, and a possible electron cooling. While these aspects
are important to obtain an accurate electron response, they are not expected to
interfere with the basic principles upon which our conclusions rely, which originate
in the diamagnetic nature of the plasma expanding in a divergent field.
Third, this analysis has been focused on the regime of interest for the propulsive
MN, characterized by Ω̂i0 < 10, M0 ≃ 1 and β < O (1). Outside of these ranges, or
for exotic plasma/MN configurations or properties, further study should be carried
out.
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Chapter 9
Bidimensional double layers in
two electron temperature
plasmasi
In this Chapter, we analyze the expansion into vacuum of a plasma with two
disparate electron populations in a divergent MN. Our purpose is to study the
formation and two-dimensional shape of a current-free double-layer (CFDL) in
the case when the electric potential steepening can still be treated within the
quasineutral approximation.
The properties of this quasi-double-layer are investigated in terms of (i) the
relative density fraction of the high-energy electron population, (ii ) its radial distribution when injected into the nozzle, and (iii ) the geometry and intensity of
the applied magnetic field. The two-dimensional double layer presents a curved
shape, which is dependent on the the natural curvature of the equipotential lines
in a magnetically-expanded plasma and the particular radial distribution of highenergy electrons at injection.
A central application of the study is the operation of a helicon plasma thruster
(HPT) in space. A controversial subject related to HPTs has been whether the
i

The results of this Chapter are published in Ref. 198, Merino, M. and Ahedo, E., “Twodimensional quasi-double-layers in two-electron-temperature, current-free plasmas,” Physics of
Plasmas, Vol. 20, 2013, pp. 023502. Preliminary results were presented in Ref. 199 (paper
awarded ﬁrst prize in the 2011 European Pegasus-AIAA Student Conference).
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CFDL can have a propulsive role since Charles and Boswell14 claimed it to be an
innovative thrust mechanism.
In the next Section we introduce the main concepts of double layers and twotemperature plasmas. In Section 9.2 we review the main conclusions on 2ETCFDLs emanating from previous studies. This review is pertinent here for the
discussion of the 2D-2ET model to follow, and also as a comment to subjects raised
in Singh’s work, Ref. 79. Section 9.3 extends our 2D model to include several (two
or more) electron populations at different temperatures. The simulations used
in the discussion are presented in Section 9.4. Sections 9.5, 9.6 and 9.7 present
the main results and discuss the influence of the hot electron fraction, the MN
strength and shape, and the location of the hot electrons in the injection. Section
9.8 discusses the influence of the 2ET-CFDL on the propulsive performances of
the nozzle. Lastly, a summary and discussion of the results of the Chapter can be
found in Section 9.9.

9.1

Double Layers in expanding plasmas

The expansion of a current-free plasma into vacuum, whether geometrically or
magnetically channeled, is inherently associated with the existence of an electric
field created by the plasma, which accelerates ions and confines electrons along
the expansion direction (except for the small electron drift current that keeps the
plasma beam globally current-free). Under certain circumstances, a significant
part of the total potential drop takes place in a thin non-neutral plasma region,
known as current-free (CF) double-layer (DL). A recent review by Singh79 has
highlighted the upsurge of research on CFDLs due to their applications to plasma
acceleration, astrophysical plasmas, and helicon plasma devices (HPDs).
Several of Singh’s conclusions serve as the starting framework for the present
Chapter.
• First, he establishes the existence of, at least, two different categories of
CFDLs: the one that can develop in two-electron-temperature (2ET) plasmas, and the one observed in the laboratory experiments with HPDs; furthermore, it is concluded that ‘the physical process taking place in the formation
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of 2ET-CFDLs appears to be quite different from that in the formation of
HPD-CFDLs’.
• Second, the theoretical understanding of the 2ET-CFDL is considered quite
well established, and this DL is regarded as a ‘robust phenomenon’, which
has been identified in laboratory experiments, in large-scale models and numerical simulations of space and astrophysical plasmas.
• Third, in spite of these advancements, the review expresses the necessity of
studying further the multi-dimensional structures of 2ET-CFDLs.
• And fourth, in contrast to 2ET-CFDLs, it is acknowledged that a sound
theoretical development of HPD-CFDLs is still lacking.
The current understanding of the 2ET-CFDL is based, on the one hand, on
the commendable experiments by Hairapetian and Stenzel70, 200 with 2ET plasmas
expanding in a vacuum chamber with a near-uniform magnetic field and, on the
other hand, on the one-dimensional (1D) models of Bezzerides et al.,68 Perkins
and Sun,201 Barakat and Schunk,6 and Ahedo and Martı́nez-Sánchez.71 The 2ETCFDL is likely the simplest type of CFDL, since it may involve just a collisionless
plasma constituted by three distinguished species: positive ions, and two electronegative populations of disparate thermal energies. Commonly in the physical
modeling, these last ones are treated as Maxwellian (or ‘cold’) and suprathermal
(or ‘hot’) electrons.
The two-dimensional (2D) structure of the 2ET-CFDL was observed experimentally by Hairapetian and Stenzel, and curved 2ET-CFDLs have been detected
in astrophysical plasmas too.79, 202 The laboratory HPD-CFDL on the otherhand
has been studied extensively by several groups — Refs. 14, 60, 76, 203–208 being representative of such activity, — and there is some evidence of the emission
of suprathermal electrons in helicon discharges,72, 74, 76, 203, 209 possibly generated
by electron-wave Landau resonance.23 In spite of such amount of research and
the presence of a 2ET plasma, there is still an incomplete understanding of the
HPD-CFDL and there are reasons to defend a separate category for them. The
HPD-CFDL is ‘device specific’,79 in the sense that experimental results are diverse
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and a systematic characterization of the HPD-CFDL is still pending. The experimental evidence shows that the plasma in a HPD-CFDL is far more complex than
the one considered in the 2ET-CFDL case: in a typical HPD-CFDL experiment,
the device emits a partially-ionized, 2ET plasma into a background plasma, this
one confined by a diffusion chamber (or the vacuum chamber). As a consequence,
downstream ionization and other collisional processes are important and a secondary, low-energy population of ions forms outside of the source (see e.g. Fig. 1
in Ref. 206). Thus, the HPD-CFDL would involve typically a partially-collisional
plasma with at least five distinguished, counterstreaming species (taking into account the neutrals), as it is assumed e.g. in the theory of Liebermann et al.210
That theory resembles the classical one for the current-carrying Langmuir DL,211
laying a central role on DL formation to the presence of trapped and freely accelerated ions, while forward and backward flows of suprathermal electrons would
simply adjust to meet the current-free condition.
Interestingly, part of the experiments on HPD-CFDLs are meant to study the
use of helicon plasma devices as space thrusters. However, there are two crucial
conditions of a helicon plasma thruster operating in space that differ from those of
the aforementioned HPD-CFDL laboratory experiments. First, for a space thruster
to be competitive, the emitted plasma must be near-fully ionized and hot, which
means quasi-collisionless.4 And second, there is no interaction between the emitted
plasma and the very tenuous plasma of the space environment, in the distances
of interest. Therefore, for a HPD operating in space and emitting a plasma with
suprathermal electrons a 2ET-CFDL, instead of a HPD-CFDL, could form. That
said, in this Chapter we address the formation and shape of the 2ET-CFDL only,
while the 5-species HPD-CFDL is not discussed here.
In the typical helicon thruster configuration, consisting of plasma source plus
MN, it is important again that collisions are negligible in the expansion region,
since otherwise they would screen the magnetic channeling of the nozzle, and
annihilate its benefit in thrust efficiency, as we showed in Chapter 5. This justifies that we approach the modeling of the 2ET plasma by extending of our basic, two-dimensional, single electron temperature (1ET), collisionless nozzle model
of Chapter 3. The extended model describes the electrons as two independent,
Maxwellian populations at different temperatures, in an analogous manner to the
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one-dimensional model of Refs. 71, 78. That 1D model characterizes, in terms
of the temperature and density ratios of the electron populations, the parametric
regime where a CFDL is formed as a discontinuity surface of the quasineutral solution. The inclusion of a 2ET plasma model into the 2D nozzle model will allow
us to analyze the formation and 2D shape of a 2ET-CFDL.

9.2

On profile steepening and double-layers

The first point we want to emphasize is that an ambipolar steepening, at some
intermediate location, of the profiles of plasma density n and electric potential φ,
occurs naturally in a simple 1ET current-free plasma expanding into vacuum; see
for instance Fig. 1 of Ref. 79. The typical amplitude of the potential steepening is
the plasma temperature, and its typical thickness (in a weakly-collisional plasma)
is the geometrical length R of the plasma. In an unmagnetized, cylindrical plasma
expanding into vacuum, that length can be the tube radius. In a plasma channeled
by a diverging MN, the steepening length is the inverse of the curvature of the
magnetic field, 1/κB . Plasma profiles expectedly become more steepened as R or
1/κB decrease. Also, in a multi-species plasma, with populations of different mean
energies, profile slopes can depend on the locally-dominant species, and additional
steepening can occur.
Depending on the properties of the expanding plasma, the potential drop can
concentrate locally to give rise to a DL. The most relevant literature is unanimous
in that a DL is a thin, non-neutral layer between two adjacent quasineutral regions.77, 212, 213 This statement makes full sense only within a two-scale analysis
based on the asymptotic zero-Debye-length limit, i.e. λD /R → 0. In real devices
and in single-scale models, where λD /R can be small but not zero, the above statement must be interpreted in the following way: a DL in a plasma with electron
temperature Te is a region where the electric field, E, is of order ∼ Te / (eλD ), in
contrast to a typical value of ∼ Te / (eR) outside the DL. For instance, a plasma
with n ∼ 1017 m−3 and Te ∼ 5 eV has λD ∼ 50 µm. Thus, for R = 5 cm we
have λD /R ∼ 10−3 , and typical DL and ambipolar electric fields would be clearly
distinct: roughly ∼ 103 V/cm and ∼ 1 V/cm, respectively.
In practice, the unequivocal presence of a DL is more difficult to ascertain
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when λD /R is moderately small or the maximum electric field in the plasma is in
the intermediate range Te /R ≪ eE ≪ Te /λD . The term weak DL is sometimes
used in these cases. It turns out71 that a 2ET-CFDL is always weak because the
electric space-charge ρe is always small, i.e. ρe / (en) ≪ 1. The electric field of the
p
2ET-CFDL is ∼ Th / (eLDL ) with LDL = ǫ0 Th / (eρe ) and Th the temperature
of hot electrons. This weak character would explain the difficulty to distinguish,
in practice, between a ‘true’, non-neutral CFDL and just an enhanced ambipolar
steepening, termed ‘quasineutral steepened layer’ (QSL) by Ahedo and Martı́nezSánchez,71 or ‘quasi-double-layer’ (QDL) as denoted here.
At any rate, two-scale models like the one to be used here, are unambiguous on whether the 2ET plasma presents a QDL or a (true) DL. Bezzerides et
al.,68 for a time-dependent expansion, and Barakat and Schunk6 and Ahedo and
Martı́nez-Sánchez,71 for a steady-state one, have demonstrated that augmenting
the suprathermal electron relative density or temperature increases progressively
the steepening of the QDL, until the quasineutral spatial profile becomes multivalued and a discontinuity (i.e. the DL) has to be postulated. For the standing case,
Ahedo and Martı́nez-Sánchez determine, in the hot electron density-temperature
parametric plane, the boundary line between QDL and DL regimes.
The shift of dominance from cold to hot electrons across a QDL involves a
large change in the sound speed of the plasma. This makes the variation of the
plasma Mach number non-monotonic, and the potential steepening is maximum
around the location where the supersonic Mach number presents a local minimum.
Due to these ‘anomalous thermodynamics’,68, 78 the transition from a QDL to a
DL takes place when this minimum becomes subsonic: the quasineutral plasma
cannot manage the crossing of a new sonic point, and a discontinuity develops.

9.3

Formulation of the 2D, 2ET plasma model

The model described in this Section extends the 2D, 1ET plasma model of Chapter
3 to include different electron species.
A collisionless, low-β, cylindrical plasma of radius R is injected sonically at the
throat of a divergent, axisymmetric magnetic field B. The plasma is constituted
of low-energy (‘cold,’ c) and high-energy (‘hot,’ h) electrons, and singly-charged
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ions (i), with negligible temperature compared to ‘cold’ electrons.
Ions are still only partially magnetized and the relevant ion Larmor radius ℓi is
the one based on the ion longitudinal velocity, ũi = ui −uθi 1θ , i.e., ℓi = ũi mi / (eB).
Their equations of motion are given by Eqs. (3.29)–(3.31). Canonical azimuthal
momentum Di (ψi ) = rmi uθi + eψ, Eq. (3.22), and mechanical energy Hi (ψi ) =
mi (ũ2i + u2θi ) /2+eφ, are still conserved on each ion streamtube ψi = const. Lastly,
the plasma obeys the quasineutrality condition, ni = nh + nc ≡ n.
To close these ion equations, the new electron model must provide the necessary relation between n and φ. Like in the basic model, an isothermal fluid
model is assumed for each electron species. We work in the zero Larmor radius
p
limit of electrons, ℓj = Tj me / (eB) ≪ R (for j = c, h); as a consequence, the
streamtubes of both electron species and magnetic streamtubes coincide (u⊥j ≡ 0
for j = c, h). Then, the relation φ–n stems from the Boltzmann relation for each
species along each magnetic streamtube,
Tj ln nj − eφ = Hj (ψ) ,

j = c, h,

(9.1)

where the functions Hj are known from flow conditions at the throat. Combining
the differential versions of Eqs. (9.1) we obtain:
dn =



nc nh
+
Tc Th



edφ +



nc dHc nh dHh
+
Tc dψ
Th dψ



dψ,

(9.2)

where the terms in the last parenthesis are related to the magnetic force of electron
azimuthal current densities,
jθj ≡ −enj uθj = rnj

dHj
,
dψ

j = c, h,

(9.3)

which shows that each electron species as an independent fluid satisfies isorotation,
but not the whole electron population as one.
For a supersonic ion flow, the substitution of Eq. (9.2) into ion equations results in a set of three hyperbolic equations, which can still be solved efficiently
with the method of characteristics (MoC). Observe that in this case, its is more
advantageous to eliminate density from the equations, and solve for φ, uzi , uri .
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The resulting, substituted ion equations are then


e
∂φ
∂φ
∂uzi ∂uri
uzi
+
+
+ uri
=
∂z
∂r
mi c2s
∂z
∂r
P
uri
nj uθj /Tj
(uri Bz − uzi Br ) −
=e P
, (j = c, h),
nj
r
∂uzi
e ∂φ
e
∂uzi
+ uri
+
= −uθi Br
uzi
∂z
∂r
mi ∂z
mi
∂uri
∂uri
e ∂φ
e
u2θi
uzi
+ uri
+
= uθi Bz +
∂z
∂r
mi ∂r
mi
r

(9.4)

(9.5)
(9.6)

Observe that now the effective ion sound speed cs is given by the relation
n
nc nh
+ ,
=
2
m i cs
Tc Th

(9.7)

and the effective Mach number is M = ũi /cs . Our DiMagNo code has been
extended with the new electron model and the new ion equations accordingly, to
allow the simulation of 2ET plasma flows.
At this point it is convenient to define the hot-to-cold temperature ratio, τ =
Th /Tc , and the local hot-to-total electron density ratio,
α(z, r) = nh (z, r)/n(z, r).

(9.8)

In spite of its advantages, the MoC does not allow the simulation through true
DLs, associated to an additional sonic surface downstream of the throat where hyperbolicity (and quasineutrality) fails. As a consequence, our analysis of enhanced
potential steepenings in 2ET plasmas is limited to the QDL regime, where the
minimum ion Mach number, M , in the divergent nozzle, is still supersonic. This
restriction is not critical for present purposes since, despite the formal differences
related to the zero Debye-length limit, QDL and DL structures represent the same
physical phenomenon with a different degree of intensity.
Nonetheless, one observation is due: while a DL is a sharp discontinuity in the
quasineutral scale and its location is perfectly defined, the location of the QDL is
partially arbitrary. In the present 2D model, the location of the QDL is defined as
the surface formed by the minima of M along each magnetic line, which is almost
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coincident with the surface of maxima of E.
Notice that the dependency of electron dynamics on φ described in Eq. (9.1)
is the same as in the 1D model of Refs. 71, 78, but restricted to each electron
streamtube separately. Clearly, in the 2D model, φ = φ (z, r) results from the
hyperbolic plasma response, and also M = M (φ, ψ, ψi ). Since the potential and
the Mach number depend on the whole plasma flow, the formation of the QDL in
the MN is a full 2D effect.
Like in the basic 2D model of Chapter 3, note that the assumption of globally
current-free flow is not essential in the formulation. As such, we expect the model
to be applicable to plasmas with a net current smaller than the electron thermal
current, so that most cold electrons are effectively confined.
Lastly, it must be acknowledged that, since a theory on the hot-electron velocity distribution function has not yet been established, any modeling of that
distribution is highly speculative. In the present analysis, this affects the thermodynamic models for cold and hot electrons, as well as the relative hot-electron
radial distribution α (0, r). Our choice for two superimposed Maxwellian, isothermal populations is based (in the absence of a better criterion) on simplicity and
on the fact that Bezzerides et al.68 and others214, 215 showed explicitly that the
enhancement of the steepening and the DL formation do not depend in particular
on the thermodynamic equation of state, but on the disparities of energies between
cold and hot electrons.
With respect to the distribution of α (0, r), the simplest choice corresponds to
identical radial profiles of hot and cold electron densities at the throat, that is
α (0, r) = const, which besides has the advantage of allowing direct comparison
with the 1D 2ET-CFDL model. On the other hand, the general case of different
radial profiles for cold and hot electrons at the throat, i.e. α (0, r) 6= const, is
genuinely 2D. Experimentalists have detected (or inferred) the two extreme cases:
suprathermal electrons forming preferentially either near the edge73, 203, 216 or at
the center72, 200 of the plasma beam. Both possibilities are explored here.
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Simulations of this Chapter

The discussion of QDLs is illustrated with several simulation cases. Simulation
T0 illustrates the expansion of a 1ET plasma, with α (0, r) = 0; T4 and T8 take
α(0, r) = 0.04 and 0.08, respectively. In particular, simulation T4, with 4% of hot
electron relative density at the throat and nearly-unmagnetized ions, constitutes
the reference simulation against which the rest of 2ET plasma cases are compared.
In simulation S, the strength of the magnetic field is 1000 times larger than in
T4, thus ions are highly magnetized at the throat, with ℓi /R = 0.02 there. In
simulation D, the nozzle divergence rate is roughly twice that of T4. Finally, in
simulations P and C hot electrons concentrate at the periphery and the center
of the beam, respectively, while having the same integral fraction at z = 0 as
simulation T4, i.e.,
ᾱ0 =

Z

R

rnh dr
0

Z

R

rndr = 0.04.

(9.9)

0

The different simulations are summarized in Table 9.1.
According to the 1D model of Ref. 71, the hot-to-cold temperature ratio τ
defines the intensity of the steepening and the critical value for DL formation. In
the present simulations, it has been fixed at τ = 18. For this value of τ , the 1D
model predicts that the parametric transition from solutions with a QDL to those
with a DL takes place at ᾱ0 ≃ 10%.
Plasma conditions at the throat (z = 0, 0 ≤ r ≤ R) are similar to those of
Section 3.5.2:
ũc = ũh = ũi = M0 cs (0, r)1z , φ = 0,
(9.10)
n = n0 exp(−ar2 /R2 ), α(0, r) known,

where α (0, r) refers to the radial distribution of hot electrons, Eq. (9.8), and
cs is not radially uniform in general. We shall take M0 = 1.01 to comply with
hyperbolicity of the ion equations, and a = 3 ln 10 [so that n(0, R)/n0 = 10−3 ].
For sake of illustration, we will use the divergent MN created by a single loop of
radius RL placed at z = 0 (Fig. 3.1). The rest of the parameters of the model are:
1. the constant hot-to-cold electron temperature ratio τ = Th /Tc ;
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Simulation
T0 (simple 1ET plasma)
T4
T8
S (strength)
D (divergence)
P (periphery)
C (center)

α (0, r)
0
4%
8%
4%
4%
−
g (r)
g + (r)

Ω̂i0
0.05
0.05
0.05
50
0.05
0.05
0.05
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RL /R
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
2.5
3.5
3.5

Table 9.1: Summary of the different parameters used for each simulation. Simulation
T0 describes a simple 1ET plasma (i.e., single temperature electrons). Simulation
T4 is our reference 2ET plasma. All other simulations deviate from it in the value of
one of the parameters (highlighted in boldface): simulation T8 has a higher fraction
of hot electrons, simulation S has stronger magnetic field, and simulation D has
a more divergent nozzle (roughly half the curvature radius). Simulations T4, T8,
S, and D all have α(0, r) = const. In simulations P and C, that function changes
according to g ± (r) ∝ [2 ± cos(πr/R)], while keeping an average value of 0.04, as in T4;
simulations P and C concentrate hot electrons in the periphery and the beam axis,
respectively. All simulations have τ = 18 and M = 1.01.

2. the nozzle divergence rate, measured by R/RL or more precisely by RκB (0, R);
and
3. the magnetic strength at the throat, measured as usual by the dimensionless
√
gyrofrequency at the throat, Ω̂i0 = eB0 R/ mi Tc .
According to φ (0, r) = 0 and to their radial equilibrium, each electron species
is in an independent θ-pinch equilibrium at the throat (Eq. (3.43)), with the radial
pressure gradient balanced by the magnetic force due to azimuthal currents.

9.5

Influence of the hot-electron fraction

Figure 9.1 shows plasma properties for simulations T0, T4 and T8. Color maps
represent the electric field strength; equipotential surfaces and electric field lines
are also shown. The 2ET plasmas of T4 and T8 exhibit the formation of a steadystate QDL (displayed as a thick dashed line). The plots above the 2D maps of
Fig. 9.1 present the evolution of the electric potential φ, electric field E = −∇φ,
and ion Mach number M along the axis (i.e., for r = 0).
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Figure 9.1: Map of the intensity of the non-dimensional electric field Ê = eER/Tc
for simulations T0, T4, and T8. Contours show isopotentials of φ̂ = eφ/Tc , and E
streamlines (orthogonal to the former). The separation between each two successive
φ̂-lines is ∆φ̂ = 2. Thin dashed lines show the direction of the magnetic field. Thick
dashed lines represent the QDL location in simulations T4 and T8. The evolution of
φ̂, Ê and M along the axis (r = 0) is depicted in the panels on top for each simulation.

In agreement with the experiments of Hairapetian-Stenzel200 and the 1D model,
as α(0, r) increases: (i ) the position of the QDL surface shifts towards the throat,
(ii ) the local maximum of the electric field increases, and (iii ) the local minimum
of the supersonic Mach number becomes closer to 1. The novel 2D feature is
the curvature of the QDL, which agrees qualitatively with the convex U-shaped
steepenings detected experimentally.203, 207 In fact, the QDL convexity mimics that
of the nearby equipotential surfaces, i.e. the QDL surface is almost an equipotential
one. This property is only satisfied when α(0, r), φ(0, r), and Hi (0, r) are constant
at the throat, and uθi ≪ ũi . In this case, φ = const surfaces are constant surfaces
for α(z, r) and M (z, r) too, and consequently, the QDL matches them as well.
Notice that the curvature of the QDL is similar in simulations T4 and T8.
In addition, the shape of the initial plasma density profile given by Eq. (9.10) is
propagated along equipotential surfaces, so that plasma density is the magnitude
changing most along the QDL surface. Figure 9.2 presents the evolution of plasma
density in the MN, and shows that a decrease in density takes place across the
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Figure 9.2: Maps of n/n0 in simulations T0, T4 and T8. Thick dashed lines represent
the QDL location. Density decreases one order of magnitude between each two
consecutive lines.
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d angle in the MN (in deg) for different simulations.
Figure 9.3: Detail of the local EB
Dashed lines represent the QDL location.

QDL in simulations T4 and T8. The strong difference between φ = const and
n = const surfaces in these simulations is also found experimentally (cf. Figs. 8(a)
and 9 of Ref. 60). The pressure gradient in the 1⊥ direction, linked to the density
profile, is balanced by the magnetic force on the azimuthal electron current and
the electric force, Eq. (9.3).
d formed between E and B. The amFigure 9.3 displays the local angle EB
bipolar electric field, self-adjusted by the plasma, guarantees quasineutrality in the
whole plasma domain, by taking the correct magnitude and direction to steer the
ion trajectories as required. In the 1ET plasma of simulation T0, equipotential
surfaces are curved as a consequence of nozzle divergence and the need of a perpendicular electric field to radially expand the ions. This perpendicular field —
d — increases from the axis towards the beam edge, where the highest ion
and EB
deflection is demanded. Cases T4 and T8 of Fig. 9.3 show that the formation of a
QDL implies a strong change of the electric field direction around and downstream
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of the QDL. The electric field becomes almost parallel with the magnetic field at
and downstream of the QDL, but still imparts a large radial acceleration to ions as
d that
a consequence of the curvature of the layer. The small negative values of EB
can occur downstream of the QDL suggest that ions can leave the layer with an
excess of outwards velocity that the ambipolar electric field needs to accommodate
downstream.

9.6

Influence of magnetic strength / divergence
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Figure 9.4: Electric field and QDL position (thick line) for simulations S and D (for
small and large nozzle divergence). The horizontal and vertical scales of both figures
are the same, in ratio 1:1. The description of lines is as in Fig. 9.1.

As we saw in Chapter 7, for nearly unmagnetized ions, as in simulations T0 or
T4, the perpendicular electric field satisfies eE⊥ ≃ mi κi ũ2i , with κi the meridian
curvature of the ion streamtube. For higher magnetization cases, i.e. Ω̂i0 ≫ 1,
E⊥ is lower since part of this ion deflection task is taken by the magnetic force
on ions, jθi B. Therefore, assuming κi ≃ κB ≤ O (R−1 ) as general estimates, we
have E⊥ ≤ O (M02 Te / (eR)). The effect on the electric potential of increasing B is
illustrated here with simulation S (Fig. 9.4), where the enhanced magnetic field
decreases the required E⊥ , while Ek remains basically unaffected (cf. simulation
d angle is notably decreased with respect to
T4 in Fig. 9.1). Consequently, the EB
T4, as can be observed in Fig. 9.3, and the equipotential surfaces become almost
perpendicular to B. Since the QDL closely matches the local equipotential surfaces
when α(0, r) = const, the curvature of the resulting QDL is lower in simulation S.
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This is in agreement with the observed tendency in the experiments of Hairapetian
et al.200 for increasing values of B.
d between the QDL surface
The effect is clearer in Fig. 9.5, where the angle LB

normal and B in the different simulations has been plotted. From these results,
it is easy to infer that the partial ion magnetization case will be contained within
the no-magnetization limit (which is practically T4) and the full-magnetization
d and E⊥ are minimum). This will not be necessarily true for the
one (where LB
more intricate cases with α(0, r) 6= const described in the next Section.
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d (in deg) formed by the QDL surface normal and the magnetic
Figure 9.5: Angle LB
field, in simulations T4, S, D, P and C. s/sV is the normalized arc length along
the meridional projection of the QDL, running from the axis to the plasma border
r = RV .

The divergence rate of the magnetic field can have similar effects on the curvature of the QDL. By roughly doubling the value of κB in simulation D (more
divergent nozzle), a larger E⊥ is generated in the plasma beam, which results in
more curved equipotentials and hence a more curved QDL, as can be observed in
d angle (Fig. 9.5).
Fig. 9.4, and also in a larger LB

In conclusion, the strength and curvature of the magnetic field can alter the
convexity of the QDL, as the necessary E⊥ for the ion expansion changes, but it
must be emphasized that they have no direct influence on the formation of the
QDL itself nor on the magnitude of the potential jump across it, which depend
essentially on the distribution of hot and cold electrons.
In this respect, Singh79 suggests that when B is increased, the ‘full development
of the ion cyclotron motion’ can have a relevant role in the curvature of the plasma
column and, in particular, in the sign of E⊥ (changing from E⊥ > 0 to E⊥ < 0
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as ions ‘gyrate outwards’). It is worth commenting here that in our model this
phenomenon is not observed. In our plasma, the supersonic ions, advance in a
diverging magnetic field and do not establish any distinguishable cyclotron motion
in the range of magnetizations studied. Lastly, since the ion Larmor radius is
ℓi ∝ 1/B, any effect proportional to ℓi should diminish when increasing B.

Also, it has been claimed that an ‘abruptly divergent’ magnetic field can lead
to DL formation,79 even in the case of a simple 1ET plasma.62 In the frame
of our model, an ‘abrupt’ nozzle would correspond to a magnetic curvature κB
−1
satisfying λ−1
D ≫ κB ≫ R , which would lead to Te /λD ≫ eE⊥ ≫ Te /R. Two
observations are pertinent here. First, as commented in Section 9.2, in the absence
of other mechanisms, there is no DL formation in 1ET plasmas,77, 201 just a natural
steepening of characteristic length κ−1
B . Second, abrupt divergence seems highly
undesirable for the main purpose of a MN, that is, to efficiently channel and expand
the plasma beam emitted by the plasma source, with minimal plume divergence.

9.7

Influence of the suprathermal electron injection zone

In a real device, the radial profiles of low- and high-energy electrons at the source
exit (or the nozzle throat) are likely not the same, and will depend on the particularities of the plasma source. The effects and main tendencies to be expected when
α(0, r) 6= const are explored here with simulations P and C. In both of them, and
to facilitate comparison, the radially-averaged value of α(0, r) is chosen to coincide
with simulation T4 (ᾱ0 = 4%) but a sinusoidal radial dependence has been added.
Specifically, we take
α(0, r) ∝ [2 ± cos(πr/R)],
(9.11)
with + sign for C (and − sign for P). Thus, the sequence of simulations P → T4
→ C corresponds to progressively displacing the hot electron injection zone from
the periphery to the center of the beam.
Notice that, for α(0, r) 6= const, the sound speed, Eq. (9.7), varies radially at
the throat. In order to maintain supersonicity, and lacking a detailed description
of the velocity profile at the throat, we have opted here to keep M (0, r) = 1.01 =
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const, thus letting uzi (0, r) 6= const in Eq. (9.10). The electron response in the
simulations shown here is the particularization to each magnetic streamtube of
the electron behavior in the 1D model, i.e., the functions nc (φ, ψ), nh (φ, ψ) and
cs (φ, ψ) on each magnetic tube ψ are unequivocally defined given the hot-electron
fraction of that tube at the throat. Notice that now M is fully dependent on (z, r)
and not a function of φ as before, therefore the QDL does not coincide with any
equipotential surface.
A detailed map of the electric potential around the QDL of simulations P, T4
and C is plotted on Fig. 9.6. On each magnetic tube, a higher hot-electron fraction
at injection make the QDL to take place earlier in the expansion, as expected
from the 1D model.71 Hence, when the injection of hot electrons moves from the
periphery towards the center, the curvature of the QDL decreases. Interestingly,
the QDL surface is nearly planar in simulation C, and it actually forms a negative
d angle with the local B, as illustrated in Fig. 9.5, revealing the strong influence
LB
of the function α(0, r) on the shape of the layer. It can also be observed that the
region of strongest E takes place near the axis for simulation P, while it is located
at the periphery in simulation C.
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Figure 9.6: Detail of the QDL shape of simulations P, T4, and C. The background
color shows the intensity of the non-dimensional electric field Ê = eER/Tc . The
description of lines is analogous as that of Fig. 9.1.

It was already commented that QDL curvature affects the trajectory of ions,
modifying their direction downstream. This effect is clearly more pronounced
when α(0, r) 6= const. Figure 9.7, which displays selected ion streamtubes and
their relative position with respect to their reference magnetic streamtubes, shows
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a remarkable feature of simulations P and C: the more planar QDL of simulation
C causes ion streamtubes to deflect inwards around the layer, thus reducing their
divergence angle. On the contrary, the strongly curved QDL of simulation P
causes ion streamtubes to diverge outwards with respect to the magnetic field.
These alterations extend into a limited region downstream of the QDL, meaning
that its influence is of local character: indeed, after crossing the QDL (and because
ions are not sufficiently magnetized downstream), the divergence of ion streamlines
soon decreases and eventually becomes lower than that of the local magnetic field
again, resembling that of a 1ET plasma (see, for instance, Fig. 7.1).
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Figure 9.7: Effect of the QDL (thick dashed line) on the ion streamtubes (solid)
in simulations P and C. The corresponding magnetic lines are plotted for reference
(dashed).

The shape and position of the steepening can have a strong influence on the
map of φ downstream of the QDL, where the extraordinary deflection of the ion
d < 0), as
flow by the layer needs to be corrected and can lead to E⊥ < 0 (i.e., EB
illustrated by simulation P in Fig. 9.6. The possibility of formation of potential
barriers and/or shock waves (in an otherwise shock-free flow) as a result of this
need to be addressed in future work. At any rate, it is clear that the structures
generated by general 2ET plasmas can result in much more complex electric field
configurations and plasma flows.

9.8

Effect of the QDL on propulsive performances

In application to MNs of space plasma thrusters, it is interesting to discuss the
effects of the 2D QDL on the propulsive figures of the plasma beam. The main
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purpose of a MN stage in a plasma thruster is to increase thrust,
F =

p

2ηT Pa ṁ,

(9.12)

where ηT is the thrust efficiency, Pa the applied power and ṁ the mass flow rate.
For a given Pa and ṁ, the efficiency ηT limits the maximum value of F , and is a
function of the multiple, interconnected phenomena taking place in the thruster,
such as plasma ionization, radiation, plasma-wall interaction, and plume expansion
and divergence in the MN. Our nozzle model does include the upstream plasma
source,179 which would be required to study the total thrust efficiency. However,
it permits assessing the influence of the plume divergence on ηT . This can be
quantified with the plume efficiency function ηplume (z) of Eq. (4.17).
The plume efficiency is an intrinsically 2D effect, non recoverable by 1D models.
This factor is of utmost importance not only for its contribution to ηT , but also
since it can characterize the plume divergence angle and the plasma detachment
losses. Figure 9.8 (left) compares the plume efficiency function of the different 2ET
plasmas of Table 9.1. The visible non-monotonicity of the curves for 2ET plasmas
is due to the fact that ηplume (z) is being evaluated on z = const sections, while
the QDL is a curved surface. This causes the peripheral part of the QDL to affect
the plasma first (i.e., at lower values of z). In the beam periphery, a large radial
acceleration is exerted on ions, which explains the local drop of ηplume (z). When
the central part of the QDL is crossed, the strong axial acceleration imparted to
the ions in this region raises ηplume (z) again. Therefore, comparison with 1ET
plasmas makes full sense only far downstream of the QDL.
Interestingly, in simulation C, where most of the hot electrons are located about
the MN axis and the QDL is more planar, a minor local increase of ηplume (z) is
observed, which is due to the larger axial acceleration imparted by the QDL in
this case. On the other hand, simulation P, with peripheral hot electrons and a
more curved QDL, shows the largest local decrease of ηplume (z). This particular
local behavior of simulations C and P can be explained by the deflection of ion
streamtubes that was depicted in Fig. 9.7. All simulations except C show a slightly
worse efficiency than T0 after the QDL.
In spite of the pronounced local extrema in ηplume (z) caused by the presence of
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Figure 9.8: Effect of the QDL on plume efficiency ηplume (z) (left) and magnetic thrust
fraction Fm (z)/F (z) (right) for different simulations. The reference 1ET plasma
of simulation T0 has been plotted as a thick line. The graphs of Fm (z)/F (z) for
simulations P and C are almost indistinguishable from that of simulation T4, and
have not been plotted.

the QDL, simulations of 2ET plasmas deviate from the reference T0 only in the
vicinity of the layer. Downstream of the steepening, most of the plume efficiency
of the 1ET plasma is recovered, indicating that the divergence of ion streamlines
gradually returns back to that of T0, and further downstream the effect of the
QDL on ηplume (z) becomes marginal. This suggests that the presence of a QDL
has little incidence on the final plume efficiency.
In view of these results, it is important to acknowledge that some of the simplifications of the current model might be responsible of an overly optimistic downstream recovery of ηplume (z). In particular, a more realistic description of the
electron velocity distribution function could modify the evolution of the hot population, which dominates downstream of the QDL, possibly reducing the value of
ηplume (z).
The main parameter characterizing the usefulness of the MN stage in a plasma
thruster is its contribution to the total thrust of the device. In an electromagnetic
plasma thruster, there are two contributions to thrust: the pressure thrust, Fp ,
due to the plasma axial pressure on the source walls, and the magnetic thrust, Fm ,
caused by the magnetic axial force that plasma electric currents (mainly in the
nozzle stage) induce on the thruster magnetic circuit. The total thrust function
along the nozzle is F (z) = Fp + Fm (z). The pressure thrust can be assimilated to
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the plasma momentum flow at the nozzle throat (z = 0), Fp = F0 , with
F0 = 2π

Z

R
0

rdr(nmi u2zi + Th nh + Tc nc ),

(9.13)

whereas, by virtue of the action-reaction principle, the magnetic thrust function
at section z = const, Fm (z) = ∆F (z) is the addition of the axial magnetic force
density Fv (z) exerted on the plasma in the nozzle volume V(z) plus the force
contribution Fs (z) associated to the current sheet at the plasma boundary up to
that section z, Eqs. (5.2) and (4.9) (where now pe = nh Th + nc Tc ).
As already explained, electrons provide the main contribution to jθ . A simple
estimate shows that hot electrons have a higher azimuthal velocity than cold electrons, but the respective current density, Eq. (9.3), depends on the local density of
each species. As such, the contribution of an elemental plasma volume to magnetic
thrust depends on the local B, nh and nc .
In order to assess the magnetic thrust of a 2D, 1ET plasma we have used so far
the function κnoz (z) = ∆F (z)/F0 , Eq. (5.1); the same magnitude was discussed
in Ref. 78 for a 1D, 2ET plasma. Here, we find the relative magnetic thrust
contribution
κnoz (z)
∆F (z)
≡
,
(9.14)
F (z)
1 + κnoz (z)
to be a better self-explaining magnitude to understand the influence of the QDL on
the propulsive performance of the device, since F (z) is governed by the absorbed
power and mass flow rate as expressed by Eq. (9.12). This quantity is plotted
in Fig. 9.8 (right), showing that the presence of hot electrons can substantially
increase the magnetic thrust fraction. Interestingly, the QDL presence and its
curvature are marginal for the value of ∆F (z)/F (z), which is only dependent on
τ and ᾱ0 . Moreover, contrary to the behavior of ηplume (z), no local change of
∆F (z)/F (z) is observed across the QDL in Fig. 9.8. In fact, simulations T4, P,
and C are indistinguishable from each other as they have the same MN and the
same value of ᾱ0 . This serves as a ‘two-dimensional’ refutation that the thrust
mechanism associated with the presence of a DL is non-existent.
When the upstream hot-electron fraction is small (which is the case of highest practical interest), plasma dynamics upstream from the QDL are dominated
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by the (more abundant) cold electrons, whereas downstream from the QDL, hot
electrons dominate the expansion. This means that pressure thrust Fp is settled
mainly by the cold electron population, while the magnetic thrust function tends
to be dominated by cold and hot electrons upstream and downstream of the QDL,
respectively. As ᾱ0 increases, the QDL moves upstream and the hot electron contributions to Fm and Fp increase. As a result, there is a value of ᾱ0 that maximizes
the downstream value of the fraction ∆F/F , as can be inferred from Fig. 9.8.
This increase cannot be interpreted neither as a net increment of thrust nor
as an enhancement of thruster performance. Equation (9.12) shows very clearly
√
that F ∝ Pa ṁ, and the only magnitude that can actually improve the thruster
operation is the thrust efficiency ηT . Here we have found that ηplume (one of the
partial efficiencies determining ηT ) is not affected substantially by a 2ET plasma
and its associated QDL; actually, ηplume depends on fundamentally the magnetic
field intensity and divergence.

9.9

Summary and discussion

Using an extended version of our model and code to include 2ET electrons, we have
studied the formation, location, and 2D shape of the current-free quasi-doublelayer (QDL) that arises in response to the anomalous thermodynamics of the
plasma. The characteristics of these structures have been investigated in terms of
(i ) the relative fraction of hot electrons, (ii ) their radial distribution when injected
at the nozzle throat, and (iii ) the geometry and intensity of the applied magnetic
field. Since the model developed here is fully quasineutral, the transition from
the quasineutral QDL to a non-neutral DL cannot be completed, but it had been
previously shown that both structures are the same with just different levels of
non-neutrality.
Axial properties of 2ET-QDLs are in accordance with those already analyzed
in 1D models. The model yields the curved 2D shape of the QDL, which agrees
qualitatively with related experiments on 2ET plasmas. The QDL curvature is
found to be mainly the consequence of two features: first, the natural curvature
of the electric equipotential lines in a divergent magnetic field, already known
for 1ET plasmas; and second, the radial distribution at injection of the high-
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energy electron population. The curvature of the QDL increases the higher the
divergence of the MN, the lower the magnetic strength, and the more peripherally
hot electrons are injected. The DL curvature modifies the ambipolar electric field
and ion trajectories downstream, which can be made to diverge locally faster or
slower than the magnetic field depending on the radial acceleration imparted by
the large electric field at the layer.
For propulsive applications, it is confirmed that a 2ET-QDL has a zero effect
on thrust. The novel result is that the final plume divergence, far downstream
from the QDL, is also almost unaffected by its presence and shape. Therefore, no
propulsive role of the current-free double layer (CFDL) has been identified yet. To
this respect, the only interesting feature we have found (which could merit further
consideration) is that the magnetic-to-pressure contribution becomes maximum
for a certain (small) fraction of hot electrons.
As stated in Section 9.1, the subject of the present study has been exclusively
the formation of a CFDL in the 2D expansion of a fully-ionized, collisionless, 2ET
plasma. This 2D analysis is of interest for the interpretation of the laboratory
experiments of Hairapetian and Stenzel and presumably for the operation of a helicon plasma thruster in space. Existing research on the polar wind suggests that
the structures developing in auroral plasmas can resemble the 2ET-CFDLs studied
here,6 although multiple DL structures may form at different altitudes217, 218 and
essential differences such as current across the layer and the effect of the gravitational potential can affect the upward plasma expansion along the polar magnetic
cusp. On the contrary, we cannot assure that the central aspects of our analysis
are relevant for understanding the more complex HPD-CFDL, at least until it is
clarified whether the presence of two distinguished populations of positive ions is
the main instrument for the formation of such DLs.
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Chapter 10
Non-magnetized plasma plumes
and self-similar modelsj
After studying the magnetically-guided plasma expansion in a MN, we now turn
our attention to non-magnetized plasma plumes. The reasons are twofold: first,
for their interest by themselves in many propulsive applications; and second, to
complement our magnetic nozzle discussion, since the magnetized plasma plume
eventually becomes non-magnetized downstream.
To this end, we present a self-similar formulation of the hypersonic plume expansion, from where it is possible to derive a family of particular self-similar models (SSM). The investigation is focused on a subset of SSMs that assume constant
axial velocity along ion streamlines. Both isothermal and polytropic thermodynamic laws are used to model electrons. From this general, unified framework, we
then recover and discuss three independently-proposed SSM models by Parks and
Katz,220 Ashkenazy and Fruchtman221 and Korsun and Tverdokhlebova,222 and
compare their main characteristics and the resulting plumes.
The self-similar solution is shown to be only an approximation to the original
fluid equations, which are not exactly verified. The error, occurring in the longitudinal momentum equation, is proportional to the inverse square Mach number
(1/M 2 ), and is nevertheless small for hypersonic plasmas. The resulting SSM
models are a valuable analytical tool for fast assessment of plume properties, moj

A ﬁrst version of the results of this Chapter were presented in Ref. 219.
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mentum carried by the plasma, and divergence; they are suitable for preliminary
design analysis as a first step before introducing full numerical models.
Based on the self-similar solution, a preliminary analysis of the effects of the
ambient magnetic field on the development of the plume is carried out. It is
shown that a high magnetic strength is required to exert a substantial change
in the direction of the plume. The presence of a external magnetic field breaks
the quasi-self-similarity of the hypersonic plume, and the analysis of the resulting
problem becomes a complex 3D problem where additional mechanisms need to be
taken into account, including resistivity, plasma-induced fields and the finite width
of the beam.
Next Section introduces hypersonic plasma plumes and their applications. Section 10.2 derives the general SSM model. In Section 10.3 we particularize this unified framework to obtain three models and discuss them. Finally, in Section 10.4
we comment on the effects that a external magnetic field can have on the plume
expansion. A brief summary on the conclusions of the Chapter can be found in
Section 10.5. In Appendix B, the application of SSMs to the study and design of a
debris deorbiting system called “Ion Beam Shepherd”, and to the analysis of Hall
Effect thruster plumes, is carried out.

10.1

The expansion of a non-magnetized plasma
plume

Hypersonic plasma plumes expanding in vacuum are ubiquitous in space electric
propulsion: plasma thrusters of every type produce high-velocity plasma beams of
different characteristics during operation.9 As the high-velocity plasma abandons
the thruster chamber, a plasma plume forms and expands into space.
The plume can be divided in two regions. First, close to the thruster, plasma
inhomogeneities and thruster electromagnetic fields dominate the expansion. This
near region is very dependent upon the plasma source; modeling it is a complex
task, and usually full numerical models are required for its study. The initial
divergence angle of the beam results from the processes taking place in this region.
After this initial expansion, in the far region a smooth, bell-shaped plasma profile is
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established, and the plasma processes are essentially independent of the specifics of
the plasma source: thruster fields and most plasma interactions become negligible,
and the plasma plume continues to expand under the action of its residual pressure
and the internal ambipolar electric fields. Here, the plasma is susceptible of being
described with simplified models.
Plasma conditions in the near region vary with the thruster type. In the case of
gridded ion thrusters, the beam is initially formed by numerous beamlets, produced
by each aperture in the grids, which soon coalesce into a single-peaked plasma
profile, typically in a distance less than a thruster radius.223 The grids and the
neutralizer electric fields influence the initial stages of expansion.
Hall thrusters, on the other hand, produce an initially annular beam, with
strong magnetic fields still present after the thruster exit section. These fields
play a role in the final ion acceleration stages. The plasma profile becomes singlepeaked after about 2 thruster radii away from the exit plane.224
Thrusters with magnetic nozzles, as we have seen in previous Chapters, can
produce plasmas in a wide range of conditions. However, the most relevant aspect
is that the plume is initially magnetized, and continues to be so for several thruster
radii. Far downstream, however, as ion magnetization drops, the plasma begins to
detach from the nozzle, and a free, unmagnetized plume starts to form.
In the space environment, plasma plumes are also created by plasma contactors,225 used to control the electric charge of a spacecraft and to emit electrons
from electrodynamic tethers to the surroundings. Additionally, plasma plumes
of different sorts (e.g. created by pulsed laser ablation) are also important in
industrial processes.226
Quick analysis and characterization of the plasma plume is paramount in preliminary design cycles of multiple applications, such as optimizing thruster orientation in the spacecraft to avoid plasma impingement on solar panels in geostationary
satellites and other satellite parts,227 identifying the relevant thruster parameters
that dictate the beam divergence, or understanding plasma-surface interaction and
deposition in industrial applications.226 In these tasks, a fast and simple plasma
model which is able to provide enough accuracy and detail of the different physical
processes becomes a valuable tool. There exists an ample variety of models ranging in complexity and precision, from single-fluid, conical expansions228 that yield
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rough analytical approximations, to fully numerical particle models229, 230 that can
reproduce advanced physical phenomena. In between, there exist a family of models220–222 which depart from the same initial fluid equations, in which self-similar
analytical solutions are achieved using certain simplifying assumptions. These
so-called self-similar models (SSM) constitute an adequate trade-off between complexity and accuracy, and show good agreement with experimental results of both
ion and Hall effect thrusters.9, 231, 232 As such, they are very appropriate for our
preliminary investigation of electric propulsion plumes233 and for the study of Ion
Beam Shepherd performances (Appendix B).

10.2

General self-similar model formulation

After the initial, near region phenomena, the plasma expands downstream into vacuum with no applied magnetic field. The steady-state, axisymmetric, quasineutral
plasma plume is assumed non-collisional, non-rotating, globally current-free, and
formed by single-charged cold ions (i) and hot electrons (e). The cylindrical coordinate system (z, r, θ) is used, with z along the plume axis and the origin placed
on the plume centerline at an arbitrary initial plane in the far region.
Under the aforementioned assumptions, the following continuity and momentum equations govern the plasma:
uzi

∂ ln n ∂uzi 1 ∂ (ruri )
∂ ln n
+ uri
+
+
= 0,
∂z
∂r
∂z
r ∂r
∂uzi
∂uzi
e ∂φ
uzi
+ uri
+
= 0,
∂z
∂r
mi ∂z
uzi

∂uri
∂uri
e ∂φ
+ uri
+
= 0,
∂z
∂r
mi ∂r

(10.1)
(10.2)
(10.3)

1
∇ (nTe ) − e∇φ = 0,
(10.4)
n
where the notation is the same as in previous Chapters. Note that electron inertia
has again been neglected with respect to the other terms in the electron momentum
equation, Eq. (10.4).
These equations need to be complemented with an equation of state for elec-
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trons. Since we attempt to describe large distances, electron cooling mechanisms
could play a role in the expansion. In the absence of a detailed electron distribution
function model, here we will assume a general polytropic relation:
pe = pe (n) = pe0

nγ
,
nγ0

(10.5)

where γ is the effective specific heat ratio of electrons and the subindex 0 denotes
variables at the origin. According to experimental results,234 γ is close to 1, meaning that electrons evolve almost isothermally along the plume, Te = const. This
results from the large electron thermal conductivity in the plume, which helps to
homogenize the temperature everywhere. For γ > 1, Eq. (10.4) can be rewritten
as:
γ Te0
∇nγ−1 − e∇φ = 0.
(10.6)
γ − 1 nγ−1
0
The isothermal limit corresponds formally to γ → 1, for which Eq. (10.4) results
in the well-known Boltzmann relation
Te0 ∇ ln n − e∇φ = 0.

(10.7)

All these equations are normalized using Te0 , mi , e, n0 , and certain characteristic length R0 , which will be defined later on. As before, dimensionless variables
p
will be denoted with a hat, e.g., φ̂ = eφ/Te , ûzi = uzi / Te0 /mi .

Self-similar models (SSM) assume that all ion streamlines, ri (zi ), expand likewise, so they can be expressed through a dimensionless self-similarity function
h (ẑ),
r̂i (ẑi ) = r̂i0 h (ẑi ) .
(10.8)

The h (ẑ) function contains the radial growth of ion streamtubes with initial radius
ri0 at ẑ = 0, and satisfies h (0) = 1. It is useful to describe the flow in a new
coordinate system, (ζ, η), with
ζ = ẑ,

η=

r̂
.
h (ẑ)

(10.9)

From this definition of the flow field it follows that ion velocity components are
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related by the expression
ûri = ηh′ ûzi .

(10.10)

We now impose the following separation of variables for the fluid variables ûzi
and n̂, as the product of their axial evolution (functions with subindex c) and their
radial profile (subindex t),
ûzi (ζ, η) = uc (ζ) ut (η) ,
n̂ (ζ, η) = nc (ζ) nt (η) ,

(10.11)

On the z-axis, ut (0) = nt (0) = 1. Notice that uc (0) =
p
number at the origin, M0 = uzi (0, 0) / γTe0 /mi .

√

γM0 , with M0 the Mach

Introducing this solution in the continuity equation (Eq. (10.1)) yields:
h 2 nc uc =

√

γM0 ,

(10.12)

Similarly, momentum equations Eq. (10.2) and Eq. (10.3) reduce to:
uc u′c u2t

+ γ (nc nt )

γ−2



n′c nt

−

h
nc n′t η

′

h

huc (uc h′ )′
γnγ−2
n′t
t
= γC,
=
−
ηu2t
nγ−1
c



= 0,

(10.13)

(10.14)

where C is a separation constant.
Unfortunately, Eq. (10.13) is not separable like Eq. (10.14). Fulfillment of this
expression can be subdivided into
1. satisfying it at the centerline,
uc u′c + γnγ−2
n′c = 0,
c

(10.15)

which reduces to the conservation of the Bernoulli function along streamlines
when integrated,
2. fulfilling the following conditions resulting from equating to zero the η-
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derivative of Eq. (10.13):
n′c h
2n′t
= D,
=
−
nc h′
2nt u′t /ut − (γ − 1) n′t

(10.16)

or, rearranging the equations,
nc = h D ,
2−D(γ−1)

nt

,
= u−2D
t

(10.17)
(10.18)

with D another separation constant.
Expressions (10.12), (10.14), (10.15) and (10.16) contain 6 equations for the 5
variables: h, uc , ut , nc and nt , so the problem is over-determined. Indeed, rewriting
Eq. (10.15) with the assistance of expressions (10.12) and (10.17),



− (2 + D) γM02 h−(5+2D) + γDhD(γ−1)−1 h′ = 0,

(10.19)

it becomes apparent that to vanish the term in brackets requires D = −4/ (γ + 1)
and M02 = −2/ (γ − 1), which yields M02 < 0 for γ > 1 (and M02 → −∞ for
γ → 1). This nonphysical result manifests the nonexistence of rigorous self-similar
solutions in this variable separation scheme.
Therefore, any of the SSM derived here are only an approximation of the real
flow. However, the advantages of having a simple, semi-analytical model encourage
us to elaborate SMMs further. To proceed with the derivation of an approximated
SSM, it is unavoidable to free one of these constraints, or perform an adequate
assumption about the variables.
It follows from Eq. (10.15) that when the flow is highly hypersonic Mz ≫ 1,
the axial velocity variations along streamlines are small compared to velocity itself:
p
∆Mz /Mz ∼ ∆ ln n/Mz2 ≪ 1, where Mz = uzi / γTe /mi is the local axial Mach
number of the flow. Taking advantage of this, a common approach of existing
SSM for hypersonic plasma plumes consists in substituting ion axial momentum
equation, Eq. (10.2), for an adequate expression for uc and ut instead. The relative local error ε (ζ, η) committed by this substitution can be evaluated with the
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dropped equation:
ûzi ∂ ûzi /∂ ẑ + ûri ∂ ûzi /∂r̂ + γ n̂γ−2 ∂ n̂/∂ ẑ
=
û2zi


′
u′c γ (nc nt )γ−2
′
′ h
=
+
nc nt − nc nt η
=
uc
u2c u2t
h
 ′

u′c
1
nc
h′ n′t
=
+
−η
,
uc Mz2 nc
h nt

ε (ζ, η) =

(10.20)

where the first part of the error in the right hand side is (ln uc )′ , and the latter is
∝ 1/Mz2 . When uc = const is assumed, this error is arguably small for actual ion
or Hall thruster plumes (for which M0 > 20, Ref. 16). This assumption gives rise
to the models of the next Section.

10.2.1

Family of models with uc = const

The most popular family of SSM substitutes Eq. (10.2) with the condition uc =
√
γM0 = const. As explained above, this is appropriate for hypersonic flows, since
uzi varies very little along the axis. The uc = const condition means that plasma
axial velocity along streamlines is frozen, and hence the first part of the error in
Eq. (10.20) vanishes.
Equations (10.12) and the first equation of expression (10.14) become
nc = h−2 ,
C
h2γ−1 h′′ = 2 .
M0

(10.21)
(10.22)

Equation (10.22) is a differential equation for h, which leads to
h′ =

s

δ02 −

C
(h−2(γ−1) − 1)
(γ − 1)

M02

for polytropic γ 6= 1 flows and
h′ =

s

δ02 +

2C
ln h
M02

(10.23)

(10.24)
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for isothermal γ = 1 flows. Here, δ0 = h′ (0) is the tangent of the velocity at
Rh
ζ = 0, η = 1. Notice that this can be further integrated as 1 dh/h′ = ζ, from
p
where h is implicitly defined. In the polytropic case, h′ → δ02 + C/ [M02 (γ − 1)]
far downstream; for the isothermal case, h′ → ∞, meaning that the plume always
continues to diverge.
Equations (10.21) and (10.22) determine nc and h. Only ut and nt remain to
be defined. The second equation in expression (10.14) provides a relation between
the two:
Z η
γ−1
nt = 1 − (γ − 1) C
ηu2t dη
(10.25)
0

for polytropic flows and
ln nt = −C

Z

η
0

ηu2t dη

(10.26)

for isothermal γ = 1 flows. This expression reveals the existence of a ηmax ∈ [0, ∞[
beyond which nt = 0 for polytropic flows, whereas ηmax = ∞ in an isothermal
plasma. The local error ε committed, Eq. (10.20), can be reduced to:


C h′
nt
ε = 2 2γ−1 η 2 ′ + η .
M0 h
nt

(10.27)

This expression reveals that the error is proportional to h′′ h′ , and points
out that to completely vanish the local error, the density profile should satisfy
n′t = −2/η 3 . However, this represents an unpractical case with density becoming
singular at η = 0. There is nevertheless a streamline η ∗ = −2nt /n′t for which the
local error is zero.

10.3

Particularizations of the SSM model

Starting from Eqs. (10.21), (10.22) and (10.25) or (10.26), it is possible to derive
particular models, establishing the profile for nt , which then determines ut , or
vice-versa. From among the models of this family, (i) the Parks and Katz model
(PK),9, 220 (ii ) the Ashkenazy and Fruchtman model (AF),221 and (iii ) the Korsun
and Tverdokhlebova model (KT),222 which were independently derived, are shown
to be particular instances of our general SSM framework and discussed below.
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While the PK and AF models are derived by their respective authors only for the
isothermal case, we cover here also the polytropic electron model.
The PK model is perhaps the simplest one, as it takes ut = 1 = const, which
leads to:


η2
(10.28)
nt = exp −C
2
for isothermal flows (γ = 1) and
nt =



η2
1 − (γ − 1) C
2

1/(γ−1)

(10.29)

for polytropic flows. The local error ε and zero-error streamline η ∗ for this model
can be reduced to:
r


2
2
C h′
; η∗ =
.
(10.30)
ε = 2 2γ−1 η 2 −
M0 h
C
C
In the case of the isothermal flow, a practical choice of constant C can be made
to have the ion flux inside the η ≤ 1 tube, Gi (1), equal to 95% of the total beam
flux. In this way, the previously-introduced length R0 is the initial radius of this
tube. Integrating over the initial plane, one has
Gi (η = 1)
= 1 − e−C/2 = 0.95 ⇒ C = −2 ln 0.05 ≃ 6.
Gi (ηmax = ∞)

(10.31)

In the polytropic case C can be calculated likewise, with the last plasma streamp
line being ηmax = 2/ [(γ − 1) C].

The AF model, on the other hand, employs a conical velocity profile at the
initial plane, ζ = 0, so that ut is given by
ut = q

1
1+

η 2 /dˆ2

,

(10.32)

with dˆ a parameter that represents the dimensionless distance from the cone vertex
used to define the flow to the initial plane, which is related to the velocity tangent
at ζ = 0, η = 1 as dˆ = δ0−1 . Expression (10.32) for ut produces the following profile
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nt :
C h′
1 + η 2 /dˆ2
2
;
ε
=
η
−
2
nt = h
iC dˆ2 /2
M02 h
C
2
2
ˆ
1 + η /d

−1/2
C
1
∗
η =
−
,
2
dˆ2
1

!

;

(10.33)

(10.34)

for isothermal flows. Here, it is seen that the error dependence on η disappears
when dˆ2 = 2/C. For this case, η ∗ is not defined. For the polytropic flow, one has:

 1/(γ−1)
2
2 ˆ2
ˆ
C d (γ − 1) ln 1 + η /d

,
nt =  1 −
2


"
#

 
2
C h′
1 + η 2 /dˆ2
η
2
2
2
ε = 2 2γ−1 η − 2
+ (γ − 1) dˆ + η ln 1 +
,
M0 h
C
dˆ2

(10.35)

(10.36)

and, the zero-error streamline η ∗ can be determined numerically making ε = 0 in
Eq. (10.36). Again, constant C can be set to locate the 95% flux tube at η = 1.
For the isothermal case one has:
 1−C dˆ2 )/2

1 (
Gi (η = 1)
=1− 1+
= 0.95.
Gi (ηmax = ∞)
dˆ2

(10.37)

Finally, the KT model is based on the fulfillment of condition (10.18), resulting in the following profiles for nt and ut . The separation constant D in Eq. (10.17)
is chosen D = −2, in agreement with continuity Eq. (10.12):


−1
η2
nt = 1 + C
,
2
−γ/2

η2
.
ut = 1 + C
2

(10.38)
(10.39)

The value of C this time is given by:

−γ/2
Gi (η = 1)
C
=1− 1+
= 0.95,
Gi (ηmax = ∞)
2

(10.40)
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for both the isothermal and polytropic cases. The local error is now independent
of η:
−2 h′
ε = 2 2γ−1 ,
(10.41)
M0 h
so that there is no zero-error streamline η ∗ in this case. This model coincides with
the AF model when dˆ2 = 2/C = δ0−2 in the isothermal case. It is noted here that
Korsun and Tverdokhlebova222 also present a variant of their model in which uc is
not constant. However, in that case, the first term of the ε error in Eq. (10.20),
which is not proportional to 1/M02 , is not zero.
To conclude this section, note that any other models with uc = const can be
derived by simply imposing the desired profile for ut or nt and calculating the
other variables from it. The error ε can be used to measure the accuracy of the
model.

10.3.1

Discussion of the three models

The models developed in the previous section depend on two parameters, M0
and δ0 . These parameters control the shape of the h function that defines the
streamlines of the flow, as depicted in Fig. 10.1. This section compares the three
models, limiting the analysis to the isothermal case.
As it can be seen, the Mach number plays an important role in the divergence
increase rate of the plume. Actually, M02 is basically the thermal-to-kinetic energy
ratio of the beam,
mi u2i
M02 ∼
,
(10.42)
Te
and hence dictates the radial expansion of the plasma. On the other hand, the
initial divergence tangent δ0 depends on the processes taking place in the nearregion of the plasma plume, which depend on the thruster type, electromagnetic
fields, collisions, etc.
Clearly, the plume is not conical, although for sufficiently small distances, its
shape can be adequately approximated by a cone. From Eq. (10.24) for an isothermal plasma, it can be said that the plume around position ζ = ζ∗ departs little
from a cone while ln (h/h∗ ) ≪ M02 δ∗2 / (2C). Hence, h ≃ h∗ + δ∗ (ζ − ζ∗ ) up to
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distances of the order ζ − ζ∗ ∼ ∆ζcrit :
∆ζcrit =

exp (M02 δ∗2 / (2C)) − 1
h∗ ,
δ∗

which increases with M0 , δ∗ and h∗ . This shows that plume curvature decreases
as it expands, since the conical approximation is better suited the larger ζ∗ is.

Figure 10.1: Shape of the plume streamlines (h function) for different values of the
Mach number M0 and the initial divergence angle δ0 . In Fig. (a), δ0 = 0.2, and in
Fig. (b), M0 = 20.

The profiles for n̂, n̂ûzi , and n̂ûri for the three models are plotted in figures
10.2, 10.3 and 10.4 for a representative isothermal plasma (M0 = 20 and δ0 = 0.2).
It is seen that both PK and AF models yield very similar profiles. A stronger
difference is observed with respect to the KT model where the η = 1 streamline
diverges much faster. The reason for this resides simply in the different plasma
axial fluxes n̂ûzi produced by each model as explained below, and the condition
of 95% flux at η = 1 used to calculate C produce a plasma density profile that
decays much more rapidly in the radial direction than in the other models.
One of the key differences between the models is their flux profile nt ut . This
is more easily studied in sight of the flux integrals for the three models of Fig.
10.5. For instance, in the isothermal PK model, flux decreases exponentially with
η. In contrast, KT flux decreases algebraically with η, producing a flux profile
with thicker peripheral plasma, giving rise to the large differences in the figures
with respect to the other models. Interestingly, the AF model coincides with PK
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Figure 10.2: Results for PK model with isothermal electrons (γ = 1) and δ0 = 0.2,
M0 = 20. Logarithm scale has been used for the plots. The white line in each graph
denotes the η = 1 streamline, dictated by the h function.

Figure 10.3: Results for AF model with isothermal electrons (γ = 1), δ0 = 0.2 = dˆ−1
and M0 = 20.

for dˆ → ∞, since
nt ut |AF =



 C dˆ2 +1)/2
 2
η2 (
Cη
1+
−→ exp
= n t ut | P K ,
ˆ
2
dˆ2
(d→∞
)

and on the other hand, it coincides with KT when dˆ2 = 2/C = δ0−2 (dˆ ≃ 0.05). The
flux also exhibits a slow decrease with η [for the presented case with dˆ−1 = δ0 = 0.2,
dˆ is large and AF model closely resembles PK in Fig. 10.5].
When calculating C with a condition like Eq. (10.31), we are ‘radially contracting’ the plasma solution to fit 95% of the total flux in the η = 1 streamtube.
The large value of C required for this in the models with more dense peripheral
plasma implies a fast increase of the divergence angle, and strongly-peaked plasma
profiles at the origin. Hence, in order to have a more convenient plasma profile
with KT and large-δ0 AF, it is suggested to use an alternative condition to define
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Figure 10.4: Results for KT model with same conditions as Fig. 10.2 and 10.3.

C, such as a given n/n0 fraction at η = 1 (with the inconvenience of having a
significant fraction of the plasma flux at large η, which might be undesired for
some applications).

Rη
Figure 10.5: Integrated ion flux Gi (η) = 0 2πηn̂ûzi dη in the isothermal case, normalized with Gi (ηmax = ∞), for the three models (PK black, AF blue, KT red). A
representative initial divergence δ0 = 0.2 has been chosen for these images. The
condition of 95% flux at η = 1 has been imposed for all models. The black (PK
model) and blue (AF model) lines are very close to each other for low values of δ0 .
The flux of PK and KT models is independent of δ0 , but it is not so for AF: as δ0
increases, AF separates from PK and approaches KT (red line), coinciding with it
when dˆ2 = 2/C = δ0−2 .

The relative local error ε of each model is presented in Fig. 10.6. The error
of PK is small and displays a zero-error streamline. The quality of the solution
deteriorates for large η. This is not an issue for most applications concerned with
plasma momentum flux, as the momentum transported by the plasma far from the
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centerline is negligible. However, it can be a problem when the variable of interest
is the plasma density or the local velocity components of ions in that region (e.g., to
study the interaction of the plasma plume with the side solar panels). The error
is η-independent for the KT model (and the AF model when it coincides with
it), showing that this model can have advantages for applications where plasma
density outside of the bulk of the plume is important. As discussed above, AF
model behaves similarly to PK for small values of δ0 , although it approaches the
p
behavior of KT model for δ0 = C/2.

Figure 10.6: Relative local error ε of each isothermal model as defined in Eq. 10.20.

10.4

Influence of external magnetic fields

The plasma expansion we have modeled can be influenced by the environment.
In particular, two phenomena affect the development of the plume: (i) collisions
with ambient plasma, and (ii ) the presence of an external magnetic field. We are
interested in the possible deflection the plume might suffer due to these phenomena.
This deflection can be critical for applications such as the Ion Beam Shepherd
(Appendix B), where the goal is to direct the plasma against a target space debris,
and a safe distance to the object must be kept. Similarly, in vacuum chamber
testing of plasma thrusters, the Earth magnetic field can be responsible of a nonnegligible beam deflection and hence a perturbation of the measurements if not
compensated for (see for example Ref. 46).
Needless to say, the inclusion of any extraneous effects breaks the quasi-selfsimilarity
of the model. Accurate simulation of collisional and magnetic effects requires the
use of full numerical models, which lack the advantages in terms of speed and
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simplicity of a SSM. In this section, a preliminary assessment of the influence of
these effects is carried out based on the solution obtained for the plasma plume
expansion in vacuum.
The plasma plume loses momentum to the environment through collisional
processes with background particles. As a result, the plume is progressively decelerated (eventually, until both plume and background velocities coincide), and the
divergence rate of the beam is increased. Collisions with the stationary ambient
(uza ≪ uzi , with uza the mean velocity of ambient particles) can be evaluated from
the ion axial momentum equation
uzi

∂uzi
∂uzi
e ∂φ
+ uri
+
= −νia uzi ,
∂z
∂r
mi ∂z

(10.43)

where νia is the effective collision frequency of ions with the ambient particles.
p
From here, it is seen that as long as νia LM0 / Te /mi ≪ 1, collisional effects
over distances in the order of L can be neglected. In practical electric propulsion
systems in space (ambient density na ≃ 1010 m−3 in low Earth orbit196 ), L ∼ 1
km or larger, and therefore ambient particles exert a negligible effect. This might
not be the case for industrial and vacuum chamber testing applications, where the
vacuum quality might be low.
External magnetic fields can cause the deflection of the plasma plume, which
tends to self-align with the direction of B. They can also channel the plume and
limit its expansion, in a somehow similar fashion to a magnetic nozzle. For these
effects to take place, the existence of a plasma current density, j = en (ui − ue ),
is required, so that a force density j × B is generated on the plasma.

If magnetic deflection occurs, it is important to assess over what distances
the plume can be considered straight for practical purposes, and what plasma
parameters govern the interaction. Of course, the reaction force associated to the
deflection is exerted on the generator of the external field B, transmitted via the
induced magnetic field that the plasma currents create (as in the MN). Hence, if
the magnetic field has its origin in the spacecraft, the latter will suffer a secular
torque (in the case of the geomagnetic field, the reaction is exerted on the Earth
itself).
A precise evaluation of magnetic effects requires a complete numerical model,
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as the introduction of a magnetic field generates additional phenomena related
to (i ) plasma resistivity, (ii) plasma induced magnetic fields and (iii ) the finite
width of the plume, which are paramount to evaluate the plasma response. Based
on their self-similar solution, Korsun and Tverdokhlebova predict a very strong
deflection of ion beams with energies of several keV in low Earth orbit (B ≃ 0.5
G) in less than one meter.235 However, it is uncertain whether in their analysis
they take into account the two last effects. As we show next, they can be far more
important in the plume expansion than collisions to reduce the influence of the
external field.
A SSM might be used to provide only a rough estimation in the case where the
magnetic field is coaxial with the original plume, since in this case axisymmetry
is preserved. The effect of the magnetic force in this scenario is to impede or
confine the radial expansion of the plume, just like in the MN. Here, only the first
two phenomena on the list above arise that compete with this confining effect:
(i ) diffusion due to resistivity, and (ii) plasma-induced magnetic fields that oppose
the external one and weaken B. In absence of these two effects, confinement
would be perfect, with charged particles departing from their magnetic line only
distances of the order of their Larmor radius. In the following, we assess each
effect separately.
If we study the first-order effects of including a small uniform Bz , assuming
that the expansion in the longitudinal plane is basically unperturbed, the magnetic
field causes an electron azimuthal velocity component to appear as the plasma tries
to expand across the field. This can be seen in the equation of motion of electrons
in the θ direction, which after neglecting inertia reads:

eure Bz − νei me uθe = 0 ⇒ uθe = χH ure ,

(10.44)

where νei is the electron-ion collision frequency and χH = eBz / (me νei ) the Hall
parameter of the plasma. Similarly, ions will acquire a certain rotation, although
their larger inertia assures that it will be negligible compared to electrons. Hence,
an azimuthal current density jθ ≃ −enχH ure forms, which becomes stronger the
lesser resistivity and the stronger Bz are. This jθ generates a Lorentz force in the
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plasma momentum equation in the r direction,
mi



∂uri
∂uri
+ uri
uzi
∂z
∂r



= −Te

∂ ln n
− eBz χH ure ,
∂r

(10.45)

which tries to minimize the radial expansion of the beam. Figure 10.7 shows the
evolution of selected ion streamlines in an idealized plasma in the limit Te → 0
immersed in a coaxial magnetic field. It is seen that in this case a magnetic field
can be regarded as positive for certain applications such as the Ion Beam Shepherd,
as the divergence of the plume can be reduced, and therefore the plasma can be
channeled.

Figure 10.7: Partial confinement of the plasma plume under the effects of a coaxial
magnetic field (directed along the green line). Only for this Figure, the plasma
is assumed to have negligible thermal pressure (Te = 0). A divergence δ0 = 0.1,
Hall parameter χH = 20 and ion gyroradius defined with the flow velocity ℓi =
mi uzi / (eBz ) = 1000 m are used, which are representative of a plasma plume from an
ion thruster in low Earth orbit. Blue lines show ion streamlines in the absence of
any magnetic field (conical expansion, since plasma has no pressure). The plasma
suffers a confinement effect due to the presence of the magnetic field (red lines).

Comparing magnetic to inertial effects, the characteristic distance the plasma
needs to travel to suffer noticeable channeling when taking into account collisional
effects is
ℓi
L∼
,
(10.46)
χH
where ℓi = mi uzi / (eBz ) is the ion Larmor radius based on the axial velocity uzi .
For a representative low Earth orbit case (800 Km altitude), where B is typically
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less than 0.5 G, a xenon plasma with Te = 2 eV, n0 = 2.6 · 1016 m−3 , and M0 = 20,
has νei ≃ 3.17 · 105 s−1 , ℓi ≃ 1 km, and χH ≃ 69.34 (this large value of the Hall
parameter does not account for turbulent effects, which might increase the effective
collision frequency), and therefore, L ∼ 14.4 m.

Precise calculation of induced field effects is not possible within the SSM framework. However, a first estimation of the induced magnetic field, B p , can be made.
Like in Chapter 8, the higher the plasma beta β, the stronger the induced magnetic
field. For the same plasma at low Earth orbit as before, β ≃ 1.61. Moreover, the
large energy of ions can also contribute to deform the magnetic field. This large
value of β shows that the induced field can totally cancel out the external field in
most of the plume, and therefore the L associated to magnetic field effects will be
much larger than predicted in the analysis of resistivity alone.
The induced field thus reduces the confining effect of the external field in the
bulk of the plume, just as in the case of a MN, in a much effective way than
collisions. The effect on the thinner peripheral plasma is however much more
difficult to predict.
The study of a general case, with B at an angle α from the beam centerline,
cannot be performed in the same fashion as before, since axisymmetry breaks.
However, it is interesting to observe that, for large α angles, the finite width of the
plasma plume gives rise to a third phenomenon that severely limits the influence
of the magnetic field.
The currents required to deflect the beam are proportional to its kinetic energy,
and inversely proportional to the curvature radius of the deflected trajectories
and the intensity of the field. In contrast to the coaxial case, where the induced
currents were azimuthal and needed not to leave the plasma volume, in a general
case the j k ui × B currents would need to traverse the whole plasma plume and
then continue outside of it due to current continuity, ∇ · j = 0. This limits the
magnitude of j to the one that the ambient magnetic field can carry. Ideally, in
the case of zero ambient density, a clean plasma edge, and α = 90 deg, when the
magnetic field tries to deflect ions and electrons in opposite directions a strong
electric field E ≃ −ui × B would appear to avoid charge separation (Hall effect),
and absolutely no currents would exist in the steady-state. The E × B drift would
then allow the plasma to continue its movement downstream.
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To sum up, this analysis suggests that magnetic effects will be weaker in low
Earth orbit than previously expected,235 especially due to the large β, and also
due to the 3D geometry effects that limit the development of currents. Collisions,
albeit a minor effect in the analyzed case, also allow cross-field diffusion.

10.5

Summary of results

We have presented a generalized model framework for two-fluid quasi-selfsimilar
plume models. From it, three existing examples of SSM have been particularized
and discussed. The framework provides the necessary starting point to derive
other models for general density profiles. The model serves as a fast and simple
tool for the preliminary design of many plasma applications, including the novel
active space debris removal concept known as “Ion Beam Shepherd”, the study of
electric propulsion plumes, and also as a supplementary tool for the study of MNs.
We have demonstrated that no rigorous self-similar and separable solutions of
the fluid equations exist. A measure of the error committed has been provided
using the equation that the models fail to fulfill, and is shown to be proportional
to the inverse of the square of the Mach number, ∝ 1/M 2 (in the models of
interest), and therefore they exhibit a high degree of accuracy in electric propulsion
applications, where typically M ≫ 1.
The roles of the governing parameters of the flow, the Mach number, and the
initial divergence angle, have been quantified. It is seen that the Mach number
has a strong influence on the rate at which the plume divergence angle increases.
Profiles of the plasma variables and local error for a representative case of the
three models have been calculated and compared. It has been shown that two of
the models coincide with the model of Ashkenazy and Fruchtman221 for isothermal
flows, for certain values of the parameters.
Additionally, a preliminary analysis of the influence of a homogeneous magnetic
field on the development of the plume has been carried out, showing that magnetic
fields can deflect the plasma beam, and that it is essentially the plasma induced
field that provides a means for the plasma to overcome the guiding effects of
the external one. Collisions and three-dimensional effects also limit the magnetic
effects.
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Chapter 11
Conclusion
To conclude this Thesis, we gather the main results and identify some key lines of
continuation for this research.

11.1

Results review and final discussion

In this Thesis we have modeled and investigated the main physical processes that
take place in the plasma flow inside the magnetic nozzle (MN) of the helicon plasma
thruster (HPT) and similar thrusters, and assessed its propulsive worthiness and
performance.
One of the main results of this work is the two-dimensional fluid model of
the collisionless plasma expansion in a divergent MN that has been formulated.
The model has been progressively extended to include additional physics, and currently possesses dominant-order electron inertia terms, self-consistent calculation
of the induced magnetic field, capability to integrate into the far region beyond
the turning point of the MN, and multiple temperature electron populations.
The model has been implemented into a computer code called DiMagNo, which
employs the method of characteristics for fast and accurate integration of the
plasma flow and analytical expressions for the magnetic field. The code is written
in fully object-oriented Matlab code, and it is designed to be highly modular and
readily extensible.
Using these tools, we have characterized the 2D plasma expansion in terms
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of the ion magnetization strength, the MN divergence rate, and the initial nonuniformity in the density profile. We have quantified the increasing radial rarefaction of the plasma, the ion and electron fluxes, and the magnitude and direction
of the ambipolar electric field. Non-magnetized ions are seen to separate inwards
from the magnetic tubes while electrons remain attached, giving rise to longitudinal
currents (which evidence the failure of the local current ambipolarity hypothesis).
The direction and magnitude of these currents in the plasma domain depend also
on the current boundary conditions; two cases, jz = 0 at the magnetic throat and
at a downstream section, have been discussed. Ion separation also generates a
small ion rotation, which builds up as ions traverse the field lines.
Ion acceleration has been shown to take place mainly thanks to the ambipolar electric field in this cold-ion, hot-electron plasma. The electric field converts
internal energy of electrons into directed energy of ions. Thrust production is intimately related to the azimuthal electric currents in the plasma being diamagnetic,
so that they are repelled away from the thruster: the electron Hall current (which
can be distributed in the plasma volume or localized as a surface current sheet on
the jet border) provides the main thrust mechanism, while the ion swirl current
that develops along the expansion (small but paramagnetic in the cases analyzed)
causes plasma drag and reduces thrust. The different contributions to thrust and
the partial ion and electron energy fluxes have been characterized. Thrust and
plume efficiency (a measure of the radial plasma losses) have been evaluated. It
has been found that, as long as model hypotheses hold, low ion magnetization, a
long, slowly-diverging nozzle, and initial focalization of the plasma yield the best
propulsive performances.
Plasma detachment has been studied both qualitatively and quantitatively in
terms of, on the one hand, the nozzle magnetic strength and the plasma conditions
at the nozzle throat (Mach number and non-uniformity of the density profile), and
on the other hand, the parameters defining the different detachment mechanisms
in the prevailing theories (resistivity, electron-ion relative mass, and upstream beta
parameter). It was argued that the direction of detachment due to these mechanisms (outward or inward) is closely linked to the diamagnetic or paramagnetic
character of the plasma, and for this reason detachment and thrust production
need to be studied consistently. For a propulsive MN, where the plasma is nec-
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essarily globally diamagnetic, detachment due to resistivity, electron inertia and
induced field is in the outward direction, contrary to the expectations of these
theories. Convergent detachment in these mechanisms is limited to the case of
a cold/hypersonic plasma at the nozzle throat, for which the plasma response is
paramagnetic and deceleration occurs, with no interest for propulsive applications.
The quantitative study, based on the perturbation analysis of the ideal solution,
was limited to the small-parameter range, but the basic physical principles explaining the plasma response support that the three detachment mechanisms will
continue to be divergent in a propulsive MN when non-linear effects account.
Consistent inclusion of dominant convective inertia of electrons in the model
confirmed these results while maintaining the mathematical structure of the equations, and allowed us to quantify the outward electron separation as a function of
the MN strength and the initial plasma profile. Due to the increased divergence
of the electron flow, ions were seen to separate locally inward, outward, or both
with respect to the magnetic field (although always inward with respect to the
electrons). We pointed out that convective inertia are only a part of the more
general finite Larmor radius effects (FLRE) of electrons, are were not included in
this model (nor in any MN model to the best of our knowledge). Another part
of the FLRE, the gyroviscous force, opposes the bulk convective term, and under
certain circumstances could be comparable in magnitude with it. Further analysis
should clarify this possibility.
The model of Hooper and derived ones were critically discussed to show a
mathematical inconsistency in their formulation that invalidates their conclusions.
The oversight is most probably related to the use of the local current ambipolarity hypothesis, which leads to inadvertently substitute a scalar condition for
a vector equation. The overdetermined system is rendered compatible again by
dropping one key momentum equation. While local current ambipolarity per se
is acceptable in the near region of the expansion, where ion-electron separation is
still very small and could be neglected, it obscures this central mechanism from the
plasma response, and it becomes an inadequate assumption further downstream
as this separation grows. And, certainly, this hypothesis is no longer admissible
in the study of plasma detachment, where ion separation and longitudinal electric
currents become first-order.
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Furthering this line of thought, it was highlighted that successful plasma detachment from the MN requires ion detachment, while electron detachment is only
secondary. Ion detachment was shown to take place downstream as ion separation
increases unbounded. This separation mechanism is robustly supported by the increasing ion inertia and the decreasing perpendicular electric and magnetic forces
on ions, and is expected to operate in very general conditions. A criterion for the
onset of ion detachment was derived, which essentially requires the effective demagnetization of the ion flow. The separation was quantified in the far expansion
region (beyond the turning point) as a function of the initial ion magnetization
strength, showing that the amount of backflowing plasma is negligible in the envisaged applications. Electron and ion force balances in the far region were studied,
and the influence of additional physical mechanisms (collisions, electron inertia,
induced magnetic fields, non-neutral phenomena and the presence of a background
plasma) was discussed and estimated, showing that induced field effects are expected to become significant first. The closure of the longitudinal electric currents
that result from the ion separation from the electrons remains an open topic. While
self-adjustment of the electron flow and other far-region phenomena would expectedly alleviate this issue, the force analysis shows that this closure and associated
mechanisms will not prevent the separation of the highly-hypersonic ions. An important conclusion regarding the operation of the propulsive MN is the existence
of a trade-off on the magnetic field strength, which is required to be sufficient to
magnetize electrons, so that the plasma is confined and nozzled downstream, but
weak enough to favor the early detachment of the ion flow. The wide difference
between ion and electron masses creates an ample range of magnetic strengths
where the MN can operate.
The plasma-induced magnetic field was included in the model and integrated
with an iterative approach, to show that (i ) it increases the divergence of the MN
and (ii ) the plasma plume and enhances plasma demagnetization in the core of
the beam. The additional divergence causes a minor decrease in propulsive performances. The longitudinal and azimuthal induced fields were quantified as a
function of the initial plasma beta parameter. The azimuthal induced field, while
insignificant for the most part, was shown to break the isorotation of the electron
flow. The detachment model of Arefiev and Breizman has been critically discussed,
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for the postulated stretching of the magnetic field to infinity by the plasma, contrary to the recovered behavior in a diamagnetic (and thrust-producing) plasma
expansion.
The formation in the plasma flow and 2D shape of electric a quasi-doublelayer, a concentrated steepening of the electric potential jump, was studied with
the incorporation of an additional Maxwellian population of hotter electrons to the
model, confirming the 1D results of Ahedo and Martı́nez-Sánchez. The position
and curvature of the layer was investigated in terms of the hot-to-cold electron
fraction, the magnetic strength and divergence rate, and the radial location of
injection of hot electrons. The resulting layer was seen to have a U-shape in
agreeement with the existing measurements that became more curved the larger
the magnetic divergence, the lower the magnetic strength, and the more peripherally hot electrons were injected. The layer can have positive and negative angles
with respect to the magnetic field, and its curved shape can make ions to diverge
locally inward or outward. No propulsive role of the double layer was observed,
aside from a localized decrease of the plume efficiency, and a relative increase of
the magnetic-to-total thrust ratio.
Lastly, a general self-similar model framework of a non-magnetized, collisionless plasma plume expansion into vacuum was formulated. The self-similarity
assumption causes an error that has been quantified, which is seen to be small
for hypersonic plasma plumes. Three models, with constant axial velocity along
ion streamlines, have been shown to be particularizations of the general one, and
have been compared and discussed. The models have been applied to characterize the plasma plume of the Ion Beam Shepherd, an active space debris removal
system that deorbits targets by decelerating them with a plasma beam, and to fit
and discuss the plasma plumes of two small Hall effect thrusters. Additionally, a
preliminary analysis on the effects of an external magnetic field on the evolution
of the plasma plume has been carried out.
To conclude, all results support the application of magnetic nozzles to plasma
space propulsion, where they act as an electromagnetic device from the force point
of view and as an electrothermal device from the energy viewpoint, while protecting
the thruster walls by magnetic shielding. The magnetic nozzle is a simple yet
effective and efficient acceleration device for a class of advanced plasma thrusters,
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and in particular, the HPT.

11.2

Scope and limitations of these results

While our model and code cover many of the physics of the plasma expansion inside
the MN of the HPT and yield important results on its behavior and propulsive
performance, there are several aspects that have been neglected so far that limit
the scope of our conclusions.
First, we have modeled electrons as an (i ) isotropic, (ii ) Maxwellian, (iii) isothermal, (iv ) fully magnetized, (v ) collisionless species. Each assumption in this great
simplification needs to be carefully analyzed.
(i) The distribution function of a magnetized species can be strictly isotropic
only in the limit of negligible Larmor radius effects, due to the coherent gyration of all particles. Even then, the different dynamics in the perpendicular
and parallel direction are sure to anisotropize of the population.
(ii ) Even if the species is Maxwellian initially, it will lose its Maxwellian profile
downstream due to the anisotropization, but also due to the presence of
potential barriers in the nozzle, related to the confining electric potential
and the expanding magnetic mirror effect, which could cause the depletion
of certain parts of the energy distribution function.
(iii ) Modeling the evolution of the electron energy distribution function would
also yield the correct thermodynamic behavior of the species. This, however, would require detailed knowledge of the electron heat fluxes in the
collisionless expansion, which it is not currently available. The isothermal
assumption (and the bi-Maxwellian isothermal species of Chapter 9), while
a gross one, acts as a conservative limit in the study of the ion detachment,
since the higher downstream temperatures in this case create larger electric
fields to deflect the ion flow outward. The isothermal model also describes adequately the experimental measurements (although certain electron cooling
has been observed, too). An adiabatic or polytropic model, straightforwardly
implementable in our plasma model, would be equally speculative, with no
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substantial differences with the isothermal model except for the existence of
an asymptotic value of the electric potential downstream.
(iv ) The hypothesis of fully-magnetized, massless electrons, which greatly simplifies the integration of electron equations, can fail downstream due to the
advent of FLRE (inertia) and due to collisions. At any rate, electrons do
eventually demagnetize downstream, separating from the magnetic lines. A
partially-magnetized electron model would require including at least resistivity and the dominant-order FLRE. Such model would clarify the electron
behavior in the far region, and in particular, in the near-zero magnetic field
regions that occur when the induced magnetic field is strong enough.
(v ) Lastly, collisions affect all the previous points, by isotropizing and thermalizing the electron energy distribution function, modifying the heat fluxes in
electron cooling, and favoring cross-field diffusion that reduces the effective
electron magnetization.
Second, the simple treatment given to ions here as a cold species, while a reasonable hypothesis in the HPT, is inadequate for the MN plasma expansions of
other devices, where ion internal energy accounts for a non-negligible part of the
total (VASIMR, AF-MPD). In these thrusters (specially the VASIMR), separating the perpendicular and parallel components of the ion pressure tensor seems
necessary.
Third, our study of the plasma-induced field has neglected plasma currents
outside of the simulation region. This includes the currents within the source and
those far downstream. While these currents are not expected to modify the conclusions of MN opening and enhanced demagnetization in the analyzed region, their
effect remains to be quantified. Also, this analysis has been limited to the propulsive MN regime, characterized by low to mild plasma beta and ion magnetizations;
further study in other regimes should be carried out.
Another limiting assumption in our plasma/MN model is the fulfillment of
quasineutrality in the whole domain. Essentially, this hypothesis is disputed at the
plasma edge and the peripheral plasma, where density is lowest and perpendicular
electric fields are highest. Inclusion of non-neutral effects could better represent
the behavior of the plasma in these regions.
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Lastly, we have not contemplated in our model the possible presence of electrodes in contact with the plasma, applied electric fields, nor applied electric currents. These are central aspects of the AF-MPD thruster, whose detailed study
would require a different model. Likewise, we have not included the possible
presence of a background plasma, which would be interesting to explain certain
laboratory results.

11.3

Roadmap for future work

A first aspect to consider in future work is that the inherently theoretical work
of this Thesis needs to be contrasted in detail against experimental data to ascertain the validity of the conclusions. While existing experimental work has been
referred to and compared against when possible, full experimental validation and
quantification of our results is necessary. Unfortunately, proper laboratory tests
with magnetized plasmas expanding into vacuum are difficult to perform at best,
due to the influence of chamber conditions in the expansion. In particular, good
experiments are nearly impossible to perform in laboratory in the study of certain
aspects such as the far region behavior (detachment, demagnetization, etc), for
which extremely high vacuum conditions and large chambers are needed.
In line with the arguments of the previous section, a fundamental point that
remains to be modeled and investigated is the evolution of the electron energy
distribution function along the expansion. This study should yield the progressive
electron cooling downstream, the anisotropization of the species, and allow the
discussion of potential barriers for the electrons, all three important for the operation of the MN. It should be possible to advance in this field using a simplified
1D-2V model, whose results could then be incorporated into our 2D model for a
complete analysis.
The third central issue that should be addressed next is the development of
a simplified electron demagnetization model that includes the effects of electron
inertia, FLRE and collisions downstream. This seems necessary to pursue the
simulation of the plasma further downstream. Additionally, it might shed light on
the problem of longitudinal electric current closure.
Another point of interest is to add perpendicular and parallel ion pressure to
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the model. This would mainly benefit the study of the VASIMR. The anisotropic
ion energy distribution function would allow the separate study of the direct gasdynamic acceleration and magnetic mirror acceleration mechanisms. Additionally,
the inclusion of swirling ion flows at injection would be interesting for the study
of the AF-MPD.
In the framework of the HPT, the next logical step is integration of the nozzle model with the upstream source model, to carry out the analysis of the full
device and its performances. This work has been already initiated by Ahedo and
Navarro,41, 179 where the combined simulations of DiMagNo and a fluiddyinamic
code of the plasma source named HelFLU have been used to assess the thrust
efficiency of the HPT in its simplest configuration.
Eventually, the inherent limitations of a fluid code for the MN will advice
moving towards a more advanced model, perhaps following a hybrid fluid/PIC
(particle-in-cell) or full PIC approach. Preliminary work in this area has been carried out by Navarro, who adapted the HPHall hybrid code for Hall-effect thruster
to the study of the MN geometry. The resulting code, HelPIC, has been validated
using DiMagNo showing good agreement with the results obtained.236
At the same time, simple, analytic models that retain the main physics will
remain very useful for the fast iteration in preliminary design cycles and for the
understanding of the main operation mechanisms. Hence, development of simple
1D models or applying variable separation to the 2D DiMagNo model developed
here could prove to be valuable tools.
In the area of non-magnetized plasma plumes, an interesting aspect to be
studied further is the effect of the magnetic field on the deviation or deflection
of the emitted plasma. This is particularly important for certain applications such
as the Ion Beam shepherd deorbiting system, but also for the proper calibration of
thrust measurements and plume studies in laboratory tests, where non-negligible
deflections have been observed.172
Lastly, one of the main advantages of the MN, not explored here, is its ability
to tailor the plasma beam to the requirements of the mission. Interestingly, this
also opens the possibility to obtain thrust-vectoring capabilities (demanded by the
aerospace industry to compensate secular torques and gain propulsive flexibility)
by using non-axisymmetric magnetic fields to expand the plasma. The modeling
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of a 3D fully-magnetized plasma plume to quantify the deflection capabilities of
asymmetric nozzles and demonstrate the concept theoretically has been already
initiated. Also, a patent on the design of a controllable MN without moving parts
is currently in the process of registration.

Appendix A
Structure of a magnetized
cylindrical plasma
Recently, Ahedo181 carried out a detailed study of the radial structure of a plasma
confined by a long dielectric cylindrical vessel of radius R and an axial magnetic
field of strength B0 . The main distinguished magnetized regime corresponds to
Ωlh0 ≫ cs /R, νe ,

(A.1)

p
with νe the effective electron collisionality and Ωlh0 = Ωi0 mi /me the lower-hybrid
frequency. In that regime, the radial structure of the plasma consists of a bulk
diffusive region and two thin layers: a quasineutral convective layer and the Debye
sheath. The layer thicknesses are the local electron gyroradius, ℓ∗e , and the local
Debye length, λd , respectively, and the hierarchy λd ≪ ℓ∗e ≪ R is assumed. The
plasma behavior in the bulk diffusive region is summarized next. First, electron
pressure is balanced by the radial diamagnetic force, so that the plasma is in a
θ-pinch equilibrium (see Tonks181, 192 )
− en

∂n
∂φ
≪ enuθe B0 ≃ −Te .
∂r
∂r

(A.2)

Second, since the electric force is very small, the plasma radial velocity is also
small. Third, the swirl current is negligible compared to the Hall current. Fourth,
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the electron azimuthal velocity satisfies
uθe ≃ ur Ωe0 /νe ,

(A.3)

with Ωe0 the electron gyrofrequency. Fifth, the ion continuity equation and the
above equations determine the radial structure, characterized by
 r
n(r) = n0 J0 a0
,
R

−jθe (r) ≡ enuθe =

 r
n0 T e
a0 J 1 a0
,
B0 R
R

(A.4)

with J0 and J1 Bessel functions of first kind, and a0 ≃ 2.405 is the first zero of J0 .
Lastly, the transition to the thin inertial layer, takes place when uθe is, roughly,
p
of the order of the electron thermal velocity, ce = Te /me . From uθe ∼ ce and
Eq. (A.4), a (crude) estimate of the transition location is
R − r ∼ cs /Ωlh0 .

(A.5)

Observe in Eq. (A.4) that |̂θe | decreases as B0 increases. The reason is that, within
the magnetized regime, the plasma density near the wall decreases as magnetic
confinement increases, whereas uθe /ce changes weakly.
In our model, for chapters 3–4, in order to ignore the two thin layers and to
cover different radial gradients of the plasma density, the parameter σ is defined.
For a highly non-uniform jet, the value of σ is based on Eq. (A.5).

Appendix B
SSM Applications
This Appendix covers two application cases of the self-similar models of Chapter
10 that have been investigated in the course of this Thesis. A book chapter (Ref.
237) an a conference article (Ref. 233),reproduced in the next pages, describe both
studies.
The first application analyzed is a space debris removal system which has been
recently proposed at the Technical University Madrid,10, 238, 239 named ‘Ion Beam
Shepherd’ (IBS). Space debris constitute one of the main threats for continued
commercial and scientific exploitation of space. In the IBS concept, the plasma
plume from an electric thruster is directed toward the target debris to exert a
continuous deorbiting force. In this way, the technologically-challenging maneuver
of docking with an uncooperative, tumbling object is avoided. The IBS is equipped
with a second propulsion system that counters the thrust produced upon it by the
first plasma beam. As the IBS transmits momentum to the debris, it accompanies
it during the deorbiting operation while maintaining close formation flying, until
delivering it to the desired reentry orbit (or to a disposal orbit). Multi-mission
deorbiting is possible. Aside from the deorbiting of dead spacecraft and launcher
parts, the IBS has been also proposed for the long-term, efficient deflection of
asteroids, in order to prevent catastrophic collisions with Earth or to attempt
to capture certain near-Earth objects into a stable orbit. Simple plasma plume
models such as the SSMs are essential to assess the performance and behavior of
the IBS, its viability for a real deorbiting campaign, and central aspects such as
215
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the distance of operation to the debris, the evolution of the divergence angle of
the plume, and identify the key plume parameters.
The second application consists on the characterization of the far-field plasma
plumes of two small Hall effect thrusters, which have been tested in ICARECNRS, France. The goal of this study is to assess the adequacy of simple SSMs
to predict and describe the main aspects of the plasma plume expansion in real
plasma propulsion devices. The experimental data is used to fit the degrees of
freedom of the model, and calculate the effective polytropic exponent. The model
predictions are found to agree well with the measurements. This work was carried
out in collaboration with Dannenmayer et al. from ICARE-CNRS.

ION BEAM SHEPHERD SATELLITE
FOR SPACE DEBRIS REMOVAL
M. Merino, E. Ahedo, C. Bombardelli, H. Urrutxua,
and J. Pel‚
aez
Universidad Polit‚ecnica de Madrid
Madrid 28040, Spain

A novel contactless space debris removal system is proposed in which the
debris orbital motion is actively controlled by exploiting the momentum
transmitted by a collimated beam of quasi-neutral plasma impinging
against its surface. The beam can be generated with state-of-the-art
ion engines from a ¤shepherd spacecraft¥ coorbiting nearby. This spacecraft, placed at a distance of 1020 m from the object, would use a
state-of-the-art ion thruster pointed towards the debris, as well as a second propulsion system to compensate for the beam reaction in order to
keep a constant distance between the debris and the shepherd satellite
throughout the deorbiting process. The key aspects of the concept, including the propulsion requirements, the modeling of the plasma beam,
the momentum transfer to the body, and the dynamics and control of
the system, are discussed.

1

INTRODUCTION

The number of space debris in Low (LEO) and Geostationary (GEO) Earth orbits
is increasing at an alarming pace. This poses a serious threat for the continued
exploitation of space as a strategic resource for many scienti¦c and commercial
missions. Impacts in orbit occur at typical velocities of 10 km/s, meaning that
a regular 1-centimeter object can pierce any vehicle unless strongly shielded.
Although catastrophic collision probabilities are still currently low, a plausible
chain reaction of collisions between debris could result in hundreds of thousands
of fragments that would render such orbits unusable in practice for decades
or centuries (scenario known as ¤Kessler Syndrome¥ [1]). Worryingly, current
studies predict that the number of debris in the orbits of interest will continue
to increase unavoidably during the next years ¡ even if no further launch were
made, due to collisions and explosions of existing pieces ¡ unless active removal
actions are undertaken. Active Debris Removal is, however, a di©cult and risky
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operation. Typically, the target space debris has to be docked or caught by
another spacecraft before a deorbiting or reorbiting maneuver can take place.
Docking with a noncooperative target, which, in addition, may exhibit chaotic
attitude motion, is a formidable task in space technology.
Recently, our research team has proposed a novel contactless debris removal
strategy, which can greatly reduce the complexity, costs, and risks of an active removal campaign by completely avoiding the technological challenge of physically
docking to an uncooperative target [24]. A high-speci¦c-impulse ion beam, produced onboard of a ¤shepherd¥ spacecraft, is used to exert a decelerating force
on selected pieces of debris in order to e¨ectively deorbit them from a safe distance. This shepherd, which directs the ion beam towards the target debris, is
equipped with a secondary propulsion unit to counteract the reaction force of
the primary beam, allowing to maintain a constant separation from the space
debris throughout the deorbit (or reorbit) process. Similar concepts have been
proposed independently by other research groups [57].
The same Ion Beam Shepherd (IBS) concept has also other potential propulsive applications of large interest which are currently under study. Preliminiary
results suggest remarkable performances as an asteroid de§ection system [8],
with multiple advantages over other alternatives such as weighty gravity tractors [9] or di©cult to control kinetic impactors [10]. Another envisaged use of
the IBS is the controlled displacement of space assets in orbit which lack their
own propulsion systems.
This paper describes the key aspects of the IBS concept and presents some
recent results of an ongoing research e¨ort on the system performances. The
rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 summarizes the IBS system
and discusses its basic performances. In section 3, the speci¦c needs of the IBS
in terms of propulsion are analyzed. Section 4 explains the mathematical model
used to study the plasma plume, the central element of the IBSdebris interaction. Then, the method followed to calculate the forces and torques exerted
upon the target debris by the plasma is described in section 5. Lastly, the IBS
concept and the capacity to control a deorbiting maneuver is illustrated with
preliminary simulations in section 6, and conclusions are gathered in section 7.

2

THE ION BEAM SHEPHERD CONCEPT

The IBS [2, 3] is a new concept of space propulsion in which a shepherd spacecraft
employs a primary propulsion system (e. g., an ion thruster) to produce and aim a
collimated quasi-neutral plasma beam towards a target object. As a consequence,
the latter receives a force FD , resulting from the momentum transmitted by the
plasma ions when they reach its surface (Fig. 1). The force FD is a fraction of
the total thrust Fp1 produced by the primary propulsion system:
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Figure 1 Schematic of IBS satellite deorbiting a space debris
FD = −ηB Fp1

(1)

where ηB is the beam momentum transfer e©ciency, one of the key ¦gures of the
system, which depends primarily on the problem geometry (relative distance,
debris size, shape and attitude, and beam divergence rate), and, secondarily, on
the characteristics of the debris surfaces.
In order to avoid that the IBS drifts away from the debris secularly, the
thrust force Fp1 exerted on the shepherd needs to be compensated by a secondary
propulsion system (e. g., another ion thruster), which delivers a force Fp2 aimed
in the opposite direction (see Fig. 1). In addition, the secondary propulsion
system can be used to control the IBSdebris relative displacement along the
orbit normal and along the out-of-plane direction.
Assuming that Fp1 , Fp2 , and FD are aligned with the tangent to the orbit,
zero secular variation of the distance between the two bodies is obtained when
their orbit semimajor axes are equal at any instant of time t, which translates
into [3]:
FD
FS
=
mD
mS
where FS = Fp2 − Fp1 is the resulting force on the IBS, and mD and mS are the
masses of debris and shepherd, respectively. Using Eq. (1), this condition reads:


mS
Fp2 = Fp1 1 + ηB
.
mD
Note that the separation distance is ideally constant only for the case of a
circular orbit; in the case of elliptic orbits, it oscillates about a mean value. The
amplitude of the oscillations relative to this value is equal, to ¦rst order, to the
orbit eccentricity. This makes the IBS concept less suitable for highly eccentric
orbits. Fortunately, the great majority of large LEO debris has eccentricity less
than 0.01 [3].
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Figure 2 Deorbiting time for a low-thrust transfer from 1000- to 500-kilometer
altitude circular orbit assuming constant tangential thrust Ft and for di¨erent values
of the space debris mass: 1 ¡ 10 kg; 2 ¡ 100 kg; 3 ¡ 1 t; and 4 ¡ 10 t

If the assumption is made that the debris orbit is initially circular and undergoes a constant tangential acceleration FD /mD , the time required to transfer the
debris from a higher altitude orbit of radius r1 to a lower altitude orbit of radius
r2 (or vice versa) is very accurately described by the following equation [2]:
√
√
mD
mD | r1 − r2 |
p
–t = –V
=
(2)
FD
FD r1 r2 /µ

where µ is the Earth gravitational parameter, and –V is the mission velocity
budget.
Figure 2 plots the time required for a 500-kilometer altitude reduction of
debris of di¨erent sizes starting from a circular 1000-kilometer altitude orbit and
as a function of the constant tangential thrust. A continuous 100-millinewton
force seems to be reasonable in order to have 1-ton objects deorbited in about one
month time. Assuming a speci¦c impulse of Isp = 2700 s for both the primary
and secondary thrusters and a beam momentum transfer e©ciency ηB ≃ 0.8,
such deorbiting maneuver would consume about 2535 kg of propellant, both
thrusters considered. Note that there are currently almost 1000 objects in LEO
with a mass exceeding 1 t and having reached the end of their operation time.

3

PROPULSION REQUIREMENTS

The whole IBS concept relies on the ability to transmit a su©cient deorbiting
force to a distant body with an ion beam. It is, therefore, critical to analyze the
main requirements for the propulsion system and discuss the di¨erent alternatives that can be used to generate the beam. To achieve this in a highly e©cient
manner, we require a plasma source able to generate (i) a high speci¦c impulse,
Isp , with a high thrust e©ciency:
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ηT =

Isp g 0 Fp1
2Pa1

where Pa1 is the available power for the primary ion beam source, and g 0 is the
gravity acceleration at Earth surface, and (ii) a low divergence plasma jet.
While a larger value of Isp means lower propellant consumption for a mission of given –V , the available power on board, Pa = Pa1 + Pa2 , with Pa2
= (1 + ηB ms /mD ) Pa1 , and the deorbiting design time, –t, set a constraint to
the maximum possible Isp . Assuming constant Fp1 and ηB throughout the mission and that both the primary and secondary propulsion systems have the same
Isp and thrust e©ciency ηT , this constraint reads
Isp =

2ηT ηB Pa –t
.
–V (2mD + ηB mS ) g 0

This expression manifests the importance of Pa and ηT for a swift and e©cient
deorbiting campaign.
The second main factor paramount for this application is the divergence angle
of the beam. Given a working distance from the shepherd satellite to a certain
target debris, the divergence angle controls the amount of plasma intercepted
by the object, thereby determining the beam momentum transfer e©ciency ηB .
The smaller the divergence angle, the higher ηB for a given separation distance,
or, equivalently, the further away the IBS can operate for a ¦xed value of ηB .
Other propulsion requirements include the ability to tailor the thrust produced by the device to allow adjusting the distance between the two orbiting
bodies.
Finally, the characteristics of existing plasma thrusters and their technological maturity have also to be taken into account. The two most trusted and
successful types of advanced electric propulsion are ion engines and Hall e¨ect
thrusters which are nowadays fully-developed, space-tested, and commercially
available in the power range 5005000 W. Current thrusters of both types with
23 kW provide around 100-millinewton thrust. Hall thrusters have larger divergence angles (∼ 40◦ ) and lower speci¦c impulses (15002500 s, normally)
than ion engines (typically < 20◦ and ∼ 3000 s, respectively). However, Hall
thrusters are more compact and rely on simpler power processing units than ion
engines [11, 12].
All these di¨erences, remarkably the smaller divergence angle, suggest that
ion engines are more appropriate for the IBS concept. Nevertheless, both types
of engines, as well as other well-established devices such as arcjets, can be potentially employed in the IBS. Idem can be said of electric propulsion technologies currently being developed, such as helicon thrusters with tunable magnetic
nozzles [13] or magnetoplasmadynamic thrusters [14], whose performances and
speci¦c characteristics might entail additional bene¦ts for this application.
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4

PLASMA PLUME MODELING

An adequate modeling of the plasma plume expansion is crucial for the study
of the IBS concept. For the purposes of this preliminary analysis, self-similar

Figure 3 Pro¦les of the plasma density n
 (a), and the axial n
u
zi (b) and radial n
u
ri ion §uxes (c) in the plasma plume in logarithm scale. The η = 1 line
(in white) represents the streamtube of 95 percent §ux. The initial divergence angle
of this line has been ¦xed at α0 = tan−1 0.2 and the Mach number at M0 = 20,
representative
value for ion thrusters [11, 12]. Variables with a hat (e. g., u
zi
p
= uzi / Te /mi ) are nondimensionalized with Te (electron temperature, expressed in energy units), mi (ion mass), n0 (particle density at origin), and the initial
radius R0 of the plasma tube containing 95% of the mass §ow. (Refer color plate,
p. XXXII.)
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models (SSM) exhibit the best trade-o¨ between accuracy and complexity, and
retain all the relevant physics. These models provide a good estimation of the
plasma plume properties in the far ¦eld [15], i. e., after the initial inhomogenities
and thruster ¦elds become negligible, which usually happens only a few thruster
radii away from it [16]. For their simplicity and accuracy, SSM are under active
investigation by our group. A detailed discussion and comparison of SSM can be
found in [17] where the equations of these models are derived. A brief summary
of the central aspects of SSM is provided below.
The SSM are based upon the steady-state continuity and radial momentum
equations of the totally-ionized, collisionless plasma composed of singly-charged,
hypersonic ions of mass mi and isothermal electrons of temperature Te :
uzi

∂ ln n ∂uzi 1 ∂ (ruri )
∂ ln n
+ uri
+
+
= 0;
∂z
∂r
∂z
r
∂r
∂uri
∂uri
Te ∂ ln n
uzi
+ uri
+
=0
∂z
∂r
mi ∂r

where all the mentioned near-¦eld e¨ects have been neglected; (r, θ, z) are the
set of cylindrical coordinates of the far ¦eld; uzi and uri are the velocity axial
and radial components; and n is the plasma density.
Existing SSM neglect the axial plasma momentum equation and assume uzi
= const along streamlines. This makes the §ow self-similar and induces a minor error, leaving the radial pro¦le of the plasma indeterminate. Self-similar
models di¨er in the additional assumptions on the shape of the plume upstream pro¦les. The plume expansion depends solely on the initial Mach number
1/2
M0 = uzi0 (mi /Te )
and the initial divergence angle of the beam, α0 .
Figure 3 displays the output of a particularization of the Ashkenazy and
Fruchtman SSM [18] for a reference case, based on the currently-available ion
thruster technology [11]: R0 = 0.1 m (the initial radius of the 95 percent mass§ow
plasma tube) and M0 = 20 (representative of uzi0 = 38000 m/s and Te = 5 eV
for Xenon). Notice that the expansion is not exactly conical due to the residual
plasma pressure that continues to expand the beam downstream. The local
relative error ε (associated with ignoring the axial momentum equation and
de¦ned in [17]) committed by the model is less than 0.2% inside of the 95 percent
mass §ow tube. This error is proportional to M−2
0 , making it negligible for
hypersonic jets (M0 ≫ 1) such as those of ion engines.

5

FORCES AND TORQUES TRANSMITTED
BY THE BEAM

The high-speed plasma ions (typically, xenon) impact the target debris, exerting
a force FD upon the debris. This force has a main contribution associated to the
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momentum of the incoming ions per unit time. When ions reach the surface, a
series of processes occur: according to experimental tests and numerical models
available in the literature [19], the vast majority of ions with O(1 keV) penetrate
the substrate of metals such as aluminum a few nanometers and deposit their
kinetic energy on the target via a series of collisions. The (neutralized) ions
then abandon the surface after an accommodation time, with surface thermal
velocities that are much smaller than the incoming ion velocity. Sputtering of
the debris surface due to ion impact occurs, but the energy of the ejected materials is typically about two orders of magnitude smaller than the energy of the
incoming ions. Although the particular accommodation and sputtering behavior
depends on the material, its temperature, and its surface characteristics, as well
as the energy of the impacting ions, these e¨ects produce a negligible, positive
contribution to the resulting force FD in the ranges of application, and, therefore, are conservatively neglected. A preliminary analysis of these phenomena,
as well as a discussion on the relative charging of the shepherd-debris system in
the presence of the quasi-neutral plasma beam, can be found in [4]. The contribution of the static pressure of the plasma can also be neglected for hypersonic
plumes.
Ultimately, the force on a di¨erential surface element dS of the target can be
expressed to a good level accuracy as
dFD ≃ mi nui (−ν · ui ) dS
where ν is the outwards-pointing normal unit vector of the surface element; ui
is the velocity vector of the incoming ions; and n is their local density. The
corresponding force FD and torque ND exerted by the plume can be, therefore,
calculated by integrating over the debris surface Sb exposed to the beam:
Z
Z
ND = (r − rG ) × dFD
FD = dFD ;
Sb

Sb

where r − rG is the relative position of the integrating point with respect to the
center of mass of the debris.
The plume model introduced in section 4 can be used to compute FD and ND
for each geometric con¦guration. Since the backscattering accommodated ions
and sputtered materials produce a negligible contribution and not all the ions
reach the target surface, due to the beam divergence and possible misalignment,
the beam momentum transfer e©ciency ηB , de¦ned in Eq. (1), is lower than
unity.
As a simple illustration, a homogeneous spherical debris of radius RD and
center-of-mass at (rD , zD ) is considered in the following. The transmitted force
increases when the ratio between the sphere radius and the local radius of the
beam RB (de¦ned as the radius of the 95 percent mass §ow streamtube at zD )
increases. The force also increases the smaller the misalignment rD of the center
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of mass from the axis of the beam. In
the case rD = 0, the radial lateral force
FD,r and the torque ND are both zero.
Figure 4 plots the beam e©ciency vs. the
impact ratio χ,
χ=

RD
RB (zD )

which is the function of the relative position of the two bodies, and for di¨erent
values of the relative radial o¨set with
respect to the beam width,
λr =

rD
.
RB (zD )

Figure 4 Beam momentum transfer
e©ciency for a sphere as a function of
the impact ratio χ and the relative radial
o¨set λr = 0 (1), 0.5 (2), and 1 (3)

These results highlight the importance of controlling the IBS-debris relative
position in order to maximize χ and minimize λr if a high value of ηB is to be
obtained. This translates into approaching closely the debris while maintaining
a safe distance and optimizing beam divergence to reduce the fraction of plasma
that does not impinge on the target.

6

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
AND CONTROLLABILITY

The evolution of a deorbiting maneuver can be simulated using the elements
introduced in previous sections to calculate the instantaneous force and torque
on the two bodies. An in-house numerical simulation package called IBIS (Ion
Beam Interaction Simulator), which can model the ion beam interaction with an
arbitrary rigid object, was developed by our team. IBIS employs ¦nite element
methods together with a shadowing algorithm for the force and torque calculations, and was designed to deal with the speci¦c dynamics arising from the IBS
concept, combining the interaction of the plasma beam with the debris and the
equations of motion for both the debris and the ion beam shepherd.
The IBIS software (Fig. 5) has become an important working tool for the
tuning, testing, and validation of physical models, the study, analysis, and conceptual design of the IBS concept, as well as to evaluate and qualify the performance of the overall system, understand the in§uence of design parameters, and
optimize particular features such as control laws and deorbiting strategies.
In the simulations shown here, the ion beam has been pointed along the shepherd orbit tangent. It produces a ¦xed thrust Fp1 on the shepherd. To illustrate
the IBS concept and its controllability, one will assume that the shepherd is
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equipped with three control thrusters (in the R-bar, V-bar, and out-of-plane direction) to control the relative position with the debris around a nominal value,
corresponding to the debris and shepherd coorbiting at a user-de¦ned separation distance. An optimally-tuned PD (proportional-derivative) control loop is

Figure 5 The IBIS software graphical output and graphic user interface
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Figure 6 Relative trajectory of the center of mass of a 2-ton spherical debris in circular
LEO orbit (altitude of 1000 km) with χ = 0.7 subject to an initial impulse of 0.01 m/s
along the x, y, and z axes from its nominal equilibrium position. The shepherd mass
is set to 300 kg. A beam of 0.1-newton (deorbiting) thrust and 10 degree divergence
is employed. An optimally tuned PD feedback control system along the R-bar, V-bar,
and out-of-plane direction was employed

employed to stabilize the relative motion. At this design phase, the availability
of an exact measurement of the relative position between the two spacecraft has
been assumed. Naturally, the chosen control strategy and the number/position
of actuators are only preliminary and will be studied and optimized in detail
together with the set of sensors used as the IBS concept advances.
Figures 6 to 8 show a representative simulation case with an initial relative
velocity error from the nominal situation imposed in the initial conditions. The
¦gures describe the initial evolution of the relative position of the two bodies, the
magnitude of the control e¨ort, and the debris angular velocity variation during
the ¦rst orbits of the maneuver. As far as orbital perturbations are concerned,
only J2 gravitational terms were accounted for. This simulation shows that the
initial perturbation can be easily damped within the ¦rst few hours, after which
the deorbiting maneuver can proceed successfully in a quasi-steady manner, in
intervals of time as described by Eq. (2).

7

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A novel ion beam shepherd concept for active space debris removal operations,
which can also work as a general contactless space-tug system and an asteroid
de§ection platform, has been succintly described. The system constitutes a
promising and simple alternative to complex docking maneuvers. The evolution
of a plasma plume from an electric propulsion system and the interaction between
the plasma and the target debris have been studied. Preliminary results on the
relative motion between the two bodies along a deorbiting maneuver using a
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Figure 7 Control force components (a) and momentum transfer e©ciency (b) for the
relative position control problem described in Fig. 6: 1 ¡ control force fs along x axis
in Frenet frame; 2 ¡ along y axis; 3 ¡ along z axis; and 4 ¡ total control force

simple control strategy have been presented. The analysis, which relies on an
ad-hoc developed ion beam interaction simulation package, shows that an ion
beam can be used to exert forces and torques in a controlled manner from a
safe distance on space debris, with momentum transfer e©ciencies close to unity,
and that formation §ying of the IBS-debris system can be easily stabilized in
quasi-circular orbits.
A detailed study of the system must follow, in order to gain a better understanding of (i) the di¨erent phenomena in the plasma-body interaction; (ii) the
in§uence of the space environmental plasma in the momentum transmission;
(iii) the e¨ects of background magnetic ¦elds such as the geomagnetic ¦eld on
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Figure 8 Evolution of the debris angular velocity vector (with respect to Frenet axes)
for the relative position control problem described in Fig. 6: 1 ¡ wx ; 2 ¡ wy ; 3 ¡
wz ; and 4 ¡ |w|

the plume expansion; and (iν) assessing possible contamination e¨ects on the
IBS satellite due to backscattering particles.
In the area of dynamics and control, the issue of estimating the debris relative
position and attitude with su©cient accuracy, as required by the control system,
remains to be investigated. Future work will also assess the case of space debris of
more complex shapes, and the possibility of stabilizing the attitude of the debris
using the plasma beam, with a view to an eventual demonstration mission for
the concept.
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Figure 3 Profiles of the plasma density n (a), and the axial nuzi (b) and radial
ion fluxes nuri (c) in the plasma plume in logarithm scale. The h = 1 line (in
white) represents the streamtube of 95 percent flux. The initial divergence
angle of this line has been fixed at a0 = tan-1 0.2 and the Mach number at M0
= 20, representative value for ion thrusters [11, 12]. Variables with a hat (e. g.,
uzi = uzi/ Te/mi) are nondimensionalized with Te (electron temperature, expressed
in energy units), mi (ion mass), n0 (particle density at origin), and the initial
radius R0 of the plasma tube containing 95% of the mass flow. (Refer Merino et
al., p. 794.)
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Hall Effect Thruster Plasma Plume Characterization
with Probe Measurements and Self-Similar Fluid
Models
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A characterization of the far-field plasma plume of two Hall effect thrusters was performed by means of a comparison between experimental plasma properties with semianalytical fluid models of the hypersonic plasma plume. A cylindrical Langmuir probe was
employed in the experimental investigation of the plumes. Time-averaged measurements
of the plasma potential, the electron temperature and density were performed for various operating conditions of the PPS R 100-ML and the PPI thruster. The measured data
was then used to fit a simple fluid model that relies on the quasi-selfsimilarity exhibited
by hypersonic plasma plumes. Model agrees well with experimental data and the error
committed by the selfsimilarity assumption is shown to be small.

Nomenclature
CRP
Id
n
Te
Ud
φ
uzi , uri
γ

Cathode-to-ground potential [V]
Discharge current [A]
Plasma density [m−3 ]
Electron temperature [eV]
Discharge voltage [V]
Plasma potential [V]
Axial and radial ion velocity components [m/s]
Specific heat ratio of electrons

I.

Introduction

Electric propulsion is at present a well established technology for space applications. In comparison with
chemical rockets, electric propulsion devices offer an attractive way to save propellant mass thanks to a
much faster propellant ejection speed. Among all electric propulsion devices, Hall effect thrusters (HET)
are currently recognized as an attractive propulsion means for long duration missions and maneuvers that
require a large velocity increments. A HET uses a low-pressure discharge with magnetized electrons to ionize
and accelerate a propellant gas.1
The plasma plume of a HET exhibits a relatively large divergence angle of about 45 ◦ (Ref. 2). The
characterization and the investigation of the plume and its expansion into space is therefore paramount
for understanding these devices and assessing the mechanical and electrical interactions of the exhaust
plasma plume with the spacecraft itself and the surrounding environment.3, 4 Furthermore, understanding
the dependence of the plume evolution with the main operating parameters allows to (1) optimize thruster
design for maximum performance, (2) reduce potential interaction hazards, and (3) produce a tailored plasma
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jet for advanced applications, such as the recently introduced Ion Beam Shepherd system, a contactless space
“tow” system, which employs an energetic plasma plume to exert a force on a distant object.5
Analysis of electric propulsion plasma plumes constitutes a difficult task, due to the complexity and
number of phenomena taking place in the plume formation and downstream expansion. Usually, a triple
approach combining ground testing, in-space measurements and modeling must be followed to correctly
describe the plume. The present work is focused on the study and characterization of the plasma plumes
generated by two different HETs. Experimental data for plasma properties, such as plasma potential, electron
temperature and density, are obtained using a cylindrical probe. Semi-analytical, selfsimilar fluid models of
the hypersonic far-field plasma plume are then used to fit and assimilate the experimental data from the
probe, in order to recover features such as the shape of ion streamtubes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II details the experimental setup for the two HETs,
the PPS R 100-ML and the PPI thruster. Section III presents the experimental results. The self-similar
model and its fitting to the measured plume data is performed in section IV. Conclusions of this work are
summarized in the final section.

II.

Experimental setup

Electrostatic probes are a simple and versatile diagnostic tool for the experimental investigation of plasma
properties. In the present work, a single cylindrical Langmuir probe was used to investigate the electron
properties in the far-field plumes of the two HETs, namely the 1.5 kW PPS R 100-ML and the 200 W PPI
thruster. A detailed description and analysis of the probe is given in a previous paper.6 A brief summary of
the thrusters and the experimental setup is given in the following.
II.A.

PPS R 100-ML

The PPS R 100-ML is a 1.5 kW-class HET with a discharge chamber outer diameter of 100 mm (Ref. 7).
The magnetic field is generated by 5 magnetic coils (4 external and 1 internal coil). The thruster delivers
a thrust of about 80 mN when operated at 300 V and 5 mg/s. The channel walls are made of BNSiO2 . A
picture of the PPS R 100-ML thruster is shown in Figure 1. The thruster was operated in the PIVOINE-2G

Figure 1. Picture of the PPS R 100-ML.

(Propulsion Ionique pour les Vols Orbitaux – Interprétation et Nouvelles Expériences; 2G stands for 2nd
generation) chamber. The test bench is a 4 m long by 2.2 m in diameter vacuum chamber equipped with
cryogenic pumps. It has a maximum pumping speed in xenon of 210 000 l/s (40 K) providing a background
pressure of about 10−5 mbar-Xe for a broad range of operating conditions (1-50 mg/s in Xe and a power
range from 100 W up to 20 kW). The multi-stage pumping system is composed of a primary pump, a 5000 l/s
turbomolecular pump, for removal of light molecular gases like hydrogen and nitrogen that are not pumped
by the cryosurfaces, as well as 2 cryogenic stages located at the back of the tank. The first stage allows
to reach a pumping speed of 70 000 l/s. The second stage adds up a 140 000 l/s pumping capacity. In
addition a 16 K cryo-panel is employed for removal of nitrogen and oxygen. The cryopumps are LN2 -cooled
and shielded from ion beam by means of water-cooled graphite tiles. The tank pressure is measured with a
cold cathode ionization gauge. The residual gas composition is continuously analyzed and monitored with a
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quadrupole mass spectrometer. The thruster was mounted on a movable arm, allowing the displacement of
the thruster along the thruster axis (x-direction). The diagnostics were mounted on a second arm that moves
perpendicular to the thruster axis (y-direction). A rotation stage at the end of the diagnostics arm allowed
a displacement of the probes in the θ- direction, so that the probes always pointed towards the thruster
center, see Figure 2. The combination of the displacement of the probes in the y and θ-direction together
with the possibility to move the thruster along its axis allowed to map the complete far-field plume. For the
present study the far-field plume was mapped from 300 to 660 mm downstream the thruster exit plane and
from 0 to 60 deg, where 0 deg corresponds to the thruster axis.

Figure 2. Schematic view of the HET and probe positioning system.

II.B.

PPI thruster

The PPI thruster (French acronym for “Petit Propulseur Innovant”) is a 200 W type HET able to deliver a
thrust of 10 mN when operated at 250 V and 1.0 mg/s xenon mass flow rate.8 This thruster was originally
designed by the GEMaC team in Versailles.9, 10 This thruster exhibits three interesting features that makes
it highly versatile. First, the magnetic field is generated by way of small SmCo magnets brought together
inside rings located on either side of the channel walls. A soft iron magnetic circuit with a back gap permits
to drive the magnetic flux in order to obtain the desired topology. No magnetic screen is used. Second,
the propellant gas is injected homogeneously inside the channel using a porous ceramic instead of a classical
metal hollow gas injector. A stainless-steel ring placed at the back of the channel serves as anode. Third, a
central copper heat drain is employed to evacuate heat towards a radiator placed behind the thruster. The
radiator, which is a thin copper disk of 25 cm in diameter, is necessary to reduce the thermal load onto
dielectric walls and magnets. The channel walls are made of alumina compound (Al2 O3 ). A heated cathode
with a LaB6 insert, provided by MIREA, is used with a cathode mass flow rate of 0.2 mg/s. A picture of the
PPI thruster operating in the NExET test facility at 200 V and 1.0 mg/s is shown in Figure 3.
The thruster was operated in the NExET (New EXperiments on Electric Thrusters) test bench. This
vacuum chamber has been installed at the ICARE laboratory in 2008. The stainless-steel vacuum chamber
is 1.8 m long and 0.8 m in diameter. It is equipped with a multi-stage pumping system. This system is
composed of a large dry pump (400 m3 /h), a 200 l/s turbomolecular pump to evacuate light gases and a
cryogenic pump with a typical surface temperature of 35 K (8000 l/s) to get rid of the propellant such
as xenon and krypton. A background pressure of 2×10−5 mbar is achieved with a xenon mass flow rate
of 1.0 mg/s and an input power of 250 W (Ref. 11). The back part of the chamber is water cooled and
protected with graphite tiles to absorb a part of the ion beam energy and therefore reducing the thermal
load on the cryosurface. The chamber is equipped with different observation windows, diagnostic ports as
well as electrical and gas feed-throughs. The interior of the test bench is easy to access thanks to a large
front door. The thruster was mounted onto two moving stages to allow a displacement in both the axial (x)
and radial (y) direction.
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III.
III.A.

Experimental results

Far-field plume of the PPS R 100-ML thruster

The PPS R 100-ML was operated at a constant anode mass flow rate of 4.0 mg/s and cathode mass flow rate
of 0.42 mg/s with three different discharge voltages (Ud =150, 200 and 300 V). Figure 4 shows the variation of
φ, Te and n measured with the Langmuir probe as a function of the angle θ for the three discharge voltages.
For clarity reasons the results are only presented at two different distances from the thruster exit plane, 300
and 500 mm respectively.
The cathode potential to ground is very similar for the three operating conditions: CRP = −14±1 V. The
mean discharge current is almost the same for a discharge voltage of 150 V and 200 V (Id = 3.46 respectively
3.47 A). For Ud = 300 V the mean discharge current is the highest (Id = 3.65 A).
As it can be seen in Figure 4(a), the plasma potential φ decreases with the angle θ. For angles smaller
than 20 ◦ the plasma potential increases the higher discharge voltage is. For θ > 20 ◦ , there is no clear
difference for the 3 different operating conditions. The electron temperature Te also decreases with the angle
θ, as shown in Figure 4(b). For θ < 30◦ , the electron temperature increases for higher discharge voltages,
whereas for θ > 30◦ , there is almost no difference for the 3 different discharge voltages. Figure 4(c) shows
that the electron density n decreases with the angle θ. The electron density drops by a factor of 3 for
Ud = 300 V, respectively by a factor of 2 for Ud = 200 V and by a factor of 1.5 for Ud = 150 V. Expectedly,
all three parameters also decrease with the distance from the thruster exit plane.
III.B.

Far-field plume of the PPI thruster

The PPI was operated at a constant anode/cathode mass flow rates of 1.0 mg/s and 0.2 mg/s respectively,
with two different discharge voltages (Ud =200 and 225 V). Figure 5 shows φ, Te and n measured with the
Langmuir probe at different positions in the far-field plume for the two discharge voltages.
Like with the PPS R 100-ML thruster, the cathode potential to ground is very similar for the two operating
conditions: CRP = −18.25 ± 0.45 V. The mean discharge current is almost the same for the two different
operating conditions: Id = 0.93 A for 200 V and Id = 0.92 A for 225 V.
As can be seen in Figure 5(a), the plasma potential φ decreases with the distance from the thruster exit
plane and the thruster axis. The plasma potential is significantly higher for the higher discharge voltage.
The electron temperature Te also decreases with the distance from the thruster exit plane and the thruster
axis, as shown in Figure 5(b). The electron temperature increases with the discharge voltage. Figure 5(c)
shows that the electron density n decreases with the distance from the thruster exit plane and the thruster
axis. Again, n is highest for the higher discharge voltage.
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Figure 4. Influence of the discharge voltage on the plasma parameters measured in the far-field plume of the PPS R 100ML operating at m˙a = 4.0 mg/s and ṁc = 0.42 mg/s.
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Figure 5. Electron properties measured in the far-field plume of the PPI thruster operating at m˙ a = 1.0 mg/s and
Ud = 200 respectively 225 V.
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IV.
IV.A.

Plume model and fitting of the results

Hypersonic plume model

This section summarily reviews a simplified model of the expansion in the plume. A complete derivation of
this model and other variants, and the analysis of the error committed by them can be found in Ref. 12 and
references cited therein.
The steady state axisymmetric motion of collisionless, fully ionized quasineutral plasma plume expanding
into vacuum can be described by the following equations for ions in cylindrical coordinates,
uxi

∂ ln n ∂uxi
1 ∂ (yuyi )
∂ ln n
+ uyi
+
+
= 0,
∂x
∂y
∂x
y ∂y

(1)

∂uxi
∂uxi
e ∂φ
+ uyi
+
= 0,
∂x
∂y
mi ∂x
∂uyi
∂uyi
e ∂φ
uxi
+ uyi
+
= 0,
∂x
∂y
mi ∂y
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uxi

(2)
(3)

and the equation of motion for (polytropic) electrons
γTe ∇ ln n − e∇φ = 0,

(4)
γ−1

where electron inertia, collisions and currents have been neglected, and Te = Te0 (n/n0 )
. The initial
section x = 0 can be placed at any desired location within the far plume. Here, we will place the initial
section at the position of the first experimental measurement point (i.e., that of the measurement point
closer p
to the thruster exit section). Subindex 0 denotes the value at x = y = 0. Initial ion sonic velocity
cs0 = γTe0 /mi , thruster radius R, and n0 are used to normalize the equations. The normalized variables
are hereon denoted with a hat, e.g. ûxi = uxi /cs0 .
A simplified model of these equations can be derived if we assume the hypothesis of self-similar flow,
i.e., that all ion streamlines expand likewise, ŷ (x̂) = ŷ (0) h (x̂), where h (x̂) (with h (0) = 1) is the nondimensional function, yet to be determined, which provides the shape of the ion streamlines. Ion velocity
components are hence related by ûyi = ûxi ŷh′ /h. The new variables ζ = x̂ and η = ŷ/h (ζ) are used in the
following. Note that streamlines are given by η =const. Substitution of φ in Eqs. (1)–(3) using Eq. (4) and
separation of variables into their streamwise and perpendicular functional dependences,
ûxi (ζ, η)
n̂ (ζ, η)

=
=

uc (ζ) ut (η) ,
nc (ζ) nt (η) ,

(5)
(6)

reduces Eqs. (1)–(3) to the following expressions:
h2 nc u c = M 0 ,


ηh′
uc u′c u2t + (nc nt )γ−2 n′c nt − nc n′t
= 0,
h

(7)
(8)

huc (uc h′ )
ntγ−2 n′t
=
−
= C,
(9)
ηu2t
ncγ−1
with M0 = uc0 the initial Mach number, and C a separation constant. It is apparent that Eq. (8) is not
separable in the same fashion as Eq. (9), which means that the self-similarity hypothesis and the separation
of variables used are incompatible with the fluid equations(1)–(4). However, there is a sensible approach to
obtain an approximate solution for hypersonic flows in spite of this incompatibility. In a hypersonic (M ≫ 1)
plume, relative variations of axial velocity along the flow direction are small, ∆M ∼ ∆ ln n/M , allowing to
neglect Eq. (8) and assume uc =const throughout the plume. In this way, the incompatibility is overcome,
at the price of committing an error as noted below.
A second assumption for the evolution of ut is necessary to close the problem. Different closures have been
proposed in the literature that entail choosing a initial ut or nt profile based on certain hypotheses.4, 13, 14
Here, we follow Korsun et al.,14 who impose the fulfillment of the derivative on η of Eq. (8), which leads to
′

nγt = u2t .
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(10)

Equations (7), (9) and (10) yield the following solution for nt ,
nt =


−1
η2
1+C
,
2

(11)

and the h function is determined by
h =
′

s

h′2
0 −


C
h−2(γ−1) − 1 .
M02 (γ − 1)

(12)

The purposeful omission of Eq. (8) in the model incurs into a local relative error ε at each ζ, η, which is
defined as the left hand side of Eq. (8) divided by û2xi /R,
−2 h′
.
M02 h2γ−1

(13)

This error is proportional to 1/M02 , and therefore arguably small for M0 ≫ 1 flows.
The resultant model depends on the Mach number, M0 , the initial slope h′0 , the polytropic constant γ,
and the separation constant C. This constant is a measure of the radial concentration of the density profile:
lower values denote an initially more radially-expanded plume.
IV.B.

Fitting to experimental results

The model derived above can be used to fit the experimental results of section III and gain a better understanding of the flow characteristics. For instance, it can be used to obtain the approximate ion streamlines,
and to extrapolate the different variables beyond the measurement region. Due to the nature of the model,
which assumes a well-established free-plume regime in order to invoke the quasi-selfsimilarity of the fluid
equations, upstream extrapolation towards the near-region of the thruster should be considered with care.
Using the least-squares (LSQ) method, parameters C, h′0 are fixed by fitting the model to the experimental
density data, while γ is fixed using the Te –n relationship. Due to reduced number and limited spatial extent
of the measurements, the Mach number is better fixed from the direct measurements of the velocity (only
available for PPI thruster at 225 V), or estimated when no such data is available.
An adequate estimate in a
p
HET is to assume that the velocity of ions at the axis is roughly 70% of 2eUd /mi , the maximum velocity
ions would acquire if accelerated by the whole discharge voltage of the thruster. The remaining energy is
lost to ionization, excitation, and other loss phenomena.
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Figure 6. Plasma density maps in the plasma plume of the PPS R 100-ML thruster at 300 V (left) and the PPI thruster
at 225 V (right). The position of the measurement points is displayed with black dots. Selected ion streamlines are
drawn in white. The normalized value presented here is log10 n/n∗ , where n∗ is the density at the first measurement
point (i.e., the leftmost measurement point in the figures; 2.98 · 1015 m−3 for the PPS R 100-ML, 1.65 · 1016 m−3 for the
PPI). The thruster exit section is located at x = 0. The model initial section has been located at the position of the
first (leftmost) measurement point. Notice that figure is not in 1:1 ratio for practical reasons.

The resulting fitted plume model for two selected cases of section III (PPS R 100-ML thruster operating at
300 V and the PPI thruster at 225 V) are presented in Figure 6. The plots show a downstream-extrapolated
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region of the flow and ion streamlines as well. The model correctly reproduces the axial and radial density
observed experimentally in the plume. The residual pressure causes the plume divergence angle to continue
increasing downstream at a very slow pace, as can be observed in the PPS R 100-ML case. However, the
region of analysis is not large enough for this effect to manifest in the PPI case presented here. Nevertheless,
the slow divergence rate allows to approximate ion streamtubes by cones in the region of interest in both
cases.
Tables 1 and 2 present a summary of the data fitting for all the experimental cases of section III. Quality
of the fit depends on the model error (∝ 1/M02 ), the adequacy of its radial profile to describe the plume
of the thruster, and the number and quality of available experimental measurements. The low variance s2
in all LSQ fittings indicates a great agreement between the model and measured profiles in all cases. The
local error of the model, ε, is also sufficiently small for all practical purposes. These two facts support the
goodness of the match and the applicability of this method to study the plume of a HET.
Case

M0

h′0

300 V
200 V
150 V

8.93
7.58
7.38

4.338·10
3.883·10−3
3.272·10−3
−3

s2 , n̂

γ

C

1.38
1.38
1.42

1.001·10
5.818·10−4
2.855·10−4
−3

s2 , T̂e

5.561·10
4.926·10−2
3.438·10−2
−2

2.856·10
6.241·10−3
3.755·10−3
−3

|ε|max

4.627·10−3
5.743·10−3
5.106·10−3

Table 1. PPS fitting results. s2 is the variance (normalized)
for the n and Te LSQ fits, respectively. Mach number was
p
estimated assuming that ions are accelerated to 0.7 2eUd /mi . |ε|max is the maximum value of the relative local error
of the model in the region of experimental data measurements, non-dimensionalized using the thruster radius.

Case

M0

h′0

γ

C

s2 , n̂

s2 , T̂e

|ε|max

225 V
200 V

7.36
7.92

4.94·10−3
7.45·10−3

2.184
1.871

5.853·10−4
1.197·10−3

6.840·10−4
2.233·10−3

1.190·10−4
1.914·10−3

3.378·10−3
4.396·10−3

Table 2. PPI fitting results. p
For the 225 V case, measured uxi was used to calculate the Mach number. For the Ud = 200
V case, an ion velocity of 0.7 2eUd /mi was used to estimate the Mach number. Other variables are as in table 1.

Some of the most remarkable differences between the two thrusters are the higher heat ratio γ (discussed
below), and slightly higher flow tangent h′0 in the PPI thruster, in spite of the similar Mach numbers.
However, more experimental data is certainly necessary to confirm the observed tendencies. Due to its
importance as a parameter in the development of the plume, the rough approximation used for the ion
velocity should also be substituted with Mach number measurements where possible. The more numerous
measurements in the PPS R 100-ML cases result in a higher fitting variance s2 for n (although still acceptably
small).
In regard with the value of γ found for the PPI thruster, it is significantly higher than the one for the
PPS R 100-ML. The theoretical maximum value for electrons is γ = 5/3. However, in a plasma the value of γ
can be lower than this value, as an additional degree of freedom is caused by ionization.15 The high values
of γ beyond this limit can be due to measurement inaccuracies and lack of experimental data. It might also
be an indication of the presence of some unidentified mechanism that produces additional electron cooling
in the plume. However, definitely more experimental data is necessary to clarify its cause.

V.

Conclusion

The far-field plume of two different Hall effect thrusters, PPS R 100-ML and PPI, was characterized with
experimental probe measurements and numerical self-similar fluid models.
The plasma properties (φ, Te and n) were measured by means of a single cylindrical Langmuir probe in
the far-field plume for different operating conditions of each thruster. It has been shown that these plasma
properties decrease with the distance from the thruster exit plane and the thruster axis as the hypersonic
plasma plume expands into the vacuum. A self-similar fluid model of the plasma plume that depends on the
Mach number M0 , the initial streamline divergence rate h′0 , the polytropic constant γ, and the initial profile
width was used to fit the experimental data. The model has then been used to obtain the flow direction and an
downstream extrapolation of the different plasma properties outside the measurement region. Experimental
data and numerical models show good agreement.
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The presented method provides thus a simple characterization of the plasma plume of Hall effect thrusters,
which can be used as a tool for preliminary thruster optimization.
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Appendix C
Activities at the Institute of
Space Systems
The Institut für Raumfahrtsysteme (IRS) in Stuttgart University, Germany, is
one of the main research centers in Europe on astronautics, small satellites and
instruments, infrared astronomy, Earth remote sensing, aerothermodynamics and
reentry flows, and electric propulsion. The Institute results from the restructuring
of the DFVLR research facilities in Stuttgart (currently the DLR, the German
space center) and their integration into the University.
The department of electric propulsion at IRS is well-known worldwide for their
studies in the self-field MPD, applied-field MPD, and arc-jet thrusters. Their
research facilities boast more than ten vacuum chambers with different volumes
(from 1 m3 to about 15 m3 ), a central vacuum pump system with a final pressure
of 6.5·10−3 mbar and a maximum throughput of > 250000 m3 /h at 10−1 mbar, and
all the accompanying test stands, plasma diagnostics, and additional equipment.
This Appendix summarizes the work carried out by the author during his stay
in Summer 2012 at this department under the supervision of Prof. G. Herdrich.
This work was done on two different areas:
• Setting into operation the AF-MPD thruster SX3, and performing a preliminary characterization of its propulsive performances. A report on the
results can be found in the conference paper written with A. Boxberger et
al. attached at the end of this Appendix (Ref. 240).
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• Manufacturing a magnetic coil for an inductive plasma source, and testing
its influence on the plasma flow.

C.1

The SX3 AF-MPD thruster: operation and
characterization

The SX3 is currently being developed under the HiPER project of the 7th European Framework Programme, with the lessons learnt from similar thrusters operated by the DFVLR98 (X13, X16...) and former prototypes of the IRS like the
ZT1. The SX3 is aimed for the high-power (10–100 kW), high current (100–1000
A) range. Its main features are a water-cooled circuit for the magnetic coils and
cathode, a high applied magnetic field (0.1–0.6 T), and capability to inject the
propellant through the anode or through the cathode. The exposed thruster can
be seen in Fig. C.1.
The thruster was tested in a large vacuum tank (2 m diameter, 5 m length),
which was able to sustain a medium-quality vacuum of 0.55 Pa during operation
at 6 mg/s mass flow rate. At the moment, only a thrust balance, ammeters and
voltmeters for the coil and thruster currents, and mass flow meters for the water
cooling and the propellant injection systems were used for the measurements. Output signals of all measuring devices where digitalized using the Spectra hardware.
Plasma diagnostics are planned to be used to characterize the plasma plume in a
near future.
The initial status of the thruster was non-operative, due to a previous test
where an electric arc had suddenly appeared in the back of the thruster (between the cabling, connexions, etc), burning certain components that required
replacement. Our main task consisted in making the thruster operative again, and
measuring the thrust and thrust efficiency at different operation points.
In a first test after disassembly and fixing of the water piping and cabling, a
similar event took place. Arcing occurred between anode and cathode connected
materials in the back of the thruster, possibly due to the small separation between
elements there, insufficient isolation, and the high background pressure, which
facilitated the discharge to happen there instead of in the thruster chamber.

C.1. THE SX3 THRUSTER
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Figure C.1: SX3 AF-MPD thruster at the IRS. Figure upper left shows the experimental set-up of the thruster, with water-cooling piping. Figure upper right shows
the footprint left by the arc in the posterior part of the thruster that occurred
during one of the tests. Figure lower left shows the SX3 plasma plume at 0.1 T, 10
kW, and 10 mg/s Ar injected mostly at the inner cathode (in a ratio 5:1). Figure
lower right shows the thruster operating at the same conditions with mass flow ratio
cathode:anode 1 : 1.

Fixing the issue involved several additional trials and errors, recalibration of all
massflow meters and other instruments, covering the exposed parts with isolating
Kapton, relocating the copper shield placed at the exit section of the thruster to
prevent backflows and protect the connexions, and replacing broken water pipes,
which had leaked and formed ice during operation where the arc had burnt them.
Eventually, full isolation of cathode and anode components was necessary to
achieve a thruster sustained discharge. The thruster was operated for periods of
1–2 min maximum and for a total of less than two hours to obtain the desired
regime characterization. Two magnetic nozzle configurations were tested. Thrust
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efficiency at this point of development is still very low (∼ 10%).
Interestingly, the observed plasma plume had a pulsating behavior with a very
low frequency near 1 Hz. The plume swelled slowly, then an abrupt shrinkage
took place, and the cycle started again. While the amplitude of the oscillations
was small, it was clearly noticeable both with the bare eye (increase of size and
brightness) and on the thrust measurements. A plausible explanation for this
behavior would be a charge/discharge process of the chamber wall or the copper
shield by the electric plasma currents (which in an AF- MPD at high B0 are large
and extend outwards for several thruster radii). A substantial reduction of the
frequency of the oscillations (to nearly 1/5 Hz) was achieved by covering the first
meter of the vacuum chamber inner wall with Kapton. Nonetheless, further study
is required to understand the nature of these oscillations.
A clear difference in the plasma plume was visible when the radial location of
injection of the propellant was changed (see lower images in Fig. C.1). A larger
injection through the outer anode resulted in two separate plasma regions, with
a larger amount of plasma located in the periphery of the plume. Both parts of
the plume seem to correspond to the cathode and the anode plasmas, and both
follow the direction of the magnetic field (see Figs. 7 and 8 in the enclosed paper),
showing strong plasma attachment. A bigger coil radius was pointed out as a
future development, to have less-divergent MN and decrease the divergence of the
anode part of the plume.
Additionally, it was attempted to compare the simulation results of the SAMSA
code of IRS with those of DiMagNo. The SAMSA code124 is a highly-complex
MHD solver that includes time variation, collisional terms, electrode current injection, subsonic flow, and anomalous transport. However, an incongruence was
spotted in SAMSA’s magnetic field calculator, which did not match the analytical solution of simple coil configurations. SAMSA simulations seemed to indicate
deceleration of the plasma rather than acceleration, and were affected strongly by
the chamber boundary conditions. Also, the electric potential, a central feature
of the expansion, was not recoverable at the time. In view of these issues and the
simplicity of the current version of DiMagNo, which is not yet able to capture all
the essential physics in the AF-MPD case, the current comparison was limited to
the most essential aspects of the MN.

C.2. INVESTIGATION ON AN INDUCTIVE PLASMA SOURCE

C.2
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Investigation on an inductive plasma source

Complementary work in the course of the short stay at IRS was carried out in the
preparation and testing of an inductive plasma source, in collaboration with T.
Massuti.
The source consists in a acrylic glass tube of 4 cm diameter and 20 cm length,
and a water-cooled solenoid wound around the tube with 5 loops. The solenoid
was connected to a 1–2 kW, 4MHz power source, and the exit of the source was
communicated with a small vacuum chamber (see Fig. C.2).

Figure C.2: Inductive plasma source and magnetic coil at IRS. Top left: View of the
inductive plasma generator using air as feed gas at 2 kW, 50 mg/s, 2 A. Top right:
same parameters, CO2 as gas. Lower image sequence: (1) the complete experimental
set-up with the magnetic coil, (2) the coil, and (3) the generator.

The study comprised the characterization of the power deposited in the generated plasma by the solenoid with a cavity calorimeter located inside the chamber.
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Air and CO2 were used as feed gas. Results of this study can be found in the MSc
Thesis of T. Massuti.241
Afterwards, the author designed and built a magnetic coil that could be adapted
around the outer casing of the source with the materials available, which had the
objective to provide magnetic shielding to the inner walls that would reduce plasma
losses and conform a magnetic nozzle that would focalize the plasma plume. The
coil, with 217 loops with radius 8 cm, was made of 2 mm diameter isolated copper
wire would around a plastic spool (shown in Fig. C.2). The goal of the experiment
was to evidence any visible change in the plasma plume or in the performance of
the source.
Unfortunately, the vacuum system, which had initially only allowed setting the
background pressure to nearly 50 Pa, had ingested water from a broken pipe in
the last experiments prior to the introduction of the coil system, and required
changing the lubricating oil. As a result, the background pressure had rised to
more than 500 Pa. Moreover, the coil was feed with only 15 A DC electric source,
the maximum available at that time, and it provided only nearly 300 G of measured
magnetic field. Hence, the collisionality of the plasma was far too high for the low
magnetic field to cause any difference: assuming a 1 eV, 10% ionized plasma, the
Hall number is χH ≪ 1 at 300 G. Indeed, no visible change was observed the
plasma for all mass flows and powers tested. Future work in this area should aim
to increase the quality of the vacuum system and increase the current through the
loop, which will hopefully raise χH above unity and a qualitative and quantitative
change will take place.
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The applied-field magnetoplasmadynamic thruster AF-MPD ZT1 was successfully put
in operation at IRS. The thruster operated in steady-state mode with Argon as propellant
at low electric arc power of 6 kW. Discharge voltage and power increased as expected
almost linear with applied magnetic flux density. The variation of mass flow rate ratio
between anode and cathode gas towards higher cathode gas fraction showed increasing
thrust and thrust efficiency at applied magnetic flux density of 0.1 T and are comparable
with DLR’s X13 thruster. Additionally a steady-state 100 kW AF-MPD thruster SX3 was
developed, set in operation and preliminary characterized at IRS. The SX3 thruster was
operated at relatively low arc powers up to 30 kW and applied magnetic flux density of
0.1 T generated by the modified ZT coil. Due to low arc current and magnetic flux level,
the AF-MPD ZT1 thruster achieved thrust of 70 mN and exhaust velocity up to 10 km/s
at 6 kW arc power and up to 6 % thrust efficiency. The SX3 thruster reached thrust of
362 mN and thrust efficiency more than 12 % in steady state-operation at 25 kW arc power
and at applied magnetic flux density of 0.1 T. However both thrusters have been operated
at limited magnetic fluxes only. For SX3 a total operation time of more than 3600 s together
with 30 ignitions could be accumulated. The electrodes, however, do not show significant
erosion nor a respective degradation. The performances of thrusters provide an outlook for
future investigations on AF-MPD thrusters at IRS and give a hint to improvement in thrust
efficiency of presented devices with the new applied-field coil, which will be manufactured
in the future to produce magnetic flux densities up to 0.6 T allowing further increase in
thrust efficiency up to 30 %.

I.

Introduction

Applied-field steady-state magnetoplasmadynamic thrusters have demonstrated good performance by
reaching thrust efficiencies up to 40 % with Argon and up to 50 % with Lithium as propellant.1, 2 The
respective exhaust velocities vary depending on mass flow rate of used propellant in a range between 25
and 50 km/s. However Hydrogen driven devices can even reach exhaust velocities up to 70 km/s (Ref. 3).
Furthermore the Applied-Field MPD thrusters were operated with various propellants and particularly with
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Hydrogen, Lithium and Argon.4 Compared to the Self-Field MPD devices, which depend on high current
levels, the AF-MPD thrusters can operate with higher efficiencies at discharge powers of 100 kW and can
be also scaled up to M W power range. Because of these capabilities AF-MPD thrusters are of interest for
high power automatic cargo or manned missions to Moon and especially to Mars.4, 5 However, for feasibility
of practical applications thrust efficiencies greater than 40 % and exhaust velocities of 25-50 km/s will be
required.
Compared to other electric propulsion concepts the technical readiness level of applied-field MPD thrusters
(TRL 4), is relatively low. This should be considered by comparing to other electric propulsion systems
with respect to further understanding, optimization and improvements of AF-MPD devices. There are a
few challenges which need to be solved. These are: life time issue of the cathode, applied magnetic field
distribution, improvement of thrust efficiency and cooling.
Basically, two different steady-state AF-MPDT design trends tend to stand out through their operational
regimes with respect to current and magnetic flux density levels. The first design is based on steady-state
Lithium driven RIAME MAI device with thrust efficiency up to 45 %, which was operated at high discharge
currents of 1.7-2.1 kA, relative low applied magnetic flux density of 90 mT and discharge power of 90-120 kW
(Ref. 2). The second design is based on steady-state gas-fed DLR X16 device with thrust efficiency up to
40 %, which was operated at discharge power of 7-12 kW, at relative low discharge current of 80 A and at very
high magnetic flux density of 0.6 T. Based on RIAME MAI concept analogous thrusters being investigated
by EPPDyL of Princeton University on steady-state Li-fed 30 kW thruster and by Alta on quasi-steady
(pulsed, 500 ms) gas-fed 100 kW device.6, 7 In contrast to high current driven Applied-Field MPD thrusters
based on DLR X16 device the institute for space systems (IRS) of Stuttgart University approaches mainly a
high magnetic flux density and low discharge current concept. The use of high applied magnetic flux comes
with high thermal losses and power consumption and is only justified by application of superconducting
materials for applied-field coil. The instabilities that appear during operation at high magnetic flux densities
need to be considered and analyzed in future activities.
The intent of this paper is to present current experimental activities at institute of space systems (IRS),
which shows not only first experimental results of 6 kW steady-state gas-fed AF-MPD ZT1 thruster but also
of currently investigated 100 kW steady-state gas-fed AF-MPD SX3 thruster, which was build up within
the framework of EU HiPER and ESA AF-MPDT program with Alta as prime. Furthermore an outlook of
AF-MPD activities at IRS is presented and gives a preliminary overview of ongoing framework.

II.

Experimental Setup

The experimental investigations on Applied-Field MPD thrusters were done at IRS laboratory, which
has access to high power facility made by SIEMENS that can provide up to 6 M W with DC current of up
to 48 kA at 125 V or up to 6 kV at 1 kA. For operation of an AF-MPD thruster 2 separate circuits can be
adjusted (thruster/coil). During experiments on AF-MPD ZT1 thruster the power distribution was set up to
100 A at 1 kV and in case of SX3 thruster 1 kA at 1 kV. The circuit of the coil was limited to 1 kA at 1 kV.
The vacuum facility consist of 4 root pumps with a total throughput around 210000 m3 /h at 1 Pa. The
experiments were done in stainless steel double wall water cooled vacuum chamber with diameter of 2 m and
5 m long. For the cooling purpose high pressure pumps can provide up to 20 bar high pressure cooling water
for thruster/coil assembly. The chamber wall, heat shield and other equipment were cooled by low pressure
cooling water with up to 4 bar. The propellant distribution was provided by a pair of Bronkhorst F-201CV
flow controllers with up to 10 mg/s of Argon each and by Tylan FC2901/2911 4S flow controllers with up to
380/1100 mg/s of Argon (cathode/anode). The vacuum chamber pressure was monitored by Pfeiffer PKR
251 pressure gauge. For experiments the thruster and applied-field coil are mounted on parallelogram thrust
balance, which is placed inside the vacuum chamber (see Figure 1).
During operation the thrust was measured by KD40S force sensor, which was calibrated before and
after each experiment and allowing measurement accuracy of ± 12.5 mN. The current evaluation was done
by measuring drop voltage on predefined resistance of 240 µΩ for the thruster and 100 µΩ for the coil.
Additionally a PR1001 current probe from LEM Heme has been used for current measurements. The coil,
discharge and resistance drop voltage were measured by house made voltmeter. Hall probe Model 5180 from
F.W. Bell was used to map applied magnetic field of magnet without operating the thrusters by applying
the coil current. Additionally the structural and cooling water temperatures were monitored by K-type
thermocouples, Maurer TMR 85 R pyrometer and Pt100 resistance thermometers.
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Figure 1. Experimental test set-up for AF-MPD thrusters at IRS laboratory.

III.
III.A.

IRS Steady-State Gas-Fed AF-MPD Thrusters

AF-MPD ZT1 Thruster

The AF-MPD ZT1 thruster was designed and built at IRS for experimental investigations by using of nonintrusive diagnostic methods and in order to allow a validation of numerical codes such as SAMSA.8 The
thruster’s design is based on electrode geometry of DLR’s X16 thruster, which achieved thrust efficiencies up
to 39 % in steady-state operation with noble gases as propellant at applied magnetic flux density of 0.6 T.1
The AF-MPD ZT1 thruster has passively cooled design and includes hollow single channel cathode (WT20)
and the anode (WL10) with annular slit for separate anode gas injection (see Figure 2).
The cathode length can be adjusted as also the position of the applied magnetic coil relative to the outlet
of the anode. The main liner and anode liner are made of TZM. The mass flow rate ratio can be adjusted
separately (anode/cathode) in order to obtain highest efficiency at specific discharge power, current and
applied magnetic flux density. The characteristic of applied magnetic field coil was introduced in8 allowing
magnetic flux densities up to 0.5 T in the centre of the coil. However this means magnetic flux density in
anode outlet at the axis of the thruster is limited up to 0.35 T. The build in insulation parts are made of BN,
Aluminium oxide ceramic and PEEK. Even at higher distance from the electrodes the temperature of PEEK
insulator exceeds already a maximum operating temperature after 120 seconds at discharge power of 6 kW,

Figure 2. 6 kW steady-state gas-fed AF-MPD ZT1 thruster.
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which limits the operation of the thruster drastically. Because of the required stationary conditions of the
applied magnetic field coil for thrust measurements such as cooling water temperature and the temperature
of cooling water pipes, the thruster was operated only with applied magnetic field of up to 0.1 T. Incidentally,
during operation in these experiments, the thruster was damaged by trying to fire at applied magnetic flux
density of 0.2 T the thruster was damaged due to a gas leakage between cathode and cathode liner.
III.B.

AF-MPD SX3 Thruster
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In the framework of EU HiPER and ESA AF-MPDT program with Alta as prime new 100 kW steady-state
gas-fed laboratory AF-MPD SX3 thruster has been developed at IRS. Motivated by performance of DLR’s
X16 thruster the SX3 design aims for high applied magnetic flux density at relatively low discharge currents
and with separated mass flow rate injection at 100 kW discharge power level. The laboratory SX3 thruster
consist of water cooled copper anode with inner diameter of 86 mm, water cooled copper main liner and
water cooled cathode liner (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. 100 kW steady-state gas-fed AF-MPD SX3 thruster.

The insulating parts are made of Boron Nitride, Aluminium oxide ceramic and PVC. The single channel
hollow cathode is made of WT20 with 6 mm inner and 12 mm outer diameter and is connected to the
cathode liner via copper adapter, which is electron beam welded with the cathode. This modularity allows
to exchange the cathode or to test different cathode geometries such as multichannel cathode or high current
single channel cathode. Here for a new BN cathode centring insulator for other outer cathode diameters will
be required. Additionally, a possibility of implementation of passively cooled anode has been considered,
allowing further developments towards engineering model. The water cooling of each component allows an
estimation of heat losses of the thruster during operation. Furthermore four K-Type thermocouples were
placed on vital positions of SX3 thruster. For generation of applied magnetic field the modified coil of
ZT1 thruster was used for initial experiments of SX3 thruster presented in this paper. Due to higher inner
diameter of the SX3 thruster the inner segment of the ZT coil was removed. This limits the applied magnetic
flux density to a maximum of 0.15 T in the exit area on coil’s axis. The modified coil shows higher field
divergence compared to the origin ZT1 applied magnetic field. In order to minimize interaction with the
wall of vacuum chamber and thrust balance assembly, the segments of the coil were displaced up to 45 mm
relative to each other. This modification of the coil improves characteristics of the field to more slender
shape and decreases the interaction of the arc with vacuum chamber and thrust balance assembly.

IV.
IV.A.

Experimental Results

Experimental Results of AF-MPD ZT1 Thruster

Before initial operation tests of AF-MPD ZT1 thruster the applied magnetic field coil has been characterized
by mapping with F.W. Bell 5180 hall probe at predefined coil currents of 200, 500 A and compared with
SAMSA code simulation.8 The short circuit forces of some mN measured at 0.1 T and 90 A of short circuit
current are in the range of force sensors accuracy range (± 12.5 mN). Due to low mass flow rate of up to
20 mg/s the cold gas thrust is in a maximum range up to 8 mN. In the test campaign of AF-MPD ZT1 the
thruster was operated in steady-state mode for about 6 times with a total runtime of 355 seconds. Figure
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4 shows plume shots of AF-MPD ZT1 thruster in steady-state operation mode and with Argon as propellant.
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Figure 4. AF-MPD ZT1 in operation at 6 kW, 90 A, 0.11 T, 7+3 mg/s (anode+cathode, Argon), 1 Pa (left) and at
6 kW, 90 A, 0.1 T, 4+1 mg/s (anode+cathode, Argon), 0.55 Pa (right).

After successful firing and operation in steady-state mode one test run was performed to show the power
scalability of the thruster by increasing of applied magnetic flux density from 0.1 up to 0.145 T in anode
section on thruster’s axis by adjustment of the coil current in 20 A steps between 180 and 240 A. The
power consumption of the applied magnetic field coil was in the range between 3.5 and 6.5 kW. During the
operation the arc current was about 89 A and Argon mass flow rate of 7+3 mg/s (anode + cathode) was
injected through anode slit and hollow cathode. During increasing phases of coil current small fluctuations
were observed in range of some Hz that disappeared slowly after reaching constant coil current values. In
Figure 5, almost linear arc voltage increase with applied magnetic flux density is shown and is in agreement
with theory and other AF-MPD devices. Higher magnetic flux densities haven’t been achieved within
limitations in operational time of the thruster in steady-state mode.

Figure 5. Variation of applied magnetic flux density on AF-MPD ZT1 thruster at discharge current about 89 A, Argon
mass flow rate of 7+3 mg/s (anode+cathode) and ambient pressure around 1.1 Pa.

Additional experiments were performed with variation of mass flow rate ratio between anode and cathode
gas. Here for the AF-MPD ZT1 thruster was operated at 0.1 T in anode section at thruster’s axis, at total
Argon mass flow rate of 7 mg/s and ambient pressure of 0.55 Pa. During variation of mass flow rate ratio
the discharge current was adjusted in order to reach 6 kW discharge power. The experimental results of
variation of mass flow rate ratio are depicted in Figure 6, which shows increasing discharge voltage, thrust,
exhaust velocity and thrust efficiency with higher cathode gas fraction at 0.1 T. These results of mass flow
rate ratio trends are in good agreement with DLR’s X13 thruster. Where the higher cathode mass flow
rate fraction leads to higher thrust level and arc voltage and higher anode gas fraction to lower arc voltage
and thrust. In case of X13 thruster the higher anode mass flow rate fraction became more important for
applied magnetic flux densities beyond 0.15 T at mass flow rate of 8 mg/s and arc current of 60 A.9, 10 Due
to low arc current and applied-field level the thrust, thrust efficiency and exhausts velocity of AF-MPD ZT1
thruster shown in Figure 6 are very low. With respect to DLR’s X16 thruster higher thrust efficiency with
the new SX coil at magnetic flux density of 0.6 T can be expected.1 The insufficient cooling of insulator
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made of PEEK limits operation of the thruster to 1 min. However, improved version of ZT1 thruster is in
consideration as passively cooled or active water cooled design for future experiments as SX1 thruster that
should allow stationary conditions in steady-state operation.

Figure 6. Variation of mass flow rate ratio on AF-MPD ZT1 thruster at discharge power of 6 kW, total Argon mass
flow rate of 7 mg/s (anode+cathode) and ambient pressure around 0.55 Pa.

IV.B.

Experimental Results of AF-MPD SX3 Thruster

Operating at relative low electric powers the AF-MPD SX3 thruster was successfully put in operation in
steady-state mode. The arc power was kept below 50 kW with arc current in the range between 150 and
225 A. The ZT1 applied-field coil with removed inner segment produced magnetic flux density up to 0.15 T.
The design of used coil generated very divergent applied magnetic field as shown in Figure 8 (top). As
observed in many test runs a possible interaction of the arc with vacuum chamber’s wall and thrust balance
due to very divergent applied magnetic field can’t be excluded. In this case the plume oscillated with a
frequency between 0.5 and 3 Hz depending on magnetic flux density and on arc current between typical
streamlined AF-MPDT mode and very diffuse plume shape with separated plasma flows for the anode and
cathode flow (see Figure 7 (left)). The partial insulation of vacuum chamber’s wall lead to more stable operation of the arc and allowing preliminary thrust measurements. To reduce oscillating behaviour of the arc
two different coil configurations shown in Figure 8 were tested at similar arc currents and applied magnetic
flux densities. As it can be seen in Figure 8, the geometry of the field presents little difference exist between
the two configurations. The intensity of the field at the center of the anode exit section is 0.108 T and
0.099 T for configuration A and B, respectively, for I = 280 A through the coil. Due to combination of
relative big anode size, divergence of the present coil and vacuum chamber’s diameter of 2 meters a more
slender applied magnetic field will be required for future experiments.
The AF-MPD SX3 thruster was fired for more than 30 times with a total run time of 3600 seconds in
steady-state mode. In present test campaign the arc current is limited to 250 A and applied magnetic flux
density up to 0.15 T in anode outlet section at thruster’s axis. These limitations will be extended in the next
campaign with arc current levels up to 1 kA and magnetic flux density at least up to 0.6 T. Figure 9 shows
experimental results of initial tests of AF-MPD SX3 thruster. The thruster has achieved thrust of 347 mN,
exhaust velocity of 17.3 km/s and thrust efficiency of 12.2 percent at 24.6 kW arc power. The Argon as
propellant was injected through anode slit and through single channel hollow cathode with a total mass
flow rate of 20 mg/s (10+10, anode+cathode). The arc current was about 200 A and applied magnetic flux
density was at 0.1 T in anode exit section at thruster’s axis. At arc current of 225 A the oscillations became
dominant and increased in frequency up to 2-3 Hz leading to lower thrust and thrust efficiency compared to
operational point at 200 A. The single channel hollow cathode showed at average current level of 200 A after
operational time of about 3000 seconds in steady-state mode typical wear without significant degradations
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Figure 7. SX3 thruster in operation with standard coil configuration (left) and with flared coil configuration (right).

Figure 8. Analytic magnetic nozzle intensity |B| generated by the two coil configurations. The standard coil configuration is shown on the top half of the image; the flared configuration on the bottom. White lines correspond to
the magnetic lines. Solid lines have a special significance: the one initiates at the cathode edge; the other two at the
inner and outer edges of the anode. The calculation was performed with the magnetic component of the DIMAGNO
code11, 12, 13 (EP2-UPM) in cooperation with IRS.
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(see Figure 10).

Figure 9. Initial experimental results of AF-MPD SX3 thruster

Figure 10. Electrodes of SX3 thruster after total operation time approximatly of 3000 s in steady-state mode at average
power level of 25 kW and discharge current of 200 A.
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V.

Overview of future activities

In this paper we have presented experimental results that show the current state of AF-MPDT investigations at IRS. Several possible improvements of AF-MPD ZT1 thruster were analyzed in order to improve
the cooling and to increase the operational time in steady-state mode. An improved version of the thruster
is currently in consideration for the future AF-MPDT framework at IRS. Furthermore based on the same
electrode geometry new laboratory steady-state water cooled AF-MPD SX1 thruster was designed and is
also currently in consideration for the next 10 kW power class AF-MPD thruster for testing at high applied
magnetic flux density of 0.6 T. For experimental investigations of SX3 thruster at higher power levels up
to 100 kW and magnetic flux density around 0.6 T, new applied magnetic field coil will be required. The
preliminary design of SX coil consists of four separated segments with high pressure water cooled copper
pipes (10 × 1 mm). In order to allow high applied magnetic flux densities and so to increase the thrust
efficiency additional coil segments will be applied by demand depending on stability of operational regime
of the thruster.
The theoretical activities will compliment experimental work. Moreover, the scaling model for AF-MPD
thrusters presented in Ref. 14 needs to be improved by using experimental data base. Modeling and
simulation constitutes a central activity in the process of design and study of a new thruster, as it allows
to gain a crucial understanding of the physics and influence of the main parameters. The physics of an
AF-MPD device are highly complex, involving a large number of interrelated phenomena that affect the
operation and efficiency of the thruster. This complexity calls for specialized analysis tools. In order to
validate currently in development numerical codes such as SAMSA,8 PICLas15 an extensive characterization
of plasma properties in the plume of an AF-MPD thruster need to be performed in future framework. As
the first step of an incipient collaboration between IRS and the “Equipo de Propulsión Espacial y Plasmas”
at Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (EP2-UPM), the DIMAGNO code11, 12, 13 of EP2-UPM will be also
used in the analysis of the magnetic nozzle (MN) of the AF-MPDT.

VI.

Conclusions

The investigated AF-MPD Thrusters ZT1 and SX3 were successfully set in operation in steady-state
mode. Because of described limitations of ZT1 in case of cooling and applied-field coil, as also distribution
of magnetic field on SX3, both devices were operated in non-optinal conditions. The AF-MPD ZT1 thruster
achieved at applied magnetic flux density of 0.1 T and at low arc current of 84 A, 6 % thrust efficiency,
thrust of 70 mN and exhaust velocity of 10 km/s. The SX3 thruster has achieved thrust efficiency of 12.2
percent, thrust of 347 mN and exhaust velocity of 17.3 km/s at moderate arc current of 200 A and applied
magnetic flux density of 0.1 T.
Both thrusters showed the expected scaling behavior with arc current and applied magnetic flux density.
Moreover in case of ZT1 thruster the variation of mass flow rate ratio between anode and cathode gas is in
agreement with DLR’s X13 thruster.9, 10 Additionally, the higher cathode mass flow rate fraction leads to
higher thrust level and arc voltage and higher anode gas fraction to lower arc voltage and thrust. However
depending on arc current level and applied magnetic flux density an optimum between both mass flow rates
will be required in order to achieve the highest thrust efficiency for given electric power.
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Appendix D
The DiMagNo code
DiMagNo is the 2D fluid code developed in the course of this Thesis, which embodies the plasma/MN model described in Chapter 3 and following.
This Appendix describes the main aspects of DiMagNo in its last version, is
structure and operation, the integration algorithms and the calculation of the
magnetic field. Finally, a brief comment on the validation of the code is included.

D.1

DiMagNo features

DiMagNo is designed specifically to simulate the supersonic plasma expansion in
the divergent MN of the HPT and similar thrusters. It enables the study of the MN
flow in a wide range of operational conditions, recovering the relevant physics, acceleration mechanisms and detachment. It is fully implemented in object-oriented,
modular Matlab code, which makes it easily reutilizable and extensible to include
new physics. The use of the method of characteristics to integrate the ion supersonic response ensures a high degree of accuracy and low computational costs.
Currently, DiMagNo has the following key capabilities
• Solves completely the 2D maps of plasma discharge variables: density, electric potential, and velocity fields of ions and electrons. Integration is extended beyond the turning point of the MN.
• Calculates separately the different contributions to thrust and the energy
fluxes in the MN, to obtain the propulsive performance of the jet.
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• A switch to include the dominant convective electron inertia terms.
• A switch to calculate and incorporate iteratively the induced magnetic field
created by the plasma.
• Possibility to include additional electron species to obtain multi-Maxwellian
electron energy distribution functions (used in the study of double layers)
• The code can be easily plugged-in to a helicon source code such as HelFLU179
(developed by J. Navarro at EP2) and a wave-plasma interaction code to
allow the complete, integral simulation of the HPT system.

D.2

Parts of the code and typical workflow

The code is structured in three main segments, which are typically executed sequentially: pre-processing, simulation, and post-processing (see Fig.D.1).
The pre-processing part is in charge of creating and initializing the four
basic objects that are needed to start a simulation:
• A plasma class object contains the information of how many electron species
are present, their temperatures, whether their mass should be considered or
not, etc.
• The magnetic field object defines the geometry of the MN and its strength.
Currently, several classes are available to create the magnetic field object:
current loops, solenoids, or a combination of both. The object has a method
to query the magnetic field at any given point.
• The initial condition object details the initial profiles of all plasma variables
and conserved quantities like He , Ge , Di , etc.
• An object of class simulation parameters is also created, which contains
miscellaneous information for the simulator: number of points to use in the
discretization, internal convergence tolerances, what exit or finish condition
to use, etc.
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Figure D.1: DiMagNo code structure, parts and files.
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These object are stored in a first file, which is then read by the next stage.
The simulation part contains two main modules, the integrator and the iterator. The integrator performs a single-run simulation, starting from the initial
condition defined in the pre-processing stage. Different routines allow the integration of a new axis point, a regular, inner point, and a border point on the jet edge
(see Section D.2.1). Two different integration algorithms for each point type, direct and indirect, are available: direct ones obtain the position of the new point by
propagation and intersection of characteristic lines; the indirect ones use backward
propagation and interpolation to calculate the plasma properties at a point fixed
beforehand. By using these point advancement routines, a new solution front is
calculated, with all basic variables (n, φ,ui , ue and cs ). A front class object stores
all the newly-obtained points and certain metadata on their state (whether the
point is located on the border or axis, out of simulation box, etc). The simulation
proceeds downstream in this manner, obtaining new front lines by the propagation of single points. This processed is controlled by the front advancement logic,
which decides what type of point routine (direct or indirect) to use based on the
geometry of the problem (see Fig. D.2). The simulation is controlled by a management subroutine that decides when to stop the process, and allows to recover
and resume an unfinished simulation.
The iterator module, on the other hand, is only called when the induced field
is included in the simulation. Basically, it has three tasks. First, it calculates
the plasma currents in a simulation and obtains the induced magnetic field (see
Section D.2.2). Second, it launches a new simulation with the total magnetic field
that results from adding the induced to the applied. And third, it checks the
convergence of the plasma variables and magnetic field to decide whether a new
iteration is necessary. The simulation results are saved to a simulation file, which
conserves all the iterations and information in a raw format.
Lastly, the post-process part performs various tasks to process the simulation
output and produce the actual analysis results. First, several additional derived
variables are calculated. This includes the thrust and energy flux contributions,
certain integrals on z = const sections, etc. The desired results can be selected
by defining a post-process parameters class object. They are then saved to a
post-process file. Second, the module allows the interactive exploration of the
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Figure D.2: Solution front direct advancement process and point types. Given an
initial front, an intermediate subfront is calculated using inner points. Then, a new
front is propagated, adding border (outer) and axis points to the new inner-point
line. The indirect advancement process fixes the position of the new front first, then
calculates the plasma properties with backward propagation of characteristic lines
and interpolation.

simulation datasets, making use of a customized graphical user interface (see Fig.
D.3). And third, a number of scripts and functions are used to present the results
in figures and tables like the ones included in this report.

D.2.1

Integration method

The discrete integration with the method of characteristics requires special attention. The three point types (inner, axis, border) mentioned above have to be
treated separately. For each of them, a direct or indirect approach can be followed
to solve for the plasma properties.
Focusing on the direct inner point first, three characteristic lines need to be
propagated from a known front to find the position of the new point: two Mach
lines and the ion streamline. Since a point is determined by the intersection of two
lines, the Mach lines are used to determine the position of the point. Then, the
ion streamline is propagated backwards to intersect the front line, where plasma
properties are interpolated.
Direct axis and border points follow a similar approach. However, in these
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Figure D.3: Graphical user interface for the interactive exploration of DiMagNo
simulations (Spanish version).

cases, the ion streamline is explicitly given, and the equation along one of the
Mach lines is substituted for a condition on the direction of the velocity vector. In
this cases, therefore, only two characteristic lines need to be propagated, and no
backward interpolation process is required.
In the case of indirect points, on the contrary, the new point position is fixed
before calling the routines. Then, all characteristic lines are backward-propagated
and intersected with the known front, where plasma magnitudes are interpolated.
In both cases, once the geometry of the problem is set, plasma properties
are calculated using a discretized version of the characteristic equations of compatibility (Eqs. (3.37), (3.22) and (3.39)). The discretization model used is a
predictor-corrector scheme: any magnitude A in the derivatives of these equations
is integrated as ∂A/∂s = (Aend − Astart )/∆s, where ∆s is the arc length along the
characteristc line between the start and end points. The rest of magnitudes in the
equations are the values at the start point in the predictor step, and the averaged
start-end value in the corrector step. The corrector uses as input the result of the
predictor or the last corrector iteration, until convergence is reached.
This integration approach, albeit highly accurate and fast thanks to the method
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of characteristics, presents some limitations:

• The ion flow needs to be supersonic for the problem to be hyperbolic. This
is a limitation for 2ET plasma simulations, where the anomalous thermodynamics might lead to a second sonic point in the divergent part of the nozzle.
In these cases, DiMagNo is limited to the quasineutral QDL regime.

• The discretization size (the length ∆s above, which results from the number
of points in our initial front) has to be smaller than the smallest characteristic length in the problem. This can be the plasma tube radius, the
plasma properties gradient length, the magnetic field curvature radius, or
the ion Larmor radius. For-low magnetization regimes and slowly divergent
MNs, the plasma gradient length is typically the critical magnitude. In highmagnetization cases, however, ion Larmor radius can set a tighter constrain
to ∆s.

• The discrete nature of the numerical propagation and the always-convex
character of the outermost streamline can lead to situations where the next
border point cannot be found. This happens when the front points are so
separated that the upward-running Mach line does not intersect the always
convex beam border. In these cases, an indirect border point needs to be
calculated.

D.2.2

Calculation of the Magnetic field

The model of the magnetic field is based on the analytical solution for a single
current loop. For a loop located at a section ZL and having a radius RL and
current IL , the magnetic streamfunction ψ and the axial and radial components
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Bz and Br are given by184
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q
with Q = (r + RL )2 + (z − ZL )2 , k 2 = 4RL r/Q2 , and K (m) and E (m) the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, respectively (with the argument
m defined as in Ref. 242). Note that the magnetic field at the center of the loop
is simply µ0 IL /(2RL ).
The applied magnetic field B a used in the simulations is calculated as the
superposition of one or more current loops.
The induced magnetic field B p , on the other hand, arises from the plasma response, as plasma electric currents create their own magnetic field. Both azimuthal
and longitudinal electric currents exist in the MN, which give rise, respectively, to
longitudinal and azimuthal components of Bp .
Ideally, one would attempt to calculate the induced magnetic field simultaneously with the plasma response by solving Ampère’s equation together with the
plasma equations. The field thus obtained would then be added to the applied
field to obtain the total magnetic field, B = B a + B p . However, as mentioned
in Chapter 8, the elliptic nature of Ampère’s equation would break the hyperbolic
character required by the advantageous method of characteristics. Instead, the
induced field is calculated iteratively. After obtaining a first plasma response and
the electric currents in it, a first version of the induced field is calculated to correct
the total field. The simulation and field calculation are repeated until convergence
in plasma properties and magnetic field is achieved.
For the longitudinal induced field, the azimuthal plasma current density is
assimilated to a set of discrete current loops on the N1 × N2 nodes of a rectangular
mesh that covers the simulation region. Using the analytical solution of Eqs.
(D.1)–(D.3), it is possible to calculate the field that these currents induce on the
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centerpoints of the mesh efficiently by reusing the influence matrix of each loop to
calculate the field of the other loops of same radius. Using the field calculated on
the mesh, the field at any point inside of it is obtained via interpolation. Observe
that plasma currents outside of the mesh (both upstream, in the plasma source,
and far downstream) are neglected. This incurs in an error that is presumably
small away from the boundaries of the integration domain.
For the azimuthal induced field, Ampère’s equation reduces to Eq. (8.2), which
can be numerically integrated radially from the axis outward, to obtain Bθ on
the centerpoints of the mesh, too. Observe that in this case, the longitudinal
currents outside of the mesh do not contribute to the calculation, so that no error
is committed in that regard.

D.3

Testing and validation of the code

During the development of the DiMagNo code, a test-driven design technique was
followed to ensure the correctness of the program units. This approach consists
basically on creating first the tests that each part of code is expected to pass,
before actually programming the code. In this way, the tests have two important
functions beyond the mere checking of the program. First, they act as a concrete
implementation of the requirements and interfaces that the code has to comply
with, toward which each unit has to be programmed. And second, running all
tests after each minimal change to the code ensures that nothing broke with the
new addition, and that the existing code continues to perform as expected.
A first means of validation of DiMagNo has been the comparison against the
simple 1D model presented in Chapter 4. These results show that the 1D solution
is the averaged 2D solution in z = const sections to very good agreement, as
expected.
Additional basic validation of DiMagNo code has been carried out by checking
the conservation of the ion mass flow,
ṁ =

Z

RV (z)

nuzi rdr.

(D.4)

0

Figure D.4 presents the accumulated error for some of the simulations used in
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Figure D.4: DiMagNo validation using the conservation of mass flow in the MN. As
example, the two simulations of Chapter 7 are shown (both simulations were run
with 200 initial points at the nozzle throat; only the region prior to the turning
point is shown).

this Thesis. Clearly, while the numerical integration unavoidably incurs into some
error, it is sufficiently small and remains well below 0.1% in the cases shown.
Observe that, since the conservation of ion energy and total angular momentum
is used explicitly in the integration, the error in the conservation of Hi (ψi ) =
mi u2i /2 + eφ and Di (ψi ) = mi ruθi + eψ is negligible in all cases.
The code results have also been checked for consistency a posteriori, by numerically calculating the derivatives of pressure and ambipolar potential and verifying
the electron momentum equation.
The accuracy of the integration by the method of characteristics is considered
very high, and indeed it is usually employed to validate more complex algorithms.
Recently, DiMagNo has been used to validate the hybrid fluid/PIC code HelPIC of
the plasma expansion in the MN developed at EP2,236 which aims also to integrate
the internal plasma problem in the helicon source of the HPT. The good agreement
of the comparison has also served as a cross-validation for DiMagNo.
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